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Intimus: "... innermost, most secret

Alienus: "... of another, foreign, alien

... not related ... inimical,

most profound, most

strange ... not to be

intimate ... from the

familiar with ...

deepest part ...

rncongruous ...

a most intimate

different from ...

friend"

th

ings strange, foreign"
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SYNOPSIS

This thesis explores the social dynamics of and interconnections between identity, relatedness

and kinship. lt argues that identity is fundamentally implicated in understandings of, conflict

over and practices around relatedness and kinship. To study identity with regard to the
exigencies

of

relatedness and kinship,

the thesis uses adoption as an ethnographic

and

conceptual vehicle. The thesis argues that the cultural constructions and interplays between

the biogenetic and the social in circumstances associated with adoption are both contextual
and potent in relation to multifarious claims to and pursuits of identity. ldentity and questions

of agency are understood as sites for creative struggles by individual agents, within a matrix of
competing, often contradictory social forces, tendencies and processes.

While identity is central to relatedness and kinship in the field of adoption, the reverse also
holds. A study of the predicaments, experiences, struggles and risks that embroil agents whose
lives are affected by adoption reveals the centrality of contextualised understandings of gender,
connectedness and agency. Refractions of familiarity and strangeness repeatedly configure and

problematise social situations for agents

in which identity is either ambiguous,

perilously

sought, or threatened. The interpretation and valuation of the biogenetic and the social provide
experiential avenues for agents to reflect, not only upon their origins, but also upon their most

intimate aspirations. As a prime cultural entity, the individual assumes mediatory postures in

various dialectical forms and juxtapositions. The thesis considers connections between
identity, relatedness and kinship astheyare mediated bythe individual and the marital couple,
cast here in certain contexts as a unitary cultural and social phenomenon.

Adoptiorr constitutes a cultural site through which the ambiguities and uncertainties that
permeate relatedness and kinship are rendered visible and thus accessible. The thesis
concludes that, at a time when the millennium is approaching, questions

of identity

are

critically implicated in realms of both relatedness and kinship. While identities often go to the
core of existence, the identities are also precariously situated; fragile, perilous pursuits, or
uncertain predicaments which cannot be evaluated or understood without invoking realms of
relatedness and understandings of separateness and attachment through kinship.
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INTRODUCTION

As the millennium approaches, various issues, problems and questions concerning identity are well

to the fore in anthropology. lndeed, the last years of the twentieth century are notable for the
degrees of reflexivity which permeate the discipline, both concerning those studied and the nature

of the ethnographic and anthropological endeavours themselves (Mintz 1998; Strathern 1995c).
Yet the theoretical and ethnographic attention which has been directed to notions of identity in
recent times is by no means homogeneous or arbitrary. Questions of identity have been explored

in concert with and under the rubric of race or ethnicity in a variety of ethnographic contexts (Frake

1998; Proschan 1997; Slaney 1997; Cheater & Hopa 1997; Nugent1997). Similarly, gender and
identity have assumed a substantial profile in the recent annals of anthropological inquiry (Lovett
1997; Culmann 1997a, 1997b; Nash 1997).
lssues

of identity and relatedness or kinship have figured less prominently in anthropology. The

entire domain of identity in contexts of relatedness or kinship has tended to be passed over, with

few exceptions in non-Western settings (B¡rth 1997; Kraus 1998). This lacuna is especially
pronounced in Western contexts, with the exception of Simpson's research on divorce in Britain

(1994,1997a,1997b). While the reasons for this area of inquiry being relatively neglected might
not be pertinent to the trajectory of this thesis, the magnitude of the inattentiveness to questions of
identity vis a vis relatedness or kinship is an important foundation to establish for the analysis of the
ethnographic data which follows. lt is paradoxical that this deficit should be observable at a time

when a range of other dimensions of identity are being well scrutinised, debated and pondered
within the discipline (Ortner 1998).
This paradox is accentuated by the point that, of all areas of theory and ethnographic research in
social anthropology, it is perhaps kinship above all else that is embedded in the history of fieldwork
and the scholastic genealogy of anthropological understandings of cultural and social

life.

lndeed,

previous generations of anthropologists have placed considerable emphasis on studying "kinship"

in the context of the more general task of coming to grips with understanding a number of realms

of cultural and social life (Parkin 1997a). ln the past decade or so a corpus of knowledge

has

emerged which underlines the importance of analysing notions of kinship in Britain or other "Euro-

American" contexts in the late twentieth century (for example Strathern 1991a, 1992a, 1992b,

1993a,1995a,1995b,1996a,1996b, 1996c; Edwards 1993; Hirsch 1993; Franklin 1997). ln this

corpus of ethnography, the cultural peculiarity of the Western individual is repeatedly emphasised,
especially in the context of issues of relatedness (Strathern 1993a).
This thesis addresses questions of identity in relation to both relatedness and kinship. Rather than

approaching identity as fixed, prefigured
persistent regard

to

issues

or static, I

investigate the dynamics

of identity with

of agency. More specifically, there are three analytical strands that

appear consistently throughout this thesis; agency, identity and the space in which the individual
and relatedness are constitutively interactive. I address identity through relatedness and kinship in
a variety of contexts associated with adoption, a social and cultural phenomenon that presents
range

of milieux in which ambiguity and reflexivity feature in biological or sociall biographies

a
as

well as more general issues of identity. Such a reflexive cast to the field of inquiry assists my task of
probing how issues of identity serve to set people apart from others; how people's sense of who

they are stems from and in turn infuses realms of differentiation, distinctiveness and orientation.
During these processes, articulations and senses of kinship are not restricted to "private" domains,

but move to more public cultural sites as well. The locus of agency for the highly problematic
enactment and definition

of identity in this ethnographic context is the individual; a cultural

phenomenon which is repeatedly interrogated throughout the thesis.
Since questions of identity are addressed in the context of relatedness and kinship, opportunities

are taken in the course of this thesis for a consideration of matters of relatedness and kinship
beyond the confines of adoptlon per

se. ln this way adoption

provides an ethnographic

access

point to, or window on, broad notions of relatedness and kinship in a particular Western setting.

By focusing on a variety of practices associated with adoption, not only is an ethnography
produced

in its own anthropological right, but

opportunities

to

engage broader notions and

dynamics of relatedness are also repeatedly seized. A further result of this analytical trajectory

is

that the nature of the connections between identity, relatedness and kinship is explored across

a

range of contexts and intersubjective climates in the course of the chapters that follow.

Precisely how issues
associated

of identity, relatedness and kinship figure in the lives of people who

are

with adoption in one way or another has not been explored, despite well established

research across the social sciences. The domains

of inquiry that

are the focus of this thesis

therefore address areas that are little researched not only in anthropology, but across the social

sciences. While disciplines such as psychology and social work feature prominently in the
t Adoption's capacity to separate the biogenetic from the social is reminiscent of Strathern's point that 'difference is made
manifest in division" (1996a:42, also 1996b: 531). This positions adoption advantageously in approaching questions of
identity, relatedness and connection or disjunction through notions of kinship.
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research literature on adoption, a considerable amount of the research raises very significant
questions about concepts, often normative and taken for granted, which are prime sites for cultural
analysis (for example Brodzinsky et

al 1990;

Brodzinsky et

al 1992; Croze &

Rosenthal 1991;

Harper 1996; Harris 1996; Phillips'1995). Adoption in Western settings has received little attention

in anthropology. Research by Modell (1986, 1994,1996) and Terrell and Modell (1994) identifies
adoption as a potentially rich site of anthropological research, but the scale and depth of these
studies do not address the precise nature of questions of identity against a cultural background of
relatedness and kinship. lndeed, this thesis takes up ethnographic ground that is signalled in these
studies as worthy of research, but beyond the scope of previous endeavours.

The tendency for research on adoption to take the individual as a given, unproblematic element in

the cultural landscape highlights the importance of scrutinising the associations between

the

individual and relatedness in this particular setting, as well as reflecting upon the contours of the

"individual" itself. ln challenging tendencies to accept notions such as "the individual" as given or
culturally unproblematic, I am also asserting the potency of social anthropology as a distinctive
discipline within the social sciences. I argue that the ethnographic data in this thesis and

its

treatment constitute an example of the contribution which anthropological methodology, theory
and analysis can make to a domain which, on the face of it, might appear to have been thoroughly
researched and therefore well understood within the social sciences.

It is with regard to such factors that Chapter One addresses the methodology of fieldwork and the
broad contours of the social and cultural space where fieldwork was carried

out.

By elaborating

certain characteristics of the site, the context of data collection and subsequent analysis are made

explicit. At the same time, my own position

as researcher is

outlined. The nature of the fieldwork

undertaken is important for the chapters that follow since subsequent chapters address certain
patterns that arise across diverse social and interpersonal contexts associated with adoption.
Chapters Two and Three consider the ways in which participants seek to engage with a variety of

senses

of identity which are associated with adoption, often so as to bring about

dramatic

transformations of identity for both individuals and couples. Such engagement signals that issues of
agency are fundamentally implicated in their undertakings. Chapter Two identifies certain states of

participants'incompleteness and the cultural, social and political dynamics that infuse and orient
such predicaments

-

not only for individuals, but for couples as

well. Cultural elaborations of the

biogenetic and the social are critical to the ways in which incompleteness is experienced,
confronted and sometimes transformed. Such processes are infused with juxtapositions of
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familiarity and strangeness. lndeed, such juxtapositions constitute a major site for differentiations

of identity and hues of relatedness throughout this thesis. That such states of incompleteness firmly
implicate others indicates not only the relational cast of participants'endeavours, but also the
centrality of relatedness and kinship to questions of identity.
Chapter Three remains oriented to the dynamics of transforming identities that are anchored in
incompleteness

to those which personalise completeness. lt

argues that dimensions

of gender,

social knowledge and agency are central to the processes by which completeness ensues and

is

experienced across a variety of contexts associated with adoption. Chapter Three also positions the

quality of experiences of completeness as ethnographically compelling, through associations of
partiality and wholeness with senses of the uncanny, particularly in relation to women.

ln Chapter Four the social and cultural profiles of the body are explored, particularly
command significant attention

in

as they

participants' experiences which involve transformations of

identity, such as adoption re-unions, adoptive parents meeting their "child" for the first time, or
adult's shocking discovery that they are in fact adopted. Here, the ways in which the corporeal

an
is

implicated in the dynamics of identity, relatedness and kinship are pronounced, not only in and of
themselves, but also in the connections between these themes. Juxtapositions between familiarity

and strangeness are diverse, but also central to the detection and interpretation of degrees of

affinity. The construction of wholeness or completeness is counterposed with social forces

and

tendencies invoking gender and relatedness as well as the experiential contexts in which the body
is

writ

large.

The theme of Chapter Five is temporality. The various ways in which temporality not only figures

in, but also helps shape the dynamics of identity are explored. ln particular, the quality and limits

of agency are elaborated in the context of participants' experiences of and quests for particular
forms of identity. Chapter Five extends the analysis of the uncanny and situates it within temporal
and extratemporal frames. The dimensions of temporality highlight the extent to which temporality

has been taken for granted or passed over in other research on adoption, but the chapter also
provides a venue for a reiteration of certain themes from previous chapters within temporal and
therefore richer, albeit more problematic frames of inquiry.
Chapter Six focuses on the profile of emotion across the contexts associated with adoption which
have permeated previous chapters. lt questions the cultural basis of associations between emotion
and gender and explores dimensions of agency vis a vis emotion with reference to the qualities of
agency which have been identified in previous chapters. By questioning the nature of the links
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between emotion and completeness, the chapter enables an extension of the critical dimensions of

the interfaces between gender and relatedness from earlier chapters. Such strands of inquiry occur

within the context of unsettling the rational-emotional dualism that permeates a considerable
amount of research on emotion. By highlighting the central¡ty of emotion as partly constitutive of
transformative experiences

of identity, rather than merely a by-product of the

experiences, the

contextualised cast of emotion's veneration or apprehension is accentuated.
By drawing together the dynamics of agency, relatedness and kinship in contexts which repeatedly

problematise and emphasise the biogenetic and the social, this study is able to discuss dynamic
valencies of identity which are crucial in the lives of participants as well as having currency with
the agenda of the discipline of anthropology as the millennium looms.
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CHAPTER
FI

1

ELDWORK AN D METHODOTOGY

ADOPTION, IDENTITY AND KINSHIP
Mounting a research initiative directed at questions

of identity and kinship

practices in

contemporary Western locations immediately raises questions about the means
access to the kinds

of

of information which anthropology recognizes as rich - venues/

gaining

contexts

and circumstances which might include, but go beyond, the structured interview or the random

sample (Modell 1994; Manderson 1985; Tizard 1991) - techniques which allied disciplines,
focusing on "family studies" tend to privilege (see Finch & Mason 1993).
By selecting adoption as the point of direct inquiry, two parallel conceptual trajectories ensued.
First, a research project was framed in which data pertaining to adoption matters per se would

be collected and analysed. Second, this body of data could also then be utilised to illuminate
and problematise some of the intricacies, the relative obscurity and the unproblematised facets
of contemporary notions and practices around identity and kinship in Australia. That is, as well
as constituting an ethnography

of adoption in its own right, an anthropological analysis of the

intricacies of identity which permeate adoption would provide access to the sorts of social
interactions, experiences, discourse and practices which research

on kinship typically

has

difficulty in gaining access to, especially in relation to unsolicited material.
This reasoning rests on conceptualising adoption practices and beliefs within the confines of
this piece of research as a kind of fracturing, interruption, disruption, splitting of, or artificial
substitute for, the shared biogenetic substance which was articulated by Schneider and which
has often been taken as critical to "Western" kinship since then (1968).

lt is the possibility of

framing questions about contemporary identity and kinship in Australia as a result of the kinds

of data collected and analysed in relation to adoption which extends the relevance of
research beyond the confines

this

of those individuals and families immediately affected

by

adoption, but this does not subsume their primacy or their immediacy in the process. The

milieux of connectedness, conflicts, alignment and contradictions which infuse adoptionrelated practices and beliefs serve as a microcosm of the wider set of social patterning we think
b

of as "kinship", ot, more loosely, "family

life". What at first glance appears in common sense

terms to be only an alternative identiÇ, an exception to biological reproduction, parenthood
and family relationships upon closer theoretical examination becomes an illustration, reflection
and comment upon precisely that which it is seen as being a substitute for - a constellation of

articulations of identities, social relationships and groupings conveniently conceptualised

as

"kinship".

APPROACH TO METHODOLOCY

Participant observation was the chief means

of

generating the data, moulded

to suit the

fieldwork context, having regard to the potential peculiarities of engaging in fieldwork "at
home" (Callaway 1992; Hendry 1992; Okely 1983,1996). The primary aim in the early part of
fieldwork was to secure access to, and sustained involvement in, the active adoption-oriented
groups and organisations

in Adelaide. An additional aim was to establish a network

of

informants not only within but also beyond the boundaries of these organisations. While both
these aims were fulfilled, the network grew faster and larger than expected. ln particular, the

number of people to whom an introduction was made outside the structure of adoption
organisations was greater than anticipated.

The rationale underpinning these aims was guided by several factors. First, information relating

to adoption practices in as broad a sense and as broad a catchment

as possible was pursued,

reco8nrsrng

actual physical presence in their world is an absolute prerequisite to access to their
lived experience. There is no way to substitute a phone call for fieldwork; most of the
relevant information is non-verbal and cannot be 'called up', but has to be experienced
as performed (Hastrup '1994:.2).

Second, it was recognized that in order to gain an understanding and interpretation of adoption

as an instance of both personal identity and kinship relations,

a large amount of

detailed

information would need to be collected across a range of social interactions and contexts and

that this would need to include a substantial component of unsolicited material as well
accounts

by individuals, couples and other groupings.

Processes

of

as

observation within

participant observation were thus well to the fore; "what has to be learnt is how to observe"
(Strathern 1993c:

163). Third; I wished to

maximise the possible advantages

of

doing

anthropology "at home" (Strathern 1987a; Dragadze 1987; Canguly-Scrase 1993). Yet at the
7

same time lwas cognisant of, but did not wish to be restricted by, the potential dilemmas and

pitfalls, such as either jeopardising or taking for granted "privileged access to certain aspects of

local culture, notably the emotive and other intimate dimensions" (Hastrup 1992a:179).
Within this stricture on a general level with anthropology "at home", there was also an acute
awareness that "when one

talks'family'with any interlocutor, one is always approaching a

secret, hidden intimate realm ... " (Segalen and Zonabend 1987:

"1"17).

FIELDWORK SITE

Fieldwork extended from February 1994 to May 1995 inclusive and its location was the city of
Adelaide, capital

of South Australia. Adelaide

has

a population of some 900,000, which

constitutes the bulk of the State's population. South Australia has a low rural population, with
Adelaide a central focus for not only population but also for government. Adelaideians tend to

think of Adelaide as a small

city. lt is commonly contrasted with the three capital

cities on the

Australian eastern seaboard - Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. This perceived contrast is often

conveyed in such frames of contrast as Adelaide being "easy to get around", relatively

safe,

relatively unpolluted or congested, and as having the cheapest cost of living in metropolitan

Australia. lmages of Adelaide that are encountered in its daily newspaper and to some extent
on local television's current affairs programs tend to reinforce the idea that Adelaide is a haven.
Moreover, this sanctuary-like quality is portrayed in terms of Australia's "best kept secret". A
Letter to the Editor

of The Advertiser, Adelaide's daily newspaper, noted "... I believe that my

friend could be right when he says Adelaide probably

will be discovered as one of the

country's best kept secrets. Perhaps this is what Adelaide people are afraid of" (fhe Advertiser,

13 June '1996). The other newspaper produced in Adelaide, The Sunday Mail, warns
Adelaideians they "... would be mad to fall into the trap of judging itself on Sydney's terms.

That would mean

it

has

to be so exciting it is barely livable: too big, too

expensive, too

impersonal, too much screaming traffic, and pollution and not enough humanity... sure, the

town can be a bit staid, a bit parochial ..." (Sunday Mail Sunday 16 June 1996).
Adelaide has a cosmopolitan flavour about

it.

The climate has supported the proliferation in

the past ten years of restaurants and coffee shops, many with outdoor eating facilities.
Adelaide's staging of the Formula One Crand Prix during the 1980's was portrayed as Adelaide
having not only joined, but been noticed by the international community (Peace 1998).

Adelaide has been characterised for many years within Australia as "the city of churches".

While this in part refers to the perceived over-representation of churches and cathedrals for

a

I

city of its size, it also encompasses an historical tendency for Adelaide to be depicted

as

moralistic, conservative and proper, especially in contrast to Sydney (Pike 1957; Whitelock

1977). Since the incidence of much-publicised serial murders in the early 1980's, Adelaide's
self-conscious propriety has been contrasted by a moral concern and fear over rising crime

rates. These rates have been interpreted as an index of the demise of Adelaide's grasp on

its

identity as a haven from the vicissitudes of life which characterise not only larger Australian
metropolises but even larger urban locales overseas as

well.

The intertwining of Adelaide's

character as a refuge or sanctuary on the one hand and as an attractive site for immoral and/or

illegal activity is one which has permeated the identity of the city since its settlement in 1836
(Telfer 1997).

Another attribute of the city is the tendency for its citizens to comment on the connections
between members of its populace with one another. A comment which I encountered many
times during fieldwork was: "That's Adelaide, anyone you meet knows someone who knows
someone who you know

-

it's always the way, ¡sn't

it?"

Apart from its significance as

an

attribute perceived to be peculiar to Adelaide,l this factor is notable in another way.
This tendency to anticipate connections or associates through another party signalled, early in

fieldwork, that notions of and practices around privacy and confidentiality would need careful

attention. On the other hand, this position forecasted or at least signalled hope for substantial
networking possibilities. As fieldwork proceeded, it became clear that both types of potential
implications for fieldwork arising from Adelaide's "connections" were pertinent.

ADOPTION-ORIE NTE D ORCAN ISATIONS

Adoption associated practices lie within the legislative and regulatory ambit of the State of
South Australia. The institution responsible for this regulation is the Department for Family and

Community Services, within which two units administer different aspects of adoption. The
Adoptions Branch regulates local adoptions and monitors the licensing of one private sector
agency that administers and effects overseas adoptions. The Family lnformation Service
maintains custody of, manages and polices access to identifying information in connection with
past adoption and fostering arrangements (see Harris 1996).

The bureaucratic infrastructure surrounding the phenomenon of adoption also encompasses
non-government, private organisations that are typically constituted around a particular point of

I Sometimes Adelaide was referred to as "an overgrown country town", in contrast to the "sprawling' capital cities of
the eastern seaboard of Australia.
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interest on adoption. Examples of these include Parents of Adoptees lncorporated, Adopted
Persons Support Group and Australian Relinquishing Mothers Society.2 The

title of

some

groups, such as the last one, involves an acronym (A.R.M.S.) which convey particular
information about the nature
organisational

of the organisation,

especially

in

conjunction with the

logo. For another group, the title signals a unified, complete set of previously

disaggregated, scattered entities. This group is Adoption Jigsaw - or, as it is known in Adelaide,

simply ")igsaw".
Eleven groups or organisations that were directly and centrally involved with adoption-related

practices were included

in fieldwork. The organisations and their

acronyms

or

popular

abbreviations are listed below.

Adopted Persons Support Croup lncorporated (A.P.S.G.)
Parents of Adoptees Croup lncorporated (P.A.C.)

Adoption J igsaw lncorporated (Jigsaw)
Australians Aiding Children lncorporated Parent Support Croup (A.A.C. Parent Croup)

Adoption Privacy Protection Croup (P.P.G.)
Australians Aiding Children Adoption Agency lncorporated (A.A.C.)
Australian Relinquishing Mothers Society (A.R.M.S.)

Adoption Services Branch - S.A. Department for Family and Community Services
(Adoption Services)

Family lnformation Services

-

S.A. Department for Family and Community Services

(F.r.s.)

Australian Korean Friendship Group lncorporated (A.K.F.G.)

Adoption lnterest Croup

A diagram of the relevant organisations, arranged according to primary purpose/ appears on the

following page.

2

Modell's (1986, 19941 research concerning the U.S.A. based "Concerned United Birthparents" provides some parallel

lines of inquiry.
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ADOPTION-RELATED ORGANISATIONS INCLUDED IN FIELDWORK

ADOPTION PRIVAC.Y

PRorEcltoN

'

GRoUP INC

ORGANISAI'IONS PLACING CÉilI-DIìI]N FC)I{,,\DOPTION
ORCìANISA'TIONS ASSISTING WITI{ LOCA'TING tsIOLOGICAI- REI-ATIVI]S, MEDIATING OR
N¡, (X)]'IATING CON] ACT AND EIìIì]]CTING REUNIONS
ORGANISATIONS FOCUSING ON SUPPORT GROUPS
ORGANISATION FOCUSING ON LOBBYINGAND SUPPORT
INFORMATION EXCTIANGE AND NETWORK FOR
PROFES SIONALS WORKING IN ADOPTIONS

*NOTE SOME ORGANISATIONS FUNCTION IN SEVERAL OF THE ABOVE DOMATNS
CATEGORI SATION BY COLOUR INDICATES PRIMARY GROUP ORIENTATION.
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A summary of the pertinent details of these organisations will provide a framework upon which

to locate ethnographic data that follows in other chapters.

ORCANISATIONS AND THEIR DIFFERENCES
The functions and modes of operation of the eleven organisations included in fieldwork can be

summarised under five groupings.

A.

ORCAN/SAT/ONS PLACINC CHITDREN FOR ADOPTION.

Two organisations place children for adoption in Adelaide; one for "local" adoptions and one
for "intercountry"3 adoptions. Australians Aiding Children Adoption Agency lncorporated is a
licenseda adoption agency

with premises in a house in an eastern suburb close to the city.

Social workers and psychologists assess/ educate and prepare prospective adoptive parents.

Typically articulated beliefs among workers in this area included the appropriateness of
matching couples

in need of children with children from

overseas

in need of a

family,

sometimes encapsulated in a definition of adoption as a "marriage of needs".

Couples adopting from overseas through this organisation pay regular "fees for service" for

a

variety of "services", including assessment interviews, preparation of a "Home Study" files that
is sent to the country nominated by the couple for adoption, attending pre-allocation education

groups, post-allocation education groups (each consisting of five sessions of two to three hours

per week) and sundry other preparatory stages in the journey towards adopting a child from
"overseas" (see Sharav 1991; Tsiantis'1991; Howe 1992). The Home Study forms the basis
upon which social workers in the child's country of origin select a "family" for the child.6 The
selection of a "family" for the child, rather than vice versa is stressed by psychologists and
social workers as well as experienced intercountry adoptive parents as constituting a practical
manifestation of the often espoused principle in adoption that the interests of the child are
paramount.

3

"intercountry' is used as distinct from "interracial" adoptions. fhe latter term is common in adoption
with its meaning varying between adoptions within the one nation but across "racial' boundaries
(especially in the U.S.A. and Britain), totheterm being used synonymouslywith'intercountry'(see Ryburn 1996).
The term

research literature,
a For a

general account of "accredited bodies" in ¡ntercountry adoption, see Selman & White ('1994). Cray's account of
parent support groups in Intercountry adoption in New South Wales indicates that the licensing of A.A.C. Adoption
Agency in South Australia is unusual in Australia, with intercountry adoption being effected through state government
departments such as Family And Community Services in other states (.1 997).
s The
origins of such a documentary appraisal can be found in the United Nations report Study On Adoption Of
Children (1953l,.
6

ln contrast to the frequent practice in the United States of America in which couples might select a child from a range
of photographs and information set before them (Modell '1994).
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During fieldwork this agency had established relationships with the Philippines, the Republic of

Korea, lndia, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Hong Kong, Ethiopia and Thailand.

ln

1994-95 35

children from "overseas"T were placed for adoption in South Australia by this agency (Angus &

Colley 1996). ln addition to the couple paying the A.A.C. Adoption Agency fees for service,

a

schedule of charges was administered by the agency on behalf of the child's country of origin.

ln

many instances such fees included retrospective payment for foster care expenses,

immigration and health checks and documents and sometimes a compulsory "donation" to

an

orphanage or welfare program administered by the same organisation.

The Adoption Services Branch of the South Australian Department For Family And Community
Service effects

"local" adoptions in South Australia - both "stranger"s adoptions and "step-

parent" adoptions. Other functional aspects include counselling women considering
relinquishment, conducting educational and information activities

for couples

considering

adoption, appearing in court as the representatives of F.A.C.S. when adoption orders are made

or

sought, and policing

or monitoring the licence for the

agency effecting intercountry

adoptions. The South Australian Department for Family and Community Services also
administers the Aboriginal Link-Up Scheme, a service which is aimed at re-uniting Aboriginal

people and their families who have been separated by adoption in previous decades. Whilst
some contact did occur with this scheme, the predicament of Aboriginal people and adoption

does not figure in this thesis, as a strategic decision was taken prior to fieldwork that
"Aboriginal adoptions" required a separate research undertaking.

B.

ORCAN/s,ATONs AS5/5T/NC WITH LOCATINC BIOLOCICAL RELATIVES, MEDIATING

OR NECOT/ATINC CONTACT AND EFFECTINC REUN/ONs.

Three organisations' activities can be grouped under this function; one government and two

others. The Family lnformation Services section of the Department for Family and Community
Services holds and discloses information relating

to people who have been adopted,

their

biological parents and the circumstances of their relinquishment. ln addition to this provision

of information, F.l.S. conducts compulsory group or individual counselling prior to the

release

of identifying information and offers a mediation service for those wishing to make contact with

a biological relative. Staff in this section regard a sense of balance as crucial in negotiating
between the often conflictual rights of those at all three points of "the adoption triangle" (see

Holbrook 1996). Since this section only deals with adults, an equitable balance between
7

ln the same year a total of 257 children Ítom 2O countries were placed w¡th couples for the purposes of adoption
throughout Australia (Angus & Colley 1996).
I Otherwise referred to as "adoption of children by non-relatives".
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competing rights is seen as not only desirable but possible. This possibility hinges on the
volitional, decision-making capacity and aptitude of the individual (Strathern 1992b).

Adoption Jigsaw lncorporated is not constituted around any one element of "the adoption
triangle", but provides a range of services for all those affected by adoption. There is

a

pronounced emphasis on tracing relativess and effecting re-unions wherever possible. Jigsaw's
support group met monthly, usually with ten to fifteen people present. A quarterly newsletterlo

was printed, which reflected the group's affiliation with namesakes in other Australian

states

and New Zealand. Prominent themes of activities and newsletters of this organisation were the
"naturalness" of biologically related people seeking information about, and contact with, each

other and the celebration

of

re-union through glowing short stories

in the newsletter,

highlighting successful outcomes to often difficult or protracted searches by people whose lives
have been affected by adoption. The name of the organisation was reflected

in much of

its

practice and stipulated aims. Pieces of the jigsaw are not only missins, but rightfully belong

together in a very precise way in order for the full picture, literally, to emerge and become
visible in the process. The unity resulting from re-aggregated pieces provides a sense of (visual)
wholeness not perceptible through the parts alone.lr
The Australian Relinquishing Mothers Society is dedicated to the welfare and rights of women

who have relinquished children. At the time of fieldwork it occupied premises in a small
house in an eastern suburb just outside the city centre.

A

part-time social worker was

employed via a grant from the Department for Family and Community Servíces. Support
groups were active and a "phone-in" was held on a Sunday close to Mothers' Day for women

who wished to discuss relinquishment and/or search for their "child". This group is active in
educational and advocacy programs aimed at fostering more tolerant attitudes within the

community over adoption matters generally and relinquishment in particular. Within this
organisation the rights

of relinquishing

mothers were envisaged as central

in adoption,

in

addition to the child's welfare. The naturalness, strength and inviolable sanctity of the bond

between biological mother and child underpinned and directed discourse, practice and
sentiment for this group. Many relinquishing mothers (especially those whose relinquishment

occurred during the 1950's and 1960's [see Carmichael 1995]) felt they had been duped into
relinquishment, and/or blamed themselves for being "bad mothers" (Weinreb & Konstam 1995:

e

These searching and tracing services were also available to people in rural areas or living interstate/ such is the
perceived need to facilitate locating and re-uniting with biological relatives.
ro
As with other adoption organisations and support groups, the newsletter here follows broadly those characteristics
noted by Layne in her study of pregnancy loss support organisations, including that "women ... write most of the

newsletter items" (1 996: 134).
rr A variety of part-whole relational patterns concerning the body is explored in Chapter Four.
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fieldwork there was occasional publicity concerning these women having been told
immediately following the birth that their baby had died - only to discover 30 or 40 years later
the baby had been "adopted out", when the adoptee decided to search fortheir "origins". This
perceived abuse by the state was heightened and sharpened by the unquestionably "natural",
atemporal bond between any biological mother and her child.

C. ORCAN/sAT/ONS FOCUS/NG

PRIMARILY ON SUPPORT CROUPS.

Four organisations featured support group activitiesl2 as their prime focus. The Adopted
Persons Support Group lncorporated is constituted around

the interests of adult

adoptees,

meeting once per month in a school hall on a weekday evening with around fifteen to twenty

people present.

A

regular newsletter is printed and some support, practical advice and

assistance is available

for adoptees tracing and seeking reunions with relatives. lndividuals

usually attended without spouse or other relatives, but occasionally a partner would attend

support group meeting, especially

if they are a neophyte. Principal

a

concerns of the group

include the rights of adopted persons to information around their birth, origins, relinquishment,

relatives, searching for and being reunited with relatives and the ethics

of adoption as a

practice. Rights to information about one's origins were seen as crucial for adoptees

in

constructing a sound identity. As identity often lay in origins, so the legitimacy of securing
access to one's origins lay in the rights of the individual.

Parents

Of Adoptees lncorporated provides support for parents with adopted children,

the

majorityl3 being adopted locally and in teenage years or early adulthood (see Cregson &
Rooney 1996). A quarterly newsletter is printed. Some of those whose teenage children were

experiencing "problems" met in small groups to offer support, especially at coffee mornings.

While the rights of the individual were recognized as not only relevant but also contestable
terrain by this organisation, these rights were premised on the "right to choose" - to seek
information or not seek information, to be "open" or "private". Volition preceded and
overruled compulsion.

The Australians Aiding Children lncorporated Parent Support Croup is closely allied to the

above agency of a similar name. This group conducts a support group on Wednesday
mornings once

a month for

parents (typically mothers)

of children from overseas.

These

r2

Csordas & Kleinman's work on the "therapeutic process" is pertinent to the trajectory and purpose of such groups

(1

996).

See also Francis

(1

997).

r3

This is explicable through the marked fall in "local" adoptions in recent years, compared to the proliferation of local
adoptions 20 or so years ago.

l5

meetings take place in the home of a particular adoptive mother. Prospective adoptive parents

are encouraged to attend and those "waiting" receive support from "old hands". The "old

hands" experience excitement and joy at news (including photographs) of allocations of
children for adoption. The afternoon of the Wednesday morning group is devoted to couples
(mainly women) experiencing difficulties with older adoptees, often teenagers. This group is

a

tangible expression of the commonly held and voiced belief among adoptive parents that "the
younger you adopt them the better", in the sense that children adopted as older children rather

than as babies frequently display difficulties in "adjustment"r4 (Selman & Wells
Triseliotis et

al

1997:

27). The management

committee met monthly,

1996;

or more often

as

required, at the A.A.C. Adoption Agency offices.

This group also undertakes and manages a sponsorship program of children in numerous
overseas countries, largely those from which children are

adopted. Fundraising activities

included wine tastings, bric a brac sales and dinners with a particular theme such as a "Thai

night". The group's annual picnic and Annual Ceneral Meeting occur on Anzac Day (see
Kapferer

1

988; Taussig 1992; Cohen 1994: 161), which is attended by "whole" families. Many

of this group's activities are driven by a concern for the rights of underprivileged children
overseas, sometimes with an explicit Christian underpinning.

The Australian Korean Friendship Croup lncorporated comprises families with children
adopted from South

Korea. A quarterly magazine is printed and circulated

throughout

Australia. Scheduled activities include Little Links (activities for very young children and their
mothers), Local Links (localised networks and groupings of families with Korean children) and
celebrations and social events accordingto significantdates in Korea such as Children's Dayor

Chusok.ls Catherings in celebration and acknowledgment of such events sometimes numbered
over two hundred people. Korean food would be sold by Korean women living in Adelaide

who had an association with the A.K.F.C., occasionally in collaboration with adoptive mothers

of Korean born children. Often such gatherings would feature a hanbokl6 parade, in which
adopted Korean children would parade around the perimeter of a hall, schoolyard or oval for

the admiration of adoptive parents, adoptive grandparents, friends and an inevitable scattering

of couples who were waiting to adopt from Korea. The cameras and video cameras were

This stance is also reflected in much of the social science research on adoptions - see for example Tizard (1991: 7481.
ts Usually understood as a traditional autumn haruest festival in Korea (see Choe l9B3).
16
Usually referred to by adoptive parents as'trad¡tional Korean costume" and often referred to by Korean born
14

adopteesaseither"myhanbok"

or"myKoreanoutfit". Eicher'sworkontheintricaciesofethnicdressispertinentin

this context, particularly that "the ideas behind ethnicity connect to the preservation of an identity for individuals that
links to a meaningful heritage" (1995: 4). The significance of ethnic dress and other momentoes of the adopted child's
country of origin for a contextual sense of ethnic identity is pursued in Chapter

Four.

1

6

worked hard on such occasions, usually by adoptive fathers. The A.K.F.C. encourages a "host

family" to befriend and educate couples pursuing adoption from Korea. The host family would
have one or two children from Korea and act as "mentors" for the novices. Parenting and
adoptlng are construed, constructed and enacted as processes in which and for which one
needs to be "educated" (see Lisa 1991). The potency

with sociality and intersubjective proximity

D.

of information and knowledge coupled

is thus rendered substantial and immediate.

ORC,AN/SATION FOCUS/NC ON "LOBBYINC" AND SUPPORT.

The Adoption Privacy Protection Croup is affiliated with namesakes in other states. lt appears

to focus on retaining the rights of adoptive parents as framed in the 1950's and 1960's during
which time assurances were apparently given to adoptive parents that information about them
and their adopted child(ren) would remain secret and that information about the adoptive
family would never be divulged to the relinquishing mother or any other inquiring party.
Political lobbying for the retention of rights was a primary aim of the group as it was explained

to me. The rights which were claimed and constructed centred on the right to privacy of the
adoptive family, adoptee and adoptive parents, to the extent that "privacy" was synonymous

with "secrecy". Members felt strongly that adoptions which had been effected in
decades ago should remain protected

secrecy

by secrecy indefinitely. Birth mothers, I was told,

"signed away their rights" with the relinquishment. Socially founded bonds, allegiances and
obligations were unequivocally superordinate to the (non-existent) rights of biological relatives
of the adopted person, especially the biological mother. Overtones of immorality in judgments

of birth mothers' sexual activity were
inferences

commonly detectable. Similarly,

I

encountered

of birth mothers' irresponsibility and untrustworthiness. The potential damage

arising Írom " intrusive" birth mothers was emphasised to me one afternoon when a member of

the group described the following scenario. A young man in Melbourne living in his happy,
stable adoptive family received a phone call at work from his birth mother. He was told
there's a new Ford Capri sportscar around the corner, the keys are under the front seat.
It's yours to keep and there's a lifestyle to match it if you want, but you have to walk
away from your adoptive family if you want the car and the life with me ...

To the member of the A.P.P.C. who narrated this set of events, the intrusion represented not

only an inexcusable breach of privacy, possible shattering of identity and insensitivity, it also
represented the quintessential character or unpredictability of the worst (and therefore the most
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dangerous) of relinquishing mothers.rT

E.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND NETWORK FOR PROFESS'ONA¿S WORK/NC /N

ADOPTIONS.
The Adoption lnterest Group is not a "group" in the sense that the other groups listed above

are. lt is a collection of

social workers and counsellors across different agencies and

organisations, all of which are concerned with adoption. This includes social workers in the

Adoptions Branch of F.A.C.S., the Family lnformation Service of F.A.C.S., a variety of maternity

and general hospitals, A.R.M.S., private counsellors and A.A.C. (lnc). The group

meets

approximately six weekly and discusses cooperation between agencies, issues around adoption

and provides a forum for keeping each other up to date. My (somewhat distant) training as

social worker was extremely useful

in

securing access

to this group, in which I

a

was

acknowledged as a colleague in the sense that social work terminology or concepts did not
need

to be explained to me, but I simultaneously remained the observer since I had

never

practised as a social worker in the field of adoptions.

Although the patterning of allegiances, cleavages and conflicts between these adoptionoriented organisations is not the focus of this thesis, these organisational arrangements

are

germane to my concerns, especially because they mirror, reflect and reproduce many of the

points of agreement and disagreement, the lines of unity and opposition, which surround the
subject of adoption practices within society at large. While the detail of such dynamics

will

not

be explored here, the nature of the overall patterning is pertinent.

lf the interest of any organisation was perceived to be at cross purposes with any
organisation, as to who had rights to what

other

- and under what circumstances - there was one

point on which all seemed to agree. This was that adoption as a phenomenon was poorly
understood by society at large and practitioners in the "helping professions" specifically. For

all the discord or disquiet between the organisations as representatives of the protagonistic
points of "the triangle" and its disaggregation, there was a commonality on the depiction of

adoption matters as "special" and deserving greater understanding. That is, despite this
organisational diversity, a degree of ideological unity or at least consistency prevailed over the

r7

The reductionism, essentialism and denigration involved in such a depiction is reminiscent of Hall's analysis of

patterns of racial and other stereotyping in various media sources

(1

997).
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concerns that were regarded as primary.

One of the factors which is noteworthy about this grouping of organisations is the varying
constitution of participants. Certain events (and organisations)

are

explicitly constituted

around individual participants, such as the A.P.S.C. Other events or processes focus very
deliberately on the couple as an entity, such as the Adoptions Services Branch of F.A.C.S. vis

a

vis applicants for a local adoption, or the Australians Aiding Children Adoption Agency for
those adopting from overseas. Still other events centre firmly on the mother-with-youngchildren as an entity. Coffee mornings, weekday outings, and the entire rationale underlying

the "Little Links" function of the A.K.F.C. are examples. Yet other activities, events, or
discourse entail "the whole family" as the participating unit. Weekend picnics with the A.A.C.
Parent Croup, Children's Day and Chusok with the A.K.F.C. are illustrative.

What is noteworthy about the actors in these events is not only the variability but a very firm

similarity. This similarity involves a sense of unitariness, completeness and boundedness of the
participating unit. Thus whether the participant is the individual, the couple, the mother-withyoung-children (which is depicted as the-family-without-father)r8 or the "whole family", the
participant is conceptualised, discussed and enacted as a unitary item of humanity; not only
unitary in the sense of singularity, but also in terms of wholeness and completeness (Fernandez

1986b). This sense of completeness and unitariness was not one remarked upon by my
informants, but rather

it

permeated fieldwork as an inescapable flavour and naturalness not

simply about who attended which event and why, but about who the event was

for.

The

degree to which certain people did certain things "naturally" matched the extent to which it
was taken for granted.

The net effect was that data was collected and a perspective attained which included enduring

contact

with indlviduals as individuals, couples as couples and families as families.

This

provided the foundation for an unravelling not only of aspects of the constitution of the
individual, but also of how a kind of parallel packaging occurs with the individual, couple and
family so as to position each on discourse and practice as a bounded, unitary, complete social
and cultural

item. Of particular weight is the extent to which parallel

realms

of

unitariness

between individual, couple and family emerge. Auras of homogeneiÇ then resonate between
each of the sociallyconstructed, individualised entities. The implications of this are explored in

r8
This signals a recurrent theme - the presence of maleness being additional (to that which is prior); ancillary,
discretionary, contributory, however necessary/ never sufficient. This was evident in comments by women at support
groups during weekdays such as "it's nice when the men can participate too", indicating the volitional nature of men's
participation, in contrast to the (naturally) prior participation and determination of and by women. This stance was
echoed during various conversations with and between men, ranging from "it's good when we can come too" to "you
have to do the right thing and come sometimes or they (women) get cranky".
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the next chapter

ACCESS TO ORCANISATIONS AND THE EVOLUTION OF A NETWORK

My direct involvement in these organisations both const¡tuted a part of fieldwork in its own
right and provided an access point to an array of individuals and networks. This meant that the
data that was collected spanned many contexts, interests and occasions. Of particular utility
was the spectrum of contexts to which I gradually gained access, from assuming a participantobserver position in support groups (where information was unsolicited and often, I was told,

unaffected by my presence)

to individual

conversations and interviews

in which I

sought

clarification on specific or general matters. Both my entry to the various support groups and

the relationships and networks which ensued entailed a layering and a sustaining

of

relationships which proved ethnographically and personally informative (see T. Jenkins 1994).

The possibility of any access to and involvement in these organisations for a researcher was
influenced by two biographical factors; I am a qualified social worker and an adoptive parent of

two daughters born in Korea. Prior to commencing fieldwork I decided that it was imperative

to

declare these matters at the point

of

seeking

or

negotiating entry

to the

relevant

organisations. This imperative was driven partly by an ethical position. ln addition there was
the purely pragmatic risk that withholding such information could jeopardise my position in the

field, let alone that such withholding hardly constituted a sound base upon which to build the
kind of mutual trust and relationship with informants upon which anthropologyle claims and
underlines its methodological rigour and unique nature (Cohen 19871.
Before noting the direct consequences of declaring my status vis a vis the field, some attributes

of the so called "adoption triangle"20 need to be identified. While the adoption triangle

is

explored in more detail in Chapter Two, it is important to explain its relevance to my fieldwork,
because it is incorporated into discourse, practices2l and world views as unremarkable and self-

evident not only by participants, but by a great deal of adoption research across the social
sciences as

well (Sachdev 1991a; Tugendhat 1992; Claxton-Brynjulfson 1991). The triangle

is

typically depicted as containing the adopted child, biological parents and adoptive parents at
each corner of a triangle. This means that the triangle is constituted by, and in turn serves to

rs Ochs and Schieffelin

point out that unlike psychologists, ethnographers have tended not to be "a member of the
group under study" (Ochs & Schieffelin 1984: 283).
20
Occasionally termed the "adoption triad" (see for example Sachdev 1991a).
2r
An example is the propensity to display a large diagram of "the triangle" as a permanent feature, as a "fact', on the
walls of rooms used for support group meetings and "educational" activities.

20

constltute, completeness or unity. Yet this sense of unity or being complete as a triangular
whole entails relationships of tension and conflict as well as attachment and complementarity
at each side of the triangle. Thus between any two points on the triangle, a relationship of
contrast and potential tension or ambiguity defines and underlines essentialised differentiations

between the denoted interests, cleavages and allegiances, not only in and of themselves

as

distinct entities, but also in the sense that each point makes a different contribution to the
completeness of the adoption triangle.

On the face of it, a focus in fieldwork on any one aspect of the triangle could endanger the
possibility or the magnitude of access to the other parts of the triangle. This meant that during

the early days of fieldwork it was particularly important for me to declare my

relevant

biographical characteristics and simultaneously establish trust across the boundaries that are
encountered in adoptions. Mytraining and experience in social work as well as anthropology

were useful tools in the establishment of trust and traversing the potential minefield of ethical
concerns and stringencies that my fieldwork focus involved. As events unfolded, my care with

ethical matters went beyond merely "maintaining confidentiality and ¡mpartiality" (Australian

Anthropological Society lncorporated, Code

of

Ethics, Section

3-

Relations With Those

Studied) to actually cementing my place within my fieldwork site. What had commenced as a

concern for ethical sensitivity was added
relationships across an area infused

to in the form of a

foundation for trust and

with ambiguity if not antipathy between competing

or

conflicting groups and entities.

ln some

respects this situation resembles Rapport's establishment

of "social

legitimacy by

achieving apt .... ways of interacting" with his informants (Rapport 1985:42, also Hannerz
1969). Yet my experience and status as an adoptive parent served to render me in some senses

as an insider immediately in the eyes of many participants. As

I

was introduced22 to

individuals, in support group meetings and at social events in the early days of fieldwork, it was
common for the person introducing me to comment on my partial familiarity with the adoption

arena. Thus while some aspects of the general picture were familiar to me, the specific details
were both depicted to me - and experienced þy me - as new and strange.23 This coupling of

familiarity with strangeness continued throughout fieldwork, with the result that a kind of
parallel process emerged between my perception or experiences in the field and how lwas
often framed by others (Ryang 1997; Spiro 1990). A kind of slow-motion "see-saw" efÍect

22

My experience is reminiscent of Edwards' account; "people often referred me to acquaintances whom they thought
might find interesting; often I was "passed on" to people it was perceived could provide an opposing or contrasting
point of view" (1993: 46).
23
A sim¡lar phenomenon is outlined by Okely in her discussion of fieldwork "in the home counties" (1996).

I
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resulted over the sixteen months of fieldwork, so that familiarity increased proportionately to
strangeness decreasing, both ín terms of how I experienced fieldwork and how others intimated
that they experienced me or my presence.

Notwithstanding my familiarity with some aspects

of adoptive parenthood from first

hand

experience, it was apparent from the early days of fieldwork that my widely cast net across the
spectrum of adoption-associated matters would involve and indeed depend upon "relationships
across the cultural divide" (Okely 1992:2; also Middleton 1983: 24). A sizeable part of how

I

was perceived in the early days of fieldwork was that I was regarded as in need of, and open to,
learning or educating about adoption related matters (Rapport 1983). While lconsidered that

this attribution was partly a sign of some degree of acceptance, I was also aware that it was
closely linked to my being an adoptive parent and a male. The latter factor was experienced
subtly, albeit notably. This is heavily tied to the predominance of women throughout and
across the

world of adoptions. From support group workers and volunteers, to the architects of

adoption re-unions, to the instigator in a couple wishing to adopt a child and across many more
expressions and practices of adoption/ women feature as predominant. This pivotal position is

explored in later chapters, but the point needs to be signalled in this context because it was
relatively strange for a man to not only express a strong interest in adoption matters outside the

immediate locus of influence of a woman (wife, fiancee, girlfriend), but also for him to be
present and participating in all of the contexts and activities which surround adoption. Thus
the extent to which I was positioned as sorely in need of "education" was unassailably tied to
my gender as well as my experience as an adoptive parent (see Callaway 1992; Hastrup 1987').

Whilst my gender did not constitute a primary "problem" in the sense of major impediment or
obstruction, the presence of a male researcher within a range of social contexts, some of which

are attended and managed more by women than men, was regarded as somewhat unusual,
although not necessarily

in

negative

terms. ln the early stages of fieldwork, as the

rather

feminised cast of many domains of adoption-oriented activity became apparent to me, I did

wonder to what extent being male (or not being female) might constitute a hindrance or
reluctance in some lines of involvement or inqurry.

ln the end, those two biographical factors which generated the most reservation or ambiguity
initially, being a qualified social worker and being an adoptive parent of two overseas born
children, were instrumental in my access to situations or contexts which otherwise might have
been difficult or impossible for a male researcher to negotiate. This rather paradoxical dynamic

is evident in Chapter Six, where

I explore a range of experiences, dynamics and processes

associated with emotion.
22

My biographical factors were counter-balanced by a fairly consistent view across those active in
adoption associated matters that adoption was a poorly understood realm, not only within the
community generally, but by psychologists, social workers and others as well. The hope for

more research especially in Australia and for increased understanding and acceptance was
commonly encountered during fieldwork. This bears some resemblance

to Kellahear's

experiences in which terminally ill patients, despite considerable pain, not only gave informed
consent, but actively wanted to talk at length about their experiences (Kellahear 1989).

A net result of these factors was the general acceptance of my requests to join in all manner of
activities instituted by adoption-oriented organisations. With a couple of organisations it was
suggested that the best way

to gain a deeper understanding of the intricacies of the group's

work was to join the committee managing the group, or to help collate newsletters in a group's
office or to cook the barbecue at a group's picnic (Martin 1987; Modell 1994). Here I follow
Jenkins'observation about and recommendation for fieldwork; "... the anthropologist, ... needs

to create protocols, through acquiring various habits, skills and savoir-faire that will allow him
or her to participate in (social life)"

(T. Jenkins

1994:443; also Ridler 1996).

This is not to say that acceptance by all the groups was automatic or unproblematic. The way
in which my entry to one group was negotiated is pertinent in making the tenuous nature of my

engagement

explicit. I had learned of this group's existence from a social worker in

F.A.C.S.

during one of my first interviews. A telephone call to the president of the group brought

a

guarded but not uncooperative response. We arranged to meet in the city the following week,
swapping details of how to recognise each other. At that meeting we talked for an hour or so.
I was questioned about

my research motives and my values in relation to my adopted children.

It was agreed that the president would take my request for inclusion to the next meeting of the

group.

Th is was done and a couple of weeks later a phone

call announced my invitation to the

next meeting of the group. I was not altogether prepared for the two and a half hours of intense
questioning which ensued at the meeting. The atmosphere was, from my point of view, tense,

inquisitorial and, at times, antagonistic. The questions which flowed from the eighteen or

so

people present were personal and prying,24 including my reasons for adopting children at all,

my culpability for taking them from their culture, how I would feel about them eventually
having contact with biological relatives, whether

adoption and whether

I was prepared to

I was aware of the damage

participate

wreaked by

in the group and risk hearing

some

2a

ln so representing, I am aware that my predicament was neither unique nor unusual; the nature of anthropologists'
disclosures about themselves seems to vary enormously. Abu Lughod, for example remarks'l was asking them to be
honest, so that I could learn what their lives were like, but at the same time I was unwilling to reveal much about
myself ..." (1986: 18).
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unpleasant, critical and possibly very confrontative accusations towards adoptive parents and

adoption as a practice. I was reminded of Favret-Saada being asked "are you strong enough?"
in relation to her pursuit of knowledge about (secret) witchcraft in the Bocage of France (FavretSaada 1980: 11, original emphasis).

lt was unmistakably plain that my actions, words

and

values were likely to determine of my future with this (important) group for the duration of my

fieldwork. As it happened, I was commended on my candour, honesty and commitment at the
close of the session. I had passed what had been both intended to be and experienced as

a

"trial by Íire".2s I was advised that my willingness to listen was something they "wished other
researchers and others involved in adoption" would emulate.

This experience was not typical of my negotiations over access to adoption-oriented groups, yet

it signifies a dimension to

undertaking fieldwork "at home" which is not prominent

in

the

literature (cf Rapport 1987). Moreover, the experience illustrates several characteristics of my

fieldwork. First, my entry into a sphere with which I already had some experience was not
without difficulty or risk in terms of data availability. Second, initial familiarity with some
aspects of the research field could not be assumed to be transferable or generalisable from one

section of the adoption milieu
strangeness emphasised

to another - if anything this combination of familiarity

my strangeness rather than diminishing or obscuring

it.

and

Third, the

experience challenges the notation that familiarity with the focus of fieldwork spares one the

worst aspects of fieldwork (MuetzelfeldT 1989t 47). While fieldwork "at home" may not be

typified by physical hardship in terms of living conditions, the pressures and complications
which present are quite as plentiful and problematic as any Third World milieu (Cohen 1987;
Edwards 1993; Hirsch 1993; Hannerz 1969; Rapport 1983, '1985, 1987; Okley 1996; Strathern

1982, 1993a; Okely 1996).
There were two groups to which I could not claim immediate and total access. The first was

the Australian Relinquishing Mothers Society (A.R.M.S.). Within this organisation it

was

considered that the support group frequently included women "coming out" about having
relinquished a child and thus experiencing great trauma.

lt was

suggested that,

while my

gender was itself a problem, even a woman researcher would have had similar difficulty in
securing ongoing inclusion in the support group. However two avenues opened

up. First, a

letter from me inviting contact from women who might be prepared to discuss their
experiences

with me was published in the A.R.M.S. newsletter. Second,

I

began

to

be

contacted by women who had heard about my research and were prepared to talk about their
25

The dynamic is reminiscent of Ridler's words; "(w)ithout revelation, ambiguous and nuanced as ¡t may be, resonance
and empathic understanding are impossible. Such understanding is the ground of social knowledge, and the principal
means we have available to understand the "natural standpoint" of others' (Ridler 1 996: 255).
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lives and their relinquishment experiences. Almost all of these were not connected with
A.R.M.S. Some had relinquished children in other states. Some women who had relinquished
a child were associated with Jigsaw or another adoption organisation. By the end of fieldwork

I

had amassed information of varying degrees of detail on at least twenty women who had
relinquished children for adoption. Many of these women were not associated with any of the
organisations which are active

in relation to adoption, but had been introduced to me

by

various other people who came to be part of a chain of associations or network.

The other group to which

lcould not claim immediate and

sustained accessibility was the

Adoption Privacy Protection Croup. My early attempts to find out about this group were
characterised by incessant left messages, ill health of key people, and a general slipperiness of

information. During fieldwork ldiscussed the group's aims, philosophy and values with
members on several occasions. While this was useful, what was

of

immense value was

a

meeting with a number of participants who were members of this organisation but who I met
by chance outside the framework or context of the A.P.P.C. altogether.
The question of my access to the government department associated with adoption matters was

approached differently. The arm of the state bureaucracythat monitors, polices and gives effect

to adoption matters

is the South Australian Department

for Family and Community Services. At

the time of fieldwork the relevant sections of this department were the Adoptions Services
Branch and the Family lnformation Service. These two units of F.A.C.S. were organisationally

located within the same division, but located in different parts of the city and perceived

as

distinct operational units. The Adoptions Branch effected all "local" adoptions, counselled
relinquishing mothers, approved couples wishing to adopt children "locally" and conducted
information and educational activities for couples considering or applying for adoption. The
Family lnformation Service, located in a stately house in a western suburb, retained, divulged
and monitored "identifying information" in relation not only to adoption matters but fostering

also. My research interest was welcomed by F.A.C.S. After supplying appropriate applications
to undertake research within that department, my request was granted, with the caveat of client
consent to participate.
F.A.C.S.' cooperation proved useful in several primary ways. First, the primary social worker in

the Adoptions Branch generously explained the
legislative framework surrounding

procedures, rationales, processes and

not only the adoption of children locally but

much

surrounding the phenomenon of relinquishment as well.
Second, the Adoptions Branch mailed out (at my expense) some 140 letters to couples who

were pursuing a "local" adoption. These couples had applied for either a "stranger" adoption
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or a "step-parent" adoption and were positioned at varying stages of the approval

processes

that precede the adoption of a child. A covering letter from F.A.C.S. explained and supported
my open letter inviting contact and reinforced the voluntaristic and confidential nature of my
research. 33 couples responded to this letter, a number of whom were pursuing step-parent
adoptions, which typically featured an application from a man to adopt the biological children
of the woman he had married. Step-parent adoptions operating inversely where women sought

to adopt were almost non-existent. That is, women seeking to legally adopt the biological
children of the man whom she had married, were rare by contrast. This bias in the data
constitutes a marked expression of matricentricity in adoptions. ln step-parent adoptions, when
the man adopts the children he assumes the position of an adjunct or an addition to the existing

"family". The volitional and discretionary

nature

of

step-parent adoptions underlines this

attribute.

Third, the Family lnformation Service carefully explained the procedures in securing access to
identifying information, negotiating re-unions and establishing contact with "relatives". My
participation in Family lnformation Service activities also enabled me to participate in several
halÊday workshops that were compulsory for people obtaining identifying information. While

in each instance the group (typically of about six individuals) was consulted before ljoined
them, allthose consulted consented to my participation. This enabled me to observe first-hand

the rather ceremonial receipt by adoptees and relinquishing mothers of identifying information
about them or their children. This information was contained in sealed brown envelopes, and
the deliberate passage of the social worker around the group carefully handing the envelope to

each member as

if it

were fragile and precious was impressive. These workshops were

intensely engaging, emotionally powerful events. People's reactions were spontaneous as they

opened the envelopes. Some spoke freely and instantly of their discovery; "God, I'm
Hungarian", or "l was Mary" or "this is really uncanny, lcan't believe it, my adoptive parents
named me Terri and it says here my birth mother named me Sherri - yet they never met or

nothing...". The "discovery" of one's "first" name seemed to involve several important factors
for most of those attending. Curiosity concerning one's "original" name and whether it was
very "different" from one's adoptive name was common. For many adoptees/ reassurance and
recognition ensued from the knowledge that "she (birth mother) named me"; a preparedness to
assign a name seemed to ind¡cate to many love, care, or simply "good intentions

" on the birth

mothers part. But occasionally, as later chapters explore, the discovery of one's original name
also meant "discovering" uncanny coincidences between names (such as Ellie and Shelley) or

particular dates (such as birthdays

or wedding anniversaries). Not

infrequently, my
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partic¡pation in such groups generated opportunities for me to meet subsequently with some of

the individuals concerned. ln several instances enduring relationships resulted and in other
instances introductions were made

to other people who were not linked to an adoption-

oriented organ isation.

The fourth area in which F.A.C,S. involvement proved valuable was in social workers
introducing me to others active in adoption

practice, social workers

in

work. This included counsellors in

private

hospitals who counselled women who were considering

relinquishment and social workers in agencies who fostered children on a long or short term
basis. While foster care of children was peripheral to my research, as with couples undergoing
fertility treatment, the information gleaned about fostering as a form of parenting proved useful
later as

I

pieced together

a preferential hierarchy of parenting via biological

reproduction

(unassisted and "assisted"), adoption locally, adoption from overseas, long term fostering and

short term fostering. The details of this hierarchy and its implications are explained in Chapter
Three.

A

variety

of other

organisations and government bodies were probed during fieldwork,

including the Registrar of Births, Marriages and Deaths, the Commonwealth Electoral Office

and the South Australian Cenealogical SocieÇ. Access to these was, by and

large,

unproblematic. lnvolvement with the Australian Korean Friendship Group, Australians Aiding
Children Parent Support Croup and the Australians Aiding Children Adoption Agency was
negotiated smoothly. The latter is the sole licensed adoption agency of overseas children in
South Australia. Through this agency lwas able to participate in various information sessions
and workshops for couples considering the option of adopting from overseas and several series

of each of two modules of (compulsory) education courses for couples who had decided to
adopt from overseas.26 lt was also possible to have continued access to social workers and
psychologists undertaking assessments of couples applying for intercountry adoption. Through

the Australian Korean Friendship Group and the Australians Aiding Children Parent Support
Croup I participated in many social events and fundraising activities. These included picnics,
barbecues, coffee mornings, dinners and outings, which were typically organised around

children of a common age group. An example of this was the group's "Little Links" which

part of the Australian Korean Friendship Croup and involves mothers with babies

is

and

"toddlers" meeting regularly on a weekday and visiting the zoo, parks, playgrounds or other
"

fam i ly-friend

ly" sites.

26
Van Tuyll's research on' compulsory education classes for new adoptive parents" is pertinent (1994). See also Berry
et a/ (1996) and Macfayden ('l 995).
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My initial involvement with this all these organisations meant that for the first few months of
fieldwork I was becoming acquainted with groups, individuals, processes, concepts, protocols,
alignments and rifts and the intricacies of adoption-oriented discourse at a variety

of

levels.

After the f¡rst couple of months, opportunities began to present themselves for obtaining more

detailed individual biographical information. I would mention from time to time in support
groups that I would be interested in hearing about people's experiences on an individual basis.

As Favret-Saada "took it for granted that no one would talk to me .... for quite some time", so

I

recognized the need to be present and patient (Favret-Saada 1980:31, also Rapport 1983: 15-

18).

Segalen and Zonabend emphasise the need for patience when research focuses on

kinship and the family:
research must be undertaken slowly and time must be allowed for the relationship
between observed and observer to develop. Here as elsewhere there should be no
attempt to economize with time (Segalen and Zonabend 1987: 117).

Cradually, I found that some people would approach me after a support group meeting, or over
a coffee during a break and offer to meet with me to discuss their experiences. Many such
eventualities led to sustained relationships over the course of my fieldwork. But the extent of

the evolving network did not end there. After about six months of fieldwork it was plain that
people I had come to know through fieldwork were mentioning my research to their friends,
neighbours and workmates. I began to receive messages that such people, unconnected with

any adoption organisation, were not only mildly interested in talking with me, but wanted to
meet with me and talk over their experiences (as w¡th Kellahear 1989). These people included

women who had relinquished children, men and women who were adopted, adoptive parents,
grandparents of adopted children, siblings of adopted children and men and women who were

told of a child relinquished by their mother

- usually

her first

child. The oldest of my

informants was an eighty seven year old man (known here as Keith) whose nephew (Andrew)

|

had come to know, since Andrew had discovered, to his dismay, his adoption at age thirty

nine. ln the course of talking to his uncle Keith, Andrew mentioned his relationship with

me

and Keith asked Andrewto pass on his interest in talkingto me. As itturned out, the uncle had
been adopted and had set out to discover his "roots" in his mid seventies. He considered he
had been moderately successful.

The net effect of this word of mouth referral, when combined with the gradual build-up of

individual relationships through my involvement in the groups, was the development of

a

sizeable, varied network of individuals, couples and groups, some of whom I had met through

an adoption-oriented organisation, but many of whom I had met through acquaintances or
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friends. My training and experience as a social worker
anthropology and positioned me

well in the

complemented my training in

establishment and maintenance

of a network.

During the latter half of fieldwork, individuals and families in my network took up all available

time, when

I

was not attending support group meetings, committee meetings or other

scheduled events such as education courses for prospective adoptive parents.

One fortunate aspect of this combination of network and structured settings for collecting
information was the ability

to

cross check data, establish recurrent patterns, themes,

contradictions, sequences and concepts across spheres of social involvement which (apart from

some notional connection with adoption from my point of view) in daily life were separate
spheres of activity. This constitutes a strength of bringing an anthropological perspective to

bear on an area which has been researched within other disciplines, with necessarily more
partial consequences than can be yielded by an anthropological lens (examples include Howe

1996; Roles 1989; Silin 1996; Bausch & Serpe 1997; Condon 1986; Winkler & van Keppel

1984). The variety of social and cultural contexts in which I sought ongoing

engagement,

together with inquiries to miscellaneous bureaucratic arms of the state and satellite domains of

activity in relation to adoption (such as infertility clinics and counselling) meant that this project
broadly aligned with Marcus'multi sited research (1995b). ln multi sited research, rather than

a geographically contained location or site constitut¡ng the focus of inquiry, "chains" or
"threads" of association and resonance between ostensibly disparate spheres of inquiry are
emphasised (Marcus 1 995b).

Another attribute of the combination of a network with various scheduled adoption group
activities was the hours of work and the allocation of time to different areas of involvement.
Some of the scheduled activities took place during the evening. This enabled people who were

working to attend. Social activities arranged by adoption groups or through individuals were
often set for weekends. Scheduled activities that were primarily targeted at mothers with young

children were typically arranged for weekdays, often spanning lunchtime. Meetings with
individuals, couples or families were arranged within this context of time allocation, and took

place in a variety of locations and contexts, including people's homes, coffee shops, parks,
playgrounds, libraries, and offices of the adoption organisations. The data that informs this
thesis thus emanates from a wide spectrum

of interactional contexts and

experiences, from

highly structured committee meetings to guided supportive group meetings, from coffee
mornings to late night conversations after a particularly joyous, eventful or tense support group
meeting, from public meetings centring on a review of adoption laws to fund-raising barbecues
and from celebrations of occasions such as birthdays to the tears of an adoptee having "found"
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her long-sought biological mother. My recording of genealogies provided a focus for
discussing realms of relatedness2T and sometimes led to enthusiastic debates within households
(especially between couples) over the intricacies of natal connections. Both the content of the
genealogies and the interactions associated with their recall or elaboration were useful.

FROM CALCULATION TO CHANCE - FORTUITOUS EVENTS DURINC FIELDWORK

Anthropological fieldwork is characteristically
unexpected

a

combination

of

calculated strategy and

windfall. ln this thesis, lwill draw on material from at

least three especially

fortuitous developments. The first of these was the announcement early in 1994 by the
Covernment of a review of adoption laws. The second was the declaration

State

of 1994 as the

lnternational Year of the Family. Thirdly, in August 1994 a national conference on adoption
was held in Sydney.

REVIEW OF ADOPTION LAWS

A review panel of four "experts" was appointed, with the Manager of the Adoptions Branch of
the Department for Family and Community Services being appointed Executive Officer for the
panel. The panel set aside several months to take submissions from the public. Advertisements
were placed in the State's daily newspaper, The Advertiser, the State's weekly The Sunday Mail

and regional newspapers. The promulgation of an "lssues Paper" was designed to facilitate
people making submissions. Both the very fact of the Review and the consultative processes

that it followed served to generate and intensify discussions within these adoption-oriented
organisations, as well as introducing opportunities for reflexivity among members. While the

Review was welcomed and recognized as a valuable opportunity for change,

it was

also

received with trepidation, anxiety and, to varying degrees, suspicion. ln many instances I was
able to be part of the discussions and formulation of submissions. A public meeting was also
held during a weekday evening for the presentation of submissions.
The public hearing that the Review Panel held proved to be a lively affair. This was held in an

inner city church hall on a Monday evening in August 1994. About 80 people attended.
Clusters of people formed in different sections of the hall, so that by the time the formalities
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ln this thesis I follow Edwards'distinction between relationships and relatedness, "'relationships'which I use to
describe affective ties between kin, and kin 'relatedness' which I use to represent the abstract connections which in
sense do nothing but represent much" (1993:45).

a
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commenced, different "camps" were evident.2s

ln the

interests

of maintaining my own

(potentially delicate) position within the field, I sat in a vacant area at one side of the hall where
I could see not only those making submissions at the microphone at the front of the hall but

could observe interaction and responses in the audience

as

I

well. The meeting continued from

about7pmto10.30pm. Thepublicmeetingpresentedavisible,condensedmicrocosmofthe
attachments, fragilities, hopes, tensions and forces which were occurring and being played out

within and between the organisations connected with adoption in Adelaide at that time. The
oppositional constitution of the three elements of the triangle was enacted and embodied

within the public meeting, undiminished either by the auditory attention of the panel

of the

representatives

state,

or by

as

occasional pleas during individual submissions for

cohesiveness, cooperation and respect between the different parts of the adoption triangle.

INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE FAMILY
There had been some speculation in adoption circles at the beginning of 1994 as to the import

oÍ 1994 being declared the lnternational Year Of The Family (l.Y.F.). As events unfolded, this
declaration was notable in two respects for fieldwork.
First, there was

a steady stream of newspaper articles, reports in current affairs shows on

television, and "special" segments on radio programs. These representations in the mediawere
not only useful in their own right, but they also served as a vehicle for commentary, evaluation,

opposition

or

alignment within adoption groups and social interactions and discourse

generally.
Second, the existence

of l.Y.F. and its frequency of citation in the media formed a kind of

backdrop and referential locus against which discussion occurred within adoption-oriented

groups. l.Y.F. served as a kind of idealised

reference

point for discussions

about

connectedness, relatedness and family. Frequently comments on l.Y.F. would be accompanied

by or overlaid with

sarcasm, cynicism

or

bitterness

on the one hand or optimism

and

encouragement on the other hand.

ln November 1994, in recognition of l.Y.F., a celebration was held over supper one evening.
This was instigated by Adoption Jigsaw. Many of the organisations connected with local
adoptions were

invited.

Such contact was exceptional rather than typical, but

at

such

gatherings it was possible to hear, as part of conversations, comments including "we should get
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ln a manner homologous w¡th that outlined by Peace in his analysis of the "oral hearing" as part of a protest
movement in rural lreland (1997).
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together more often, we're really all one big family". Discord and ambiguity thus came to be,

literally, familiarised, domesticated and depicted

as manageable under the

rubric of "'family".

NATIONAL ADOPTION CON FERENCE
This three day conference was held in Sydney in August 1994. Most of the Adelaide adoption
organisations had representatives or at least members at the conference.
The existence of the conference in itself was significant also in the extent to which it underlined

for participants that not only did adoption-oriented events and processes within South Australia
constitute a set of forces both within their sphere of influence and yet outside their domain of

control, but also that an even wider set of forces, currents and developments acted on South

Australia. Thus while adoption matters lay firmly within the bounds.of state legislation, the
trends, patterns and undercurrents on a national basis which became visible and otherwise
detectable via the Sydney conference were undeniable forces which South Australians involved

with adoption could not ignore. But the matter did not end there. Developments, authors and
innovations from the U.S.A., Britain and New Zealand were keenly attended to - and a focus at the conference. The fact that the two keynote speakers were from Britain and the U.S.A.

might not be unusual for an Australian conference, but the volatility of the message of one of
them served to sharply divide the delegates. The divisive constitution of adoption, its inherent

conflict and emotionally mobile essence, was acted out and made unavoidably tangible at the
conference.

During day two of the conference the entire audience of some 350 delegates witnessed and
participated in a spontaneous dramatic interpretation of experiential snapshots of adoption.

The Sydney Playback Theatre, over some three hours, sought descriptions of adoption
experiences from

the audience, then summarily interpreted, enacted and portrayed

those

experiences to the audience. The atmosphere was highly emotionally charged. Some objected

to a "one-sided interpretation". Rather as the public meeting during the Review reflected the
Adelaide milieu, the performance in Sydney presented in microcosm the plethora of positions,
interests, emotions, aspirations and fears of the adoption milieu, not in Adelaide, but across

Australia as a whole.2e The naturalness of the relations between groups

in Adelaide

was

simultaneously reinforced, validated and rendered more difficult and complex because of the

perceived intransigence and pervasiveness

of the "problems".

Summary agreement by

participants and "experts" from the U.S.A. and Britain simply extended the "naturalness"
2e

Thus emphasising the significance of forces or processes beyond merely the

'local'

(Peace I997).
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quotient by another degree.

ADOPTION: AN ARENA, A FIELD

The Review Of Adoption Legislation, the lnternational Year of the Family and the national
conference on adoption in Sydney all served to highlight, albeit in different ways, the societal
forces which both act on and are contributed

to by participants.

These three events also

highlighted the contentious social territory in which the concepts of the individual and the
person are shaped and given cultural
processes signalled the fragility

weight. Therefore, at the same time as these

three

of the individual and associated rights, they authorised the

fundamental assumption that the unique individual is the in-divisible unit of both Western
society generally and Western kinship specifically (Strathern '1992a, 1992b). The manner in

which both the individual and the identity of the individual are constituted, articulated and
given cultural force is thus rendered accessible and problematic through the practices, notions
and beliefs surrounding adoption. Such details are explored in subsequent chapters.
Yet what sense is to be made of the disparate array of actions, pursuits and claims to legitimacy

which were encountered during fieldwork? Processes are at the heart of the activities and goals

of the individuals and groups who inform this thesis. Moreover, these processes have
distinctly political cast. ln positioning the processes as political, I
Swartz, Turner and Tuden

(1

follow

a

Swartz (1968) and

966). Swartz understands "political" to be an apt

description

whenever "there are activities relating to the formulation and implementation of public goals
and/or events having to do with the distribution and/or use of public power..." (Swartz 1968:
2).

The processes that occupy individuals and groups in relation to adoption can be seen to form

a

distinct conceptual space, which Swartz (following Turner) as termed a "field". A field has

a

definitely fluid quality, which is "conditioned by the nature and intensity of the interests of the
affected parties" (Swartz, Turner and Tuden 1966:27; also Kapferer 1997:19). The fluidity of
the field means that
the contents and the organisation, as well as the membership, of the field change over
time as new participants become involved; former participants disengage; new
resources/ rules, meanings or values are brought to bear or old ones are withdrawn;
and relations within the field change (Swartz 1968: 9).

Yet for all its explanatory capacity of political aspects of adoption, an analysis of the field or
fields of adoption is ill-equipped to accommodate the meanings of processes and events for the
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participants concerned. Swartz suggests the concept "arena", which is a larger cultural space
than the field, the contents of which
depend upon relations with participants in the field ... ln addition to the actors who
populate it, the arena also contains the repertory of values, meanings, and resources
these actors possess, together with the relationships among them and with the
members of the field (Swartz 1968: 9).

An arena may contain more than one field. Fields within an arena may interact or disengage,
with the effect that "... some political fields in a given arena may be changing radically, one or
more other fields in that arena may be unaltered" (Swartz 1968:. 17).
The concepts oÍ "Íield" and "arena" as explored by Swartz and Turner provide a context within

which to consider the processes and events in which individuals and adoption organisations
are engaged. As the contents of this chapter illustrate, there are multiple fields which are
actively focussed on and connected with adoption. These fields are distinct in some respects,
yet have parallel or similarities in other ways. One of the advantages offered by the concept
"arena" is that it enables a perspective that encompasses all of the quasi-distinct fields that are
connected with adoption.

There is one point on which

it is necessary to depart from the detail of Turner and Swartz's

model. Swartz, Turner and Tuden argue that that which is
political ... will apply to everything that is at once public, goal-oriented and that it
involves a differential of power (in the sense of control) among the individuals of the
group in question (Swartz, Turner and Tuden 1966:7).

Because of the prominence

of

issues such as secrecy and privacy, adoption-related processes

encompass cultural spaces that go beyond what Swartz, Turner and Tuden term "public".

The significance of the individual and the couple as socially and culturally constituted entities
is explored in the next chapter. Yet as this Chapter has indicated, the climate within which

individuals act is a particularly politicised one. For Swartz a political field is, bydefinition, "a

field of tension" (Swartz 1968:8). ln further developing Turner's concept of a politicised field
Swartz sought

to "... describe and

understand the processes which actually occur" (Swartz

1968: 17\. ln so doing, Swartz aimed to overcome the limitations of "structuralist views of
politics" (Swartz 1968: 17). One key characteristic of Swartz's political field is its fluidity. This
fluidity allowed for participants entering or leaving the field, for varying states of equilibrium or
conflict in the field and for relationships between participants to alter.
'Field' is a concept which allows for both continuity and change in the relations among
participants in politics and it does not have the rather rigid quality carried by such
more common terms as'political system'or'political structure'(Swartz 1968: 6).
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The constellation of adoption-oriented pursuits, confl icts and allegiances which informed
fieldwork can be seen to comprise a "Íield" in Swartz's sense. The processes, struggles and
contestations which exist within and between adoption-oriented organisations are illustrative of
(but do not fully comprise) the tension and conflict which are embedded in the field.

Swartz's field is but one of two cultural and social spaces which are centrally implicated in
relations among participants. Swartz terms the second space an " arena" . The arena includes
more than a field, for the arena contains not only actors but
... the repertory of values, meanings and resources these actors possess, together with
the relationships among them and with the members of the field. Values, meanings
and resources possessed by the field participants but not employed by them in the
processes which constitute the field are also part of the arena (Swartz 1968: 9).

Moreover, the arena might contain more than one field, with different processes or

states

existing within and between fields within the one arena.

Clearly, the ethnographic data that was obtained and recorded during fieldwork includes
Swartz's arena as well as his

field.

Some

of the most revealing and culturally powerful

observations and experiences in fieldwork were linked to the "values and meanings" of actors.

ln particular, the arena of

adoptions, by Swartz's terms, would include those individuals,

couples and families who are not associated with any of the adoption-oriented organisations,
yet whose lives are intimately affected by adoption rn some way.
Swartz's perspective is valuable for several reasons. First, it highlights the utility of focusing on
processes

within a politicised field or arena. Second, the notions of "arena" and "field" enable

a view of disparate aspects of social life (distinct areas of social activity connected w¡th different

aspects of adoption) which are connected by common threads or inclinations. Third, Swartz's

perspective draws attention

to the dynamic, fluid

characteristics

of politicised social

and

cultural spaces, so confronting states of apparent equilibrium, extreme conflict and variations in
between.

For a recent, extended development of the notion oÍ

"field" I turn to Bourdieu. Bourdieu's

work addresses the concept of "field" at least as comprehensively and with at least as much
conceptual and theoretical leverage as Swartz, Turner and Tuden. But Bourdieu also provides
range

a

of intertwined phenomena and concepts that facilitate a multiplex analysis of practices,

experiences and patterns.

ln particular, Bourdieu positions "agency" and "agent" as richly

implicated but problematic phenomena in the dynamics of the field's constitution. The nature

of Bourdieu's "field" means that agents are positioned in very particular ways vis a vis the field
and vice versa. Bourdieu seeks to explain social action

... by escaping both the objectivism of action understood as a mechanical reaction
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'without an agent'and the subjectivism which portrays action as the deliberate pursuit
of a conscious intention... (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 121).

The field for Bourdieu is primarily relational, in that "... a field may be defined as a network, or

configuration,

of objective relations between positions" (Bourdieu &

WacquanL 1992: 97).

Agents assume a central position in the constitution, maintenance and dynamism of the field,
so that "... it ¡s the state of relations of force between players that defines the structure of the

field... " (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:99). As certain lines of analysis in subsequent chapters
reveal, Bourdieu's agents' presence and activity within the field also involve processes by

which broader structural forces are internalised by the agent, whose activity and creativity, in
turn, exert influence upon the structuring forces themselves.
These aspects of Bourdieu's theoretical position serve to sharpen and inform the ethnography

which follows; an ethnography which focuses on the experiences of people whose lives are
affected by adoption, and who are precariously oriented at certain times

to questions of

personal, social and cultural identity. Often the precarious predicaments in which agents are

located form sites for reflexivity, constituting rich points of ethnographic access. The "selfconsciousness" exhibited by agents whose identities were precariously positioned at certain

times was linked to various creative endeavours embarked upon by both individuals and
couples, as subsequent chapters explain (Cohen 1994).

ln the next chapter I

consider the nature and quality

of

participants' experiences. By

considering participants' experiences across and within the entire field of adoption it is possible

to explore three realms which I take as problematic rather than given. How do the experiences

and actions of agents help constitute the field and how does the field shape their action?
Secondly, given the contentious terrain of adoption and the predominance of the individual

as

the fundamental unit of Western kinship (Strathern 1992a), might an examination of the social

and cultural experience of participants reveal particular qualities of the cultural entity termed

the individual? Finally, what kinds of experiences, choices and life trajectories pertain

to

couples who turn to adoption? Taken here as a supreme social dyad in this cultural setting,

what kinds of understandings and forces are implicated in that single cultural entity "the
married couple" embarking upon an adoption, either of a child from overseas who looks
remarkably unlike either

of them, or of a child born "locally" but who is, by that

fact,

nonetheless still a stranger to them (Modell 1994)?

óÞ

CHAPTER 2

IN-DIVIDUAL BUT IN-COMPLETE

Aristophanes tells of how human beings were originally hermaphrodites, or more accurately

combined three sexes, and how self-satisfied and arrogant they became in this state. Zeus
decided to put an end to their arrogance and cut them in

two.

From then on each yearned for

the other half from which he had been severed. 'When they met they threw their arms around

one another and embraced in their longing to grow together again'. However, 'they perished
of hunger and general neglect of their concerns because they would not do anything apart'.

So

Zeus took pity on these human beings and moved their reproductive organs to the front so that

reproduction could take place ... (Dilman 1987:93-94).

ln Western settings, "identity" is often thought of as being derived from broad social
phenomena such as one's family of origin or community of

origin. lndividual identity is often

considered to be subsumed under a broader social unit that then shapes or structures individual

identity (Cohen 1982,1987, 1992,1994; Strathern 1981;

R.

Jenkins 1996; Woodward"l997).

Frequently, the ties emanating from one's family of origin or community of origin
biogenetic foundations or "blood

will

feature

ties". The notion of individual identity being derived solely

or simply from a broad social phenomenon has a distinct Durkeimian cast. For Durkheim
social facts constitute
a category of facts with very distinctive characteristics:

it consists of ways of acting,
thinking and feeling, external to the individual, and endowed with a power of
coercion, by reason of which they control him (sic) (Durkheim 1966: 3; also 1972: 3234).

The problematic quality of such a position is highlighted by Cohen and Rapport's observation
that "we can no longer rest content with nineteenth century assumptions that social behaviour
originates in social and historicalforces beyond and'outside'the individual" (1995:4).
Cohen has questioned whether the dynamics of personal identityl are so determined, so fixed

and certain, arguing for a considerably richer and more problematic version of agency to be
exercised by the "multidimensional self" (1994:7). Cohen makes the point that paradigms of

determinism in relation to identity, often pivoting upon broad social and cultural forces, are
lStokes'work on the'politics of identity in Australia" includes the point that "the formation of personal and group
identity is inherently a dynamic, interactive, social process ...' (1997:5).
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"inadequate" for dealing with "the complexities of individuals" (1994: 1). Rather, "the self2

is

not passive as a subject of society and of culture; it has agency, is active, proactive and
creative" (1994: 1 15). Strathern notes similarly:
all human agents are inventors (creators) in a modern, Euro-American sense: the person
is substance plus the animating self-inventiveness of agency, a combination of distinct
elements (1996b:531).

The kinds of social predicaments in which agents in this field are frequently positioned enable
explorations of Cohen's as well as Strathern's perspectives in a particular ethnographic context;

a context in which a variety of issues and forces concerning identity and relatedness
problematic for the agents concerned.

A

anthropological perspectives is visible

in Terrell and Modell's claim that "adoption

case

are

for undertaking research on adoption from
can

advance theories of ... creativity, human agency and identity" (1994: 160).

Each

of the

agents most intimately linked

adoptive parent, the constituents
characterised by

with adoption (adoptee, relinquishing parent,

of the often objectified "adoption triangle") is

often

a pervading sense of incompleteness. For adoptees, the question of their

individual identity can be problematic, since they do not have biogenetically founded,
biographical social moorings. "Where do Icome from?" is a question often posed by adoptees.
For some, the answer "the family I grew up in" is a simple answer. Yet for a number of others,

this answer is only, and can only ever be partial. How then do adoptees wrest a sense of
"normality" from what is quite literally a socialsituation? How do they feel, act and respond to
this predicament? What kinds of agency3 do they exert in the process; is there a "constant
dialectic between the agent and society" (Miller

&

Branson

1987:223)? How do

such

positions lead to "proactive" or "creative" endeavours for and bythe agents concerned (Cohen
1994:42)?

Addressing these questions requires an acknowledgment

of some adoptees'

situations

as

essentially unrounded or only partially formed. They consider themselves, in many instances

and in many senses, incomplete. For some adoptees the perception of themselves as
incomplete is intense and the need to strive to alter this is imperative. An example of the
perceived urgency of this incompleteness is the guidance lwas given in a number of support
groups concerning the incidence of teenage pregnancies in adoptees. The advice was that
it's a commonly known fact in adoption circles that teenage girls who are adopted are
2Burridge argues that "the enabling energy, whether regarded as ultimately gene-given or God-given in the soul,
appears as the self" (1979 271.
3 Th" r"nn"r of agency invoked here follows Strathern: "lntention and cause alike are located within the agent, who is
a carrier, so to speak, not of persons but of the self, and intention and cause are thereby 'expressed' in the

fulfillment if

his or her wishes" (1995e: 73).
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much more likely to get pregnant than others, because there's no-one else in the world
they know who they look like, so they go about creating someone else who's of their
flesh and blood.

The comment was made by an experienced volunteer support group member and quickly
endorsed by several others who were within earshot.
But the picture does not end there. Relinquishing parents can also be unrounded, incomplete

and "only partially there". This sense of incompleteness in relinquishing parents stems from
the fact that their child, their "issue", is absent (Weinreb & Konstam 1995). Not only is the

child absent in bodily form, but information about the "child" (including well into adulthood)
is missing. Relinquishing parents will typically explain that this incompleteness is experienced
persistently (but not evenly) over time as

a"gap". The incompleteness

is often described by

relinquishing mothers in terms which denote the experience as being traumatic, personally
devastating and as an acerbic form of loss (Weinreb

woman put

it

"there's this hole

& Konstam 1995; Logan 1996). As

in you, right in

one

here, that just never goes away".4

lncompleteness is embodied, contained within, but at the same time

it

is constructed on the

premise of relatedness, both in and by the individual. A state of incompleteness is therefore
relational.s

The other people intricately bound up in adoptions are adoptive parents. They too typically
experience and verbalise a sense

of

incompleteness

in their lives, prior to adoption. Very

often, although not necessarily, this incompleteness or lived partiality emanates from infertility
(see Franklin 1997; Price'1993; Day 1993; Kirk

intercountry adoption for a variety

of

reasons, as

parents not only through unassisted means

1984). While couples pursue local
lexplore below, an inability to

but also with technological

and

become

assistance

is

a

persistently detectable feature in the background of many adoptive parents (Hirsch 1993).6

4 As with the experiences of agents in this field which are elaborated in subsequent chapters, women experiencing

pregnancy loss find "there may not, literally, be the words to discuss and describe the event' (Cecil 1996: 2).
5 The significance of an anthropological analysis of the relational in states of incompleteness in this field is supported
by Strathern's reminder that "what is peculiar to anthropological knowledge is the explicitness of its relational premises
..." (1 995b: 166). Simpson also notes the importance of the relational in contemporary Britain, "kinship provides a
context in which people make sense of the relational dimensions of their lives" (1994: 833).

6ln fieldwork my interactions and interviews included couples who were "on the waiting list" for local adoptions, a
number of whom recognised the improbability of ever being allocated a child due to the paucity of children being
relinquished for local adoptions in the mid 1990's in South Australia. These couples described in vivid emotional
detail the pain of this incompleteness in their lives.
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ACENTS AN D IN-COMPLETE IN-DIVIDUALS
For all its pervasiveness and potency, this sense of unroundedness or being incomplete is by no

means automatic. Rather, this sense hinges on the action, decisions and orientation of the

individual agent within a distinctly politicised field. As the previous chapter indicated, the
politicised nature of the field within which actors are situated is intimately related to the
individual

aqent. ln Bourdieu's words, individuals
... exist as agents - and not as biological individuals, actors, or subjects - who are
socially constituted as active and acting in the field under consideration by the fact that
they possess the necessary properties to be effective, to produce effects, in this field
as

(Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:1071.

ln the context of this field, agency is taken as a problematic phenomenon rather than a fixed
attribute or homogeneous degree of potency inhering in agents in some predetermined way.
As this chapter and subsequent ones illustrate, the ways in which agency is exercised, struggled

for and over, constrained and experienced in the pursuit of completeness are critical aspects of
the dynamism of the field of struggles itself and of the experiences of agents as they pursue and
constitute different valencies of identity bound up with adoption.

Within the domain of Western kinship, Schneider explains how individuals are the elemental
units that are connected and related via webs we recognise as kinship (1968). The social
relations that are elaborated from such connections speak of identity as much as of kinship.
Here I follow Strathern's assertion that

kinship is a conceptual domain (a context) in which Euro-Americans make evident
certain relational aspects to their lives, and specifically those relations constituted
through procreation (Strathern 1993d: 18; 1 993d, cf Jolivet'1997).

According to Strathern, the individual and individuality are essential ingredients in EuroAmerican kin constructsz (Strathern 1993a: 154, 1992b). But what are these elemental units?
For Strathern these elemental units are social entities which cannot be further divided; that

which is in-divisible, the in-dividual. Strathern's in-dividual is as fundamental as Bourdieu's
agent. Yet this juxtaposition of agent and individual raises a series of questions concerning the
ways in which agency is enacted, the nexus between "agenT" and "individual" and the precise
nature of the cultural unit which is so crucial to identity and kinship in Western settings, the

individual.
ln this chapter I explore the social processes, dynamics and dramas (Turner "1974,1987)which
permeate and infuse states of incompleteness in agents throughout the field of adoption; a field
7

"The culture in question I call Euro-American, to referto ... largely middle-class, North American/Northern European

..." (Strathern 1 996a: 38).
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which is characterised as much by conflict as

it is by attachment.B My emphasis on

relationality and process includes dynamics as a central point of attention (Turner 1974:44)
and a recognition of the potency in social processes of the metaphor. Turner's(1974) work on

the processual quality of social drama in an African village involved an analysis of political
realms that were characterised by four distinct phases of social fracture and repair; breach,

crisis, redress and reintegration. Turner's later work developed his dramaturgical model
perspective into a way of conceptualising the performative quality of social process (Turner
.l

1

987; Schechner 987).

ln particular, Turner's late work focused on the eruption and resolution of crises in various
social processes. lt is in this sense that the experience of incomplete agents in this field and the
strategies they create

in the pursuit of

completeness parallel Turner's (later) dramaturgical

approach. As subsequent chapters elaborate, breaches of identity and crises erupt for agents in
this field in a variety of contexts. Some erupt suddenly, shockingly so, while others build more

gradually. For example, the person who "discovers" in adulthood that they are adopted

is

confronted with a crisis of identity of mammoth proportions. The couple whose plans to "have

a family" never materialise face a crisis of a more incremental, subversive character. For
variety of agents in this field, states of incompleteness are experienced as personal crisis,

a

as

crises of identity. The choicese and creative (and thereby performative) strategies they sculpt

and the risks they face involve an embarkation upon a journey which is understandable in
terms of process or "processual qualities: performance, ... redressive action, crisis, reintegration
and the like" (Turner 1987:76). Such creative strategies by individual agents and couples alike

constitute examples of agents who are "self-conscious"; a reflective, creative stance which
"does not privilege the individual over society, but that is a necessary condition of the sensitive

understanding

of social relations" (Cohen 1994: 192).

Bourdieu's strategising agents are

homologous with Cohen's authorial selves in so far as each positions the individual as the locus
of agency in various social and cultural milieux (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992; Cohen 1994).

ln the context of this thesis, lplace Bourdieu's "Íield"

as the

cultural space within which social

dramas unfold and are enacted. Turner's contention that social drama and stage drama both

entail a performative aspect highlights the turbulent quality of many of the experiences of
actors within the adoption field as well as exemplifying his dictum that anthropology, in

I

Turner's model offers considerable explanatory potential, especially in view of the emphasis on cohesion, attachment
and stability in much other research on adoption (Sachdev 1992;Ward 1981) and "the family" (see lngoldsby & Smith
1995; Finch & Mason 1993).

9 Having regard to Strathern's point that "choice is a significant value to which Euro-Americans give weight ¡n sett¡ng
up families, and IVF and associated procedures widen the choice that is available to potential parents ..." (1996c:47).
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analys¡ng the lives of people, should have a "living quality" (Turner 1982: 83).
By drawing on Turner and Bourdieul0 as well as Cohen and Strathern, I examine the different

ways in which a range of agents who are centrally connected with adoption operate

as

"incomplete" and seek to alter the state of incompleteness in the process. Of particular
concern is the manner in which this incompleteness affects their experience and actions and
therefore how the field

in which they operate is constituted; how the "constant

between the agent and society" is substantiated (Miller

dialectic

& Branson 1987:223). How is this

sense of incompleteness manifested in the identities and lives of the people concerned?

ln part, this question can be addressed by examining two kinds of epic journeysll or "Quests",

which agents undertake in order to alter the incompleteness and in so doing transform,
preserve or reappraisetheirown identity. One agentcharacterised his search (which had filled

some five years) as a "pilgrimage",l2 articulating its importance
mindedness

in his life and the

single-

with which it had been pursued. Some Quests are undertaken by agents

as

solitary pursuits. Other Quests engage couples in joint endeavours towards a unitary sense of

completion as a marital unit.13 The married couple is the fundamental cultural entity which

has given effect to the underlying principle
Schneider's "conjugal love" (1968)

or

of human regeneration in

Western settings,

Strathern's distinction between "procreation" and

"reproduction" (1993c: '166-167). ln embarking upon epic, quintessentially creative journeys
out of incompleteness, agents (both singly and as couples) are simultaneously guided by and
help create a politicised

field.

These "epic journeys" typically take the form of the Quest For

Relatives and the Quest For Parenthood.

THE QUEST FOR RELATIVES

It was common in fieldwork to encounter dynamics, situations and processes amidst which
agents searched

10

for and were

sometimes reunited

with others to whom they

Trrn", draws significantly on Dewey in his essay on the anthropology of experience (1986) and Bourdieu

were

also cites

"... affinities and convergences (which are) quite striking ..." between his own work and that of Dewey (Bourdieu &
Wacquant 1992:122, see alsoJackson 1996).
1 1
Following Natanson's notion of 'the journey" (1g7oa).
12 A description reminiscent of Turner's analysis of pilgrimage as 'lifelong drama of salvation or damnation, hinging
on individual choice" (1979:129Ì..
13 At the time of fieldwork it was not possible to "have a child placed for the purposes of adoption" by applicants
other than married couples (de iure or de lacto for a specified minimum period), although some single women and
occasional "same sex couples" did inquire and attend lnformation Evenings for prospective adoptive parents (the
descriptions are from a social worker in F.A.C.S.).
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biogenetically related, but from whom they had been separated by adoption (Modell 1986;
Sachdev 1992; Auth &Zaret 1986). lnvariably, aspects of personal, social and cultural identity

were deeply implicated in such processes and dynamics. Some adoptees search for their
biological mother, sibling or other relatives and relinquishing mothers may search for their

"child", now in adult form. An ethnographic examination of "searching" requires multiple
explanatory avenues, such as who searches for whom, when14 they search and under what
circumstances and how the entire enterprise is experienced and rendered meaningful by the
agent(s) themselves. During fieldwork, direct observation of and engagement

with agents at all

stages of searching informed this analysis. As I explore in the next chapter, the outcomes of

searches ranged

from the bluntly unsuccessful to spectacular success and a variety of

ambiguous, partial resolutions in between.

The impetus that inhabits the search as a phenomenon pivots on the dynamism and pain of
incompleteness. This course of action is frequently expressed in this field in overt and covert
terms through the analogy oÍ

"lile being like a jigsawl5 puzzle, but with a piece missing".l6

ldentity is ever partial under this rubric. The title of "Adoption Jigsaw" captures and underlines
the weight of the analogy;

it

is the quest for wholeness of identity which is the focus of the

organisation. This analysis is also informed by conversations with people who for one reason

or anotherlT did not feel that they could

search, but

who nonetheless described

desires,

longings and fantasies which involved a desire to be reunited with a close biogenetic relative.
Some of those who did not engage in searching still experienced profound senses of longing

which were perhaps allthe more intense because of the inabilityto act upon them.
How are degrees and senses of incompleteness manifested in the identities and lives of

agents?

How is incompleteness experienced by the people concerned? How is incompleteness "lived
experience" for agents undertaking a Quest for Relatives (Turner 1987:84)?
Phil, 54 years old, is married to Sue,

49. They

have two sons in their early twenties. Phil is the

owner-driver of a taxi and Sue works part-time at the local TAB betting

shop. I met

Phil

through an adoption support group. He had grown up knowing he was adopted. He described

a childhood characterised by beatings, verbal abuse and humiliation. His adoptive parents
14

H"r" I take as problematic Modell's observation that

uwhen an individual feels strong and

self-confident"
1

(1 986: 65 1 ).
5 The statement is reminiscent of Emily

searching commences

Martin's observation concerning the aims of the women's health movement:

"to reintegrate the whole person from the jigsaw of parts created by modern scientific medicine" (1987: 159).
l6Primarilyforthepersonconcerned,butoftenforsubsequentgenerationsaswell. Thisisreflectedinmedia
representations of adoption; for example The Adelaide Advertiser's report on an adoptee's plight featured her need to

"... fill in the pieces that are missing ... also for my children and ... grandchildren' (14 April 1995).
17
R""ron, included fear of disappointment and fear of causing offence or hurt to members of the adoptive family.
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would often demean him and denounce his birth parents for having produced such a poor
specimen. Phil's adoptive parents had emigrated from Scotland when he was six years old.
Phil did not begin searching until after his adoptive mother had died and his adoptive father,
suffering from dementia, was placed in full-time care. Scorning the practice of adoption, Phil's
sense

of identity had been "shadowy" for as long as he could remember. His search for

his

birth mother occupied several years and involved much correspondence with Scotland. His
intense disappointment upon discovering she had died the previous year was only partly
balanced

by later learning that he had a full brother (who had been adopted) and that

a

maternal aunt was still alive. Phil had always felt that there was something missing in his life.
As a child he found this sensation difficult to understand and cope

with. ln adult

years he came

to understand that he had experienced a persistent longing for his biological mother. While he
always wanted to act upon this desire, he did not do so until their younger son had left high

school and his wife told him he "just had to do

it"

despite their financial marginality.

Eventually Phil travelled to Scotland, met his brother and his birth mother's sister and began to
experience "the beginnings of an end" to his life-longl8 sense of personal disquiet.
Marlene's predicament is not dissimilar. Marlene is a 46 year old adoptee who is married to

bank executive with a son aged '19 and a daughter aged

18.

She works

in a

a

large

multidisciplinary medical clinic, having trained as a physiotherapist. Marlene grew up in

a

wealthy Adelaide family with an adopted brother.ls At 46, she feels unable to tell her adoptive
parents of the fact that she has searched, let alone the outcome. Marlene had always felt

different from other members of her

family.

She described

to me how she always

looked

different, being "shorter and pudgier than the others". ln family photographs she always
considered herself to be the "odd one

out". This reminded

her of not only feeling on the

margin of her adoptive family, but feeling "unsettled inside". She often felt that there was
"something missing, but lcouldn't put my finger on it"; her identity was unrounded and there
was a thread of ambiguity

in her orientation to the world at large that neither the passing of

time, marriage/ nor procreation assuaged. lndeed, Marlene's decision to search, but not the act

of searching, co-incided with the birth of her son, her first child. She not only felt it was
important

to

obtain information about her biogenetic background (including

information) on his behalf, but also
kindled her own interest,

as

in her own right. Marlene

medical

remembers how the birth

well as her concern for her son;

18 Wh¡lu some adoption research acknowledges the "potential lifetime complications of being adopted", the
experiential aspects of the implications for all agents throughout the field have received less analytical attention
(Watson 1996: 524Ì..
19 Not biologically related.
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I was really interested in who I was after having children, although it took years to do
anything ... it was a desire to find out who I and the children looked like, I can
remember being stunned, just stunned to see I looked like my mother in a photo of
her, the first time I saw a photo of her it just hit me, WHAM! ....

The results of her search for her birth mother were "tremendously disappointing" for Marlene:

... I'd started searching after seeing some advertising on TV,20 so I wrote and got the
pamphlet, then l'd wait a while and write off for some more information ... searching's
the sort of thing you do in fits and starts, according to how much you can emotionally
cope with ... Victoria keep excellent records, and on her death certificate where it has
'number of issue' it had'NlL', this gave me a real shock, it's like'hey, I exist too!'... I
found out my mother had died in Ballarat in'1984, lwent down there anyway; l'd
found out about a niece and nephew, they had no idea I existed, Vera (birth mother)
just hadn't confided in anyone, so there's no information available about my father ... I
met a niece and nephew of Vera's and they could see Vera in Mark (Marlene's son) ...
I've written to a couple of other relatives in Victoria, I don't know if I feel related to
them, l'm fond of them, they were very welcoming, but I wouldn't want to thrust
myself upon them, l'd want to tread pretty carefully, they'd find it a shock to find their
favourite auntie Vera had had an illegitimate child at 38!

Laura's search yielded rather a different sequel. Laura is a twenty five year old adoptee who

works as a receptionist in a real estate agent office and lives alone. She is studying for

a

qualification in real estate part-time. She grew up knowing she was adopted, with an adopted
sister four years her

junior. Although

Laura's sense of identity was "ok on the surface", she felt

a particularly keen sense of aloneness and emptiness as she grew

up.

She encapsulated this

state in a comment to me one day when she and I were discussing the topic of "searching" and

why it is important:
unless you're adopted, you have no idea what it's like to look in the mirror and not
know who you are, because there's not one single individual in the whole wide world
who you know you look like.21

Laura was prompted

to search immediately after her twenty-fourth birthday because turning

twenÇ-four was instrumental in her realisation that "l wasn't a kid any more; that's how old my
mother was when she had

me".

Laura's Quest was facilitated

by initial advice from

an

adoption support group that Laura contacted through the telephone book, after applying for

and receiving her identifying information. Having been provided with some advice about
practical aspects of searching the Electoral Rolls, Laura proceeded with the search, with

an

immed iate, positive outcome:

...When I started searching, I was basically looking for my mother but was on the
lookout for anvone I was related to; I knew it was likely my mother would hold the

20 Concerning legislative changes in South Australia in 1989.
21 The significance of this factor is explored in Chapter Four.
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answers ... my father was described, but not named22 in the identifying information ...
I found my mother in Cosford23 ... talking to my mother on the phone the first time it
was really scary, our first conversation lasted for three and a half hours, she said to me

'do you have any questions?' and I said 'who's my father?' and she said 'Matt, my
husband, do you want to speak to him?' and I said 'yes' and when he came on the
phone he said'you sound delightful'... then lfound out I have two full sisters and three
full brothers, I really hit the jackpot... I didn't talk to my sisters, they didn't find out
about me 'til Christmas time ... my mum and dad and my adoptive brother are
resentful of me finding my other family, they think I should have just left it alone ... it's
really weird having Jill and Matt and my brothers and sisters, when I was in Gosford
with them someone had dropped in and as they left they told my sister they thought I
was a visitor and Rachel (biological sister) and I talked about this afterwards and we
said exactly the same thing, 'no, not a visitor, like someone l've known before who's
been away and come back'.

ln the lives of these three people it is possible to perceive elements of Turner's social drama;
the emptiness of the breach in identity, the emerging plot over whether and when to search,

the prospect of reintegration of identity following a successful search and the performative
nature of the journey-as-process which the agents undertook (1987). ln this contextthe regard

held by Turner for Dilthey in his later work is pertinent. Following Dilthey's emphasis on
"lived experience" (Turner 1987:84), Turner was drawn by "what Dilthey calls the'riddle of
life'... the mysteries and paradoxes that surround the great crises of birth, mating and death ...

and its perils..." (Turner 1987:85). By reflecting upon their predicament and formulating
strategies

which might transform "incompleteness", agents also exercise and indeed test

an

" agency of reflexivity" (Cohen '1994:87).

These examples also illustrate the importance

of concentrating on the quality of

agents'

experience (4. & J. Kleinman 1996; Hughes 1997). ln particular the examples highlight that

embarking on

a Quest for

Relatives

is a profoundly risky undertaking in terms of

result,

outcome and identity - not only of the searcher, but also of the searched and significant others

in her or his life. Here I follow Turner's association between jeopardy or "peril" and human
experience, "... the peñ124 eÇmologically implicated in experience ... 'experience' is linked

with peril ..." (Turner'1982:35). The relevance of a nexus between experience and peril

is

intensified by a further etymological dimension of experience: "experience (goes back) to per

or par 'to attempt, venture, risk"' (Turner 1985: 221).

Jackson points

to a

pertinent

22 lt i, .orron for adoptees receiving their identifying information to find that their biological father is not named on
the original birth certificate. For many, access to and through the biological mother is the only avenue to information
concerning the identity of the biological father.

23

N"* South Wales.
24 The bearing of peril and uncertainty for agents in this field is reminiscent of Natanson's comment that "in the
recesses of his mother wit, mundane man clings to what he knows in fear of what he does not know (sic)' (1970a:
1

s6).
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etymological point that reinforces Turner's position, by highlighting the significance of the epic
journey or quest in this setting:

we begin to recover something of the original meaning of experience as empeiria
whose root per is the same as the Cerman fahr ('to travel'). Experience, ... suSSests a
passage into the world, going forth, a venture, a trial, a self-proving peregrination ...
0ackson 1996:28).

The perilous nature of the epic journeys undertaken by agents whose lives are affected by
adoption is acute and extends across the entire field. The presence of peril throughout these
epic journeys is signalled by the distinct possibility that "completeness" might never arrive.
The perilous cast of the Quest sharpens the problematic quality of agency in this setting, at the
same time as

it impels agents as "architects of action" to creative authorial

pursuits (Cohen

1994:21). There is a range of opportunities for social workers, counsellors and voluntary
support group coordinators to advise participants of the rather sobering but enticing fact that
state

a

of incompleteness may remain right through and at the end of the epic journey. While

experience, peril and drama are familiar partners to agents within this field, irrespective of the
degree of guidance they receive from voluntary support group coordinators and social workers,

there are advisory moments which implicate counsellors and the like in agents'experiences of

the Quest. Some adoptees and relinquishing mothers seek assistance from the outset

in

mounting a search. Of these, a number pursue the search with some independence, perhaps
reporting in on progress. Others opt for close company in the search, undertaking searching in

conjunction with an experienced volunteer from the group or even having the searching
undertaken on their behalf by someone else in the group who is deemed, through hard-won
experience, to be an expert.
Yet even those agents who proceed on a Quest without the involvement of a support Sroup are

bound to have undergone compulsory counselling which immediately precedes the receipt of
identifying information, handed out in a small group rather ceremoniously and solemnly to
each in turn by a social worker, as outlined in Chapter One. A range of strategies and options
is outlined by the social worker during such sessions and cautions are made not to "blunder
straight on in" once the relative is located, since such impulsivity could "wreak havoc" in the
life of the (loved) one sought. Cautionary discourse by social workers in this and other contexts
constitute examples of Donzelot's

policing: not understood in the limiting, repressive sense we give the term today, but
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broader meaning that encompassed all the methods for
quality
of
the population ... (1979:6, original emphasis).
the
developing
according

to a much

ln addition to counsellors'perceptions of merit in "thinking things through" before

taking

further steps in the Quest, such warnings served to dramatise the predicament of agents and
accentuate the inescapably perilous cast of the

future. As one young man remarked to

immediately after receiving his identifying information

"if ldon't

me

go any further, l'm no better

off - and if I do, I might not like what I find ..."
The epic quality of the quest is also detectable in media accounts of the search and reunions.25

Reunions between offspring (especially daughters) and their biological mothers feature in
newspaper reports, magazines and current affairs television programs. Frequently, such
reunions involve traversing vast geographical space, such as with one party

in New

South

Wales and another in Adelaide. When combined with temporal factors, the traversing of
geographical space becomes resonant with traversing time. The epic quality of the search and
subsequent reunion is even more accentuated when it occurs across contrasting cultures. An
example is an article in The Adelaìde Advertiser that described, with photograph, the reunion
of a Korean woman with her triplets who had been adopted in the U.S.A. twenty five years ago.
The emotional pain of the separation and joy of the reunion were outlined, the mother having

"cried every night and wondered if my babies were alive" (Adelaide Advertiser 1 November

1984). Such

trans-continental and trans-cultural media accounts

of reunions

between

biological mother and offspring (or between other relatives such as siblings) render the
relationships and their enduring quality both natural and universal.

A HIERARCHY AMONC RELATIVES
For relinquishing mothers who search, their child is the unequivocal object of their search. Of

those relinquishing mothers who do not search, a primary reason put

to me was the

very

dominant fear of causing disruption to the "child" within the adoptive family. Several women
in this position took it for granted that a (biological) mother would not intrude26 into the life of
25 Parallels between annual reunion and pilgrimage are conspicuous in Neville's account of American Protestant

groups(1987). lnthecontextofthisthesis,"reunion"ischaracterisedasamomentous,singularandthereforeqig
event.

26ln parallel fashion, Strathern points out "the reasons for insisting on anonymity for semen donors included, Haimes
po¡nts out, the desire to protect the recipient from 'the invasion of the third party into the family" (1991a: 35).
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her adopted child, irrespective of the longing to do so, because of the love that a mother
"naturally" feels for her child. ln these cases, the object of any search, actual or imagined,

is

obvious to the relinquishing mother. However, in the case of adoptees, a range of potential
relatives is presented
(Schneider

1

with whom biogenetic

substance

is "shared", at least theoretically

968). Precisely who is it that is sought in a Quest for Relatives by an adoptee? Are

categories of relative selected at random or do some biogenetic connections promise a more

potent or swifter resolution to a state of incompleteness? A very particular ordering is firmly
embedded in the most preferred objective(s) of the Quest for Relatives. The logic of this
ordering is hidden or taken for granted to the extent that participants are not reflexive about it;
the ranked order of preferences are taken for granted, "natural" tendencies or dispositions. ln
this sense the "logic" which guides the choices and preferences of agents is inextricably linked

to the field with which it is allied, since fields "... all follow specific logics..." (Bourdieu &
Wacquant 1992:

97).

The following hierarchy summarises the most preferred and least

preferred options for adoptees who have searched, were in the process of searching during

fieldwork, or who expressed a desire to search "one day". ln some instances searching was
undertaken not by an adoptee but by another on their behalf.27 ln such instances, the same
preferential pattern was detectable.

HIERARCHY OF BIOGENETICISM

biological mother

1

most

biological father ... "full" siblings

"part" (less than "full") siblings

...

maternal grandparents ... maternal
aunts/uncles
paternal grandparents ... patemal
aunts/uncles
cousins or other "distant" relatives

least

preferred

27 On. example

is the maternal aunt of an adoptee who coached, partnered and supported her adoptive nephew
(including financially) in his search, finally accompanying him to the U.S.A. to meet his biological father.
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Two points about the propensities that this hierarchy condenses should be noted. First, the list
of alternatives can be read and is enacted in two ways; as an accumulating series of steps from
top to bottom, each of which is undertaken as a precursor to the next28 and as a ranked order

of alternatives. This means that the options do not only exist as discrete alternatives, but are
linked in a progressive sequence so as to form a "natural" succession. This gives the chain of
options a coherence, a "naTural" flavour and contributes towards their taken for granted,29
embedded nature.
The distillation of this hierarchy from ethnographic material also enables a further positioning

of agents within a politicised field. The actions, decisions and predicaments of actors are not
only shaped by but in turn help shape the particularity of this field.
Furthermore, the field as a structure of objective relations between positions of force
undergirds and guides the strategies whereby the occupants of these positions seek,
individually and collectively, to safeguard or improve their position and to impose the
principle of hierarchisation most favourable to their own products (Bourdieu &
Wacquant 1992:101).

ln the lives of Phil, Marlene and Laura as wellas the above hierarchy of biogeneticism there are
several factors which are strikingly significant. Pronounced penchants for biogeneticism are

not only present throughout the levels of the hierarchy, but also throughout all the processes,
actions and deliberations of "searching". ln this context, the cultural valuing of biogenetic
connections30 critically affects senses

of identity, partiality and wholeness. Moreover,

not

merely the presence of biogenetic substance, but the concentration of biogenetic substance

is

critically calibrated with dimensions of identity; biogenetic relatives are not searched for in
random, homogeneous or unsystematic ways. On the contrary, the concentration and location

of

shared biogenetic substance

wholeness

of identity. As the

is crucial to anticipating, imaginin93l and

experiencing

options in the hierarchy become less preferred, so the

concentration of shared biogenetic substance decreases and the impact upon incompleteness

is

28 An

of this aspect is that frequently, the biological mother is the only person who can reveal to the adoptee
"*ample
who their biological father is. lt is therefore necessary to locate the biological father after and through the biological
mother and similarly for other relatives.
29 The options tend to be taken for granted in much adoption research across the social sciences, suggesting that the
cultural values and predilections which inform the choices are so embedded as to be unremarkable to many
researchers (see Andersen 1989; Washington I992; Haimes & Timms 1985).
30 As Weston notes, "the notion of biology as an indelible, precultural substratum is so ingrained that people often find
it difficult to take an anthropological step backward in order to examine biology as symbol rather than substance"

(1991:34).
31 An ¡llustration of Strathern's perspective upon 'relations without persons': "Where does the dream for relationships

comefrom? Suchrelationsareonlypartoftheirowndepiction. Perhaps,then,thedreamcomesfromthecultural bias
that encourages Euro-Americans to think of relations as connections rather than divisions, and of connections as cosy,
kinship as warm and relating as a nice thing, in general, To do" (1997c:23Ì,.
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d

iluted.

The hierarchy also indicates a distinct leaning towards a cultural valuing of the maternal and
the feminine. ln the next chapter I address the attainment of completeness in more detail. ln
that chapter, the significance of a matricentric cast to the field will be shown to be pervasive,
not simply within the realm of "searching" but across the entire field of adoption and kinship.
The hierarchy and the examples reveal that less preferred options are also closely matched with
increasing genealogical distance. The most preferred biogenetic relatives are those "closest" to

the procreating pair. Yet these three factors themselves cannot be regarded as operating
unilaterally, since the third is plainly subsidiary to the first two and the second is predicated on
the first.

Such

a

polymorphous privileging

of the biogenetic also finds expression in questions

identity. For example, during one Saturday afternoon that I spent in the company of

of

several

families and individuals, many of whom were adopted, the discussion turned to some of the

children and the approach of teenagerhood. Several parents mused that while adolescence
was a "difficult time for everybody", adoptees faced additional hardship since "they don't have

the genetic information they need to really sort out their identity". Here identity was not only

tied to shared biogenetic substance or concomitant social knowledge, but also to

the

relationships in and of shared biogenetic substance (Strathern 1992a).

Another perspective on searching is provided by a consideration of biogenetic parents who
search. While some biological mothers search, many who do not search for fear of disrupting

the adoptive family long to be searched

for.

Biological fathers tend not

to search.

The

comparative dearth of searching by biological fathers is not explicable purely in terms of
unawareness

of having

fathered

a child, although certainly many are unaware of

assisted to produce offspring. The scarcity of searching biological fathers seems

having

to have more

to do with disposition.
Relinquishing mothers who search have one object

in their search, their child(ren).

The

searching biological parent does not face the kind of dilemmas regarding the object of their
search that adoptees
suggests that

do. Yet if anything, the asymmetry32 of biological parents who

it is impossible to ignore matricentricity, concentration of biogenetic

search

substance

and genealogical distance as vital, not so much as discrete factors but as a hierarchy in
themselves. But where does this patterning leave the other individuals intimately implicated in
adoption affairs, adoptive parents? ln the next section I focus not on matters of searching for
32 As d¡stinct from the asymmetry which may ensue "simply
genitor) happens to work out" (Strathern 1991a:261.

(as)

the result of the way the combination (of genetrix and
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biogenetic relatives, but on a phenomenon which is in a sense its inverse. lnstead of being
concerned with the Quest For Relatives, couples considering adoption often face the Quest For
Parenthood.

THE OUEST FOR PARENTHOOD

Throughout fieldwork, individuals and couples were encountered, observed and engaged who
had either adopted children, were in the process of adopting, or hoped to adopt a

child.

These

adoptions included both types of "stranger" adoptions (comprising "local"33 adoptions and

"intercountry" adoptions) as well as step-parent adoptions. The majority of couples pursuing
stranger adoptions shared a background of varying forms and degrees of infertility.34 This was

especially so

with local adoptions, many couples coming to consider adoption after

(unsuccessful) infertility treatment. Whilst a number of couples pursuing intercountry adoption

had experienced infertility, other couples were prompted by different reasons and
circumstances. Some couples already had "biological" children35 and wished to adopt from
overseas as a humanitarian gesture. For other couples, the marriage was a second one and

with either or both partners bringing children to the marriage,36 the couple sought to adopt a
child from overseas so as to produce a procreative effect to their marriage; to complete their

union. For couples in the latter category, the question was not one of being initiates to
parenthood, but of the couple embarking on a shared venture with unitary purpose.
lncompleteness here adheres to the experience of the couple as a cultural unit, rather than the
presence or absence of children per se.

Nevertheless, infertility was common

to many

pursuing parenthood through intercountry

adoption and local adoption, so that many couples seeking to adopt had worked through

a

series of alternatives, as a couple,37 usually with protracted intervention by a variety of others,
33 Sometimes referred to by counsellors, social workers and psychologists working in the area of adoption as "ABC"
adoptions, standing for Australian Born Child(ren).

34M"nyofwhomhavesoughtinfertility"treatment".

AsNaderpointsout,forsuchcouplesthebeliefthat"science

canfixit"areproblematicforfailedreproductivetechnologyintervention(1 996). Strathernnotesthat,fortheinfertile
"... ¡t is their desire that is really created, in the fact that choices are now available that were not there in the recent
pas|" (1995e:75).
35 lnsuchinstancessomeagentswouldreferto"thefamily"adoptingthechild.

Thistendencyhighlightedthequest

of the "whole" family, emphasising the singularity of purpose for the entire cultural unit. ln this way, such quests out
of incompleteness, enacted by a unitary cultural unit (the family) paralleled quests by singular cultural units in the
forms of the individual and the couple.
36 Oft"n referred to by agents and counsellors alike as "blended' families.
37 ln contrast to couples who elect to pursue "voluntary childlessness" (Callan 'l 984). Such couples arguably exhibit
more unencumbered agency in their strategies than couples who experience (chronic) infertility. Other research by

a

Callan addresses similar domains of agency in relation to "single women" who elect to remain childless (1986).
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including a battery of medical and nursing specialists,

as

well

as counsellors and social workers

to varying degrees. ln this sense these couples are no stranger to having others involved in the
most intimate aspects of their lives; those professionals and others who "police" their exertions,
struggles and creative endeavours tO transform themselveS from "couple"

to "parents"

and

"family".38 The prevalence of a sequence of involvement by professionals in the lives of
couples illustrates the compromised cast of couples' agency in their endeavours.3g Despite the
ostensibly common purpose of intervention, to "achieve"40 pregnancy or parenthood, the very
fact of prolonged involvement by professionals casts the ambiguous agency of the couple into
sharp relief (Cecil 1996). The protracted quality of this predicament is accentuated by the point

that even after a child is placed with a couple, forms of monitoring and "policing" continue

(often termed "consultations"

in order to

emphasise

the purported equanimity in

the

compulsory arrangement) with visits to or from social workers or psychologists until a court
order is made, conferring full legal parenthood some months later (Donzelot 1979).

What was repeatedly arresting about observing the interactions and articulations of adoptive
parents and those who hoped to join their ranks was their depiction of what it was like to want

children but be unable to produce them. A commonly encountered expression was "you just

feel incomplete". Women described how they felt incomplete in themselves but also felt
imperfect and partial because they could not "give" their husband or partner a

child. ln some

instances, women's feelings were intensified because they could not "give" their own parents
grandch ildren.

How do couples who come to consider adoption experience incompleteness? What kinds of
negotiation, decision-taking and strategising

fill

and complicate their identities and their lives?

To what extent does the future of the couple lie within their locus of control and how is agency
made visible4l in such contexts?

Mike and Chris have been married for sixteen years. Mike is a secondary school teacher and
Chris is the manager of a child care centre. They live in a southern suburb close to the beach
3B The predicament is homologous with Simpson's account of lawyers, counsellors and the like in relation to postdivorce negotiations; "(t)elling and hence fixing a story about the recent past is a necessary step in determining what

happensnextandthekindsoffuturesthatthetellermightantic¡pate" (1997b:571.
39 The context for agents'engagement with "services" is captured by Strathern: 'the individual person is not only
presented as the source of his or her acts and feelings but is also a principal reference point for a whole range of
governmental policies. lndividual desire ... becomes the reference point for management and production, both public
and private" (1 995e: 70; also Bourdieu 1 998: 65)'
40 Note that the'success' of achieving a pregnancy is intricately, but problematically, linked with questions of agency,
especially for the woman (see Franklin 1997).
41 The example which follows illustrates Strathern's position: "an agent's generalized capacity to act... has no specific
'location'. Such capacity appears visible and locatable only in forms or versions of itself ...' (1995e:72]'.
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that they enjoy, but they would like to move to "somewhere better". They have a locally
adopted son aged four. The decisions to pursue adoption and the entire journey to parenthood

were marked by emotional stress, tension and uncertainty. Mike and Chris "suffered

in

silence" for years during IVF treatment since they felt ambivalent about discussing their
attempts at parenthood with their respective families. Breaking the news

of adoption

rather than earlier, Mike and Chris'experience highlights the interdependence

of

later

two

individuals within the couple, but the singularity of purpose needed to not merely survive the
demands of the Quest, but to emerge as an intact couple. The decisions taken by Mike and
Chris to adopt were profound, but the decisions were not necessarily taken unilaterally. Chris
describes how they came to pursue adoption:
... we were married 16 years ago last December, and we'd been trying to have a child
naturally for 11 or 12 years, we were unsuccessful, we went through the mill on the
IVF program but we didn't tell a lot of people about that, you don't tell that to
everyone ... anyway, we put in our Expression of lnterest, and we told not a lot of

people, we thought we'd just go and find out...w€, or at least l, thought'lVF will
work and we won't need adoptiofl', .... ' I basically got to the point where I said to
myself if I can't have one of my own, I won't have children at all', I remember this
very clearly because it was exactly when my sister moved into their new house and
told her exactly how lfelt and she said 'don't be silly' ... then in March 19BB we were
put on the Prospective Adoptive Parents Register, ...
we had to complete the papers by July 89 ... this is where the emotional bit fits in,
Mike just goes with the flow, he doesn't have to make the decisions, I make them ...42
the question arises when to give up on lVF, ... really our area is adoption now, I think
... the miscarriage I had, without Andrew (adopted son) that would have been more
I

devastating ...

Margaret and Tim are also adoptive parents. Margaret is

a university lecturer and Tim is a

of town in

a

moderately expensive area for housing. Their adopted daughter, Jaclyn, born in Adelaide,

is

statistician with the Australian government. They live on the eastern side

three years

old.

Sitting in their lounge over the course of several evenings, we discussed the

history of their Quest for Parenthood. Margaret talked a great deal. Tim sat and fidgeted, but

seemed

to pay

close attention, adding occasional comments. Margaret describes their

circumstances:

... adoption was not our first choice, but as each failed cycle came about we thought
perhaps we should consider adoption ... we applied to adopt in September 1990 and
eighteen months later we had our daughter. We had been on IVF for two and a half
years ... because IVF involved donor sperm we had worked through various issues
about biological continuity etcetera ... for us, adoption was almost a continuation of
lVF... we went back on IVF again after adopting Jaclyn, and because we can't adopt
again - Tim is too old - we've decided to leave it alone and just get on with our lives...

42 Thir

of the couple's experience is consistent with Franklin's analysis of infertility treatment in Britain, which
but which is primarily focused on the experiences of women (1 997).
couples
concerns

".p".t
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The Quest For Parenthood involves epic journeys which are at least as perilous and as dramatic
as those undertaken in the Quest For Relatives. The experiences of these

two couples involve

a

constant uncertainty.
This uncertainty is linked to the duration of the Quest, the outcome of the Quest, the effects of
the Quest on their identities as persons and as a couple as well as the demands the Quest will
make on the full range of their strength and personal resources.43 These sites of uncertainty are

common to those embarking on a Quest For Relatives also. Both Quests necessitate agents

continually positioning themselves, their experiences and their hopes past the brink of
certainty. As subsequent chapters examine in more detail, both Quests render starkly visible
the capacity and the limits of a contextualised agency for the single agent and the couple. The

contextualisation

of

agency and the perilous climate

in which agency is

exercised and

constituted problematise yet underline Cohen's perspectives on agency and authorial "etfort"

(1994:35). As with the symbolism of sorcery in Sri Lanka, the experiences and realms of
identity for agents in this field test "the potencies of human beings to change the circumstances
of their lives" (Kapferer 1997:21).

The jeopardy entailed in Quests means that not only are extraordinary demands made on
individuals and couples, but also that these states of peril are entered into by agents knowing
that aggregation and unity mav not be the outcome. ln this respect their journey parallels that
described by Layne concerning American couples who experience pregnancy loss and whose
quest for parenthood, as yet unfulfilled, involves

"

a journey from certainty

to doubt ..." (Layne

1996:141).
Franklin's research in Britain also addresses the experiences of couples who seek "treatment"

for infertility (1997). ln so far as many couples' journeys to adoption are preceded by various
experiences around infertility, her research is germane to the experiences of some agents in this

field. The experiences of many couples who consider and pursue adoption are consistent with
her analysis, especially regarding the extent to which infertility treatment "takes over".44 Yet
there are aspects of agents' experiences in this field which are signalled, but not explored by

Franklin. ln this sense, aspects of this thesis corroborate and extend her work. One example

is

that couples who turn from infertility treatment to adoption (particularly the women) are faced

with the prospect of "trying

àgain" ,45 the risk

of not only encountering but actually temptinq

43 The experiences of the couples mentioned are reminiscent of Wilkinson's point that the "expectations generated by
our "couple culture are sometimes unrealistically high" (1 995: 132).
44 Paradoxically, the ways in which the women and couples in Franklin's work are implicated in milieux of
involuntarism, pressure and loss arguably parallel, yet are the apotheosis of the experiences of many relinquishing
mothers (Mahoney 1995, also Laws 1996).
45 Such repeated attempts to procreate constitute an inversion of both the form of outcome and the quality of the
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tragedy and the entrenchedness of incompleteness. To this extent, Franklin's emphasis on how

"it

takes over" reaches beyond the realms of the New Reproductive Technologies and into the

realms of adoption (see Duker 1996). The elements that are accentuated in those couples who

"progress" from infertility to adoption include questions of the contingencies of agency, the
persistent focus on women in procreative matters, the negotiation of decisions and strategies by

the couple as the archetypal social dyada6 and the dynamics of creative, perilous strategies
taken by couples concerning their future together (Cohen 19941.

The perilous character of the quest for parenthood is visible in media accounts, not only of
adoption, but also of other avenues utilised in the pursuit of parenthood. The persistence,
endurance, and richness

of

Quests

for Parenthood are represented in a variety of

media,

including television, newspapers and magazines. The monthly magazine Family Circle carried
the headline "Our Search For A Family", followed by the lead sentence
Their story is a lesson in perseverance and courage; the perseverance to keep on with
their search for a child against amazing setbacks and the courage to open their hearts
to children from cultures radically different from their own (Family Circle 4 March
1983).

The same magazine has featured at times a series titled "Winning Through

- Our

Real Life

Series", one of which begins

in her arms and the beaming joy on her proud
mother's face, it comes as a shock to learn of the heartbreak and bitter disappointment
Jeanette Favrell has had to endure this magical moment. For more than five years
Jeanette and her husband Leighton had tried desperately to have a child of their own,
and lived through eight emotionally wrenching miscarriagesaT (Family Circle 22 April
Looking at the baby delightedly

1e90).

Newspaper articles

with

headlines such as "Agony

of the Adoption Queue"

(Adelaide

Advertiser 20 August 1994), "Costly Traumas Bring Joy At Last" (Adelaide Advertiser 10 August

1994) and "Miracle Baby" (Adelaide Advertiser 29 August 1994) portray the epic and

its

attendant personal requisites similarly.

agency exerted by women who nominate termination of pregnancy by abortion. While Held notes that "a human

mother can choose to give birth", women who suffer the hardships of infertility, including those who go on to adopt,
Japanese women and 'countering hegemony" also identifies issues of agency as central (1 993b: 340).
46 Perhaps paradoxically, the cultural significance of the marital couple as a supreme social dyad is also signalled in

powerful ways by both the incidence of divorce in contemporary Western contexts as well as the intricate/ emotionally
wrenching renegotiations of relatedness and connectedness which often ensue (Simpson 1997b).
47 A photogruph accompanied the article, showing a baby between the adoptive parents. Note that the afticle is
framed in terms of the mother, with the father being included but in a subsidiary or appending manner, despite the
photographic space being equivalent between mother and father.
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SHARED BIOCENETIC SUBSTANCE: A HIERARCHY

From the myriad of experiences which centred on couples striving for parenthood,48 another

collection of discrete, ranked preferences can be perceived. The very specific forms of
preference and importance which are expressed and experienced by participants concern

a

"natural" sequence of alternatives regarding (hoped for) parenthood.4g These patterns can be
represented as a hierarchy of biogeneticism, as the following diagram illustrates:

HIERARCHY OF BIOCENETICISM 2

most preferred
IMALLY ASSISTE D PROCREATION
full biogenetic substance
ASSISTED PROCREATION: (lVF or other)
full biogenetic substance
ASSISTED PROCREATION:'donation' from male partial biogenetic
U NASSISTE

D/MI

N

substance
ASSISTED PROCREATION:'donation' from female partial biogenetic

substance

ADOPTION
local adoption/ very young baby, no 'special needs'
characteristics

intercountry adoption, very young baby, no 'special needs'
characteristics

intercountry adoption, 'toddler' or young child
local or intercountry adoption, with 'special needs'
characteristics

intercountry adoption of older child
FOSTERINC

longer term fostering or guardianship
shorter term fostering or guardianship

least preferred
48 This mater¡al represents a more skeptical stance vis a vis couples who pursue adoption than Tenell & Modell's
passing observation that "many people in our society (U.S.A.) think of adoption as a second-best way of becoming a

family"

(1

994: 1 55).

49 The persistence of agents who experience infertility in one way or another is reminiscent of Njikam Savage's
observation; "society expects the childless woman to be persistent and relentless in her efforts to conceive and deliver
a live baby" (1996: 103).
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[Note that all options except for fostering are socially and legally configured as permanent,
whereas fostering is temporary, albeit possibly " long term" (see S.A. Department for Family and

Community Services publication Fostering The Future, 1997\ l

[A social worker who works in an infertility treatment clinic told me that with

"assisted

procreation", "donations from the man" are the "easiest" option and the "one that has been
around the longest". Both elements of her observation signal a culturaltendency in this field to
introduce "stranger" male biogenetic substance rather than female biogenetic substance.l
Several points need

to be made in relation to the inclinations of which this hierarchys0

is

illustrative. These categories are in no sense precise technical categories, but conceptual
categories. ln addition, the list is not a deterministic listing of options but rather a notional
sequence. The progression from most preferred to less preferred is not mechanical. Couples or
individuals may elect to pass over some options and progress directly to others, yet the order or
sequence remains applicable. For example/ some couples pass over the (notional) option of

local adoption and proceed directly to investigate intercountry adoption, possibly (but not
necessarily) because they are unlikely to be ever allocated a " local" child.sl
Some couples or individuals exhibit degrees of reflexivity over the sequence of the elements in

the hierarchy. For example, during a break in an "education" group conducted by two social
workers52 for prospective adoptive parents one evening, a man commented to me that various

people, including counsellors and social workers,

"@

adoption may be an option

if

IVF

fails... the assumption is that biological is better, butthere are pros and cons on both sides".53
The potency of these hierarchical tendencies is also evident in the fact that, as with Tim and
Margaret's experiences outlined above, some couples either "keep trying" to conceive54 "on

their own" or remain on infertilitytreatment programs, even though adoption processes require
that couples have "come to terms with their infertility" before pursing adoption. Some couples

do resume infertility treatment whilst "in the pipeline" for adoption without advising the social
worker managing their case. Mammoth problems ensue for both the couple and the agency in

50 Step-parent adoptions are not represented in this hierarchy, since the adoption by a man of his new wife's children
does not present the same options or dilemmas faced by a couple in a quest for parenthood.

51Oth"r reasons for pursuing intercountry adoption rather than local adoption include hoping for the speediest
adoption possible, thus pursuing countries which are "moving well", or couples believing'a child is a child, if they're
in need, it doesn't matter where they come from'.
52 R. a Kleinman's (1996) research concerning the professionalisation of human problems is peftinent here.
J.
53 Mahoney's inquiry into "adoption as a feminist alternative to reproductive technology" involves arguing along
broadly similar lines (1995).
54

Al.o influencing some couples

is

the "desire to conceive", as distinct from the "desire to have children" (Strathern

1995e: 80, original emphasis).
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those (few) instances where the pregnancy occurs prior to the adoption being finalised in court.

The hierarchical order of options represents individuals and couples engaged in processes
which are located within "a space of potential and active forces" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:

101). The forces that can be discerned within the hierarchy, in the actions of individuals
relation

to it and in their enactment of it include the privileging of parenthood (within

constraints), biogeneticism as

a

generalised priorityss

and matricentric

in

age

biogeneticism

specifically.

The naturalised quality of the hierarchy is also expressed in some ways through agents'
reflexivity or reappraisal56 of past suffering and trauma. Liz's comment to me in this capacity

is

pertinent. Liz and her husband Bill adopted two boys from The Philippines as "older
children"5T in Western Australia, moving to South Australia recently with a promotion for Bill
as a manager for a national

wholesaler. The boys are now aged eight and ten. As I was leaving

Liz's house following a long discussion about adoption and the circumstances that led Liz and

Bill to it, Liz smiled wryly and said "it's funny how it's ended up". She explained that by
calculating the financial cost of adopting the two boys and by reckoning the configuration of
chronological time and each of the ages of the boys and her and Bill, that "it's turned out just

the same as if we'd had biological children". From Liz's perspective, not only the "late"
achievement

of parenthood but also the stringencies and

anguish

of protracted,

intrusive

infertility treatment had curiously been implicated in shepherding her and Bill to a point in
their lives where it had "turned out just the same" in some respects.

REFRACTIONS OF NATU RALISED HIERARCHIES

ln The Quest For Parenthood from which the elements of Hierarchy 2 emerge, the elements
which were most influential in Hierarchy 1 can be seen to reappear, albeit in a different way.
What was impressive about the couples whose circumstances, hopes and experiences enabled

this hierarchy to be discerned was a string of subtle but persistent tendencies for procreative
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Alro reflected in media reports at times, such as the comment "it is heart wrenching for couples to accept the only
way they can have a child is by using someone else's genetic material" (The Weekend Australian, The Australian
Magazine 18-19 April 1998).
56 Particular cultural processes and notions that are entailed in certain reappraisals under specific circumstances are

explored in Chapter Five.
57 Li. and Bill had applied to adopt one child, which they anticipated would need to be at least four years old because
of Bill'sageandtheinsistenceonafortyyearagegapbetweenparentandchild. Theirchoiceofcountrywasalmost
arbitrary. Citing humanitarian concerns as well as their own Quest for Parenthood, they selected The Philippines
because

"it seemed to be moving pretty well

at the

time". When the news came that they had been allocated two boys

believed to be brothers, they were rather shocked, but pleased; Liz quipped "who are we to argue?"
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matters to be "naturally" and immediately assumed to be the domain of the woman. The ways

in which this tendency was detectable were numerous, including: the woman fielding most of
the questions in interviews or conversations; men's views/ answers and actions being framed

as

"supportive", in agreement or "thinking it's a good idea too"; women instigating adoption
inquires;s8 men explaining how they were keen on adoption once they had been "talked

around" by their wife; husbands looking to their wives when faced with questions about their
motivation for adopting or how they view it in comparison to other options; men and women
describing adoption as a "natural" follow on from the failure of technological reproductive
intervention (which typically, although not always centred on the woman, irrespective of the

"source" of the infertility); women regarding attendance at compulsory adoptive parenteducation activities as an opportunity
because they "had

to learn and some husbands reluctantly attending

to"; wives finding out about or joining support groups for adoptive parents,

with husbands accompanying themsg to certain weekend events "so the men can join in too".
These patterns parallel tendencies identified in Stivens'work on Australian kinship, in which

men would be "roped in" on visits to relatives (1985). Stivens'emphasis on a passive
reluctance by many men, combined with woman/wife/mother-as-instigator is replicated but
deepened in this context. Throughout this field, in a myriad of ways, the decisions, actions and

patterns

of

behaviour

of

prospective adoptive parents and adoptive parents reflected the

immediacy of women and the supplementary, additional, contributory or supportive role of

men. The parallel with our understanding of biological reproduction is plain. The contribution
of the male, however necessary, is never sufficient and always precisely that, a contribution.

The matricentric quality noted in the Quest For Relatives (Hierarchy 1) is thus detectable via
different modes of expression in the Quest For Parenthood (Hierarchy
leave the other two factors that appeared as central in

H

2).

But where does this

ierarchy 1 ? Are they detectable in th is

second hierarchy?

A diminution of biogenetic substance can be seen to follow the movement from most preferred

to least preferred options in Hierarchy 2. This directly parallels the pattern in
Hierarchy 1. ln Hierarchy'l the third factor was genealogical distance. ln Hierarchy 2 this

options

factor is replaced bythe presence of a preference forthe socially or biographically minimal by

virtue of the preference for "a baby as young as possible". Rather than a preference for
58 This tendency is noted in passing in O'shaugnessy, but not explored (1 994). Fitzpatrick's analysis of 'power
strategies in marital conversations" is also pertinent (1988). Edgar's observation that "men and women approach and
experience marriage and the counselling experience" very differently also reinforces the point that the social domain of
the couple is not to be taken for granted (1 994: 6).
59 ln L"yn"', pregnancy loss support groups, "(m)ost support-group meetings are attended by couples, but some
women and an occasional man attend on their own' (1996: 133).
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achieving genealogical

or

biogenetic closeness one finds

closeness,60 founded on the child to be adopted

a preference for pursuing

social

being, preferably, atabula rasa.

There is one other feature shared by the two Quests as well as the hierarchies that are
contained within them.

lt

is striking that in both hierarchies, the most preferred option, the

apex of the hierarchy, involves a projection into the future which is fundamentally inspiring

and anticipatory, representing the pinnacle of a quest, the imagined attainment of wholeness
and the completion of identity, the anticipation of a fully rounded person. As Trawick notes,

"one of our most compelling dreams, one that we hold tightest to, is the dream of wholeness"

(1990a:xvii). lneachhierarchy,themostlongedforoutcomeinvolvestheprospectof

meeting

an individual who is, at the moment of meeting, a complete stranger, yet who promises the
attainment of the utmost familiarity and intimacy. The dream of familiarity is predicated on an

extremity of strangeness. The options identified and ranked in the Quest For Parenthood
(Hierarchy 2) involve quite momentous choices and decisions in no less a politicised field than

those by the actors enmeshed in the kinds of predicaments associated with the Quest For
Relatives (H ierarchy 1 ).

ln both situations, agents (both singly and within couples) are required to weigh the rights of
everyone concerned, including their

own. Opinions of significant

others, including one's

or other family members can facilitate or inordinately complicate
decisions. Similarly, imagined, hoped for and feared outcomes for others all receive
partner and parents,

deliberative attention by some agents. Couples considering adoption are no exception, in
some instances anguishing over whether adoption is best for the (anonymous) child concerned.
Those agents who consider embarking on a Quest and those who impulsively embark upon a

Quest without protracted reflection necessarily implicate a range of others in various ways.
Yet, as I explore in the next section, it is not only the lives of others which are implicated in the
spheres of action surrounding the Quest, it is their rights as well.

CLAIMINC RIGHTS: THE SOCIAL PRODUCTION OF CONTESTATION
The predicaments of individuals and couples within this politicised field who manage the kinds

of weight to be allocated or denied to various other participants raise other aspects which
centre on the notion of the individual and its constitution; rights.61
60

Strathern, where "some people say that a woman who carries her sister's child is
possible
the "closeness" oftheir relationship" (1995e: 80).
fullest
way
in
the
expressing
61 Sometimes appearing in adoption research literature across the social sciences in the context of 'entitlement" (see

Sirilur to the pattern noted by

for example Cohen, Coyne & Duvall 1996).
61

ln exploring the domain of the "rights" of the agent (and in examining how the agent is the
primary locus of the body of rights) I follow the definition employed by Machan
seem

to be social

aspects of social

conditions that ought

"

... rights

to be maintained, moral principles pertaining

to

life" (Machan 1989: 2, original emphasis). Competing and conflicting rights

involve a continuously altering configuration of forces (Simpson 1994:838). Cohen notes that

the "'right'to identity" is not simply a matter of societal imposition; anthropologists have
sometimes "neglected the often fraught and agonising clash between a person's sense of self

and the identity imposed on him or her" (1994:178). While Cohen argues that "personal
rights" is an underdeveloped domain, the conflictual cast to "rights" in this field provides

an

additional edge to Cohen's line of pursuit. Strathern makes the point that the "subjects who
exercise ... rights are individuals.62 Relationships, such as the relationship between parents
and children, cannot have such claims ..." (1992a;147).

The "rights" of agents in adoptions also illustrate how the field of adoption is a "field of
struggles aimed at preserving or transforming the configuration of these forces" (Bourdieu &

Wacquant 1992:101, original emphasis). The experiences of and dynamics surrounding agents
in this field also constitute an example of Duran Bell's assertion that rights "are more readily
claimed than effectively conferred" (1997:238). Bell's point is especially significant in the
context of this field and the agency of those who help constitute it, since "... individual effort
alone does not define a

right. Rights

are conferred

by the actions of others." (1997: 238,

original emphasis). Bell's argument draws attention to the relational construction of rights. ln

a

field which is a field of struggles in multiple senses, claiming rights not only tests the capacity
of the agency of the instigator, it relationally implicates other agents in the field in the moment

of asserting, claiming or contesting one's rights. The inescapable presence of conflicting rights
also serves to sharply accentuate the perilous quality of experience for the agents concerned.
The continuously altering configuration of forces further sharpens the sense of jeopardy for any

given agent at any given
incompleteness and

time.

Rights are therefore critically implicated

in both

states of

the imagining, dreaming and fearing which imbue the possibility of

completeness.

Within the field of adoption, questions of rights are at the heart of the constitution of the
organisations and support groups which formed the background to fieldwork and which were
the entry point to a variety of networks and personal associations, as outlined in Chapter One.

The Adoption Privacy Protection Group, the Adopted Persons Support Group and Adoption
Jigsaw (and particularly key agents such as group coordinators and experienced voluntary
62 ln contrast with Baumann's research on the "rights oÍ communities" in London (1996: 198, original emphasis).
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workers) cradled the rights

of their

members

with deep conviction. While the political

dimensions of the overt and covert manoeuverings between the organisations throughout the

field of adoption are not a significant focus of this thesis, it is noted that the playing out of
contestation extends beyond the agent

in isolation or the couple. Yet the contestation

often

involves characterisations of the Other in essentialised, reductionist terms (often as part of the

"adoption triangle") which parallel Hall's account of stereotyping (1997). Contestations over
rights are often framed around concepts oÍ "privacy" or the right to information. While some
adoptees and relinquishing parents favour positions that recognise their rights

in

particular

ways, some adoptive parents disagree. For example, adoptive parents who favour "privacy" in

one form or another may consider that contact between their adult adopted "child" and her
biogenetic relatives threatens their sense of order, stability and completeness. One couple,
members of the Adoption Privacy Protection Croup, in their late fifties with three "locally"
adopted children who are now in their late twenties put itthis way (the woman is speaking):
... I really feel for relinquishing mothers... but don't they realise you can't undo the
past? ... they don't seem to understand that adoptive parents have rights too! ... our kids
don't want to find their natural parents ... (husband breaks in) ... the Adoptions Officer
at the time, she told us 'it's (adoption order) a legal document, it belongs to you, noone will ever see it' ... the type of adoption we had was a geç¡eûve adoption (wife
resumes) ... the kids have all got vetoes on,63 they've all renewed them recently, most
kids are like that, they don't want to know, ... (husband interjects) ... not just the kids,
the majority of relinquishing mothers don't want to pry or interfere or search, it's just
the vocal minority ... the minority64 seems to be able to order things; it can be very
damaging, very unsettling ...

The same "right" which offers the promise of completeness and the diversification of identity

implicated in parenthood, the adoption of a child, is also imbued with the potency to render
completeness incomplete at a later

point. lasked them whether they believed any qualities

were inherited:
(wife) ... my mother used to say 'of course you don't know where they came from, you
don't know where their blood came from', things she'd see or hear in our kids, she'd
say 'that's a throwback that is, that's in the blood' ... I don't go along with that, but it
has been a standing joke6s in the family that when the children did anything terrible,
that it was inherited!
63Butrrbsequentcontactwiththe"children"revealedthattwoof

thethreehadnotrenewedthe¡rvetoes. Onehad

commenced searching and the otherwas waiting to see if the biological mother searched for him.
64 A r¡rnilur observation concerning a "vocal minority" ìs to be found in a publication by the South Australian
lnternational Year Of The Family Advisory Committee (1994), titled Firstfhings First:South Australia's Families. Under

the heading "lnitiatives for South Australian Families", this publication notes "there is a feeling in the community that
the aggressive, single interest lobby groups have much more success than those that are broad-based and represent
interestslikefamilies" (1994:29). lnboththispublicationandthenarrativeofthecoupleabove,harmony,
homogeneity and majority are co-related.
65 A nrmber of adoptive families, unknown to this couple and to each other, related a similar use and emergence of
humour around the familial significance of inherited qualities.
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This example signals two areas in which the rights of agents were cast into particularly sharp

relief during fieldwork;66 the paramount rights of the child in adoptions6T and contestations
over the rights of adults and children to information about themselves and others (Olsen 1992).

An enormous amount of attention and moral weight is ostensibly afforded to the rights of the

child in the allocation, placement and general

management associated

with effecting

an

adoption. This primacy is reflected and enacted in legislation, policies of adoption agencies
and such doctrines as the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (see Alston et

al 1992).

The primacy is also revealed and enacted in the minutiae of practices in the

preparation of couples for adoptive parenthood by way of information evenings for couples
considering adoption,68 assessment interviews by social workers and psychologists, pre and
post allocation education groups and support group banter. The primacy is encapsulated in the

phrase "the rights of the child are paramount", which pervades not only discourse, legislation
and policy in adoptions but which infuses much other social science research69 on adoptions,

without being explicitly reflected upon.
While the paramountcy of the child's rights are not challenged by adoptive parents, couples
seeking

to adopt sometimes consider that their "Íights" drift into the background. A brief

conversation with a couple after an information evening for couples considering adopting from
overseas is illustrative. The man mentioned that he didn't "quibble" with the child's rights
being paramount, but
on another level the checks they do on you, the fees you have to pay over and over
again - and then there's no guarantee ... it's just so frustrating and unfair compared to
couples that have babies the usual way!

After another information evening a "childless" couple whom

lsat next to revealed their

devastation at not being able to continue with their Quest for children because the
rulesT0 meant we could only adopt an older child from overseas and we just can't do
that.. it doesn't seem right for the child and we just don't have the energy to jump
through all those hoops ...

66TheReviewofAdoptionprovidedarangeofopportunitiesforthegroupstostatetheirclaimsregardingrights.

I

discuss aspects of the Review of Adoption - and the public meeting in partìcular - at several locations in this thesis.

67 Holbrook's research on attitudes of social workers in the U.S.A. poìnts to the necessity of recognising the rights of
all parties in both adoptions and new reproductive technologies, but above all "choosing the options that will most
benefit the children" ('l 996: 265).
68 Th"r" were conducted by Adoptions Services for local adoptions and Adoptions Services in conjunction with A.A.C.

Adoption Agency for intercountry adoptions.
69 See Hughes (1995); Boss (l992); Chisholm (1993); Lifton (1979); Tizard (1991).
70 The stringencies of age limits by F.A.C.S as well as other countries'caveats meant in this case that the youngest
child who might be allocated to them would be aged at least five years.
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Here the "rights" of a child from this couple's point of view confronted the couple with the
same life-altering decision which was indicated to them by feeling simply unable to continue

with the harrowing, uncertain stages and struggles of their Quest for Parenthood; they would
discontinue with their efforts to "have children" and just "try to get on with our lives as best we
can ... ."
However, the rights of the child being asserted to be paramount merely describes their position
vis a vis other claimants; it does not stipulate what their right is

to. A consistently cited "natural

fact" in the preparation and discourse of adoptive parents and also the practices of social
workers and others in adoptions is that every child is entitled

to belonq. This position is

invoked as self-evident, universal and inviolable. The right of a child to belong is frequently
paired with, or substitutable for, the right of a child to "a family". ln this way the identity of the

child as well as the parent is tied to "belonging", which is naturalised and

eternalised.

"Belonging" introduces a firmly relational cast to questions of identity in adoption (Cohen
1982, 1gA6). The "fundamental" right of a child is set very firmly in terms of belonging and

attachment. lrrespective of the manner of the invocation of the right, the emphasis is on the
child embodying the right to belong and thus, for the moment, to be complete. The child who
does not "belong" is the apotheosis of the in-complete in-dividual.

The second mode in which the rights of individuals are prominent in adoptions occupies more
contestable terrain for the participants. This involves the rights of adults and children affected

by adoption to either have access to information about themselves or others, or to have the
right to have such information withheld from others. The contestability of this territory is not
restricted

to conflict between adoptive

parents, adoptees and biological parents

"policing" actions of counsellors and voluntary workers (Donzelot 1979);
requires a far more delicate occupation

it

or

the

includes and

of a moral and relational position by every

agent.

Agents experience, act within and help constitute a politicised, moralised field.

The contestation of rights in this field never attains closure. The contestation of rights

is

constituted through a series of conflictual social processes, which are predicated on certain
oppositions
situations

of

interest as

well as exemplifying "performance" (Turner 1987).

Numerous

in the field of adoption present themselves in terms of a social drama on

an

individual basis. As agents experience (and subsequently strive to transform) powerful states of
incompleteness, the dramaturgical climate of the processes which entwine them and which are

partly constituted by them is emphasised; "performance is the art that is open, unfinished,
decentered

..." (Schechner 1987: B).

Perhaps the most striking example

of an agent's social
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drama is the adult who "discovers" that they are adopted.Tl The temporal points at which such

"discoveries" tend to be made are not randomly distributed. Rather, they tend to be sharply
associated with certain rites de passage, including the death of one or both (adoptive) parents,

imminent marriage, announcing pregnancy or that a couple are "trying" to have a child or, in
rarer instances, the onset of serious illness.

lt is not uncommon for

adoptees

to either be

confronted with their own adoption papers when acting as executor of a parent's will, or for
them to be told of their adoption shortly after the death of the parent by a relative, including at
the funeral itself. ln one instance a woman was attending her mother's funeral. Her father had

died two years previously. She and a maternal aunt were commenting on the cold weather.
The woman remarked "Thank Cod Mum won't have to put up with her arthritis any more - still,

I suppose it'll be my turn soon, it's inherited". The aunt immediately replied "actually,

you

don't have to worry, you're adopted." The perilous quality of experience in this field could not
be more starkly and acutely captured.
Such an introduction as this woman experienced to the field of adoption is illustrative of links,

not only between social drama, peril, experience and performance, but also reflexivity (Turner
1986, 1987). Social dramas tend to inculcate reflexivityT2 in that they
... interrupt the flow of social life and force a group to take cognizance of its own
behaviour in relation to its own values, even to question at times the value of these
values (Turner 1982: 87).

ln such examples of deep shock for the "new" adoptee, the dramatic quality of "performance"
is evident. A breach of trust and confidence bursts onto awareness. The breach goes to the
very core of identity; one's origins are denied and rendered ambiguous. The breach triggers
crisis;

"if I'm

not who lthought lwas, who am

a

l?" A process of redress may ensue, involving

gathering, ordering and reflecting upon new information about one's biogeneticism.
As Turner explains, "reflexivity is found not only in the eruptive phase of crisis ... but also in

the cognitively dominant phase of redress" (1987:76). The adoptee in these circumstances
either negotiates a new understanding w¡th her (now adoptive) family or schisms may remain in
place, both in the identity of the adoptee and also in relationships between the adoptee and the
adoptive family. Not only the negotiation, but also the redefinition of relationships following

a

71 Such examples const¡tute acute examples of agents who are faced with coming "to terms with a traumatic life
event" (Simpson 1997b:56). ln the chapters which follow, the interplay between narrative, identity and relatedness for
agents in this field is repeatedly to the fore (Simpson 1997b\.
72 The triggering of reflexivity in the field of adoption by social dramas and experiences that are by nature perilous is

alsoobservablewiththosewhoseepicjourneyinvolvestheQuestForParenthood. "lnfertile"coupleswhoare
considering adoption typically report that an inability to become a parent'makes you grateful for what you've got" as
as fostering reflexivity. As one man quipped one evening in a break during a pre-placement education group "...

well

not being able to have kids is strange - it makes you think, doesn't it?"
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schism; the parallel with Simpson's research on the re-ordering of relationships after divorce in

Britain is pronounced ('1997a:
complexities

of

relatedness

circumstances which require

733). While Simpson

within "the unclear

family"

focuses

,

on the

divorce-oriented

here the adoptee is cast into

a fundamental re-ordering of their own position in terms of

relatedness (1994:832; Eheart & Power 1995).

One means by which rights become obviously contestable and thus

ethnographically

accessible and visible is after the adoptee turns eighteen, having become a legal

adult. As

I

pursue further in Chapter Three, the forces, choices and constraints which influence and shape

whether, when, how and why adoptees search for their biogenetic "origins" are problematic.
Adoptees may elect to receive their identifying information once they have attained eighteen.
One adoptee, now in her early twenties, described her perception of "rights" in adoption thus:
...you know, the law says'when the adopted person turns 18 all parties are equal,
well, they're not! - see, two73 of those parties at the time of birth made a decision,
which the third party was not part of, therefore when they turn eighteen, they should
have more rights to balance the equality - and they are the ones most affected by the
outcome!

The adoptee may elect to attempt to locate and contact the object of their search, provided

there is no veto74 in place. The projected series of possible outcomes from that point on
involves complex choices and sentiments, all of which pivot on the configuration of the rights
of the individual, for each individual, by each individual, in relation to each other individual but without having met the other individual. This means that choices and sentiments ensue on

the basis of the relation of one individual to another, in the absence of a

"face-to-face"

relationship.

Of course, relinquishing parents can, and do, pursue identifying information and search

also.

A similar patterning of assigning and weighing rights then pertains. Although it is the adoptee

or biogenetic

relatives

who usually search, adoptive parents nonetheless maintain a

moral

claim over the legitimacy of access to information concerning their adopted "child" and them
as parents.Ts While the contestability and conflict over rights are significant, the assignment of

determination to each agent implicated in the milieu is a factor which both overrides and

inspires. The contentious terrain is typically configured in terms of notions of and discourse

73 Not" that biological parents and adoptive parents are clearly conceptualised as comprising one "unit" each, rather
than four individual humans.
74 Adoptees and relinquishing parents may "place a veto" which prevents personal contact.
75 Thir *"r one of the factors considered by the Review of Adoption that occurred during fieldwork. The report was
released after fieldwork had concluded.
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around "pÍivacy", "secfecy", "openness" and "accessibility", but the social condition which
enables such moral skirmishing

to occur at all is the individual

(Strathern 1992a).

ln

this

socially and politically sensitive field, a series of intensely personal, emotionally charged

out which are both underwritten by and serve

strategies and trajectories are played

as

testaments to the separateness of the individual.

Yet the separateness of the individual as an essentialised and universalised dictum
contradicted by another cultural current in the

is

field. The separateness of the individual which

is enacted in the ongoing discord over the legitimacy of the availability and ownership of
information concerning adoptees' origins stands in juxtaposition with the inviolable right of the

child to belong. The tendency to
simultaneously,

separateness

but problematically.

and the tendency to attachment work

Separateness

and attachment saturate the cultural

conception of the individual, not as a dislocated entity, but as a relational presence. Two

sets

of forces work in oppositional directions, and each set of forces emerges as primary under
certain conditions, yet the two co-exist dialectically within, and help constitute, each

individual. The dynamism of the two

sets

of forces at work here constitutes a Wagnerian

dialectic; "a relationship of simultaneous interdependence and contradiction" (Wagner 1981:
s2).

Yet the right to separateness or autonomy abuts the right to belong or attachment in another

way also. Each right embodies the possibility of becoming complete. The relinquished child
becomes complete (for the moment) through its adoption by a couple who become its social

and legal parents. The adoptee either feels a sense of completeness because of his or her
adoption, thus rendering biological origins irrelevant,

or the adoptee feels that she is

incomplete because of the adoption and strives for completeness through finding her "roots" or
" origins" and the biogenetic relatives who embody those origins. A relinquishing mother longs

for completeness, through finding the piece of her (jigsaw) which is missing. A couple
becomes complete through the attainment of parenth ood.76

While in this chapter a focus on the agent and the individual has been primary, it is pertinent to
note how Harris' differentiation between individual, person and self stands in relation to
"rights" (1989). The ethnographic data in this chapter suggests that "rights" are thought to

dwell in the individual, yet be subject to moral claim by the person as agent-in-society

(c.f.

76 The longing evident in many prospective adoptive parents' lives aligns with comments in Layne's research

concerning pregnancy loss;
reasonable:

'l

'... many would-have-been parents insist that their expectations were justified and

am a woman who longs for what should have been but isn't"' (Layne (citing Chiffens 19911 1996:'

13h.
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Abercrombie et

al

1986:

81).

This suggests a notion of a self which is "... a chronically

unstable productivity brought situationally - not invariably - to some form of imaginary order, to

some purpose, as realised in the course of culturally patterned interactions" (Battaglia 1995:2).

This sense of self is much more socially fragile yet simultaneously more socially responsive

than the internalised, static and unitary sense of self which is frequently encountered in
literature from the disciplines of social work and some branches of psychology (Battaglia 1995:

3).
d

Such a perspective on the self also aligns with contemporary research on the nature and

iversity of

q

uestions of identity in Western settings (see Cohen & Rapport 1 995; Cohen 1994).

The multiplicity and contextuality of issues around personal identity also point to the emotional

and personal intensity with which individual rights are given voice, not only within and
between families, but also in more public arenas. The debates, fears and hopes which were
generated by the Review of Adoption Legislation served as a point of access to deeply held
sentiments and positions. Over several months, these sentiments and positions permeated

social interactions, discourse, banter and support group activities within various adoption
organisations on a day to day basis.

On the evening of the third of August 1994 the Review of Adoption Committee held a public
meeting in the centre of Adelaide. Approximately eighty people were present. Participants
could make verbal submissions to the Committee, which were tape recorded. One of the first
to the microphone was a woman who spoke thus:
... I believe that people surviving adoption are embedded in the secrecy of the past ...

the secret child that was stolen from its mother and never told the truth has

a

fundamental human right to know the truth ... this week is Missing Persons Week, but
has anyone mentioned adoption? ... separation is a big issue for adopted people and
relinquishing mothers, therefore access to information is important... adoption is a
power play, babies are put up for adoption under duress; to take back my power I'll
just do a quick demonstration (holds up A4 size sheet of paper)... this is an illegal
document, lam unnamed on this, this is my son's birth certificate (tears it up, slowly...
holds up another sheet) this is my son's order of adoption, it also is an illegal
document (tears it up, slowly) ... I am in the process of taking legal action against the
State of Queensland, so when you do recommend to the Minister, you better tell him
he's responsible for the decisions he makes about babies.

A man in his early forties followed a few speakers later:
My name's Cliff Hill, I'm an adopted person, this is the lnternational Year of the
Family, I've got two families, one I know who they are, the other, I have no idea,
bureaucracy has hidden it ... my mother was taken from me when I was six or seven
months old ... I've never been able to grieve that loss ... somebody took her and buried
her in paperwork ... I found out she died seven years ago ... she's buried interstate,
don't know where ... I demand the right to find my brother and sister who may not
know I exist (voice broke, paused for a few seconds) ... I agree about protecting
Þrivacv, but what we won't have a bar of is secrecy (interrupted by applause) ... we
want to protect privacy - someone invaded ours though ...
I
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The conflicts, interests, debates and struggles that accompanied the Review of Adoption were

polymorphous processes and were marked by the degree

to which they sparked reflexive

modes in agents in various ways. That performance often entails self reflexivity is noted by

Turner; "... performances are, in a way, reflexive, in performing he reveals himself to himself
(sic)"

(1

987:81, original emphasis).

The dramaturgical flavour of performance which occurred around and over the Review of
Adoption Legislation is not merely of idiosyncratic interest, for the dynamics and the peril
which infused it were not peculiar to the Review. Rather, the Review served to highlight and
make transparent cleavages, interests and obligations that permeate the identities and lives of
people affected by adoption. The Review served to collect and channel individual and support
group interests and anticipation of possible perilous outcomes. Turner explains "l share Freud's

view that disturbances of the normal and regular often give us greater insight into the normal
than does direct study" (Turner 1974:34). Turner's perspective suggests that the conflicts
being enacted around the Review and adoption more generally might represent in microcosm

much broader and deeper social and cultural phenomena than merely those individuals and
groups who are directly connected with adoption. Further, Turner's position complements
Bourdieu's explanation that the field is the site of a specific

logic. The individual

agents,

couples and support groups within the field of adoption are "relatively autonomous social
microcosms, i.e. spaces

of objective relations that are the site of a logic ..." (Bourdieu

&

Wacquant 1992:97).

FROM CLOSED TO OPEN, FROM ACENT TO ACENCY
The pivotal locus of the various positions and strategies taken up over rights is the individual.
The contestability over the legitimacy of access to information about "origins" and other keys

to identity-rounding makes plain a dualism in which the individual is implicated but which the
individual helps constitute. The individual constitutes the meeting point, but not the point of

resolution,

of a

dualism that the preceding examples reveal as both embedded

and

metaphorical. This dualism involves secrecy, privacy and closedness at one pole and openness
at the other

pole. This dualism is expressed and encapsulated at the site of the individual.

ln

this context the orientation and disposition of the person is significant, especially vis a vis
questions

of receptivity. The finesse of the orientation profoundly influences the degree of

agency which might be exerted by another, so that the extent of agency effected is facilitated or
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hampered by the quantum of openness or disposition of the other. The contingency of agency

here is a reminder that agents embarking upon a Quest for completeness face unknown
experience that implicates others as much as

it

is deeply imperilled. As Turner

notes

"experience is a journey, a test (of self, of suppositions about others), a ritual passage,

an

exposure to peril, and an exposure to fear" (1985:226).

"Open

- closed" is a recurrent

(Triseliotis et

metaphor across practices and discourse

in

adoptionsTT

a/ 1997; Alty & Cameron 1995; Arton & Clark 1996). Four typical but quite

discrete contexts

in which this metaphor is articulated and enacted are illustrative of

deployment and prevalence. The recent framing and interpreting
"agreement" is consistently referred

of

its

each adoption

to and described as "open" or "closed".78

Couples

experiencing contemporary "local" adoptions enter into an agreement which stipulates certain

entitlements

of the relinquishing mother, such as being sent a report on her child

and

photographs annually (usually around the child's birthday), at least until the child begins school
at age

five. The practice of sending

photographsTe ceases then because the child is deemed to

become "recognisable as an individual" (as explained by a social worker working in adoptions).
This type of adoption is referred to as "open",80 in contrast to the way adoption "used to be"

which was "closed".
Second, those involved

in intercountry adoption employ the terms "open" and "closed"

to

convey the particular disposition of a specific country to intercountry adoption. As countries

"open" and "close", so anticipation or news of such changes speed through networks. An
example is the much-rumoured "opening" of China during fieldwork. Frequently the news that

one country has "opened" is contrasted with another having "closed", so that "open" and
"closed" are not only states of disposition or alterations in disposition, but relational postures
between particular countries and Australia. The metaphor is emphasised as changes in status

between "open" and "closed" are signalled through participants referring

77 lr

^ßo

to the notion of

features in much social science research on adoptions as a taken for granted "fact" of the predicaments and

dilemmas generated by adoption, without being regarded as either problematic or indicative of social forces at both

intersubjectiveandbroadersocietal levels(seeRyburn1995b;Phillipsl995;Hughes1995). Thetendencyfor'rights"
to be depicted as dwelling within a legal domain rather than an anthropological or sociological one further obfuscates
the broad dynamics and the metaphor which colours those dynamics (8. S. Turner I 995: l).
7B R"gon" po¡nts out that the "open-closed" metaphor pervades surrogacy as well as adoption (1996).
79 The significance of photographs is explored in Chapter Four.
80 "Open" adoption constitutes an extensively researched area in social science inquiries into adoption. ln part, the
extent of research on uopen" adoptions appears associated with the capacity attributed to the "openness" to solve or

minimise problems that are characteristically paired

with'closed" (older-style) adoptions

(see Lesley 1996; Yngvesson

1997;Alry & Cameron 1995; Berry 1991; Feast & Smith 1995; Hughes 1995; Phillips 1995; Ryburn 1994,1995a). ln
some research "closed" is taken as synonymous with 'secrecy" (see Rosenberg & C¡oze 1997).
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"movement".8l Advance notice of a country "opening" could come through social workers
advising couples at support groups and pre and post-allocation education groups that

"it

looks

like Ethiopia's moving" or "at last, it seems that the Philippines is moving again". ln this way

not only the bipolar "open - closed" metaphor is expressed, but the flow between the two
poles adds emphasis to the poles themselves and their transience. ln a sense, the flow
mediates and highlights the bipolar metaphor as well as the very concept and dynamism of
"

progress" itself.

Third, different Australian states are characterised in terms of the type of legislation and policy
they have, so thatWestern Australia might be commonly understood to be an "open" State in
adoption matters. As with other countries and their changes in posture towards intercountry
adoption, so Australian states are monitored by adoption-oriented organisations to anticipate

and react to changes. Thus one encounters comments such as "Queensland's really closed
compared to what it was like five years ago".
Fourth, individuals are described as being "open" or "closed" to access, information exchange

or contact between biogenetic relatives. The disposition and discretion of individual human
beings in one "relatively autonomous social microcosm" (questions of contact or information
exchange between individuals separated by adoption) correlates with that in another "relatively

autonomous social microcosm" (intercountry adoptions) (Bourdieu

& Wacquant 1992: 97).

The attribution of discretion and an individualised disposition to countries renders

the

relationality manageable and within the experiential orbit of the individual agent.
The co-relations between the ways in which individual agents within these different domains of

adoption utilise and express the open-closed metaphor are striking, but how are the co-relations
to be approached; and how does the construction of the notion of the individual feature in this?
ln exploring the potency of metaphors, Victor Turner asserts
I believe it would be an interesting exercise to study the key words and expressions of
major conceptual archetypes or foundations metaphors ... in changing fields of social
relations. (Turner

1

97

4: 28).

Following Audrey Richards, Turner's position "emphasises the dynamics inherent in the
metaphor, rather than limply comparing the two thoughts

in it, or

regarding one

as

'substituting'for the other" (Turner 1974:29). Citing Nisbet (1969), Turner explains how
metaphor is "... transformative ... 'metaphor is our means of effecting instantaneous fusion of

two separated realms of experience into one illuminating, iconic, encapsulating image'

"

81 The significance of movement in the cultural construction, management and expression of emotion is explored in
Chapter Six.
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(Turner 1974:.25).

This "open - closed" metaphor is a vivid enactment of and implication of the "belonging separateness" dualism which is intrinsic to the notion of the individual as expressed and made
accessible by agents' pursuits and confrontations with aspects of identity in various guises. Yet

this dualism between autonomy or

separateness

on the one hand and belonging

or

connectedness on the other hand is not a simple opposition in terms of a mechanical effect on,

or of, human experience. ln Bourdieu's terms, "... social agents are not 'particles' that

are

pushed and pulled about by external forces" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 108). The dualism

is

an oppositional pair, with the relationship being mediated by the individual, located within

a

particular field, which is by definition relational; "the real is the relational" (Bourdieu &
Wacquant 1992: 97). The opposition itself is constituted through the intermediary position of

the individual. As the mediating phenomenon, the individual

accentuates

the dialectic

relationship between separateness and attachment, emphasising " interdependence" and
"contradiction" at the same time (Wagner '1981: 52). lt is critical that whether the "belonging"
pole or the "separate" pole is being emphasised in any given context at any given point, the

individual is portrayed in relational terms. lf "belonging" is emphasised, the relationality
involves attachment and inclusion. lf "separateness" is emphasised, the individual is no

less

relationally assembled, the relationality just exhibits qualities of being detached.
This pattern of an apparent dualism being, upon closer examination/ seen as a mediated pair

is

evident in another important way in adoptions. ln order to provide access to this other area, it
is first necessary to address the pervasive, but taken for granted notion in adoptions of the
adoption triangle.

,THE ADOPTION TRIANCLE" RECONSIDERED
"The" adoption triangle was a prominent concept in fieldwork. Awareness of the triangle on

a

general level is seen by support groups/ experienced voluntary coordinators, psychologistss2

and social workers as a sign of a person's familiarity with the "facts" of adoption. More
specifically, discourse around the triangle as a social "facr" by social workers, counsellors and

voluntary workers in support groups pivots on precisely the kinds
incompleteness and completeness which have permeated this
represents completeness,

82 lt i.

.or.on

of interplay between

chapter. As the

triangle

it also represents partiality, fragmentation and the contingency of

an

for professionals such as psychologists and social workers to reinforce the validity and importance of

the triangle, including from the point of view of 'empirical research'.
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imagined completeness through the oppositional configuration of its constituent elements.
The adoption triangle is typically represented diagrammatically as an equilateral triangle with

the child at the apex.83 This is an invariant form. An example of the prominence of the
triangle is its display, in poster form, in the main meeting room of Australians Aiding Children
Adoption Agency, a room in which compulsory educational classes for pre and post placement
adoptive parents are held. The triangle is represented thus:

child

Adoptive Parents

Biological Parents

The placement of the child at the apex of the triangle is frequently commented on in support
groups and educational activities for adoptive parents. Social workers and psychologists
represent the configuration as being the manifestation of the moral principle that the child's
interests are paramounts4 in adoption matters. Here the psychologists and social workers who

conduct education groups act as the purveyors of social knowledge and the architects of
mediated parenthood (Donzelot 1979; Modell1994; Simpson

1996a, 1996b).
conceptualised

lt

.1994;

Simpson et a/ 1995; Hays

in the triangle is
that is, an individual unit. Some

should be noted that each couple represented

in the triangle as an individual couple,

adoption research considers the biological father to be implied but overlooked in the triangle:
"birthfathers are often the most invisible and forgotten in the adoption triangle"85 (Weinreb &
Konstam 1995:325). For the purposes of the triangle, a couple becomes an individual entity.

This individualised state is not dissimilar to Strathern's observation that the "conventions" and
"specific domestic styles" of English families are individualistic in their uniqueness (Strathern

1992b:29). Backett's study of parenthood also refers to the "uniqueness of each

marriage"

83 The invar¡ant spatial configuration w¡th respect to the child's position in the triangle represents the child as being
above relinquishing parents and adoptive parents, both in the sense of priority (given that the child's interests are
broadly accepted in discourse as paramount) but also, as I explore below, in a sense of an inversion of the usual in
parent-child configuration, since the child, in "Euro-American" kinship, follows the parents in time (see Strathern
1992b1.

84

L"*. notes that "children have rights as persons... focusing on the rights ofchildren can bring an interesting
perspective to debates which are generally conducted in terms of conflicts of interest between different adults" (1996:
75). Laws'researchisalsoacogentrem¡nderthatwhilechildrenmightbepersonsinthecontextofaconsiderationof
rights (to the extent that the¡r rights are paramount), the nature and extent of their agency in this field is, rather

paradoxically, all but absent.
85 Substantial differences between genitor and genetrix are explored in later sections ofthis and subsequent chapters.
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(1982:13) and to each "family unit" as "unique" (1982:12,35). The uniqueness
individualised character

of the

and

couple renders couples' struggles for the identities of

parenthood additionally homologous with the pursuit of a "whole" identity by singular agents
such as adoptees and relinquishing parents.

It is important to emphasise that the triangle is perceived across adoption activitíes as a form of

social knowledge that is not only pervasive, but very powerful. The adoption triangle

is

consistently referred to, enacted and measured against as the perceptual instrument with which

to "understand" not only who is implicated in adoptions, but how they stand, literally,

in

relation to one another in their partiality. The potency of the triangle therefore encompasses its
constituent parts, the relation in which they stand with one another and the total entity formed

by such constituents and relations. lt was common to hear participants in all adoption
organisations and social contexts referto it simply as "the triangle". The "triangle" symbolises
incompleteness, completeness and the complex relational postures of the constituent elements.
This served to further underline its status as fact, its fixed or static and natural character and its

applicability to any and all situations,s6 irrespective of individual circumstance or predilection.
The configuration of the triangle, emphasising opposition and contrast, might be compared

with Cohen's observations concerninglhe Mbuti's use of the imagery of the sphere; "a perfect
resolution of contending forces" (1994 34). Whereas the sphere represents resolution, here
the triangle represents opposition, difference, partiality and the contingency of completeness.

A

static, universal representation of the adoption triangle also serves

to

simultaneously

underline and constrain questions of identity for each of the agents occupying a corner of it.
Thus issues of identity for a relinquishing mother

will be immediately framed by the presence

of an imagined child and adqptive parents; a prompting to reflect upon aspects of one's own

identity at the same time as identity is represented as fixed or determined through

a

representation of structural relationships with (imagined) others.

The "elementary" nature of the triangle is not only reminiscent of the genealogy

in

in

his

anthropology, but also Schneider's basic procreative unit, formed in "conjugal love"
analysis of American kinship, represented thus:

B6 lncluding its automat¡c application and invocation in pre and post allocation parent education courses, concerning
relinquishing parents and others in the countries from which children are adopted; literally, a universalised and
universalising endorsement of "the triangle" as a fundamental and inescapable configuration of relationships in
adoption.
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Mother

Father

child

ln Schneider's representation, because of the focus of the generativity of the procreative couple,
the child, the offspring, is depicted as

@Ih;

a temporal, biogenetic and social consequence

of (and "flow" from) the parents (Schneider 1968: 38; Strathern 1992a;1995e) This manner of
representation emphasises particular relations, not

only in which the constituent

elements

stand, but also the essential character of the procreative trinity.sT ln the adoption triangle, the

child is invariably located at the apex of the triangle. ln Schneider's elementary unit, the child
as offspring

or issue is located at the bottom of an inverted triangle. lf Schneider's triangle can

be taken as a generally representative form of our understandings of the biology of
reproduction, and hence can be taken as a natural fact, then the adoption triangle emerges

as

an inversion of the usual procreative configuration in this cultural setting.

This inversion suggests that the adoption triangle merits closer examinationss and probing. ln
the construction of the adoption triangle, it can be seen that an individual entity is located at
each point of the triangle. The relationality of the individual entities concerned is more
problematic and more intricate than the typical depiction of the adoption triangle suggests. ln
the adoption triangle, each entity exists in direct relation to the other

two.

lndeed, questions of

identity are often influenced by the structured relationality that is implicit in the adoption
triangle, especially in view of its naturalised, universalised representation and elaboration. But
such representations deny two factors; the degree of relationality involved, and the potency of

the oppositional configuration in the elements concerned. The data that informs this thesis
suggests that a very different sort of triangle is involved in the structuring

of identities between

the elements concerned as the following diagram illustrates:

87 Bouquet's work on the visual (here emphasising the spatial) priority of the genealogy is relevant to the configuration
of the constituents of a genealogical tree (1 996).
88 The prolific amount of research across the social sciences merely reflects (and thus reinforces) the static, nonproblematic quality of the adoption triangle (see for example Sachdev (1989) Ihe Triangle of Fears - Fallacies and
Facts; Tugendhat

(1

992) The Adoption Triangle.
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BIOLOCICAL PARENTS

child
ADOPTIVE PARENTS

CHILD

CHILD

Adoptive Parents

Biological Parents

BIOLOGICAL PARENTS

ADOPTIVE PARENTS

ln this configuration, in each corner a matched pair is evident, but a pair only in as much as the

pair is mediated by the element outside the matched pair. ln each corner, the mediating
individual entity emphasises the separation of the matched pair. This can be by separatins

a

pair (such as adoptive parents and biological parents) or it can be by mediating and thus ioinins

contrasting

or

oppositional elements, such as

"child" and "parents", either biological

or

adoptive. So the mediating element can separate that which is already paired, or connect that
which is oppositional. ln this way the logical unity of biological parents and adoptive parents
exists only through the presence of the

"child". Similarly, the logic of the connection

between

adoptive parents and the child is through biological parents and the logic of the connection
between biological parents and the child is through adoptive parents. The two forces that work

to enable and impel this relational pattern are familiarity and strangeness.se ln

mediated

matched pairs, strangeness in the intermediary element mediates the familiarity of the matched

pair, yet the strangeness strengthens the familiarity within and of the

pair. ln

mediated

contrasting pairs, familiarity mediates the relationship between elements characterised by
strangeness, yet by an element that is familiar to each, so acting as a conjunctive element

well

as

as one of contrast and mediation.

It is the triangular relation of these three mediated pairs which represents the relational forms
89 As Strathern indicates, "the intensity of the perception of similarity and difference plays an equally significant part ìn
the anthropologist's account whatever the scale. lt also appears to play an equally significant part in the actors'

orientations" (1991b: xxi, original emphasis). Yet, as I explore in subsequent chapters, similarity and difference are
played out in complex as well as "equal' ways in this field, including dialectically [in contrast to R. Jenkins' 'internalexternal dialectic of identif ication as the process whereby all identities ... are constitute d" (1996: 20, original
emphasis)].
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which comprise the fundamentals of adoption. But what does this triangular representation of
relations indicate about the "individual"? The triangle is significant vis a vis the individual in

variety of ways. The triangle is
understanding

a miniaturisation of the constituent elements of

a

our

of kinship; the interplay and mutual interdependence as well as contrast

between the biogenetic and the social. The interplay, combination and opposition between the

biogenetic and the social also infuse various realms

of identity which are

associated with

kinship. The triangle is also a miniaturisation of the constitution of the individual, especially

as

an expression of unity of (diverse) constituent elements (Strathern 1991a; 1992a; 1992b). Here

a parallel between the (unique) individual and the (unique) couple becomes starkly apparent.
As the individual is a manifestation of unity of diverse constituent elements, so the couple
forged through romantic love is also constituted from diverse, oppositional yet complementary

elements. This parallel helps explain why one corner of the triangle can be occupied by

an

individual while the other two corners can be occupied by dyads known as "parents"; the

parallels between individual and couple, as cultural entities, render the difference
unremarkable.

The triangle sets a context in which to regard the constitution of the individual, so the
individual can be regarded not in isolation, but in relational form, remembering that,

as

Strathern's research has repeatedly emphasised, relatedness is central to the uniqueness of the
Euro-American individual (Strathern1992a,1992b,1993c, 1993d). From this perspective, the

individual human being can be appreciated as an expression of unitv, as a UigW/ unified and
unitarv combination of the biogenetic and the social (Latour 1993) - but not necessarily with
the biogenetic and the social as equivalent, static, invariant partners. This perspective unsettles
Schneider's taxonomy of parent-child relationships as either "in Nature" or "in Law" (Schneider

1968: 96-97). Hishlishting this ambiguity concerning the applicability of Schneider's cultural
model some thirty years on and in a different setting from the U.S.A. signals a more general

point concerning this thesis, that an ethnography of adoption presents an opportunity to
simultaneously interrogate aspects

of contemporary identity and to probe the patterns of

symmetry which are inherent in Schneider's model.

INDIVIDUAL, RELATIONAL AND ASYMMETRICAL
Both Schneider and Strathern feature procreativego aspects of human existence as central to
notions of relatedness within Western or Euro-American kinship. ln focusing on procreation,
90 Ar d¡rt¡n.t from Strathern's use of the notion " reproduction" (Strathern

1

993c: 1 66).
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Schneider assigns equivalent weight to factors in two domains. First, he assigns equivalent

weight to the biogenetic and the social, not only in relation to Western kinship as a notion, but
also in relation to the production and re-production of the individual.

Second, equal emphasis

is allocated to genitor and genetrix in the procreative

Western kinship is, after all, considered

to be bilateral

(Strathern

process.

1996b:531).

The

ethnographic data in this chapter suggests that equivalence or symmetry is either absent from,
or problematically located within, both categories.

The ethnographic material informing this chapter indicates asymmetry within two dualisms.
The asymmetrical pairings involve firstly a bias towards biogeneticismgl within the biogeneticsocial dualism. Secondly, the asymmetrical pairings involve a distinct partiality towards female

biogeneticism within

the male-female dualism of biogeneticism; a re-contextualised and

problematised conscription of Barnes'attention to a "lack of symmetry between the notions of

genitor and genetrix" (1973:38). Both of these very particular alignments of the field of
adoption are rendered visible by states of incompleteness and the epic journeys or Quests

which participants often embark upon. At the same time, these characteristics of the field of
adoption are intimately linked to perilous experiences and social dramas that feature in and
help constitute the lives and quests of agents.
These two asymmetriese2 are highlighted in view of their implications

forthe manner in which

we understand the individual to be constituted, as well as the implications of and questions
concerning asymmetry which are taken up

in subsequent chapters.

Further, as Dumont

explains, asymmetrical binary oppositions or dualisms that undergo inversion are quite

a

different entity from symmetrical dualisms that are inverted (Dumont 1992: 23O). The
significance

of inversion becomes especially pertinent in relation to temporal

adoption, which are examined

realms of

in Chapter Five. Yet another dualism may entail

dubious

symmetry. This is the confrontation between "similarity" and "difference" at the site of the

individual. The preceding material signals that the individual is very much relational. This
relational quality of the individual is presentwhether separateness or belonging is accentuated.

lndeed, separateness is dependent upon relationality. The ultimate separateness lies in

an

91 An homologous privileging also finds expression in surrogacy; Edwards notes that "people often symbolised the
relationship between the carrying woman and child through a notion of shared substance mediated by the placenta;
this connection requires neither a genetic link nor that the carrying woman assume a maternal role after the birth of the
chìld" (1993: 48).
92

Whil"

Ragone's research on surrogacy also points to some parallels between surrogacy and adoption, the

asymmetries which emerge in this thesis, especially concerning biogenetic substance from the genitor and biogenetic
substance from the genetrix suggest a richer, but more problematic differentiation in favouring biogenetic

"contributions" than her work indicates

(1

996).
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emphasised social distance. Relationality is thus inevitable, albeit expressed in varying forms

This position suggests a richer, more problematic set of dynamic forces than is proposed by
Kaplan (1992), presenting a quandary for anthropological positions that depict the individual

simply and

"...

unassai lably

as

autonomous. The work of two authorities merit comment. Dumont's

independent, autonomous and thus essentially nonsocial moral being" is called into

question (Dumont 1992;25; also Burridge 1979\. ln so questioning, it is not the absence of
autonomy that is asserted, merely the denial of its location within the relational. Autonomye3
may be constitutive of individualism, but it is within a relational schema. But where do these
challenges leave our understanding of how agents confront identity and how the individual

is

constituted vis a vis kinship?
Strathern outlines three factors that are critical

to English late twentieth century kinship;

the

individuality of persons, the diversity of individuals and the fact that individuals reproduce
individuals (Strathern 1992b). These three key factors highlight the centrality of the individual
in contemporary Western kinship, but they also raise questions about precisely how the notion
of the "individual" is constituted. Here I match Strathern's positíon with Harris'depiction and

differentiation of human beings

as "individual", "seli"

and "person" (Harris 1989:

599).

ln

Harris'schema, "person" aligns with agent in society (and therefore with Bourdieu's agent),

"self" sets "the human being

as a locus of experience" and the "concept of

the individual is one

focusing on a human being considered as a single member of the human kind" (Harris 1989:

600-602). While Harris'and Cohen's positions vary concerning the definition of self
personhood, each position is configured so as

to

and

render agency as rich theoretical and

ethnographic terrain. The self as the "locus of experience" is the template against which

identity is read, interpreted and contoured during the perilous, often emotionally wrenching
experiences entailed

in the journey of the Quest itself, as the following chapter

Harris'"individual" aligns with Dumont's individual

as "... the individual sample

outlines.

of mankind,

(sic) as found in all societies ..." (Dumont 1992:25ìr.9a This position is consistent with those of

Hirsch(1993:155)andAbercrombieeta/(1986:34).

Thedatainthischaptersuggeststhatthe

individual as an entity is prior to a consideration of an agent in society; the individual in this

93 The positioning of autonomy as a central aspect of Australian social life, represented in 'egalitarian individualism"
also becomes problematic (8. Kapferer 1988; J. Kapfere¡ 1996). Civen the patricentric¡ty of Kapferer's (1988) analysis
and the matricentric quality of this material, does a situat¡on of complementarity or contradiction arise? At the very
least, the static, uniform qualities of both "autonomy" and
(1

'individual"

as

deployed by Kapferer become less assured

988).

94 As distinct from "... the independent, autonomous and essentially nonsocial moral being" noted above (Dumont
1992:251.
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sense provides the raw material

for unitary agency in this cultural setting, both in terms of

singular agency of Cohen's "self" (1994) and also in terms of the foundation for the formation

of that social unit so fundamental to Schneider's cultural analysis of American kinship (1968),

the (potentially) procreative couple forged through the dynamism of romantic lovees (Willi

1997). As Berger and Kellner note, marriage in Western locales is portentous for identity;
"marriage in our society is adramatic act in which two strangers come together and redefine
themselves" (1974:160, original emphasis; see also Burns 1990). That the marriage partner in
Western settings is often construed as "one special other person with whom Cod had destined

them to spend their lives" signals enchantment and fatefulness, which are both explored in
Chapter Five (Kronenfeld 1998: 82).

The exploration of how states of incompleteness feature in agents'lives has generated a range

of questions concerning Quests for completeness, which are elaborated in the next chapter.
The process of examining the dynamics of incompleteness in the field of adoption has also
provided several windows through which to begin to interrogate a number of broader issues in

contemporary anthropology. These include
constitution

the experience of fragmented identity, the

of the individual in this cultural setting, the elements and

symmetries within

notions of Western kinship and the contextuality and contingency of agency. Each of these
themes is pursued to varying degrees in subsequent chapters.

Yet primarily, the ethnographic data in this chapter has presented a series of contexts and

problematic dynamics concerning incompleteness and

its potential

transformation or

resolution. Civen that many agents within the field of adoption are characterised by pervading
senses

of

incompleteness

at certain points, what

senses

of

completeness,

if

any,

are

encountered at the end of the peril-ridden enterprise, the Quest? How are Quests enacted and
experienced by agents, and with what effects? What kinds of agency are evident in the Quests,
in terms of capacity, limitation and context? Are the patterns and inclinations which have been
most evident in this chapter "refracTed" in the experiences of agents who embark upon a Quest

(Bouquet 1993)? More specifically, how are the asymmetries and contradictions which have
been noted played out in the experiences which agents both undergo and create during their
perilous journeys?

The next chapter addresses these questions in a variety of ways. ln particular, Chapter Three

95 Of lou" in contemporaryWestern locales, Cancian makesthe pointthat love is'feminized", withthedefinition of
love centring upon "emotional expression, verbal self-disclosure, and affection ... the general public also defines love
as expressing feelings and verbal disclosure, not as instrumental

help" (1993: 205).
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questions whether the inclinations to the biogenetic and the matricentric which have featured
as significant factors thus far are important in

the interpretations of the outcomes of Quests for

wholeness. The next chapter also questions the dynamics of processes associated with pursuits
of completeness; pursuits in which agents are prepared to suffer, struggle and risk not only their

own redemption, but the redemption or completeness of others

as

well.
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CHAPTER 3
PARTIAL TO COMPTETENESS

She is called Pandora ... Evil things were collected in a casket or box ... which Pandora opened.

After that only Hope or Foreboding (Elpis) remained in the box, since this, for good or harm,

remainswithinourowncontrol. Buteverythingelseescapedfromthebox: alltheillsofwhich
the world is full ... (Crant 1989: 124-125).

This chapter is primarily concerned with the attainment of completeness by agents, both singly
and as couples. This position includes both the experience of attaining "completeness" and the

social forces surrounding the culmination of a quest for completeness.l What is especially
significant about the journey is that it invariably pivots around women. This raises a series of
questions and issues about the field's distinctly feminised quality.

There are

a variety of

characteristics

of the feminised field, which are embedded in

the

emotionally intense experiences of individual participants and couples who seek and attain
completeness

of some kind. Among the most striking of the field's properties is the

prominence of matricentricity.2 ladhere to the term "matricentricity" rather than Stivens'
"female centred kinship" because of the prominence and magnetism of the maternal within the
feminised field of adoption (1985: 135). The significance of matricentricity was highlighted in

the previous chapter through its primacy in the naturalised preferences for whom it is that

is

sought in quests for adoption re-union. But the importance of matricentricity extends beyond
merely infusing this persistent ranking of alternatives.

Many aspects of fieldwork underlined the cultural weight of matricentricity. One example
concerns Brenda and Bob, now in their early forties. Bob is a butcher and Brenda works within

the home. They have two adopted children from the Philippines, a boy (nine) and a girl
(seven), thought to be biological siblings. Brenda and Bob pursued adoption after "many years

of trying to have children" and "nineteen failed attempts on lVF". Because of their age they
1 Reminiscent of Simpson's example of "Wendy, for whom completeness can seemingly only come through a

profound reconfiguration and re-evaluation of family" (1997b:67n).
2 The prominence of this factor in the field const¡tutes an example of the call for anthropologists to unmask

"hegemonic thinking ... about how kinship systems operate ... assumptions concerning the centrality of male-headed
nuclear families blocks recognition of innovation in kinship patterns" (Rapp 1987: I 19). Yet the approach and the
ethnographic data in this thesis are not merely analysing 'kinship systems ... from a female rather than a male
perspective" (Sorensen

1

993: 1 50).
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were approved for a child aged five to nine years. Brenda told me how Bob was "supportive

during all those years on lVF" but that he "didn't really feel involved ... when we put the
adoption application in, Bob told me

'.ry,

I feel involved!"'

One evening in June 1994 Brenda, Bob, their children and lwere discussing their adoption
experiences and "going through the photo books" in their lounge room. After the children had
gone to bed, Bob explained to me that he "didn't mind" which country the child came from;
... when we were filling in the forms I said to Brenda 'just put down ry!fi¡g, boy, girl,

twins, siblings, Martians, anvthinq'.

ln the course of conversation they described the process of meeting their children for the first
time;

(Bob) ... the social worker said, as we were just standing there waiting (at the
orphanage) 'here they come' and it was a bit awkward, you don't know what to do, so
we were just casual, it wasn't emotional or anything ...

.

Brenda went into the kitchen for a few minutes to make coffee. Bob told me in a lowered
voice that as I would "know" , while adoption is important to both members of the couple, it's
really important for the woman ... it's different for them than it is for us.3

Upon her return Brenda described the surprise and the "utter bliss" of becoming an adoptive
mother;

... (at the orphanage, expecting first of a series of visits with children) and they put
these papers in front of us and said 'sign here' and so I said 'why am I signing these?'
and she said 'take children today' ... I was in a state of shock, but once I got them, they
were ours ... I remember thinking 'l don't know if I'm ready for this!', then I saw them
walking towards me and that was it ... that first day I couldn't eat, I was too nervous ...
later that day, in the hotel room, the kids were asleep and we had a beer and I said to
Bob 'let anyone try and get them off me now, they're mv children'. I remember
thinking 'this is it, there's no going back now.'

For Brenda4 and Bob, matricentricity has been a prominent factor in the pursuit, attainment and
experience of parenthood. They regard this state of affairs as entirely "natural". Matricentricity
has been crucial in their alteration of identity from an "infertile couple" to "adoptive parents".

Further, matricentricity has been pivotal in the articulation of agency; the "authorial" aspects of
selfhood for this couple are hinged upon a particularly feminine authorial self (Cohen 1994).

3 ln apparent contrast with the adoption of Chinese girls into the U.S.A., where "decisions to adopt are just as likely to
involve men as women, and many of the practices and attitudes I will be discussing are equally applicable to American
men as women" (Riley 1997: 93).
4 Bob and Brenda's narratives are particularly apt examples ofthe potency of narrative in the representation and
const¡tution of (adoptive) mothers, fathers, husbands and wives (Simpson 1997b).
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Yet the anthropological literature addressing matrifocality5 does not reflect such a "natural"

quality (Brogger

& Cilmore

matrifocality has been cast

1997; Stafford 1995). On the contrary, as Hannerz notes,

as a "pathological

condition", either through household composition

(father's absence)6 or behaviour (father as a "marginal figure")7 (Hannerz 1974:147). Similarly,

Morris cites studies which explain the high incidence of matrifocality in the Caribbean by
reference

to "functional adaptation to a specific economic situation" (Morris 1979: 332¡

also

Bolak 1997). ln fact, the idea of matrifocality in anthropology has tended to be restricted to
"female-headed households" in the United States, Latin America and urban Africa (Conzalez

1984: 1; Hannerz '1969, 1974; cÍ Song & Edwards 1997). Schneider's research on American
kinship questions whether "the prevalence of matrifocal families in the lower class is a direct
consequence

of economic

deprivation", but he remains aligned

to the atypicality of

matrifocality in "American kinship" (Schneider 196B:15). Jools'Australian research adopts

similar position

in

relation

to

"mother-headed households"

underpinning much research on matrifocality is that

a

(1983). The assumption

it will only, or can only, arise in

the

absence of a prime male. Matrifocality is thus conceptually rendered a consequence of absent

patrifocality.s ln the process, matrifocality is systematically (if inadvertently)theorised as a state
of marked i ncompleteness.

My fieldwork

experiences indicate otherwise. Matricentricity was taken

for granted by

participants and formed a "natural" part of not only their world views, but also of their quests

for completeness of one kind or another. This is more problematic than indicated by Backett's
(1982) research on social parenting, in which the experiences of young middle class couples
and parenthood in Scotland feature particular ways of understanding social parenting. Backett
argues that while her participants believed that motherhood and fatherhood were "essentially

similar", they were "in effect describing two very different kinds of parenthood" (Backett 1982:

162; see also Sanchez & Thomson 1997; Riley 1997). Simpson's research on parent-child
relationships after divorce

in Britain also points to critical

differences in the constitution of

motherhood and fatherhood (1994, 1997a, 1997b, also Simpson et al 1995).

Backett identifies key qualitative differences between motherhood and fatherhood.
Motherhood is inextricably linked with responsibility, availability and knowledge (Backett
5

Whil" matrifocality and matricentricity denote different cultural tendencies and patterns, the literature concerning

matrifocality provides a useful foundation against which to assess the particular ways in which matricentricity is
evidenced and naturalised within the field.
6.¡olivet's research on marriage and procreation in Japan offers a contrasting perspective (1 997).
7 Cottfried & Cottfried's psychological research points to "the maternal-deprivation perspective (and the) fatherabsence perspective, in which the lack of a father is viewed as detrimental to children's development" (1994:223).

I

An exception is Moore's reminder that "it should not be assumed that membership of a femaleheaded household
always a disadvantage for women or necessarily deleterious for child welfare" (1996: 61).

is
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1982: 163). Mothers'knowledge of both the intricacies of parenting and "what the child

wanted", irrespective of context or circumstance, exceeded that of fathers. Specialised
domains of father-child interaction such as "discipline" were framed by, dependent upon and

deferential

to knowledge of the relationship between mother and child. The centrality of

"learning" (taken here as a particular form of knowledge) features in Backett's account, in that
her participants describe both marriage and parenthood as involving forms of "learning".9
Simpson's discussion
relationships

of

"

learning by mistakes"

in

relation

to divorce and subsequent

is also pertinent (Simpson et a/ 1995). Here Backett's research parallels

Everingham's Australian research; "mothering

is a learning process" (1994: 7,

original

emphasis). Motherhood is founded upon a "fundamental and unchallengeable base", in which
the presence and force of "involvement" between mother and child were beyond question for
participants (Backett 1982: 195).
Fatherhood, on the other hand, is constructed upon the degree of involvement with the child
being negotiable and the "assistance" offered by the father being "voluntary"10 (Backett 1982:
195, 208). Backett's epithet for father-husband, "helper" , condenses the supplementary quality

of the male and the central position of the female. The tendency for fathers to experience "a

decline in the quality and the quantity of contact" with their children after divorce
contemporary

B

ritai n buttresses th is perspective

(S

i

in

mpson 1 997 a: 7 33).

Yet Backett's differences between motherhood and fatherhood are not explored in terms of
their differential force. The differences are reduced to mere qualitative contrast. Matricentricity
is present in the ethnographic data, but remains embedded and taken for granted rather than
being a topic for inquiry.
Accounts of kinship and parenthood in Australia point to some particular characteristics of and

for matters of identity for women. Wearing's (1984) study of Sydney suburban
describes the central place of motherhood in the lives of many Australian women;

mothers

"to be an

adult mature woman is to be a mother" (Wearing 1984:44, also Badinter 1981:215). Wearing

argues that the ideology

of motherhood is

pervasive

for Australian women.

Wearing's

part¡ci pants bel ieved that

... the biological mother is the rightful person to take primary responsibility for such
nurture and care and that this preogative (sic) is'natural'and 'inevitable'for women
(Wearing "1984:2OO).

9 lnvestigating the association between marriage and "learning" is also consistent with Yanagisako & Collier's position:
"lnsteadof treatinggenderasthecauseof marriage,wetreatedgenderasitsproduct'(1996:2361.
10 The "voluntarism" of involvement is also noticeable in contemporary popular Australian literature on the
experience of fatherhood (see Kewley & Lewis 1993).
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The fulfilment of motherhood for women's identity in Australia is encapsulated in Wearing's
observations that 84% of women in her sample of 150 "... said that they had always wanted to

have children and implied in various ways that this is normal for women" and that mothers

"who had not really wanted children felt that they were not quite normally female" (Wearing

1984:43). Not just the actuality of motherhood, but the desire for it to be so is tied to
Asl

womanhood.ll lmplicitinWearing'sstudyisnotonlydesiredbutimaginedmotherhood.
explore below, this form

of imagining is a potent constituent of the feminised field within

which it thrives.
Wearing notes studies (includingYoung and Wilmott1957) that highlight how "... women are
more closely associated with their own mothers, (and) female relatives

..."

so that "women

continually reinforce their identity as the counterparts of men ..." (Wearing 1984:34). Bell's

(1987) intergenerational account

of

relationships between women,

their mothers

and

grandmothers also demonstrates the ways in which Australian women are not simply "closely"
but centrallv associated with their mothers and other female relatives (also Wearing & Wearing

1996 C Williams 1981). Kaplan's U.S.A. based work indicates such a degree of closeness
between mothers and daughters that daughters frequently "struggle to accept intergenerational

similarities" (1992: 184). Wearing's participants operate in a notably feminised field, and
express the centrality of matricentricity in their

lives. As with Backett's study, these

factors

remain embedded rather than being explicitly scrutinised.
The predilection for geographicalclustering by mothers, daughters and other female relatives in
Australia has also been investigated by Stivens (1985). Stivens'study demonstrates a marked

difference in the constitution of kinship and family for and by men and women. While men

"could opt out" and had to be "'roped in'on visits", women were "kin keepers" (Stivens'l 985:
23; also Bourdieu 1998:68). The bias of obligation, responsibility and interest is marked in
Stivens'

work. Women regretted husbands' failures to "keep up" with their own natal kin

hence would visit on their behall

and

in a sense substituting for the husbands. There was a

"decided bias towards contact with kin on the wife's side, especially mother's siblings and
sisters' daughters" (Stivens 1985

24). Women initiated and negotiated the provision of aid,

either jointly with men or alone. Women are "the custodians of kinship" (Stivens 1985: 31).

While my data corroborates many of Stivens' findings, it also suggests that women are engaged

in

processes and social dynamics which are much more problematicl2 and far more potent

11 Eyer discusses the deification of the'maternal<hild relationship' (1992:20o1and criticises the universality of

motherhoodasfulfilment(seealsoBadinterlgBl). Phoenixeta/provideanappraisal ofmotherhoodasfulfilment
from a psychological perspective (1991).
12 My r"search also indicates a more problematic terrain than indicated by Frye's observation that the "parasitism of
B7

than merely exercising custody of kinship. These processes and social dynamics are located

within a distinctly feminised fieldl3 and include, but go beyond, matricentricity. lnterestingly,
Firth noted in 1956 of the "English kinship system" that "there is in the ordinary social field
strong matrilineal bias with particular emotional significance" (1956:
Richards' research

18). More recently,

on communication about heritability within "the family" in

locations notes that in "almost all aspects of genetics activity,

it

a

Western

is the female members of

family who most often take the initiating role" (1996: 249). Matricentricity and

a

the

feminisation of the field of kinship are attributes suggested by, but rather buried in, research by
Wearing and Stivens. These attributes of the field are closely related, yet distinct. What are the

qualities of this feminised field? How are these qualities expressed and constituted? How are
these attributes of the field important in the identities of agents whose lives are affected by
adoption?

MATRICENTRICITY IN A FEMINISED FIELD

The field of adoption is equally describable as female-centred, female-dominated and female-

oriented. These characteristics of the field include, but go much further than, the field being
inhabited or occupied by women, since the pervasiveness of femaleness applies to all agents in

the

field. While this results in very different

kinds of contextualised agency for men and

women in the constitution of the field, the disposition of all agents is towards women as the
prime movers across the field of adoption specifically and identity and kinship more generally.
As Simpson et a/ note in relation to divorce in Britain, "the real status of the divorced father

less easily identifiable, thus rendering the (de ìure
unmistakable"

(1

or de facto) primacy of the

is

mother

995: 9).

The vast majority of workers in this field, both paid and voluntary, are women. Support group

activities are arranged, conducted and attended by more women than men. Voluntary and
paid workers "know" that women are far more active and involved in any kind of adoptionassociated

activity. This perception included the often humorous aside (that simultaneously

underlined its seriousness) that any man showing interestl4 in searching for biological relatives

males on females is, as I see it, demonstrated by the panic, rage and hysteria generated in so many of them by the

thought of being abandoned by women' (1997:4091.
13Ke*ley & Lewis ('l 993) note the abundant amount of popular literature in Australia concerning "motherhood" and
the corresponding paucity of material written by fathers about their experiences in Australia.
14 I follo* Bourdieu's ¡nterpretat¡on of the term 'interest", viz. that interest is a'historical arbitrary" rather than being
an "anthropological invariant' and that "each field calls forth and gives life to a specific form of interest" (Bourdieu &

Wacquant 1992:

1 1

6-1

1

7l-.

8B

or other adoption-oriented matters must have "a woman on the scene somewhere, gently
twisting his arm behind his back". Such observations were made lightheartedly, but very
significantly, since they explained the "natural" inclinations of men and women.
There were tendencies and bearings across the field of adoption in the ways men and women

related, not simply to each other, but to topics of conversation. This demeanour typically

found expression through the attribution of knowledge, competence or interestl5 around
relatedness

to an individual woman or women in general. This proclivity applied with equal

force (albeit with varying forms of expression) to mixed gatherings and groups of solely men or
solely women. Women were assumed to "know" more about many aspects of adoption and

kinship, to be generally more competent at tasks and events centring on adoption and kinship,
and to be "naturally" more interested in such matters also.16

I was struck by the feminised quality of the entire field after some six months of fieldwork.
Sitting one afternoon with Geoff, a video and television repairer, and Rosemary, a bank teller,

I

was recording genealogical details. Geoff and Rosemary had been on the waiting list for two
years for a local adoption. After Rosemary had volunteered genealogical details and attendant

information, Ceoff began to tell me about his relatives. Having described his parents, siblings,
aunts and uncles, he mentioned his grandparents and their siblings. At this point he paused
and looked at Rosemary. Without hesitation, she provided details of the relatives in question.

I

was struck not only by the fact that Rosemary was clearly the one who was expected to "know"
details of Ceoff's natal relatives, nor solely by the dynamic that the woman was obviously the
one meant to be "doing the telling", but also by the point that they both regarded this position

as quite natural and unremarkable. This tendency was noticeable

in many other contexts

throughout fieldwork.

An exploration of taken for granted notions among partic¡pants such as Ceoff and Rosemary
demonstrates how the field is female-oriented. How does this primacy of the feminine stand in

relation to the matricentricity exhibited by Brenda and Bob at the beginning of this chapter?
Are couples pursuing intercountry adoption the sole agents of matricentricity?

ln this field matricentricity is detectable in the lives of agents other than purely those pursuing
inter-country adoption. Step-parent adoptions not only feature matricentricity, step-parent
adoptions are an exemplarlT of matricentricity. There are several reasons for this. The domain
15

M"n and women exhibit and form different kinds of "interest" in aspects of the field.
16 The "natural" interest attributed to women in matters of kinship and connectedness is consonant

with Cancian's

notion of "feminised love" (l993: 204). Hays' research addresses 'attempts to argue that women have a natural
aptitude for mothering ...' (1996:156).
17 Kr¡rt"u"'r observation that "Christ, the Son of man, when all is said and done, is 'human' only through his mother"
points to what might be taken as the sine qua non of matricentriciry (1997:3O41.
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of step-parent adoptions constitutes a sphere of activity which is, in practical terms, separated
from the complex web of associations, allegiances and discord which typifies much of the field.
Step-parent adoptions are assessed and administered as a different enterprise from "stranger"

adoptions. Any discernible trend towards patricentricity or matricentricity in

step-parent

adoptions thus provides a useful counterpoint to the data obtained from the rest of the field.
Step-parent adoptions also present a scenario in which one parent is the biological and social

parent of the children, with a spouse seekingto adoptthe children so as to become their legal
and social parent (Webber 1991). The social and the biological are therefore positioned in an
unusual yet visible posture, each in relation to the other and in terms of their articulation. This

juxtaposition of the social and the biological enables an appraisal

of

Backett's work

in

a

different context.

ln step-parent adoptions, men seek to adopt the children of the women who they have married

ln so doing, both the children and their mother attain a kind of completeness. The children
have a father and the woman has g partner. These states of completeness are generalised rather

than pivoting on a particular individual. Yet the dynamics infusing social paternity here do not
pertain to social materníty. A social worker who has worked in the area for some years was
hard pressed to remember the last time a woman sought to adopt the children of the man she

had married. ln addition to this plain bias, two other aspects of step-parent adoption are
important; the surrendering

of paternity and the

nuances

of the negotiations which occur

between mother, children and step-father.

ln order for a step-parent adoption to proceed, the biological father is required to sign a
document waiving his paternity in
towards the signing

full. He becomes,

literally, an ex-father.18 Negotiations

of this document are frequently undertaken by the woman who

has

remarried, thus placing her in a mediating position between her children and their biological

father. While some children seem to maintain or later establish contact with their "ex-father",
the genitor-child relationship is constructed along altogether different axes from the genetrix-

child relationship. The act of paternal capitulation in step-parent adoptions bears a striking
resemblance, at least on the face of it, to the act of relinquishment in stranger adoptions when a

mother agrees to the adoption of her child; after all, both constitute "irrevocably transferring

legal parentage" (Murch et

a/ 1993: 248). Yet with relinquishing mothers, the act of

relinquishment does not create, for mother or child, the social or legal category g¡ epithet "ex18 Wh¡1" in a significantly different sense from the legal category "'fatherless children"' discussed by Strathern, the
very nomination of two quite discrete formations of category involving an absence of fatherhood in Western contexts
signals the contingency of paternity in certain contexts (1997c:25n1. The ex-father ¡n th¡s context also provides a very

particular kind of kin "disconnection" (Strathern 1987b:275).
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mother". Biological paternityl9 is imbued with two-way negotiability (Simpson 1994,1997a).
Biological maternity is another matter entirely. The two way negotiability of paternity adds
another dimension to the understanding of "voluntarism" in the involvement of fathers with
their children indicated by Backett (1982).
Participants' accounts

of how step-parent adoptions unfolded, were decided and

negotiated

display a marked tendency toward matricentricity. Accounts typically positioned the mother

as

the mediator, negotiator, monitor of intersubjective climate and, at times, instigator of stepparent adoptions. This pattern was especially notable, although not restricted to, households
featuring boys.20 An instance of the tendency for women to act as mediators is detectable in
the following example.
James, a sharebroker and Alice, a musician, married

in 1987. They are both aged in their

late

forties. Alice had been widowed for several years and her two sons were aged B and 5 at the
adopted the boys in '1994. Alice told me that in spite of James having
time of marriage.
James

"first thought of adoption":
... it was quite a ritual dance that went on ... the adoption was really between these

three, but they didn't talk much to each other about it, they'd use me as an
intermediary ... they'd get me on their own and say 'what do you think James (or
Darren or Nick)would think if such and such ...

James responded to his wife's rendition

well, I was very shy and it was very like proposing marriage ... I wanted to find out
how they felt about it ... we'd talked about it for five years,2l ... it was very rough on
the kids when they lost their natural father... and then we formed a relationship ...
guess you could say with me and the boys there was a long engagement!
I

The parallel, perceived by participants and otherwise, between adoption and marriage22

is

significant; indeed, experienced agents will sometimes speak of adoption as a "marriage of

needs". Adoption and marriage are also the two social vehicles in this cultural context for the
routine changing of name; surname, given name, or a complete change of name (Carbaugh
1

9

cf ¡. coody

(1

971).

20 The positioning of wife-mother as mediating between husband-father and children in Australian households has
been identified as a significant pattern elsewhere (Ernst 1990). Okely's accounts of Cypsy women as mediators is also
pertinent (1 983).
21
James' inquiries revealed that "you had to be married for five years" before adoption could occur.
22 ln both adoption and marriage, one person changes their name. While in divorce, the woman often reverts to her

"maiden name", thus reversing the name change, in the field of adoption, the adopted person may discover or learn of
their "identifying information", which includes their "original" name (Simpson 1994:837). Both divorce and the
receipt of identifying information involve a "return" to aspects of the past which have purchase in the future; the
nominal dimensions of both divorce and identifying information frequently pivot on biogenetic'origins", thus
underlining the profoundly

ggþl

cast of both marriage and adoption.
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1

996).

Backett notes that

in her study "... couples emphasised that marriage and parenthood were

situations of 'learning"' and that "... one learns about being a parent through direct experience"

(Backett 1982:

42). Turner's "experience" (Turner 1982, 19B6) becomes a vehicle for

the

accumulation of knowledge required for the pursuit and attainment of a form of completeness.
Further,

in Backett's study couples noted the contrast between marriage and parenthood, "...

you choose your husband but you cannot choose your child" (Backett 1982:14\. With
adoption, a couple is selected for the

child.

The social act of the "choice" of either one's

marital partner or a couple as parents contrasts with the "naturalness" of biological parenthood.

Adoption therefore parallels marriage23 but in an inverted manner. But beyond parallels and
contrasts pivoting upon "choice", adoption and marriage are the two phenomena that arguably

entail some of the most consequential transformations

of identity,2a the most

intense

attachments and fractures in this cultural setting without the sharing of biogenetic substance.
Yet what is remarkable about the above example is not only the mediatory2s role assumed over
some time by Alice, but the naturalness which was ascribed to this position by Alice, James and
the two boys as well.

Step-parent adoptions feature marked matricentricity, the capitulation of the genitor and an
adoption-marriage analogy. Paternity, like marriage, is dissoluble26. Maternity on the other
hand, is indissoluble. Even those adoptees and adoptive parents who seek no re-union with the

biological mother tend to refer to her in terms indicating a currency and a presence, albeit

an

ambiguous one.

ln the previous chapter the assumption of equivalence in value assigned to the biologism
between genitor and child and the biologism between genetrix and child was challenged. The

pronounced asymmetry in various dualisms was also noted. The dynamics of step-parent

23 A parallel is also discernible in that both are social undertakings for perpetuity and pivot on the articulation of love.
As an extract from a set of guidelines for building a "Life Story Book" for the adopted child notes (discussed in the next

chapter), adoptive parents "love her and will always be there with her through good times and bad'. The similarity
with wedding vows is plain.
24 The significance of adoption and marriage as eventful moments in a person's and a couple's life is reminiscent of
Cressy's observation that "historians have recently argued that the most momentous event in anyone's life, apart from

parturition and dying, was entry into marriage" (1997: 6).
25 ln su.h instances the woman mediates between individual males, rather than mediating between groups of males
(see Strathern 1982).

26

Rourr"", noted that "As

soon as this need (for protection) ceases to exist, the natural bond is dissolved" (Badinter

198'l:l3Tl,yetheappliedthedissolutiontomothersalso. AccordingtoRousseau/thispavedthewayforvoluntary
"involvement"betweenchildandparents,inthemannerdiscussedbyBackettinrelationtofathers(1982). Cager's
research on adoption in "early modern France" also indicates the frailty and scepticism surrounding biological fatherson t¡es. This contrasts with the common expectation

that'...

a mother would be compelled 'by nature' to recognize

her son if the same blood ran through their veins" (Cager 1996:22).
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adoption indicate further evidence of asymmetrical relationships, not only via a distinct
inclination to matricentricity, but also via important differences between the genitor-child
relationship and that between genetrix and

child.

These differences underline the importance

of motherhood in the lives of many Australian women as noted by Wearing (1984), but they
indicate that the dispositions and valencies of agency which are apparent in agents'lives are

significantly more subtle and more powerful than Wearing's study suggests. While Stivens'
study emphasised the importance of networks of women for Australian women, the differences
between genetrix-child and genitor-child suggest Stivens' findings2T are but one part of a very

complex field of feminised engagement and orientation, especially given the weight she places
on mother-daughter relationships (see Kenemore & Spira 1996; Mason 1996).
Yet step-parent adoption and matricentricity are infused with tendencies or dispositions which

are located within a broader, feminised

field. This feminised field

involves the participation

and depiction of women vis a vis adoption, identity and kinship in very particular and powerful

ways. ln the previous chapter various states of incompleteness were linked with peril-ridden
quests for identity, parenthood or relatives.

lt was not uncommon in fieldwork to encounter

people who attained a form of completeness as a result of their quest. ln the process, a sense of

completeness cemented, reinvigorated

or

sharpened

completeness and an accentuated identity not

a

sense

of identity. For many,

only involved, but depended upon

certain

attributes attributed to and claimed by women. ln the next sections I explore how women,

a

feminised field and "completeness" are inter-connected, in addition to beingvital in the lives of
those connected with adoption in various ways.

COMPLETEN ESS AN D KNOWLEDCE

The processes, dynamics and forces associated with completeness involve critical connections

between particular clusters of contextualised knowledge and completeness. ln this section
examine the nature of various connections between completeness and knowledge. This

I

is

followed by an exploration of the connections between completeness and relatedness, which
enables an examination

of whether "completeness" is a

homogeneous state,

or

whether

different phenomena are detectable. ln each instance potent social processes feature

a

distinctly feminised cast. This section encompasses but extends Strathern's dictum that "EuroAmerican ideas about kinship rest on multiple orderings of knowledge" (1993a: 133).
lncompleteness was often described
27 S""

"lso

by participants as a "gap" or a "hole" or "something

Williams (1981).
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missing". Unsolicited adjuncts would often follow, such as "... it's not knowing that's the worst

part ...", or "...

if only I

had some information about her...". Similarly, participants'

completeness was sometimes expressed as

"... now that lknow, the hole in me's

been

filled".28 ln every instance completeness involves knowledge. This pairing occurs within the
gravitational influence of the entire feminised field.

Knowledge is produced, sought and restricted

in this field in very particular ways.

The

production and management of knowledge are significant factors for agents on a journey out of
incompleteness to completeness. But, to greater

or

lesser extents, the locus

of control over

such knowledge often lies outside the individual or couple; with social workers, counsellors or
voluntary support group workers. Such counsellors are often perceived to exercise control over
information that may ultimately determine whether agents achieved completeness or remained
forever incomplete.29

Agents pursuing

a quest for relatives often

assistance. These organisations are likely

approach adoption-related organisations for

to strongly recommend that an intermediary

be

utilised to contact the other person. While this is appealing to the searcher since it appears to
increase the chances of "success", it involves the deliberate but perilous placing of control over

one's destiny in the hands of another. The person so recommending and the person
recommended

are usually, although not invariably, women. The imperative of

an

intermediary's involvement is typically explained in terms of the delicacy of the first approach;
being certain the right person has been contacted, the person possibly having another family,
and the entire situation requiring more diplomacy than the most skilled novice may possess.
Care must also be taken not to "frighten the person oÍf" by hearing the voice of their relative.
Far better

to hear of the approach from a stranger. The precariousness of the

processes of

negotiation and mediation condenses and reflects the perilous quality of all of the experiences
thus far in the quest for parenthood or relatives. Sensitivity, peril, jeopardy and the possibilities

of redemption and

damnation are

all experienced as sharply present. The invocation

of

women and the feminine is thus consistently and deliberately made in the face of peril during
the pursuit of completeness.
The searching process3o is part of a social drama for those who initiate the search (Turner 1982,
28 Th"

*ryr

in which the body is implicated in the experience of states of incompleteness and completeness are

explored in Chapter Four.
29 A position which is reminiscent of Bourdieu's observation that "... the family is indeed a fiction, a social artifact, an
illusion in the most ordinary sense of the word, but a "well-founded illusion," because, being produced and
reproduced with the guarantee of the state, it receives from the state at every moment the means to exist and persist'
998: 73).
30 This thesis extends and renders much more problematic the rather straightforward description of the 'search' by
(1

Modell (1986).
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1987). The search often also triggers a position in the social drama for the person sought,
typically the biological mother. The person "found" is quickly presented with a breach (of
silence, of secrecy) which may occasion joy or despair, a crisis (of how to respond), a redress

(negotiated terms

of any

contact) and reintegration (either an ongoing relationship

or

a

resumption of an altered status quo) or schism.
The co-presence of drama and potential redemption is reminiscent of Jung's depiction of
... a drama of the human psyche on the further side of consciousness, showing man as
both the one to be redeemed and the redeemer (Jung 1953: 306, original emphasis).

ln this field, it is not "man" who constitutes the redeemer and the redeemed, but woman.

A triangle is evident through the configuration searcher-intermediary-searched, although

the

triangular patterning did not seem to be noticed by those vigorously advocating the use of
intermediaries. The process of mediating between a pair of individuals is not only enacted but

widely advocated. This mediatory pattern in the context of searching is quite purposive, so

as

to attain "re-union". We are presented with the replication of the process and the relational
form of a mediated pair in order to attain completion, unity or closure of a search or quest. A
parallel pattern exists with the mediation of the adoption agency between child-to-be-allocated
and the couple-longing-for-a-child. Mediation precedes union and is a necessary condition of

it.

The processes of mediation and the states of union that might follow it for a variety of agents

in the field are heavily inclined towards the presence, skills, knowledge and interest of women.

The metaphor of a trilogy pervades adoption processes, but not necessarily always in the
triangular3l form so popular in adoption literature.
ln the previous chapter two hierarchies of biogeneticism were outlined, which summarised the
preoccupations and prime strategies which infuse quests for completeness. Another hierarchy
is noticeable here, concerning the degree of intersubjective proximity desired by the searcher
and perm itted by the person sought. The attitude of the contacted party is gauged in a series of

carefully prepared statements and questions. Typically, the sequence of questions put by the

inquirer is very particular: "is this Jean Elizabeth Thompson? ... l'm calling concerning
something that happened on the 1Oth of June, 1973 ... do you want me to continue?"32 ... "are

you able to talk freely now?"

The questions and the sequence in which they are posed are designed to establish firstly,
whether the "r¡ght" person has been found (invariably by reference to the date of the adoptee's

1 B"dint"r discusses the 'triangular relationship' of motherhood (1 98 1 : 3).
32 A technique also noted by Modell in her research on American adoption (1994).
3
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birth or mentioning that they work with an adoption organisation)33 and then whether they are
interested in any sort of exchange

of information or contact. The primary outcomes of this

negotiation, from the searcher's perspective can be summarised and ranked in a very specific

way. The outcomes,

as preferred by participants, constitute a hierarchy:

HIERARCHY 3: SEARCHING

meeting face to face followed by ongoing
relationship of some sort

most

preferred

meeting face to face once only
exchanging photo graphs
exchanging letters and some personal
bio graphical information
sending some personal biographical
information to the person sought

talking to each other on the phone and
exchanging minimal information

the intermediary talking to the other person by
phone and obtaining information

least

preferred

33 Matthews' autobiography includes an explanation from an ìntermediary working with an adoption organisation in

Victoria: "l always use the same approach; it's quite simple really. To start with, l'll tell Colette who I am and mention
that l'm calling from Melbourne. Usually I claim to work within the adoption triangle or something like that. The
essential thing is to introduce the word adoption into the conversation as early as possible. That way, the mothers
know exactly what's coming. They've been warned. You really don't need to tell them anything after that. They know
instinctively"

(1

996

1

271.
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This hierarchy is enacted as an accumulating series of steps, each of which is undertaken as a
precursor to the next and also as a ranked order of alternatives, each of which is immediately
available, depending on the disposition of each party. Each element of the hierarchy occurs in
adoptions.

What is often assumed or feared by the searcher is that even the least desirable of these
possibilities is, as one adoptee told me "too good to be true, too much to hope

for". lmagining

any of the possibilities is an enchanted experience. The imaginable outcomes remain ranked.
At the same time they form a body of the dreamed-of yet unthinkable which is characterised by
its fantastic34

quality. What does this hierarchy reveal about the significance of knowledge and

completeness?

The significance of the dispositions expressed in this hierarchy lies in its close parallel with
those captured in the hierarchies outlined

in Chapter Two. The hierarchy of

exchange is a socio-logical extension of Hierarchy

1.

information

A similar pattern is discernible in all

three hierarchies. An inclination to the feminine, geneticism, concentration of biogenetic

with

the

of knowledge in conjunction with intersubjective proximity. The availability

and

substance and genealogical distance
richness

or social

closeness align and are resonant

"depth" of knowledge represent both an expression of the availability and "depth" of
biogenetic substance encountered in the individual sought and an expression of the "distance"

(in genealogical and other senses) involved in relational terms. Knowledge therefore parallels
biogenetic substance and social proximity. ln so doing the availability of knowledge and

its

"depth" come to form a metaphor for relatedness in both biogenetic and social domains, either
separately or simultaneously. This is particularly indicated by the recurrence in the context of
searching of the "open-closed" metaphor. Both searcher and sought are often described

as

either "open" or "closed" in their attitudes to any of the available options.
The tendency for knowledge to parallel biogenetic substance and social proximity constitutes
an extension of Backett's (1982) emphasis on the importance of "learning" and parenthood. At

the same time

it

provides

a

framework within which Backett's work can

be located,

a

framework which questions the nexus between knowledge and many forms of relatedness,

which includes, but is not limited to parenthood.
34 Fantasy also figured in some adoptees' lives as ambiguity. One adoptee, Fiona, now in her late thirties, had not

beentoldof heradoptionuntil her(adoptive) motherdied. Hermaternal aunttoldhersoonafterthefuneral. Fiona
had questioned her mother about her actual birth one day and her mother replied

"l can't remember". Fiona had

wondered, often but haphazardly, ifshe was adopted;'my ideas about being adopted were halffantasy'. For Fiona,
the presence offantasy provided uncerta¡nty but a degree ofsolace regarding an ambivalent and frustrating relationship

with her mother. This uncertainty was fuelled by

a comment from a school

friend one day when Fiona and her

classmates took family photos to school. Fiona had confided in her friend about suspecting she was adopted. Her
friend replied "you're too much like your mum and dad to be adopted".
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Knowledge and completeness are closely connected in the compulsory "education"35 activities

which prospective adoptive parents must participate in, both "pre" and "post" placement of the

child (Berkowska & Migaszewska-Majewicz 1991). Each course extends over five weeks, one
evening per week. lt is essential that the couple both attend. While attendance was therefore

equivalent by men and women, there were definite indicators of the feminised cast of these

activities. ln the groups I observed (both pre and post placement of a child), women not only
participated more, but

in notably

different

ways. Women appeared attentive and

questions. Some took notes, as did a few men. But a large proportion of men

asked

assumed

postures indicating boredom or bemusement. ln this sense women were often the primary

participants,

with men's attentiveness more discretionary. My impression of some

men's

disinterest or resentment at "having"36 to attend was validated when, in different groups on
different evenings, comments or asides were made. One example of this occurred in a parent
education group one evening as the group rose for a coffee break. The man sitting next to me
rose

to his feet at the same time as I did and said quietly but distinctly "it's all bullshit, these

compulsory groups". This marked an air of mild resistance3T that was discernible among

a

variety of participants at different times, although men were often the agents holding or
declaring such positions.

Women's greater attentiveness in education groups is important because of what

it

indicates

about not simply "prospective" parenthood, but imagined parenthood. For the women
attending these groups, (adoptive) motherhood was vividly experienced, however
prospectively. Motherhood was an emotionally intense, vital experience, of which imagined
motherhood was but a part (see Woodward 1997). lmagined (adoptive) fatherhood was not

as

compelling or engaging for most of the men concerned. This pattern is homologous with that
described

in

Backett's research concerning the discretionary, voluntaristic quality

of much

social fathering (1982). The construction and dynamics of parenthood here encompass but
transcend Wearing's (1984) picture of Australian motherhood as purely hinging on "ideology"
and Stivens' depiction of women as "custodians of kinship" (Stivens 1985: 31).

The education groups focus on the transmission of knowledge from (female)38 facilitator to
(female and male) participants and the sharing of knowledge between participants. Possible

35 "Special needs" adoptions have specific "education groups" also (see Dumbleton 1996).
36 Thi,
of male reticence or disinclination is reminiscent of Stivens'observations concerning men having to

"*pr"rrion

be "roped in" on visits to relatives by their wives (Stivens 1985: 23).
37 ln contrast to Macfayden's research ¡n Britain, in which the withdrawal rate for prospective adoptive parents who
participate in "preparation groups for prospective adoptive parents' is taken

as a measure

of "selÊselection"

(1

995:

143]..

38

I

*a,

able to find no evidence of male social workers or psychologists facilitating such courses.
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difficulties in adjustment, health problems, re-ordering of relationships within families and the
"normal developmental stages of childhood" are outlined.39 The most important feature of the
courses is the gradual accumulation of knowledge about parenting which directly accompanies

the gradual approach of placement of a child. For couples desperately wanting to become
parents through adoption, the imminence of parenthood is very plainly co-related in time with

increasing knowledge - not about their child, but about the domain of parenthoodaO that they
were entering. The approach of completeness and the transformation of identity are very much
heralded and shadowed by escalating knowledge. This duality is mediated and enabled by the
respective adoption agency that is embodied in the female educator/facilitator. This pattern

is

replicated in those instances where the searcher progressively engages the searched "up" the
steps

of

Hierarchy

3, in which

completeness

via an eventual meeting is preceded

by

increasingly intense and valued knowledge.

The allocation of a child to a couple critically links knowledge to completeness. At allocation,

either in local adoptions or intercountry adoptions, information about the child is transmitted to

the adoptive parents, usually by a female social worker. Allocation processes vary between
local and intercountry adoptions and according to the child's country of origin. lt is common

with local adoptions for the couple to meet the baby face to face at the same time as they
receive substantial information about the

child.

The numerically much greater intercountry

adoptions accentuate the availability, centrality and "completing" effect of information about

the child. Typically, with intercountry adoptions, a report of several pages arrives at the
adoption agency with a photograph of the

child.

The couple is advised by phone that they

"have had an allocation" and usually go to the adoption agency office that day or the next to be

handed the report and the photograph. This point of allocation is one of great emotional

moment. What is of most relevance here is the coincidence between knowledge (about the
child to become the couple's adoptive child) and completeness, for many couples, especially
the adoptive mother, experience and relate a profound awareness of "the gap having been

filled", of having become complete at this precise point. Completeness occurs not with the
corporeal presence of a child, but with information and a photograph of a

child.

As with the

39 The content of the courses is reminiscent of Croll's work on "schools for parents" in China (l990).
40 Not only for "first-time" parents, but also for those with b¡ological children who are adopting for the first time and
for those "blended families" in which the couple seeks to "produce a child' from the marriage. For couples in the
latter category, biological procreation was often considered inadvisable due to the woman's age. lntercountry adoption
provided a suitable alternative, particularly sìnce adoptive parenthood is suggested as having "special' characteristics,
so that the "unique" flavour of the undertaking often resonated with the "extra-special" quality of their relationship and

theirmarriage. Thiswaspartlyattributedtothematurityofyearsmissinginfirstmarriages.
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brown envelopes containing identifying information for adoptees and relinquishing mothers,
here the emergence of documents from an envelope handed by a social worker signals and to a
large extent effects a transformation

of identity. During fieldwork it was common for couples

who had been allocated a child to declare themselves a "mum" or "dad" to friends, relatives,
workmates and associates. The photograph of the child would be proudly offered in social

encounters. lnquiries such as "do you know anything about the child's background?" were
eagerly responded

to.

The acquisition, possession and selective promulgation of knowledge

not only authorised but continually reaffirmed the attainment of completeness and
achievement of altered identities, from mother, father and adoptive parent

to

the

grandparent,

brother and the like.
Receiving much anticipated information links completeness with knowledge

in another way

also in a different valency of adoption experience. Adoptees and relinquishing parents can
apply for and receive "identifying information" about themselves or the child they relinquished
once the child attains eighteen, provided there is no "veto" in place. Legislative requirements
include that the adoptee or relinquisher "be counselled" prior to receipt of the information by a
social worker from the Family lnformation Service.

At the time of fieldwork, the Family lnformation Service was located in a large house in the
western suburbs of Adelaide, with a large garden. A white sign was prominent at the front of

the house stating the address, but not the occupants. Social workers explained to me that this
arrangementwas deliberate, since the anonymity of those attending could be preserved in the
eyes of passing

traffic.al This aura of the secretive contributed to the simultaneously perilous

and sometimes arcane attendance by agents to receive their identifying information. Those
relinquishing mothers and adoptees attending the Family lnformation Service often did

so

without the knowledge of significant others in their life.
The counselling42 associated with the receipt of identifying information is frequently effected

via a half day group counselling session involving a (female) social worker and approximately

six participants (McPhee 1993). The first half of the session included the social worker
explaining the "rights" of different parties, the advisability of using a mediator in searching and
(especially)

in negotiating "contact", and the likely

information they were about

to receive.

personal and emotional impact

of

the

Participants were advised, before receiving their

41 Such caution is possibly fuelled in part by Adelaide's size in the eyes of many agents and the possibility of
inadvertent visual contact. As outlined in Chapter One, the comment "That's Adelaide, anyone you meet knows
someone who knows someone who you know - it's always the way, isn't it?" conveys an awareness that anonymity of
activity, while usual, cannot be guaranteed.

42 See Marks (1995); Kraus (1982).
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identifying information, that they might need to "go outside" if they felt too emotional
sharing

of information between group

members ensued, including whether adoptees had

advised their adoptive parents of their actions44 and what they hoped to achieve by gaining
access to the identifying information.

These sessions constitute dramatic performances; "and performances, particularly dramatic
performances, are the manifestations par excellence of human social process" (Turner 1987:

84). By participating in such

sessions and helping

to constitute such processes, agents were

subjecting themselves to extraordinarily perilous forces. For adoptees, such peril could entail
the knowledge that they had been conceived as a result of a rape or an incestuous relationship.

But, as one adoptee advised, however perilous this course is, it is less perilous than living in
ignorance, "...you know, not knowing is much worse than knowing...".45
For relinquishing mothers, such perilcould be learningthattheirchild had experienced a life of

misery at the hands of the adoptive parents, as with Phil's experiences that were articulated
early in ChapterTwo. Such "unpleasant" discoveries were often imagined by participants, but
their fears were occasionally intensified by comments by workers or experienced voluntary coordinators that "such things do happen". What was imagined by one had actually been
experienced by others.

After a coffee break, which was usually saturated with an atmosphere of anticipation, silence
and occasional snippets of conversation, the social worker would announce that she was about

to "hand out the brown envelopes".

She would emphasise

in

solemn tones that these

envelopes had been sealed and stored in a public record office since the day of the person's

adoption in court "all those years ago". The social worker would then proceed around the
circle formed by the seating arrangement. This meant that we could all see the reactions of the

other people in the group. The movements and the passage of the social worker were
deliberate, slow and momentous. Clearly, the contents of each envelope were awesome,
either to be treasured or feared. The social worker would check the name of each person
before carefully handing the brown envelope to

them.

Some sat and simply stared at the

envelope on their lap. Some cried. Others began tearing the envelope open as soon as they
had grasped

it. A myriad of actions and reactions followed. Some spontaneously

declared

their "origins", either in terms of "original" name, ethnicity or nationality of their birth mother,
43 The implications for the rest of the field for such a tendency are discussed in Chapter Six.

44 Most had not.
45 Th" .onu"rre is sometimes the case, as reflected in an article in the Appeal section (typically understood as being
written for or appreciated by "female readers") in which an adoptee is quoted as observing'l really don'tthink I could
cope with knowing and I don't want to be put through it' (Adelaide Advertiser 5 April 1994). ln this context, the
disinclination to pursue knowledge about her origins is associated with the perilous cast of being "put through it".
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or "wow, my father's name is here too!" and "l've got a sister!". One woman in her mid
twenties sat very still, her face wet with tears, smiling. She looked at the social worker and said

quietly "l've got a mother".
Agents related

a pronounced

sense

of closure from receiving the identifying information.

While for some this sense of closure was a gratifying, peaceful sensation, for others it was
unsettling or disturbing, but no less a closure because of

it.

Completeness is thus resonant with

closure as well as knowledge.

of identifying information had the same manner of effecting
completeness both in relation to receiving information about oneself and in relation to

The ceremonious receipt

receiving information about another, one's relinquished child. One entails knowledge from the

past in order

to bring completeness to the

present and perhaps the

future. The relational

countenance of the social processes which pervades obtaining one's identifying information

is

acute and is expressed as temporal relationality as well as intersubjective relationality. The

other entails knowledge from the present to bring a sense of completeness to the past and
perhaps the

future. The feminised quality of the field is marked here.

Searchers, those

influencing or coercing searchers and the custodians and conveyors of the precious information

are primarily women. Moreover, those very agents whose completeness depends

on

knowledge about another, the relinquished child, are women. Completeness for adoptees
hinges upon knowledge concerning, first and foremost, the biological mother. Completeness

for relinquishing parents is a quest for relinquishing mothers. A sharper indication of

a

feminised field is difficult to imagine.

ln this context, Backett's observations about the differences between social mothering

and

social fathering assume a greater significance, through the broader field within which they are

located. ln addition, enactments of Badinter's quintessential expressions of motherhood

are

represented in microcosm; a mother completes her work

by transforming the embryo into a complete individual ... Carrying this view to its
logical extreme, the maternal function might only be seen as achieving its end when
the mother at long last delivers into the world a completely developed adult (Badinter
198'l: xx; see also Woodward 1997:279).

ln some situations incompleteness/completeness and knowledge also inter-relate in ways which

constitute the inverse

of the above examples. Here an existing or

assumed aura of

completeness is fractured and replaced by a penetrating, sudden sense of incompleteness. Two
types of revelation occur; some agents make the shocking discovery in adulthood that they are
adopted and some women who have the shocking discovery made about them that they had
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borne and relinquished a child long
assumptions about and knowledge

ago. A previous biography, relational identity, set of

of the world are not merely called into question but

contradicted, either for oneself (adoptees)

or an intimate other

(spouse, other children of

relinquishing mother). Knowledge then assaults completeness, directly or vicariously. That

which had been "closed" is now very much "open".46 Here we find, in Turner's terms,
"experiences that erupt from or disrupt routinised, repetitive behaviour begin with shocks of

pain or pleasure" (Turner 1986:35). The ability of knowledge acquisition to undo a state of
completeness indicates the potency of the alliance between knowledge and completeness

as

much as its inverse effect does.

This capacity of knowledge to undo completeness hinges on feminised inclinations

and

processes. Many adoptees I encountered who discovered their adoptive status in adulthood felt

most angry, confused

or hurt not simply by the fact of their adoption, but by the

deceit

attributed to their adoptive parents, most especially to their adoptive mother. This attribution
was especially acute in instances of adult women being told of their adoption soon after their
(adoptive) mother had died, by either their (adoptive) father or (adoptive) mother's sister.

A very different

perspective

on adoption is available through the experiences of

certain

adoptees and adoptive parents. Some adoptive parents or adoptees fear an unwanted approach

by the relinquishing mother.47 This constitutes another avenue for knowledge to

undo

completeness through feminised action. Here the possession of knowledge (information about

the adoptee and the adoptive family) by the relinquishing mother is framed as potentially
dangerous, unpredictable and perilous by some adoptive parents. The attribution

of

moral

irresponsibility was often obvious in the expression of such fear and apprehension. The moral

indictment of the biological mother is suggestive
development

of

Badinter's account

of the

historical

of extreme typifications of "mother" as "very good" or "very bad", so that

"between the saint4B and the slut there was an unbridgeable chasm" (Badinter 1981: 238; also
Strathern 1996a:56; Scheper-Hughes 1990; Kittay 1997; C Smart 1996:

55). As one adopted

woman told me during her explanation of why she favoured "privacy" surrounding adoption,
"as'nar as l'm concerned/ when she (biological mother) signed me away, she signed away all
her rights".
46 Lock's account of Canadian women of Creek origin who perceive "open" states as 'auspicious" and "closed" states
as inviting or signalling ill health involves an interplay between open and closed in similarly central ways (1990).
47 This attitude appeared to be held by members of the Adoption Privacy Protection Croup, but I came to know
various adoptive parents who were not members of this group (as far as I was aware), but who nevertheless voiced such
fears in "safe" conversation.

4SJolivefsresearchinJapanincludesadiscussionoftheMeiji motheras"neithersaintnormarry(11997:112).
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The force of the abhorrence and fear felt by some adoptive parents is captured in an extract

from a discussion I had one morning in September 1994. Neville and Mona, in their late
sixties, live in a comfortably furnished unit in a quiet inner suburb of Adelaide. Their adopted

daughter, Lesley, owns

strongly favour privacy

a

merchandise distribution franchise and lives

in all

nearby. All

three

adoption matters and made derogatory comments about

relinquishing mothers (McPhee 1993; Newborg1979). Mona described how she knows
a young man in Sydney who got a letter in the internal mail from one of his natural
parents ... the parent had married later, and had no other kids ... the parent had
money, shall we say, and lived on the Cold Coast ... the adoptee was told 'there's a
new car parked around the corner, the keys are under the front seat, collect your things
and walk out of your adoptive home ... you can inherit the lot that I have, but you have
to renounce your adoptive family' ... this adoptee tried to suicide by walking into
oncoming traffic - so much for open adoptions!

Attributing blame or responsibility to women for various maladies is reminiscent of Pandora,
created by Zeus and the first woman, whose "natural curiosity" impelled her to lift the lid of a
great vessel. As a result,
... she let allthe good things escape and return to the heavens instead of staying among
is why men are afflicted with every form of evil (Crimal 199O:327).

mankind. That

Yet one item remained at the bottom of the vessel, hope
... or if rather than'hope', Elpis could mean 'expectation', (i.e. a realistic awareness of

just how bad things are and are likely to get ... ), then ... logic ... would be fully
restored. Humankind would indeed have hope, but that hope would consist of the
absence, the withholding, of expectation, so that we might not understand or be
weighed down by the full realization of our predicament49 (Cantz 1993:157).

ln adoption matters, completeness necessitates knowledge. The powerful, immediate quality of
the state of completeness experienced is matched by the peril-ridden states of jeopardy which

engulf quests for parenthood

or

relatives, including the quests which

do not lead to

completeness. Enduring incompleteness is as acerbic as completeness is fantastic. Yet access
to this knowledge is often available to agents in particular ways through the activities of certain
key agents. Throughout this field, such agents include voluntary support group coordinators

and workers, counsellors, social workers and psychologists. These agents "police" the
trajectory of the Quest in ways which are generally taken for granted by agents (Donzelot
1979). What techniques and concepts underpin these key arbiters of completeness?

49Similarly, Berger, drawing on Heidegger and Sartre, refers to 'the naked terrors of our condition" (1990: 59).
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BROKERINC WHOLENESS

A range of contexts implicates counsellors, social workers and psychologists as key agents in
this

field. The more common

contexts are support group meetings/ pre and post allocation

education groups/ compulsory counselling sessions for adoptees or relinquishing mothers who
are aboutto receive identifying information and individual counselling appointments. While in

this section I do not focus on the battery of professionals gathered around agents during
infertility treatment, the concentration of medical and nursing expertise'upon the infertile
couple is pertinent in so far as couples coming to local or intercountry adoption are often well
versed in the detail of being interviewed, counselled or having intimate details subjected to a
professional gaze in a variety of contexts.

One of the primary devices which key agents employed across the entire field was the display
before

a group of the

or couple) and the exploration

and

in order to finally embrace success. ln

such

successful venturer (individual

veneration of the trials that were necessary

contexts not only were the singular agent or couple on display, the potential of agency itself

was paraded for inspection and as invitation. For adoptees and relinquishing mothers this
technique involved two closely related forms of monitoring. ln support groups, while there
was fluidity of members, a degree of consistency of attendance meant that progress reports on
searching were possible. While on some occasions this resulted in the disclosure of "success"
narratives as part of a chain of serialised bulletins, on other occasions a member who had been
absent for several meetings would appear at a group meeting and announce that their Quest

had reached a conclusion. ln such circumstances the spotlight of attention was centred upon

the agent who had succeeded and therefore upon the potency of agency in transforming

an

identity. An agent embodying and representing the culmination of the Quest; not only can the
dream come true, the dream

@

come true.

Yet in the introduction, questioning, "chairing" and facilitation of the discussion, the group
coordinator's agency, knowledge and expertise were also underlined. This subtly reflected
recognition tended to align with other aspects of the supportive, advisory capacities of agents in
such positions, so that their sagacity and authority were often markedly plain to other group
members and novitiates

in particular. ln the process, such key agents both exercised and

accumulated symbolic power (Bourdieu 1998: 47),.

For prospective adoptive parents attending education group activities or a support group/
certain dynamics were similar to the above, but another dimension of contestation was evident.

ln education groups and support groups, the facilitator would introduce a "recent" couple who
had achieved allocation or placement. As with adoptees and relinquishing mothers, the focus
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of attention was firmly upon the couple who had recently succeeded. Here the recency of
experience was firmly tied to the sharpness of the enticement. Thus couples who had been
allocated or had a child placed with them two years ago were of interest, but not with the same
magnetism evident around the couple who had returned from Thailand with "their baby", for
example, just four weeks ago.

Such magnetism was not merely a matter of my observation, impression

or

interpretation.

During coffee breaks in parent education groups, it was common to encounter conversations in

which the facilitator's authority to "educate" was contrasted with that of the

(recently)

"experien6si"50 parent-couple. Such exchanges signalled another dimension

to

experience of couples undergoing compulsory, structured "education" for parenthood

the

-

an

experience, as with other stages of the Quest for Parenthood, for which they paid fees, often

begrudgingly. Several elements of this structured series of "education" groups served to render

the position of the facilitator(s) ambiguous; their compulsory nature, the payment of fees and
the immediacy of attention granted to couples "with experi ence", rather than the "theorising"
of the facilitator. Yet, as indicated in a previous section, men rather than women tended to
question, resist or occasionally derogatorily remark upon the education groups. The man who
commented "it's all bullshit, these support groups" is an obvious case in point, yet a variety of

questions, occasional asides and body postures across the many groups which lattended
indicated that disengagement was a more common feature of men's attendance than women's.

This perspective changed quickly and dramatically on those evenings when the facilitator
introduced a "guest" couple to "share their experiences"; these agents and these discourses

invariably held the entire audience spellbound. Questions, tears, laughter and optimism
abounded in such sessions. Hope reigned, the apogee of the Quest did feature in people's
lives, it is possible.

Yet the position of key agents such as social workers, psychologists and group facilitators
during education groupssl was ambiguous. ln certain contexts such agents were the object of
suspicion or skepticism, while at other times the authority of the facilitator was unquestioned.

One example of this was part of one evening's program that addressed the "stages" of infancy
and childhood. Here the expertise of the facilitator (and the material) was unassailed. Yet at

other times, contrary dynamics ensued. ln one group a man approached the psychologist
conducting the group at the close of the session, asking whether there were ever any occasions
50

Thrt highlighting the centrality

of

g4¡!ry

for agents as a legitimate foundation for an authoritative dispersal of

knowledge.
51 Th".urr"n.y of "education groups" for social work and similar disciplines extends beyond simply adoption.
Ainsworth & Maluccio's promotion of education groups in "family reunification" processes is an aptexample (1 998).
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or circumstances ¡n which couples were "spared" some of the sessions, such as those couples

with a biological child. The answer was in the negative with little elaboration.
dynamics signal not merely an ambiguous authority

of key

These

agents, they signal shades of

ambiguity, contingency and contextuality of agency for the couples concerned. Such dynamics
emerge in sites where Cohen's "authorial power of agency", (ascribed to the "self") confronts

Donzelot's regulation (Cohen 1994:99),. The dynamics also highlight the nexus between the
key agents and the state, in that
the state, which possesses the means

of imposition and inculcation of the durable
principles of vision and division that conform to its own structure, is the site par

excellence of the concentration and exercise of symbolic power (Bourdieu 1998: 47).

Throughout the field of adoption, key agents shape, advise, "police", and guide agents through
aspects

of their Quest in various ways (Donzelot 1979; Modell 1994); they are often

the

brokers of completeness, the arbiters of a whole identity. ln negotiating and constituting their
positions, key agents exercise, conceal and display critical forms of contextualised agency. Far

from exhibiting unfettered power, such instances of agency serve to make visible the ambiguity

of agency (Battaglia 1997). The capacity of the key agents to broker completeness contrasts
with the limits of agency encountered by the sole agent or couple themselves; the Quest is not
possible by unassisted or unregulated agency.

This confrontation with the limits of agency is sharpened by a paradox. While

it is the

key

agents who arrange, introduce and foster discussion with the embodiments of success, the very

contrasts in forms of agency serve

possibility

to underline the

precarious nature of the Quest and the

of remaining forever incomplete. The presence of

agents who have "made it"

sharply confronts agents with both the prize of the Quest as well as its entire uncertainty. lt

is

this sharp confrontation with the possibility of enduring incompleteness which sustains agents
and couples through the mundane, frustrating, at times tedious parts of the processes which are

entailed in a Quest for a whole identity. ln addition, the stringencies of agency which are
made visible in this field remind us of Strathern's point concerning

how much value Euro-Americans place on their ability to do things, including doing
things to their sense of identity. But then again, they enhance their abilities only to
enhance their critiques of them at the same time. There will always be more of both
(1996c:49).

At the

same time, the greater participation

by women in support groups and

differences

between men and women's orientation to compulsory parent education groups raises questions

concerning the Quest for completeness. How might differences

in

emphasis

by men and

women in this field be accounted for?
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MASCULINISED ORIENTATIONS IN A FEMINISED FIELD
Early in this chapter Bob, an adoptive father, was quoted concerning a casual remark aboutthe

experiences of adoptive fatherhood and adoptive motherhood; it's "really important for the

woman ... it's different for them than it is for us ..." Bob was referring to his understanding of
differences in emphasis in the experience of parenthood. Bob's position is homologous with

the tendencies displayed by some men during some of the education groups for couples
seeking to adopt from overseas. The homology lies not only in the primacy attributed by men

as well as women to women's experiences of "maternity",52 but also in the assumption by
many men of the subsidiary or supportive nature of their own agency in the Quest. This is not
a mechanical, always conscious, superficial rendition of reflexive agency. On the contrary, the

persistence

of the pattern as a pattern is all but unrecognised. Thus Bob's comment

and

general orientation to parenthood can be interpreted as homologous with occasional displays

of passivity and resistance in education groups. Such patterns also align with other research in
Australian settings concerning men and relatedness, as well as other data in this thesis. For
example, Stivens observes that Australian men commonly have to be "roped in" on visits to
relatives

(1985:23). This parallels a general expectation by most women encountered

in

different contexts during fieldwork that in relation to kin obligations, a women would need to

"get them (men) organised",53 or that an adopted man seeking relatives (and therefore
completeness

of

identity) "on his own" would draw the observation from experienced

voluntary workers and social workers "there must be a woman on the scene somewhere,
twisting his arm up behind his back".

This position aligns with research on "egalitarian individualism" in Australia, especially in
relation to Australian men (8. Kapferer 1988; J. Kapferer 1996'). Yet the weight of Stivens' work

and Kapferers' work gains additional significance when they are not only juxtaposed, but
subjected to a very particular context. The indicator for such a context is supplied by Backett's
emphasis on social fatherhood as voluntaristic and discretionary; a father's engagement with

children involves questions of

"if" in addition to "when" (1982).

These questions are also

sharply reflected in issues of paternal "access" in post divorce kin networks in Britain (Simpson

1994, 1997a). As Simpson notes, "... fatherhood is enacted and embodied differently
52 Kuplan notes that "the mother-child relationship (is taken) as distinct and emotionally stronger than the father's
.l
relationship with the child (1992: 91).
53 This dynamic bears some resemblance to Buckley & Kenney's research in Northern lreland, in which 'women tend

to use the distinctive stratagem ... that I have called the parent stratagem. Men are commonly either compliant or
rebellious in relation to this parental control" (1995). ln their "compliance" or'rebelliousness" men display attributes
in Buckley & Kenney's setting which, as I explore below, parallels Backett's emphasis on voluntarism in social fathering
(19821.
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according

to situation and circumstance" (1994: 836).

pervasive, insistent responsibility, engagement

Whereas motherhood hinges on

in "active"

fatherhood pivots

context and interpretation of the moment. Backett points out that

on

situation,

it is not uncommon

for

women to prompt or persuade fathers to interact with, or take responsibility for their children in
various situations. Such differences in orientation to parenthood and other forms of attachment

involving completeness emphasise the immediacy of women's agency as well as a generalised

matricentricity. But rather than suggesting men's agency is merely peripheral or incidental,
these patterns point to men's agency vis a vis identity and relatedness, like both Simpson's and

Backett's fatherhood, being overwhelmingly

a matter of context. While men's agency

and

women's agency are contrastable, a centre-periphery model appears superficial in this setting
because of the absence

of context as a critical element in masculine agency; context as a

dynamic channel for the politics of choice. Not only does this perspective on the data
problematise "egalitarian individualism" as

a uniform,

homogenising gloss

on

Australian

sociality (B Kapferer 1988; J Kapferer 1996), it also helps explain the persistent, accentuated
flavours of contemporary popular Australian literature concerning masculinities and fatherhood,

which pivot, above all else, upon the need for men as partners, husbands and fathers to be

//¡gpp¡1ip'/'; putative remedies to "the flight of men from commitment" (Silva 1996:31).
Urgings to involvement, encouragements to take on responsibility, calls for consistency - all are

predicated upon the generalised notion that men lack, or at least minimally express, such
qualities to begin with and all of which hold the potential and the promise of helping, through
processes of enhanced relatedness, to make a man "who¡"2s4

(Dle 1998; Russell 1983; Wilson

1990; Biddulph 199a).
Yet this perspective on a discretionary, contextual cast to masculine agency vis a vis identity

and relatedness raises questions concerning broader problematic notions of paternity5s in this
cultural setting. ls the discretionary quality of various forms of masculinised agency detectable

in any other ways in the field? ln Chapter Two, the hierarchies of biogeneticism pointed not
only to matricentricity, but also to asymmetry in naturalised preferences for shared biogenetic
substance in favour of the female (Schneider 1968). Possibilities of discretionary masculine
agencies complement this position. Yet such a perspective signals contextuality for paternity in

more general but problematic ways. How else do such valencies concerning the cultural cast
of paternity find expression and constitution in the field?
54

Th" p"rrp".tive being advanced is an illustration of Cutmann's observation that "the issue is even more that
masculinities develop and transform and have little meaning except in relation to women and female identities in all
their similar diversity and complexity" (1997a:4OO).
55 Representations of the fundamentally "speculative" quality of paternity are explored in a section below.
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Paradoxically, while men's agency
underpinned

or

characterised

in relation to kinship-oriented

activities

in this field

is

by discretionary, contextual ventures, certain dimensions of

paternity are geared according to dimensions of determinism, certainty and the reliability of
biogenetic substance being passed on through procreation. An example
paternity work in particular ways in this field

will help

of how

issues of

make visible certain orientations of and

to masculine agency.
Max is in his mid thirties and has worked for the Customs Department in Port Adelaide since he
was seventeen. He is now a section supervisor. The elder of two adopted children, he points

to a childhood typified by warmth and security in a country town in the south east of

South

Australia. Max's wife Janice gave birth to a son three years after they were married. As Max
explained, this event prompted Janice to "work on me to search for my biological mother".
After some prevaricating and without assistance from any adoption organisation or group other
than F.l.S. for his identifying information, Max negotiated various stages of "searching" through
bureaucratic sources including The Registrar

of Births, Marriages and

Deaths and the

Commonwealth Electoral Rolls. He "found" his biological mother "fairly quickly" and after

many phone conversations she eventually agreed to a meeting, albeit reluctantly. Max's
mother, Jean, has subsequently married (not Max's genitor, as far as he was able to infer from

her minimal engagement on this point) and had three children. She still lived at the address
listed on her wedding certificate, a small house in Semaphore, an adjacent suburb

to

Port

Adelaide where Max has worked for almost eighteen years. Jean has not told her husband or
her other three children of Max's existence. While Max was "glad" to have met his mother and

"sort of contented" with at least having met her, he is intensely disappointed that she will not
countenance

a closer relationship for fear of upsetting or "losing" her husband or

other

children. While Max's search did lead to a roundedness and a form of completeness,

his

mother's "distant" demeanour jaded his elation.

Soon after meeting his mother, Max was contacted "out

of the blue" by his

(purported)

biological father. At work one Tuesday afternoon, Max was told he had a visitor "at
Reception". A short, stocky man with a "Greek accent" introduced himself to Max; "I am
Yiorgos, Ceorge, I think l'm your father - can we talk?" Yiorgos had a proposition for Max:
(Max) he told me 'l think l'm your father - pretty sure, now I see you close up ... I have
no children ... I work hard, own four houses ... you can have test56 to see if you are my
real son ... if you are, you get the lot, but I have to be sure.
56 A social worker who had worked in adoptions for several years subsequently advised me that "only about five per

centhavethetest...thecertaintyusuallycomesfromthemother".

Theavailabilityof "thetest",itscultural reliability

and the certitude attributed to the "mother" all attestto "the doctrine of 'one child, one genitor' (which) has been part
of the Western tradition for more than two thousand years" (Barnes 1973:35\.
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Shocked by the suddenness of the approach, Max was in a quandary. Jean would not discuss
anything to do with his genitor on the phone and he suspected that Jean had provided Yiorgos

with his personal details. He discussed the predicament with Janine. When Yiorgos rang him
at work a week later, Max told him he did not wish to "take the test ve!", preferring to establish

"a relationship, ... then we can see where it
between the two men since

goes from

there." There has been no contact

then. Max's experience echoes Strathern's point that "maternity

traditionally is'known'in different ways from paternity" (1993a: 138). Reflecting upon his
predicament, Max mused upon the irony of having met "both my biological parents", but being
frustrated at being denied "a decent relationship" with either of them.

Yiorgos' proposition and Max's dilemma are underpinned by particular cultural refractions of

"inheritance". A social and legal inheritance of property was conditional on the certification
inherent in "proof" concerning biogenetic inheritance. Even had Max elected to "have the

test", "being absolutely certain about paternity brings with it uncertainty about how best to
handle the information" (Strathern

1996c:48). Yet Yiorgos'and Max's

predicaments are

saturated with choices, decisions and dilemmas which pivot on dynamics of voluntarism in a

homologousmannertothatoutlinedbyBackettconcerningsocialfathering(1982). "Paternity"
here is embedded in a web of dynamic processes permeated by a politics of discretion.sT
Nowhere in Max's and Yiorgos' actions does the urgency, the primacy and the force of emotion
appear that are so frequently encountered in this field in relation to the maternal.

ln one respect, the kinds of

agency exercised

by Max and Yiorgos are immediate

and

apparently minimally guided by female agents or agency. Yet from another perspective, Max's
mother Jean does feature in the dynamics of choice. The speculation, suspicion and mistrust

which attached to Jean's ambiguous position concerning the identity of Max's genitor were
precisely those forces which impelled Yiorgos
science concerning "inheritance"

to

seek out and rely upon the certitude of

in multiple highly significant ways (Turnpenny &

Morton

1995; Kelly 1995). For Max as well as Yiorgos, Jean's trustworthiness was a site for
speculation, uncertainty and wondering.

ln this

situation, Jean's silences8 fuelled and

referentially problematised both the trajectory of action for Yiorgos and Max and the kinds of

57 The potency of the politics of discretion here extends and contextualises Strathern's notation that 'the procreative
act that established a father's biological relationship with the child thus existed in and as a social relationship with the

child's mother through sexual connection" (l99'l a: 33).
58 The sp".rlation over paternity in this instance is an illustration of Strathern's point that "lnsofar as sexual intercourse
symbolises the union of partners and makes that union necessary to the conception of children, Euro-Americans would
insist on their formal equivalence. But at the same time one parent is regarded as less dispensable than the other: the

onusforprovingthereisaunionfallsmoreheavilyonthewoman'sthantheman'sshoulders

(1997c:25n).
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agency which they displayed in the process. Moreover, her silence sharpened the partial and

flawed "completeness" which Max encountered at the climax of his search; a completeness
prompting reflections9 through ironies of imperfection. Yet Max's experiences raise broader
questions concerning the homogeneity of completeness as well as the dynamics of paternity.

What forms of "completeness" perta¡n to other agents in the field, not only as adoptees
searching for relatives, but for the variety of other agents who pursue wholeness in a myriad of
contexts and associated social forces?

COMPLETENESS

AND RELATEDNESS: RELATIONAL DYNAMICS OF WHOLE IDENTITIES

Questioning the relationship between completeness and relatedness may constitute an avenue

for exploring whether "completeness" is a homogeneous phenomenon for all agents in the

field, or whether substantially different forms of "completeness" can be detected in

the

ethnographic data.

A sense of completeness for adoptive parents, especially adoptive mothers, often follows the
allocation of a child. This applies to both local and intercountry adoptions. The completeness
described by adoptive parents (mothers)centres on allocation, rather than some point at which

the parents had "got to know" the

child.

Even in those instances where the adoptive parents

consider they felt complete having met the child "face To face", the emergence of a state of

completion occurs upon allocation, or meeting, in most instances. Brenda's description early
in this chapter is an excellent illustration of this phenomenon. The building of a relationship

with the child may take some time, varying from (from the adoptive parents' point of view)

a

few hours to months or years. With the sense of completeness for adoptive parents, relatedness
not only follows completeness, relatedness occurs

yþ

completeness.

This particular connection between relatedness and completeness does not occur for other
agents in the

field.

For adoptees and relinquishing mothers who experience a re-union60 of

some kind, completeness and relatedness are significant social phenomena, but they stand in

relation to one another in the inverse order from that of adoptive parents. The experience of

adoption re-unions is predicated upon the social potency assumed by the biogenetic
connection between the parties, mother-child, sister-sister

etc. ln re-unions, relatedness is

embodied in the biogenetic substance that is shared between agents (Modell 1997). Yet the
59 The pattern is reminiscent of Strathern's point that
as

" .., Euro-Americans frequently

present knowledge to themselves

though a condition were ¡ts own reflexivity: one knows things because one can reflect on why and how one knows'

(1995b:160).
60 Ar Mod"ll po¡nts out, search and re-union "reverses the process of relinquishment" (1986: 651; 19971.
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shared biogenetic substance is not homogeneously categorised, but forms a ranked series of
possibilities and hoped for outcomes. Through re-unions, relatedness not only exists prior to a
state of completeness, but relatedness leads to a state of completeness. Given the ranked series

of options which exists for participants in imagining or experiencing re-unions, the states of
completeness which ensue from re-unions follow the same ordered ranking as

possibilities comprising Hierarchy

of

Ceneticism

do

the

1 in the previous chapter. Multiple

hierarchical forms of completeness follow re-unions. By examining adoption re-unions, not

only is completeness seen to follow and occur through relatedness, but diverse states of
completeness also emerge (Strathern 1992a: 1O7).
The attainment of a state of completeness constitutes an example of reintegrative social process

(Turner 1987). Here various forms of reintegration pivot on and help reconstitute personal
identity for sole agents and couples. Yet such processes centring upon personal identity are
broadly homologouswith a phenomenon noted byTurner in relation to political upheavals and
realignments

in an African village; the phase and process of reintegration builds a cultural

entity which is akin to, but discernibly different from that which existed before the schism

occurred. The familiarity of the past provides a foundation and counterpoint for
strangeness

the

that characterises the "new" identity. At the same time, the "new" identity

becomes more and more familiar with an increasing strangeness which comes to belong to the

past. The experiences and processes of "schism" and subsequent "reintegration" are integral to
an adjustment of identity and an adjustment of relationships in the process. ln this thesis the
reintegrative adjustment of relationships is understood to be firmly the province of women.

The acuity of the experience of attaining completeness can be framed in terms outlined by
Turner, borrowing from Dewey,
... because the actual world ... is a combination

moment
1

of ... breaks and reunions ...

of passage from disturbance into harmony is that of

The

intensest /ife. (Turner

986:38, original emphasis).

The fact that the moment of passage is "naturally" associated with women and embodied by

them signifies the force that accompanies the perception of women in adoption and through
this matters of relatedness within kinship more generally. This force is not apparent in work by
Backett, Wearing or Stivens. The multiplicity of the vantage points

within this thesis enables

extrapolation to the notions which underpin and are embedded in a diverse range of kinshipcentred relatedness in contemporaryAustralian society. Thus while this thesis is significant in

the very manner in which adoption per se is understood, such as challenging the highly
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problematic, objectified "adoption triangle",6l at the same time it is directly relevant to a much
broader field than merely adoption.

The reintegrative courses of experience that accompany the achievement of completeness of
identity emphasise cohesion and a united quality. Completeness is therefore suggestive of the

unitary. While an emphasis on the unitary applies to individuals achieving completeness, for
couples62 whose completeness involves adopting

a child, the unitary is pre-eminent

and

powerful for their senses of identity not simply as a couple, but as a creative social unit. At the
same time as completeness indicates the unitary, completeness is fundamentally relational, in

the imagining, conception and experience of its attainment. This combination of the unitary
and the relational within the quest for and accomplishment of completeness suggests that while

"the individual" is certainly a unitary phenomenon, it is no less a social and a relational one (cf
Dumont 1992).
Relatedness has the capacity

to induce completeness and completeness the capacity to bring

about relatedness. ln this fashion completeness and relatedness articulate with one another in
contrasting ways. Yet there is another dynamic at work between completeness and relatedness.

Where adoptive parents, adoptee(s) or the wider adoptive family fear disruption by the
intrusion

of the relinquishing

contrasting

mother, completeness and relatedness feature, but

way. Here completeness

in

a

is in jeopardy of disaggregation by relatedness. The same

process occurs (and is feared) in the case of an adoptee approaching her

or his biological

mother who has kept secret the birth of her child from her spouse and other children. Such
approaches may come from sons or daughters, but given the perception that women are more

likely to search for their biological mothers than men, the agent who brings about

a

of completeness is typified as female. The spouse and other children of

a

disaggregation

relinquishing mother so approached would, of course, be likely to have had their sense of
completeness shattered not only by the adoptee but by the deceit of the mother as

adoptee is a woman, then

!p

well. lf the

women will be experienced as culpable for the breach of

completeness.

The hope of completeness for the relinquishing mother is framed as the anticipated fracture of
completeness for the adoptive parents or the adoptee.63 The fear of such schism in a state of
completeness arises primarily from two apprehensions. The first is a generalised distrust and
uneasiness, so that irrespective of the personal qualities or circumstances of the relinquishing

mother, any intrusion by her is feared because of the disruption she would

bring.

Those

61 Critiqued in the previous chapter.
62 As with Backett's "unique ... family unit" (Backett 1982:12).
63 The original act of relinquishment would be likely to constitute the fracture of completeness par excellence.
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adoptive parents and adoptees who dread an incursion by the relinquishing mother do

so

because of the knowledge she may possess about the child's genetic origins (Wegar 1997;

Wilkinson 1986). One woman in her mid thirties who had been adopted told me "people who
are adopted are sometimes the result of rape

or incest.64 That could be me, it could be

anyone. My life's fine, I don't want to know, thanks". Relatedness not

on

ly has the capacity to

breach completeness, it does so via the imagined possession of knowledge which is likely to be

perilous for the adoptee, adoptive parents and others in the adoptive family. The (anonymous)

relinquishing mother, cast as the custodian

of secret,

dangerous knowledge, becomes an

artifice of disaggregation. Such typifications of biological fathers were not encountered in

fieldwork and do not appear to be present in social science research on adoption. lt is the
biological mother who constitutes the focus of distress and foreboding. Matricentricity assumes
distinctive and dissimilar forms.

The possession of knowledge, whether secret, dangerous or otherwise, is intimately linked to

power. As Foucault notes
... the apparatus is essentially of a strategic nature, which means that it is a matter of a
certain manipulation of relations of forces, either developing them in a particular
direction, blocking them, stabilising them, utilising them etc. The apparatus is thus
always inscribed in a play of power, but it is also always linked to certain coordinates
of knowledge which issue from it but, to an equal degree, condition it. This is what
the apparatus consists in: strategies of relations of forces supporting, and supported by,
types of knowledge (Foucault 1980: 196; also Rabinow 1991; Hall 1997).

Here Bourdieu's field, "a relational configuration endowed with a specific gravity which it
imposes upon
(Bourdieu

all the objects and agents which enter it",

contains Foucault's apparatus

& Wacquant"1992:17, original emphasis). lf knowledge is intimately linked

to

power, then in the context of this thesis/ power is also intricately associated with the attainment

of completeness and with the quest itself. ln view of the specifically feminised field, this
dynamic places power firmly within the domain of women, and women within the domain of

power. As I explore below, this pairing of power with the feminine is expressed in a variety of
ways.

The capacity of relatedness through the relinquishing mother (and the knowledge she contains)

to dismember completeness is detectable in another way. As the dispositions embedded in the
Hierarchies

of Biogeneticism indicate, the biological mother-child relationship is valued

and

perceived as primary. The (biological) mother-child connection is paramount, either in terms
of positive value or its opposite. The position is encapsulated in an ofÊhand comment made by
64

Th"

*"yr

in which experiences and narratives concerning incest are encountered and positioned within the field are

discussed in Chapter Four.
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a male adoptee, aged about forty, at the end of a support group meeting one evening. As

a

small group chatted over coffee about the meeting that had just concluded, a woman described

the mother-child "bond" as "fundamental". The man replied "there's nothing like the motherchild bond, it's more basic than sex".65 Others agreed.
Women embody the possibility of both attaining states of completeness and of undoing such

states. Women are the agents of and vehicles for completeness being attained, undone,
reformed

or left disaggregated. As such agents, women are positioned not only as the

"custodians of kinship" (Stivens 1985:23), but as primary focal points in the entire range of

social processes and performances which go to the very core

of identity and

completeness,

integration and fracture. The hierarchy of states of completeness (including the ability to
progress

"rrp" the hierarchy) highlights how completeness is neither the end of the quest for

of perilous social

processes,

but states experienced as part of

undergoing the social processes and helping to constitute

them. ldentity, both in affirmation

participants, nor the end

and negation, pivots upon and is constituted through performative social processes, which are

often dramatic. Rather than perceiving identity as a fixed attribute or inert state that
discovered at the end

of a Quest, "ident¡ty" is constituted out of the social and

is

cultural

processes which characterise its very pursuit. This applies equally to sole agents and couples

who embark upon Quests. ln this way, it is agency that helps constitute identity, but not in

a

mechanical or unilinear manner. Rather, agency "works" on and through identity so as to
produce its own effects, limitations and capacities in the context of social processes and a field.

Bourdieu's agent

is thus implicated in and helps

constitute Turner's "performance",

"experience", "process and processual qualities" (Turner 1972, 1974, 1982, 1986, 1987;
Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992).

ECHOES OF A FEMINISED FIELD

Despite the pervasiveness and intractability of the feminised nature of the field of adoption and

kinship, this characteristic was not one which participants indicated consciousness

of.

The

opaqueness of this proclivity applies to those who work in the area of adoption as fully as it
does

to other participants. An example of this opaqueness is my participation in a meeting

with social workers and counsellors of the Adoption lnterest Group in the latter'part of
fieldwork. During the meeting I was asked for a summary of some of the factors which were
65 P"rhaps similar affirmations underpinned Strathern's observation regarding the "Warnock Committee's treatment of
surrogacy" in Britain; "it was the traditional wholeness and hence indissolubility of the mother-child bond that appears
to have been the principal sticking point ...' ('1996a: 56).
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emerging from fieldwork as significant. ln the ensuing discussion, I mentioned that the world

of adoption was one in which women seemed to assume primacy in many ways, including
very subtly. I was met with looks of skepticism and bemusement from the dozen or so women

in the room. I was the only male present. ln response to questions about how I could have
formed this opinion, when "after all, couples are involved

in preparation for adoption",

I

suggested the women look around the room, noting who was present, given a fairly typical
attendance at that meeting. I was met with silence and stunned gazes Íor some seconds before

one of the women replied "My Cod, you're right,

ljust

never thought of

it...". At

this point

there was general agreement about the observation, yet the agreement was matched by

a

bewilderment over how something "so obvious" could have passed unnoticed by those who

work in the area "all the time".66 lalso found that other participants did not seem to reflect
upon the feminised cast to the field of adoption and kinship.
The feminised posture of the field extended well beyond, but included, adoption matters. My
opportunities to observe discussions and behaviour concerning family squabbles, the purchase

of birthday presents for relatives and a plethora of other apparently mundane matters were
plentiful. This was particularly so in the weeks leading up to December when the delicacy of
making arrangements for Christmas would often spontaneously creep into conversations about

"family" and "relatives". lt was quite apparent across the range of couples, families and
individuals who filled my days and evenings of fieldwork that women took charge of, or were
assigned by default, various tasks linked with Christmas. This tendency applied irrespective of

employment status between spouses. This not only included decisions about presents (if not

their actual purchase), but managing the tensions, expectations and loyalties which spanned
the networks of kin. On the whole, women managed arrangements with their affines

as

well

as

their natal kin, including when the couple had no children. Sometimes women made it clear
that they were unhappy about this tendency. As one woman commented
about having to do all this, you know, but I suppose that's just the way it is

"I get pretÇ

...".

testy

lnvariably, the

woman would negotiate with both "her" family and "his" family concerning arrangements for
Christmas

Day.

Christmas were

Another woman considered that the responsibility for arrangements at

"too important and too fragile to leave to him (husband)".

responsibility for Christmas made satisfaction possible
events unfolded

d

if

events went

Feminine

well, or for blame if

ifferently.

This feminised attribute is consistent with some of Stivens'(1985) findings as well as Bell's
66 Not" that the broad group of professional counsellors, psychologists and social workers from which the Adoption
lnterest Group is drawn m¡ght characterise itself by its training and degree of skill in reflection, personal awareness and

abilitytoperceivepatternsandtrendsingroupsof humans. Theopaquenessisremarkableinviewofthisattribute.
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general thesis, but it extends both the magnitude of women's involvement in "kinship" matters
and the subtlety of their responsibility6T and power (D. Bell 1987). This acceptance by women

of "responsibility" also extends and problematises Backett's

(1

982) research, for it is not only

as

"mothers" that women display responsibility vis a vis kinship, but also as wives or partners.

Some girlfriends would "remember" birthdays and other significant events among their
boyfriend's family, and either buy a gift or "get him organised" so that he bought something
appropriate. Wives and girlfriends would also ensure family celebrations were attended, or at
least that invitations were replied

to.

These examples indicate asymmetries in the social life of

the marital dyad, tenacious asymmetries that contrast with the singularity of purpose required
of a duo embarking on a Quest for adoptive parenthood. Yet if such feminised responsibilities
pervade but surpass the boundaries of the field of adoption, how else might such orientations
to the social world be exercised or represented?

REPRESENTINC COMPLETENESS

This centrality of women

in relation to kinship and

media accounts, particularly

connectedness was reflected in various

of adoption but also of

women and their relationships.

Discussions of media accounts signalled that the pivotal position of women in adoption and
kinship was taken for granted and not reflected upon - with one qualification. Occasionally the
central position of women served as a focus for wry humour between women. An example of
this was a conversation between three women one morning as they prepared refreshments for

a

support group meeting. They discussed a story in that day's Adelaide Advertiser concerning

a

re-union between a thirty year old (adopted¡ man and his biological mother, who had travelled

from England. One woman commented to the others "... yes, but it was pretty obvious who'd
done all the work ... if it wasn't for his wife getting things done, it wouldn't have happened.

Typical!" Thewomensharedanamusedsmile, laugh,orroll oftheeyesinagreement.
Media reports concerning the field of adoption and kinship vary, yet they tend to cluster around
seven themes; matricentricity, speculation over paternity,6s re-unions (especially motherdaughter),

"triple" re-unions, Mothers'Day, the proliferation of coincidence and women as

manifestations of the uncanny. While each of these topics merits more detailed inquiry than

67 Ernst's (1990) line of inquiry verges on probing this area.
68 As Struthern notes in relation to surrogacy or the New Reproductive Technologies, "English law previously
recognised 'two possibilities as to who is the father of the child'whereas there was ever'only one possible "real"

mother. Now both motherhood, and fatherhood ... must be subject to the kind of practices of verification for which
fatherhood alone once stood' (1996a: 55, citing Wolfram 1987:20O).
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can be provided here, they are probed in this context in relation to the feminised field of
adoption on the one hand and the relations between matricentricity, identity and the feminised

field on the other hand. The examples cited below all derive from the print media, yet the
same patterns that the examples illustrate appear in a range of genres in television and radio.
Stories featuring or suggesting matricentricity are common in media accounts, but are presented

in terms which position women and mothers as "naturally" prime carers, agents of relatedness
and a focus for emotional experience. Apart from the regular appearance of stories about
women69 who relinquish children and their "natural" pain, such as "The Trauma of Giving Up
Baby" (Woman's Day 27 May 1985), examples abound of representations of mothers' centrality

in the universe of kinship.

Stories

of family hardship, tragedy or idiosyncrasy are

often

accompanied by a photograph of husband/father, wife/mother and, if relevant, child(ren). Yet
such stories persistently are written in terms of the interest of and impact upon the wife/mother.

Two examples over the "loss" of a baby by means other than relinquishment are illustrative.

With the headline "My 45 Minutes Of Terror" the Adelaide Advertiser (15 June

1994)

presented a front page story of a mother witnessing the abduction of her 16 month old son

while she paid a brief visit to a laundromat. The first sentence of the story compresses the
weight of the story: "Shelley Bromley lived every mother's worst nightmare yesterday someone stole her

baby". ln the story that followed, the mother's re-union with her baby

is

described, as is the "rushed taxi trip from the city" by the father. Photographs depict mother
embracing child at the point of re-union and, separately, father embracing child following his

"re-union" later. But this had been preceded by "police (having) rushed Ms Bromley

and

James'father for an emotional re-union". While mother, father and child are all participants on

the story, the focus of action, affect, sentiment and, most especially, agencv is very clearly the

mother. The father and the child are ancillary. The other significant aspect of this story is the
"coincidence" that the taxi driver who "rushed" the father to the scene actually located the
stolen car with the baby inside, having delivered the father

to mother. Coincidence, as

I

explore below, is a common attribute of stories around mothers, women and/or re-unions.

fhe Adelaide Advertiser's front page story titled "Mum's Trauma Over Baby-Swap Blunder"
(Adelaide Advertiser 30 November 1993), featured a New Zealand mother who had learned
she was not "the mother" during a patern¡ty suit against her boyfriend in which both were
genetically tested. The babies were found to have been "swapped at

birth". The report of the

mother being "... very upset and devastated... " is presented as altogether natural,T0 as is her
69 Stori", about 'relinquishing fathers" are rare.
70 Especially in view of the tendency of media accounts to invoke the term 'Mother Nature" (for example Ihe
Australian 12 January 1994, 'Mother Nature Raped By Doctors of Macabre").
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concern for the family of the baby she now realises is "hers". The interest of the (disputed)
father is reported in terms of his refusal to pay maintenance, "... saying he was not the father".

ln this field, the potency of matricentricity is such that mothers typically uncannily "know"
about their child (and relatedness matters more generally) more than any other members of

society. They are therefore more vulnerable to the effects of "baby-swap blunders" and the
"rerror" of abduction.
These two examples indicate how matricentricity can be pervasive, insidious and subtle

in

a

variety of contexts. Clearly, the significance of matricentricity in this thesis is closely associated

with

completeness

in

agents'

lives. This finding

contradicts

the consistent pairing of

matricentricity with incompleteness of one kind or another through the absence or passivity of
a male, across a range of ethnographic contexts (Hannerz 1969,1974; Conzalez'1984; Dennis

& Erdos 1992).
Matricentricity can be very powerful in a variety of ways, especially with ancillary chains of
linkages. An illustration of this phenomenon

is detectable

in media accounts of the speculative

nature of paternity, in which paternity may assume the focus, as with Max's example described

above, but maternity is summoned in terms of effect and counterpoint.

It is not uncommon for the

Australian media

to report disputed or

especially in connection with celebrities. This inclination applies

well

as Australian

ambiguous paternity,

to international figures as

ones. An example is the title "Actress's daughter says Sinatra is her father"

(The Australian 17 August 1994). The claimant is reported as "wanting no money from my
father", but to meet him, "to fill a void in my

life".

Apart from the intrigue over whether the

woman's mother did indeed have a "ring-a-ding fling" with the celebrity, two aspects of the
article are pertinent here. Not only is paternity a matter of fundamental speculation, but the
desire of the woman

to meet her "alleged dad" is embedded in a cast of suspicion

speculation over her intentions. Doubt over her intentions

is

and

intensified though the

introduction of the sinister, concerning a possible " aÍÍair" whilst the mother was "still married".
Another example with equally speculative and sinister strands concerns the paternity attributed

to a local soldier, now deceased, of a woman who had been adopted. The soldier's mother,
who had been contacted by a government department, was reported as saying
... I was shattered, overjoyed, incoherent and asking myself 'how could a part of
Robert be living without me knowing?
The next day, Mrs Shortt met with her supposed grand-daughter. The initial emotional
response was later followed by suspicion and serious doubt. 'l had a feeling inside me
this was not right and I made inquiries the next day how they had determined
parentage'. (Sunday Mail 6 November 1994).
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Speculations over paternity underline the point that the biological mother alone knows and can

"know" paternity. The exclusivity of genealogical knowledge becomes a locus of intrigue

and

suspicion through the concomitant secrecy. But the exclusivity of knowledge about paternity

also indicates how women's knowledge is associated with power, and men's ignorance
linked

to powerlessness. Feminine power can

quintessentially embodied

assume malevolent

or

redemptive forms,

in the actions of women across the entire adoption field.

women-power-knowledge nexus contributes

to the

is

archetypical quality

of

The

matricentricity

within the field.
While the preceding articles position the mother as the centre of the kinship universe, they
particularly feature mothers and daughters. As matrifocality and its attendant notions of
naturalness and emotional richness

fill such articles,

so a shared proclivity between mother and

is made plain also. While many articles depict the mother

as

embodying connectedness, in stories of mother-daughter re-unions, each is described

as

daughter

for

relatedness

longing for the other. The front page example of the Cambodian daughter who was re-united

with her mother in Adelaide after 15 years is apt. The daughter, who arrived in Adelaide as

a

refugee in the early 1980's "... prayed every day that I would find her... she was always in my

mind" (Adelaide Advertiser 29 April 1994). Moreover, " after 10 years of searching, Sathvay's
relatives (in Cambodia) contacted her to say the search had failed. 'They were telling me she
was dead. I didn't believe them."'

Re-unions between mothers and daughters transgress the temporal and the social. When the

"long lost mother comes to life" the daughter is acting
herself, but bring a mother

as an agent

"tolife" simultaneously. ln so doing

who can re-liven not only

she redeemsTl The" loss" for

herself and her mother, highlighting fate and simultaneously enchantin g72 the entire process.

The endurance and strength that exude from media accounts of mother-daughter re-unions

is

also prominent in the lives of participants. Laura "hitthe jackpot" by being re-united w¡th her

biological father

as

well as her biological mother

(as discussed

in Chapter Two). The two had

married after her relinquishment. Laura related how she

... ended up telling Marilyn (biological mother) more than Mick (biological father),
because he would have taken it harder than her ... I told Marilyn evervthins about my
adoptive familyT3 ... Mick would have felt guilty about it, ... Marilyn could handle it ...
71

Th"

r"r"

pattern is notable in media reports of women who "give" their husband a baby

"late' in life. Often

such

woman. The result that the man is
"reborn",especiallywhenthemanisalocal celebrity(SundayMail lïJanuary1995). Theseinstancesinthemedia
representations feature a second marriage for the man, who is older than the

are homologous with the marital trajectories of couples (involving individuals married for the second or third time) who

seektoextendtheirexistingfamilythrough¡ntercountryadoption. lnbothtypifications,theuniquenessofthemarital
union finds "expression", and therefore completeness, in biogenetic or social "offspring" (Schneider 1968).
72 " At iÍ absolute enchantment ... were our only defenses against uncanny strangeness ... ' (Kristeva 199'l : 187-188).
73 Her adoptive history included much unhappiness.
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Longing, endurance, "knowing" and relatedness meld in the territory of the feminine, most
centrally as in and through mothers, but also in and through daughters. The feminised field

and matricentricity thus assume mutually affirming postures. This interplay between
matricentricity and the feminised field not only challenges the limitations of both Wearing's

"ideology" (1984) and Stivens"'custodians" (1985), it also sets

Ernst's research on Australian

women as intermediariesT4 between their husbands and their children in a richer, broader and
more problematic perspective (1990; also R. Bell 1973). Simpson's research on divorce in

Britain also indicates the contextual imperatíve of understanding precisely how women
mediate between men and children in certain milieux in which relatedness and relationships
are ambiguous (Simpson et a/ 1995). That the positioning of women as intermediaries between

children and fathers might not be peculiar to Australia is suggested by Cutmann's point that
Stack's (1974) study of African-American women found that men's roles as fathers primarily

depended not on their relations with the children but rather "on the men's ongoing relations

with the children's mothers" (1997a:392).
While media representations of re-unions between relatives are common, certain re-unions are
reported

in a particularly dramatic way. This concerns not only the re-union of

(adopted)

daughter with both biological mother and biological father, but the simultaneous re-union
between the biological parents. One example, titled "Love story with a happy ending" begins
When Caroline Wyatt began her search for the parents she never knew, she could not
have dreamed it would help them fall in love all over again. But in a remarkable threeway love story, the trio separated for more than 20 years have been re-united again in
England (Adelaide Advertiser 1 5 November 1993).

Whilst occurring in London, the article is suggestive of universality. The adoptee searching is a

woman. She had " ... Íelt the need to search for her natural mother when her adoptive mother

died." The adoptee
located is

"...

searches

stunned

for and finds her mother first. The father who is eventually

to discover a daughter he had no idea existed". Both mother

and

daughter had longed for contact. The daughter is credited with achieving re-union not only

with her biological mother and her biological father, but with achieving their re-union

-

literally, a revisiting of the union which created the daughter in the first place. Mother and
father, it announced, would marry,75 in Australia, on their daughter's birthday "... in a symbolic

tribute to the daughter responsible for their rekindled love".
74

Ok ly't discussion of the Cypsy woman as mediator in cenain contexts is also pertinent (1983).
75 This establ¡shes a resonance with another type of re-union - marriage, such as "Re-united with his bride after 5o
years" (Adelaide Advertise¡ 29 lanuary 1994). The emphasis on union and unity is common to other types of re-union
as well as this one.
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The fantastic property of

"triple" re-unions is linked to the pivotal positions assumed by women

in searching and re-uniting. The male in the scenario, while common to both women,

is

brought into the picture not only subsequent to the search, but his knowledge of his daughter's
existence only occurs through the actions of the two

women. The daughter discloses

and

discovers the enchanting capacity to rekindle her parents' love and celebrate their wedding on

her birthday (underlining the extra-mundane moment of a rite de passage\, at which there were
"shrieks of disbelief and happiness".
The resonance between reports of adoption re-unions and marriage re-unions is apposite, since

it reaffirms and extends the homologies noted earlier in this chapter. Further, the situation

is

Two.

ln

another instance of broad cultural representation of "the triangle" discussed in Chapter

this case, the triangle appears as a matched pair of opposites (mother-father) which embraces
unity through the pair's connecting character (biological parenthood). The mediating position
is occupied by their

"child", a woman. Not only one re-union, but four ensue, mother-child,

father-child, man-woman and parents-offspring.76

Mother-daughter re-unions assume another valency of significance when placed within the

realm of

a potent topic of media attention, Mothers' D^y.77 The quantity, detail

perspective entailed

and

in the media attention to Mothers'Day substantially overshadow that

assigned to Fathers'Day. Of particular importance here is the attention given to the "miracles"

which are embodied in those babies born around or on Mothers'Day, such as "Early Arrivals
Make their Mother's Day" (Adelaide Advertiser 15 May 1995), "Mothers' Day Miracles"
(Adetaide Advertiser 13 May 1995) and "Mum's little giftsTB arrive two by two" in which the
mother of six children reports "... mothering is my life ...

"

(Adelaide Advertiser 13 May 1995).

There is an overlap between the weight of mother-daughter re-unions on the one hand and

Mothers'Day on the other hand, in a re-union headlined by "Fate steps in to find mystery
mum" (Adelaide Advertiser 7 May 1994). The temporal proximity of events, publication and
Mothers' Day is significant. ln the article, a 33 year old adopted woman constitutes "the
perfect Mothers' Day present". The article refers to the incredible number of coincidences in

the chain of events: "lt was haunting", Debbie said, "there were just so many coincidences".
Such coincidences included:

... a chance conversation with a private detective... (a radio station was enlisted to
help, which) broadcast a message, calling for anyone who knew Joy's (biological
76 ln th¡s context the un¡tary nature of the marital duo is exemplified.

77 Aßo detectable at Christmas, such

as

the article titled "A happy Christmas is two perfect Bifts" (Adelaide Advertiser

26 December 1994)

TBOth"rmediareportsnotonlyrefertoababyasa'gift',but'thegreatestgiftof all",asinareportof abrouhaha
following a surrogacy agreement between an Adelaide couple and their "infertile" friends. The "fertile' couple
decided to give their friends " the greatest gift of all' (Adelaide Advettiser 21 May 1 998).
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mother) whereabouts to contact 5 AD. Her brother, Neil ... just happened to be
listening to the radio at the time ... Debbie then discovered that Neil (uncle) had laid
the gaspipes at her daughter's school and that she had walked past him day after day
without knowing who he was. lronically, Neil had noticed her, telling his wife he had
seen a woman who looked exactly like his sister.79 Debbie has since contacted her
mother in England and located an uncle in the United States, an aunt in Melbourne,
and her biological grandparents - who live across the road from Neil. ... There has
been many a Mothers' Day when I have shed a tear because I couldn't find my mother

The atmosphere that permeates particular articles around Mothers' Day is a combination of
sentimentality and the miraculous. The joy and wonder of motherhood (itself a "miracle")

is

paired with the emotional moment of Mothers' Day. The result of this pairing is a construction

of motherhood as a creative but exclusive state. Miracles on Mothers' Day connect

the

pervasiveness of matricentricity with a more generalised feminised field of relatedness, which
includes the possibiliw of motherhood as both a form of union and a dream.

The mother-daughter re-union effected on or around Mothers' Day is both the occasion of and
the possibility of a chain of coincidence. Both the individual coincidences and the remarkable

chain they form suggest not only "fate" but also the uncanny.

lt is no coincidence that the

story involves mother and daughter.So The uncanny nature of the process saturates/ and

is

saturated by, the feminine. The uncanny constitutes both the enabling of the female agent of

searching and the "extra" discoveries she makes over and above her "natural" mother.
Matricentricity guides the search, and gains extra potency from its location within a feminised
field.
Apart from the emotional force of an adopted daughter finding her biological mother, the prime

factor in the article is coincidence, understandable as "fate". ln addition to the "haunting"
quality of the number of coincidences, it is the incredible "chain of events" which enables
each and every coincidence to assume a weight far greater, far more incredible, than it alone.
Each coincidence merits inclusion in the article on its own merits, yet each coincidence also

gains part of its attributive potency from the chain of which it is part. Whereas an aggregation

of coincidences around a particular individual serves to render the circumstances "weird" and

"uncanny", an aggregation of coincidences across many individuals is constitutive of the

natural. Hence the

comments offered

on

numerous occasions

counsellors: "it's amazing, when you work in the area, you find

by social workers

and

it all the time". What

is

79 The significance and weight of physiognomic similarity and contrast in this field are explored in the next chapter.
80 Mother-son re-un ions, such as Adelaide Advertiser 1 I October 1994, may deploy the analogy of a dream, but the

notionoftheuncannyintermsofachainofastoundingcoincidencesisnotcommunicated.

Father-sonre-unionsare

not common in the media.
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uncanny on the individual level becomes remarkable yet natural in the context of a field.
Civen the prominence and centrality of women in the field of adoption, identity and kinship,
this "naturalness" invokes women. Women generally, and mothers archetypically, thus inhabit

and constitute an enchanted domain. The co-presence of coincidences within a firmly
feminised field enables the closely connected notions of fate, destiny, enchantment and the
uncanny to not only be attached to, but to be constituted by and constitutive of, women and

their relation to others in media representations. This pattern bears striking resemblance to the
pattern detected by Favret-Saada in the Bocage, where
ordinary misfortunes are accepted as a 'one-off' ... an onslaught by witchcraft, on the
other hand, gives a pattern to misfortunes which are repeated ... in succession ... every
time some misfortune occurs: always unexpected, always inexplicable (Favret-Saada

1980:8).

ln this context, fate incorporates both fortune and misfortune. The chaining of single events

the crucial element in both versions of fate.

I

explore these phenomena

in

is

broader

ethnographic and theoretical context in Chapter Five.
The prominence of coincidence leads to a further theme of media representations. This is the

extent to which coincidence itself is coincidental. The incidence of coincidence as

a

phenomenon conveys a very particular aura of the field of adoption and connectedness within

kinship. This is an aura of enchantment, fate, destiny and the uncanny. The uncanny

is

strongly suggested by the "haunting" mood of stories such as Debbie's, yet the presence of
enchantment is also conveyed quite consistently through the invocation of the analogy of

dreams. The realm of the dream, the imagined, enchants the strain of the quest. Media
accounts reveal experiences that are beyond articulation. As Hall notes, the meanings of
representations "mobilize powerful feelings and emotions, of both a positive and negative kind.

...

they sometimes call our very identities into question" ('l,997:10). "Re-union dream comes

true" heralds the re-union of a brother and sister after 71 years apart, in which the woman
quoted as saying "it's like a dream

- words cannot

describe what

is

l'm feeling" (Adelaide

Advertiser 11 June 1994).

Similarly, in an article titled "Tears at a mother and child re-union", a son reports

" 'lt still feels

like a bit of a dream ... it has been quite a bit of a jigsawsl and finally I have found all the

pieces'...

(he) didn't begin the search for his natural mother until his adopted mother died

about two years ago

...".

Coincidentally, "the first of 30 telephone numbers he planned to try

81 lnadditiontobeingencounteredindiscoursebyagentsandmediarepresentations,themetaphororthejigsawis
also found in social science research on adoption, usually without being problematised. For example, Triseliotis
discusses "the jigsaw puzzle of identity formation" (1991a: 38).
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was hers ..." (Adelaide Advertiser 18 October 1994). "Dreams" prevail in the quest for
parenthood, such as "They doubled a dream", concerning the birth of twins to a couple who

had been "Irying" for fifteen years (Sunday Mail 12 February 1995). The story invites the
reader

to imagine the unthinkable. "Dreams" can not only be realised, but can be multiplied.

The unthinkable is thus not only imaginable but accessible. We can indeed be "tempted by

the impossible" (Favret-Saada 1980: 39). ln Chapter Five the "unthinkable" is investigated in
conjunction with other temporal realms.
Coincidences are not only common in media representations, they occur frequently across the

adoption

field.

Coincidence takes many forms, from the sharing

of

names

by

re-united

biological siblings,B2 sharing of identical or close birthdays or wedding anniversaries, to the
coincidence of place such as an adoptee being inexplicably drawn to working in a particular
location, only to find that her or his biological mother had been born or lived there.83 Agents
describing such events or sequences of events spontaneously discuss the uncanny. Common

epithets for this phenomenon are "really weird", "amazing", "spooky" and "uncanny".
lrrespective of the form

of

completeness attained, completeness is often enabled by, and

experienced through, the uncanny.sa The uncanny is significant here in its cohabitation with
completeness and the capacity of women to render themselves and others either complete or

disaggregated. For agents, the uncanny is beyond understanding yet irresistible. The force
ascribed to the uncanny stems from its affinity with the natural, through fate or destiny. Fate

and destiny provide a conceptual site of encounter between the super-natural and the
mundane. What is "natural" is beyond the will or resistance of individual action, but the
natural simultaneously impels the individual to certain courses of action. The uncanny

is

indicative of the natural and the extra-ordinary quality of the uncanny helps constitute the

natural. As it is women who primarily both make and undo completeness in themselves and
others, so the human-made (the social, the mundane) is surpassed by the "natural".

Here the power that is intertwined with knowledge finds a consistent point of articulation
through the feminine. As women contain and embody knowledge, as well as regulating it,

so

women are associated with power. This power often assumes extremities of form, being cast as
B2

on" example involved sisters named Christy and Christine.
83 Matthews' autobiography includes an account of locating the address in Sydney where his biological mother had
lived: "to my utter amazement, 22 Park Avenue was next door to where my colleague's boyfriend had lived. I couldn't
begin to count how many times l'd stood directly out front, helping her unload her bags from the boot ofthe car. The
coincidence was extraordinary. The only address in western Sydney l'd ever visited, and my mother, if Colette Darcy
was indeed my mother, had lived next door while I grew inside her... Colette simply had to be the person I was after.
Fate was drawing us together." (1 996: 1 14).
S4Physiognomic dimensions of the uncanny are addressed in Chapter Four and the temporal dimensions of the profile

of the uncanny are explored in Chapter Five.
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a superlative gift or a sinisterBs menace in the hands of

women. Such a nexus between women

and power has the potential to either challenge or corroborate Connell's argument for
"hegemonic masculinity and emphasised femininity" (Connell 1987:183; also Hall 1997). The
association of women and (malevolent) power also suggests that the "fears on the part of men

toward women" evident in Freud's writings might not only be contemporarily applicable in
Australia, but also that such fears are not restricted to men (Chodorow 1994:70).

All forms of adoption re-union between biological relatives exhibittheforce of the natural over
the social orthe mundane/ as represented in the adoptive family. Forthose "infertile" couples

who achieve completeness by adoption, the afflictions of "nature" are overcome86 by

a

manner of the social. A reliance upon and veneration of the social is intensified by the point
that many "infertile" couples who come to pursue adoption have "'unexplained'infertility... it
is a symptom, not a diagnosis"; the failure of science and technology provides a foundation for

the social (Price 1993:22). Yet the social process of adopting a child is often depicted as being

impelled by the natural, especially in relation to the woman. Couples selecting adoption,
having pursued other avenues, commonly report a powerful sense of the uncanny over
"eventually choosing adoption", believing "it was meant to be all along". Here the uncanny
very firmly accompanies fate or destiny for agents.
Those working

in the field are well aware of the proliferation of the uncanny in adoption

matters. lndeed, awareness of this "fact" is often associated as an indication of "knowing" the
area of adoptions, as captured in the comment "you find

it all the time". Yet

despite this

awareness/ neither workers nor other agents seemed conscious of, or reflected upon, what such

prolific uncanniness might mean.
The field of adoption can therefore be characterised by the contours of two features;

an

inclination to the feminine and the proliferation of the uncanny. How is the co-occurrence of
these two potent features of the field to be managed ethnographically?

ENCOUNTERINC THE

U

NCANNY

The key to the feminised quality of the field and the profusion of the uncanny is the notion of

habitus. Before exploring exactly how habitus is the key to this association, some attributes of
habitus require elaboration.
85 Thi, p"rsp".tive explores the unproblematised link between women as relinquishing mothers and "the 'evil'of the
past" mentioned by Modell (1986: 659).
86 lt is oft"n, but not always, the woman who is the "driving force" in the pursuit of adoption, both in practice and in
discourse ìn adoption-oriented organ isations.
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Bourdieu's habitus provides

a means of

comprehending the concurrence

in

patterns of

inclination of humans towards the world; "... it alone allows us to take into account, and to
account for, the constancy of dispositions, tastes, preferences ..." (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:

131).

These dispositions

by agents are not mere mechanical repertoires of behaviour or

actions, but rather bearings towards the world at large. Habitus is shaped by broader structural
factors and also by the actions and interactions of agents.

lt

is thus outside of yet encompasses

structural factors in society and the minutiae of intersubjectivity between individuals. Habitus

"... is an open system of dispositions that is constantly subjected to experiences, and therefore
constantly affected by them in a way that either reinforces or modifies its structures" (Bourdieu
& Wacquant 1992: 133, original emphasis). Here I pay particular attention to the point that the
dispositions are "constantly subjected to experiences". Prior experience is a basis of habitus,

while ongoing experience provides the possibility of repetitive adjustments to the habitus. lt

is

experience (both prior and ongoing) that provides habitus with not only its reach across the
broad scale and the minute but also with its constant reinforcement or modification, however
slight, according to agents'experiences (Bourdieu 1990b). Turner's "experience" (1986) aligns

with Bourdieu's habitus (1992) through the dialectics of agency. Through the

incessant

interplay between habitus and experience, habitus is "the social embodied" (Bourdieu &
Wacquant

1992:133). Habitus is therefore characterised by being neither fully closed

or

insulated from experience nor fully open to or subject to the whim of experience. Rather, there

"follows an inevitable priority of originary experiences and consequently a relative closure of
the system of dispositions that constitute habitus" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 133, original
emphasis).

ln this field, habitus provides a key to the potential disjuncture between the multiplicity of
agents' subjective experiences vis a vis adoption on the one hand and the objectified, static

notion of the "adoption triangle" on the other hand. Habitus provides a means of ethnographic
and conceptual transcendence of both the objectified and the partiality or idiosyncrasy of the
subjective.
Habitus, according to Bourdieu, enables agents to react to all manner of circumstance or event,

to produce strategies or tactics in the face of unpredictability. ln this sense, habitus is
... the strategy-generating principle enabling agents to cope with unforeseen and everchanging situations ... a system of lasting and transposable dispositions which,
integrating past experiences, functions at every moment as a matrix of perceptions,
appreciations and actions and makes possible the achievement of infinitely diversified
tasks (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 18).

Like the field and the agent, habitus is " relational",

in that each functions and is
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comprehensible in terms of mutual co-reference. Habitus and field, in particular, "designate
bundles of relations" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:16, original emphasis).

Yet habitus is far from simply a set of orientations or beliefs at a conscious level. Rather,
habitus tends to function at a level beneath immediate awareness, but in a way that enables,

but is not restricted to, deliberate decisions and courses of action. Habitus is the shaper of
decisions towards courses of action rather than the decisions themselves. The importance of
habitus does not preclude the "strategic calculation of costs and benefits", but such "strategic

calculation"

will "carry out at a conscious level the

operations that habitus carries out

own way" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 131). At the same time, as Simpson

in

its

notes,

emotionally wrenching milieux such as divorce (and various circumstances connected with
adoption) can prompt reflexivity to the extent that "structures and values are made conscious
and explicit" (1994: 835).

Yet the generativity, rather than the determinative quality of habitus means that the same
habitus

will, and indeed must, result in "different, even opposite, outcomes" (Bourdieu

&

Wacquant 1992:135). This feature of habitus is a crucial one in the context of the field of
adoption, given the array of divergent interests and the conflictual or ambiguous nature of the
entire

field.

Thus the same habitus produces the inclination or desire to search for relatives,

and also trenchant opposition to the idea of searching. Similarly, the same habitus that moves

women to initiate or push for certain actions in relation to adoption, whether for themselves or
for another,sT also provides women with the inertia to assume a leading position in discussing
items relating to relatives, not only of their own, but also of their husband.
The same habitus, of course, moves men to be implicated in such taken-for-granted courses of

action, experience and interest. Despite being moved by the same habitus, men and women
assume different kinds of agency and thus help constitute the field differently. Men's and

women's agencies are equally involved and equally important in the constitution of the field,
but contrasting orientations are implicated. This contrasting agency is important in two ways.
First, male becomes complementary to female. The primacy of the "female" in the field

is

elementary in this. Men's agency is therefore constructed on the premise of women's agency,
but the inverse is not so. This position contrasts with separate findings by Wearing (1984) and

Badinter (1981), which feature women's position as being defined

in terms of

being

complementary, supplementary or subsidiary to men's position. Second, the pairing of the
uncanny with the feminised orientation of the field helps explain how women's agency

is

perceived as more potent, more mysterious and less accessible than men's. Women are partial
8z Eith"l. male or female.
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to completeness. Men are partial to women's partiality to completeness.
Experience assumes a central position in the dynamics of habitus. Experience often tends to

affirm habitus rather than transform

it.

Habitus is oriented to and orients experience. Habitus

and experience are therefore relationally implicated. Wacquant (1992) notes an affinity
between Bourdieu and Dewey, who also influenced Turner's later work (1986, "t987);
Dewey ... writes ... 'through habits formed in intercourse with the world, we also inhabit the world. lt becomes a home, and the home is part of our every experience.'
His definition of 'mind'as'the active and eager background which lies in wait and
engages whatever comes its way' has obvious kinship with Bourdieu's habitus
(Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:122).

ln the field of adoption the uncanny is a phenomenon of which agents are aware/ yet it is not
subject

to "strategic calculation". The field of adoption is also characterised by a distinctly

feminised cast, but agents are not conscious of this leaning, nor is

it

subject

to

"strategic

calculation". Habitus, because of its "open system of dispositions", allows for an orienting but
unreflected upon interplay between the uncanny and the feminised quality of the field, for all
agents, across a wide range of adoption circumstances (Bourdieu

Habitus enables the explanation

of how

patterns

& Wacquant 1992:

of action are "durable but not

133).

eternal"

(Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 133). Because the uncanny and the feminised quality of the field
are both encapsulated in habitus, both aspects are tinged with familiarity, but only to the extent

that an orientation persists.

The habitus does not only provide a conjunctive valency for the uncanny and the feminised
cast of the

field.

By virtue of their copresence within not only the field but

feminised and the uncanny become associated, but not consciously

within habitus, the

so. The coincidence of

these two characteristics is particularly marked within powerful experiences such as allocation,

re-union, or the discovery of one's adoption. Experience thus emphasises the "natural" flavour
of their association.

The proliferation of coincidence and its association with the uncanny have been important
elements

in

mapping the dimensions

of how

agents attain completeness

in one form

or

another. Yet the importance of coincidence is not restricted to the processes and domains
outlined in this chapter. Coincidence in adoption is expressed and constructed in other ways

and at other sites. One of the sites for the expression, not only of coincidence, but also
similarity and difference, familiarity and strangeness, is the body itself. lt is to the body and

its

constitution as a locus of relatedness that attention is directed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPARTING THE EMBODIED

Narcissus had a twin sister with whom he fell in love, and when she died, he went to a pool,
saw his reflection, and imagined that he saw not his own image but that of his sister

(Zimmerman 1964:172).

Rosalie

... the second day in the afternoon we went for a swim at the swimming pool 'cos at
that time he had applied for university entry as a mature age student to be a Phys. Ed.
teacher, and he's very good at sport, like his biological father, so we went to the pool
and that was an interesting experience 'cos it was the body again, identification
through the body, so... lwas very aware that lwas dealing with him as a physical
person and because he was this young man and all the taboos around me as his
biological mother and me as an older woman in contact with this young man ... it was
... a challenge! And we did it by just mucking around in the pool, sort of swimming
races, testing strength, that type of thing, and then we went to the sauna and that was
an interesting experience 'cos we were both sitting there in our swimming costumes,
and he said 'we might as well find out what it's all about' and started from my feet and
his feet, comparing the different physical parts; I don't know what other people in the
sauna made of this, it was absolutely crowded, and once again what I noticed was both
of us - I noticed 'cos it's not what my partner is like - we were both totally in tune there
with each other, totally shutting out the rest of the world, which is very unusual with
people... so I think we got up to about the waist in the sauna and then we went to the
spa pool and finished off the comparison ... basically we had the same eyes ... our
faces have very similar structures ... one photo of me at the same age as him, it's quite
extraordinary the likeness, even the look in our eyes, the way we held our heads and
that sort of thing, and like there's'18 years difference and that difference is probably
very significant at this stage in our lives, but there's the recognisable physical aspects,
which was very important to us to recognise. He said when he met his biological
father there wasn't much that was recognisable in him - that's not true now, but with
the initial meeting he hadn't seen the physical resemblances so strongly but with me he
saw lots and a couple of days later I picked up his hand and looked at it and he said to
me when I held his hand like that it made him realise how similar our hands were, so
he was tuning in to similarities as well as differences as a way of lguess identification
... the other thing is he looks very ... he's a very striking looking young man, and he
grew up in a family where he didn't look anything like them and he actually worried
about his racial background, one of his questions to me in the early days was 'was he
part Aboriginal' 'cos he has olive skin, which is from my family, so the physical thing
had been a sort of negative thing in his life in the lack of relationships ...

Rosalie, re-united with her biological son the previous year, spoke with fervour about the ways

in which "shared" physicality both encapsulates and reflects certain aspects of relatedness. For
Rosalie, the "discovery" of comparable body parts signalled the presence of intricate strands of
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relatedness. Shared body parts are Rosalie's experience and evidence of shared substance.l
The significance of physiognomy in agents' lives is confined neither to Rosalie and her son/ nor

to relinquishing mothers achieving re-unions. As I explore in this chapter, the body inhabits
numerous realms of significance in the field of adoption in a variety of ways.
This chapter explores the ethnographic intersection of two domains; "the body" as cultural and

encultured terrain and conceptualisations

of

relatedness through Western

critically, the intersection of these two domains involves

kinship.

a range of dynamic

Most

processes

concerning identity. Research around these topics has varied from extensive to minimal, but

the point at which the two meet has neither received attention nor been signalled as
problematic. These lacunae are especially noteworthy in view of the breadth and depth of
consideration which "the body" has attracted

in recent

years, across a variety

of

contexts

(Martin 1997;8. S. Turner 1984,'1991,1992; Sargent & Johnson 1996; Bermudez et al 1995;
Featherstone 1991; Bourdieu 1984; Hastrup 1995b; Crapanzano 1990; Lock & Scheper-Hughes

1996; Deutsch 1993; Dissanayake 1993; Lash 1991; Kasulis 1993; Lock 1993a,1993b). The
paucity of research at the intersection of these two topics is particularly notable in view of the
implications of the point that "the body... can no longer be considered as a brute fact of
nature" (Csordas 1994:1; also Connell 1995). The force of Csordas' perspective is multiplied

by when considered in the context of Sahlins' notion of "cultural

logic"

.

From Sahlins'

perspective, "the action of nature unfolds in the terms of culture, that is, in a form no longer its

own butembodied as meaning" (Sahlins 1976:2O9). Sahlins'point raises a range of questions
about the ways in which the corporeal is culturally constituted and signified. Within the
context of the field of adoption and kinship, how does the corporeal articulate with relatedness?

How is this point of articulation implicated in concepts processes and experiences around
identity? The initial key to these questions lies in Schneider's concept of "shared substance"
(1s68).

Schneider's appraisal of American kinship pivots on the cultural potency of shared biogenetic
substance (Schneider 196S). Yet questions about precisely how shared substance is manifested

or made visible have rarely been posed in the thirty years since his account appeared, either
ethnographically

or

theoretically (see Strathern 1991a:

27, 1992b: B0). Following the

significance of the biogenetic in this field that was elaborated in Chapter Two, this chapter
addresses the modes through

1

which profiles of the biogenetic finds expression and meaning for

Thereby perhaps constituting a different invocation of Strathern's 'geneticisation of identity"

(1

993b: 98)
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identity and relatedness for the agents concerned. This chapter addresses questions about how
shared substance is manifested by exploring the mutually constitutive relationship between
shared substance and the

body. This relationship is but one of

several

in thís field which

feature "part-whole" patterns. The relationship between shared biogenetic substance and the

body in turn helps to inform several critical social phenomena; the potency of the corporeal in
various realms of identity, the individual and the couple as the elementary units within Western
relatedness and kinship and broader connections between notions

of identity, relatedness

and

kinsh ip.

lnitially lexamine how certain aspects of bodily configuration are important in that precious
ethnographic moment in which strangers catch a glimpse of the longed-for other, both in
adoption re-unions and adoption allocations. The dynamics of this moment of apprehensíon
raise a variety of broader issues concerning the body and relatedness, which are then explored

through an analysis of the bodily senses and their strategic deployment in the constitution of
relatedness, including via photographs. Notions of body-centred relatedness incline and are

inclined by social action in the field of adoption in a variety of ways, which leads to a series of
questions about how the body constitutes and is constituted by various juxtapositions of

familiarity and strangeness. The capacity of the body

to

make the tensions between

separateness and attachment2 visible but manageable emerges as crucial.

STRANCE .... FAMILIAR TOO: DIMENSIONS OF IDENTITY lN RE-UNIONS

ln certain adoption-centred practices, the precise point at which particular agents meet,

and

particularly that moment in which they first catch sight of each other, is a most significant one.
ln the next two sections these moments of confrontation will be explored in two ethnographic
contexts; adoption re-unions and adoption allocations.

A

re-union between biological relatives is

a critical point in a

peril-ridden quest for

completeness. This section begins by examining re-unions between biological mother and

"child".

The mother-child re-union is the epitome of all re-unions, although reunions involve

other kin as

well.

Mother-child re-unions represent "re-union" (the recurrence

of

the

elementary physical union) in its most intense form. As Barthes notes
Now Freud says of the maternal body that 'there is no other place of which one can say
with so much certaintythatone has already been there'(Barthes 1981:40).

2

As outlined in Chapters Two and Three.
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Frequently, for relinquishing mothers, the point of first catching sight of their offspring is both

emotional and confronting in the extreme. The "child" with whom they are now meeting

is

often aged at exactly or approximately the age they were when they conceived, or the age of

the biological father at conception. Either or both circumstances may constitute a point of
coincidence for those concerned. As noted in the previous chapter, the experience of
coincidence is both powerful in its own right and intricately linked to the feminised quality of

the field and the pervasiveness of the uncanny. Relinquishing mothers who meet their
biological daughters often find the experience to be "just like looking in the mirror, but 20 years
ago".3 The uncanniness of the resemblance often produces physical sensations, such as a shiver

down the spine or the hair on the neck being raised. Such physical sensations provide a
counterpoint to the phenomenon explored in Chapter Two, in which states of incompleteness

or

a

"gaps" were embodied, physical experiences. Resemblance thus infuses

sense of

connectedness in the present, but does so by reference to the past (Eheart & Power 1995). The
potency of resemblancea in this field is reminiscent of Rozin & Nemeroff's extension of trazer's
concept of sympathetic magic; the " law of similarity holds that things that resemble one another
share fundamental properties ('the image equals the object'), or that superficial resemblance
indicates deep resemblance or identity" (1990: 206).
One woman, known here as Penny, now in her late thirties, had given birth to a boy when she

was

1

7.

The father, Steve, whom she married 2 years after the baby was born, was 19 at the

time of conception. She described sitting in the front room of an adoption organisation's office
and watching him arrive for their first meeting:

... I knew it was him even when I saw him drive past in the car, he was the spitting
image of Steve, it could have been Steve driving the car ... then when he walked
towards the door, his height, build, his black curly hair, he was justthe same as Steve
was at that age ... it could have been him.

Penny's point that

"it could

have been

him"

is

critical. That it could have been Steve indicates

not merely resemblance, but a finesse of interplay between familiarity and
sameness and difference. This interplay is a

strangeness,

vivid illustration of Strathern's observation that

Euro-American individuals are simultaneously unique and continuations, bilaterally, of their
parents (1991a, 1992a). lndeed, that familiarity and strangeness are juxtaposed in so many

ways is both a condition and expression of the tension between the uniqueness of the
individual's features and the cultural notion that biogenetic relatives resemble on another
3 Noted in passing by
a

Modell, but not problematised or framed for inquiry in broader context (1986: 656).

And also the complexity of resemblance, thus extending Strathern's point that 'in genetic terms either parent could

also be "seen" in the person of the child'

(1 991

a: 33).
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(Strathern 1997a).

Once the initial meeting has occurred, resemblance provides a foundation upon which
relatedness builds and is constituted. ln this way completeness follows relatedness in re-unions,
as explained in the previous

chapter. Common physical attributes, the manifestation of shared

substance, reinforce and enable the naturalness of relatedness.

The naturalness of relatedness is also a significant factor for those adoptees who secure access

to their identifying information. For some adoptees the discovery of their identifying
information means learning that their ethnic origins are different from their adoptive family's.
The powerful feeling of "never having belonged" in the adoptive family is then matched by an

equally powerful feeling of contextual belonging within the new found family and ethnic group
(Takezawa 1995; Rogers & Vertovec 1995). Bodily features that once rendered the individual
different within the adoptive family now "make sense" within the context of a particular ethnic

group/ the naturalness of the new-found feeling of belonging to the "original" group being
mediated by the bodily configuration. This pattern is consistent with Favret-Saada's "post facto

deduction", which involves a crucial link between "relating strange or catastrophic events" and
"someone acting secretly" so that the entire arrangement of events comes to "make sense"
(Favret-Saad a 19BO: '144)

.

One example of an adoptee discovering a very different ethnic identity and set of origins

is

Belinda, who discovered, to her utter astonishment, that her identifying information contained

the "revelation" that her biological parents were both Lithuanian. For Belinda, this "fact"
suddenly threw a myriad of subtle but persistent disjunctures concerning her position within
her adoptive family into sharp relief. Belinda has always liked her fine, straw-blonde hair and

her high cheekbones, even though her adoptive parents had much darker hair and skin.

She

had always felt that she "stood out" in family photographss as "looking different". Upon
discovering her "Lithuanian-ness" at the age of twenty-seven, she embarked upon a process of
establishing contact with the local Lithuanian society. Belinda found that she very quickly "felt
at home" with a variety of "Lithuanian" pursuits, from the culinary to senses of humour, music

and reading history. For Belinda, her perception of her own physiognomy was transformed
from being "different" to "making perfect sense"; an example of Strathern's "geneticisation of
¡dent¡ty" (1993b: 98).

The social management of resemblance at first glance involves attending to specific detail in
s

An example of how "representations do not explain similarities and difference - rather, they give a descr¡ptive
purchase on the way similarities and differences are made apparent" (Strathern 'l 995b: 156).
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relation to the body and the static configuration of its "parts" in very particular ways. Those

bodily features that tend to be remarked on in discourse about men are height and build, eye
colour and hair colour. Those features remarked upon in relation to women6 are likely to be
colouring in terms of complexion and hair colour, breast size and build in terms of being either

"slight" o( "tubby". The visual apprehension of resemblance at first glance tends to

gendered. Sons "strike" their biogenetic mothers as resembling the biogenetic
Daughters are

be

father.

"like" their mothers. Those "features" which apply to both men and women

encompass parts of the face; eyes, ears and chin in particular (Strathern 1997a:92). Strathern
also notes the connection between "the individuality of persons" and the body, with particular

cultural emphasis in Euro-American settings on the face (Strathern '1997a: 92-93). The body
becomes an "encyclopaedia ...

a

crossroads

of knowledge" in the context of momentary

perceptions of relatedness (Camporesi 1994: 191-1921.

This sense of resemblance at first glance pivots on "unactivated" interpretations of the body.

The moment of apprehending the other incorporates static, unanimated or non-activated
perceptions of the body; the body as passive or inert. The moment of apprehension at a single

glance has been recognised as highly potent in a variety of ways and contexts, including by
Husserl and Descartes (Bourdieu 1990a: 83; also Denzin 1980). At this point parts of the body
are experienced as familiar within the same gender, as with Steve's "height, build and black

curly hair". By contrast, particular parts of the face are experienced

as

familiar either within or

across gender, as with Rosalie and her son; " basically we had the same eyes" .7 Yet the body of

the other is experienced as strange as a whole entity, as an aggregation of parts; "an
interpretation of identitythat presupposes some kind of unity between elements, so that all the
bits

will 'add up'to a whole" (Strathern 1996a:39).8 As I explore in the final section of this

chapter, "paÍts", "wholes", and the mutuality of their respective constitution are also critical in

the constitution of both the individual and identity, as well as kin-centred social connections
between them (Simpson 1997b). Here the perceptual fragmentation of the body mirrors the

dynamics of identity. As parts of the body "make sense" on their own, contrasting with

a

6

Here the contrasting indicators between men and women are reminiscent of Strathern's point that'difference is made
manifest in division" (1996a:42]'.
7
Akin to Favret-Saada's observation that "eyes ... play an essential role in identifying the positions of magic'force"'
(Favret-Saada 1980: 105, original emphasis).

I An identical pattern

is identifiable in relation to family photos, as lexplore below. ln particular, the "studio"
photograph, often given pride of place in the lounge room above the fireplace, depicts different elements (family

entity. Like the'jigsaw" which serves as a popular analogy in adoptions, unique "pieces"
"whole". Variations in physiognomy underline that each element is different, yet þ!g¡gg. This

members) as a social, united
make for a coherent

pattern is pronounced in instances of intercountry adoption, in which physiognomic contrast is pronounced; unity ex¡sts
not so much in spite of difference, but through it.
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strange, as yet ambiguous whole/ so "bits" of identity "make sense" in terms of single strands of
relatedness and connectedness, while the entirety of identity is in the process of "being worked

out".

An intersubjective shift in focus to the body in active, animated,s or activated mode follows the
first moment of meeting. With face to face interaction other factors become highly noticeable

and rich in meaning for participants, including gait, mannerisms, laugh, voice pitch or
inflection, or particular postures or ways of standing; the body mobile, in contrast to the body

immobile.t0 Bourdieu's "hexis" is pertinent to such animations of the body, but

the

significance of the distinction in agents'experiences between the body immobile and the body

mobile presents another dimension to the importance of hexis in this setting (1984: 474; also
Farnell 199Ð; a valence of significance in addition to the point that "arms and legs are full of
numb imperatives" (Bourdieu lafter Proust] 1990a:69). The body mobile constitutes a dense
conglomeration of indicators of resemblance and contrast. The context for the display and
detection of these indicators is a social one. Social interaction provides the means by which the
animated body is bestowed with very particular meanings. Rosalie's comment about "the way

we held our heads" at the beginning of this chapter is illustrative. With interaction between
individuals comes not only an awareness but also a familiarity with dist¡nctive parts of the
animated body. An idiosyncrasy or mannerism becomes paired with a particular individual, or
becomes the cultural mechanism by which individuals actually come to know of or verify their

connection through shared biogenetic substance. Mannerisms shared by biological relatives

who are complete social strangers are considered by participants to be especially powerful
indicators of the uncanny.tt A mannerism is, by definition in this cultural context, repetitive or

habitual at the same time as being distinctive. The mannerism is embedded in the bodily
repertoire of the agent. The more unusual or distinctive the mannerism is considered to be, the
more powerful the sense of the uncanny. The cultural potency of distinctivenessl2 is fuelled by

e

As Came notes,

"in Bachelar, movement

is both spatial and temporal; ¡f ¡t is a temporal

principle, it is made possible

by a relation - the spatial ... this is comparable with Merleau-Ponty who claims that movement is both spatial and
temporal, and that there can be no movement without a moving body ..." (Came 1995: 207). Temporal factors and
processes are explored in the next chapter.
r0

The meanings read from the (complementary) body immobile and the body mobile parallel Hall's complementary

concepts of "denotative" and "connotative" modes of photographic images (Hall 1972).
11
The potency of the nexus between shared biogenetic substance and the uncanny is reminiscent of Cager's research

on adoption in early modern France. ln one instance cited by Cager from 1654,'... the prosecutor accredits lineal
blood with supernatural powers, possessing the ability to unite (or, in this case, divide) individuals according to
membership in the same biological family group" (Cager 1996: 21).
12

Here the term invokes a dynamism of uniqueness, rather similar to the emphasis allocated by Strathern:

"distinctiveness can ... be imagined as deviation from what is held in common, and it becomes feasible to contemplate
degrees of distinctiveness" (1996a: 48, original emphasis).
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an interplay between familiarity and strangeness. The immediate, unavoidable familiarity
inherent in distinctiveness is juxtaposed with the strangeness of perceiving the action at the
hands

of a complete social stranger. As habituated animations of the body,

mannerisms

constitute a very potent indicator of "distinctiveness", in the mode of Bourdieu's "distinction"

(Bourdieu 1984), but having regard

to

Strathern's unassailably unique individual (Strathern

1992b). For Bourdieu

strictly biological differences are underlined and symbolically accentuated by
differences in bearing, differences in gesture, posture and behaviour which express a
whole relationship to the socialworld (Bourdieu 1984: 192; also Kendon 1996; Bartky
1997).

ln this context, a parallel pattern exists, in which bodily distinctiveness expresses a "whole
relationship" to a particular field that is characterised by both social relatedness and biogenetic
relatedness. The body is indeed
sign-bearing, sign-wearing (and ) ... the body ... is commonly perceived as the most
natural expression of innermost nature ... there are no merely 'physical' facial signs ...
(Bourdieu 1 984: 1 92-1 93).

The potency of such shared characteristics for participants is illustrated by Cathy. Cathy, aged

37, has discovered her biological mother has been dead for four years.
Cathy "eventually" met her biological father, but met her "full"13 biological sister first.la She
describes sitting down over coffee with her full biological sister (Barbara) whom she's just met:
... we both got to see how many characteristics we shared - the same skin colour, the
same mannerisms, especially this one - where you pull the hair like this but only with
these three fingers and with your little finger cocked like that... I sat there and I saw
Trudy, who was anxious, doing it, and I said 'you do that too!' - it used to drive my
adoptive mother mad! - we both used to do it, we still do it when we're feeling anxious
and when I told Trudy that she said 'we're a weird bunch'... then Trudy showed me
how she and Alan used to suck these fingers, but with their hand upside down, it's
really unusual - and lsaid to her'l have marks on my knuckle here where ldid that'the three of us all had these habits - it was a very hot day, but when I heard that I just

went cold all over, instantly ...

Perceived resemblance in the physiognomy and corporeal animation of the other acts as

a

powerful propulsion toward closeness. At the same time this propulsion is complicated by

a

kind of social ignorance of the other. Personal likes or dislikes such as food preferences or

"how you take your coffee" constitute unfamiliar terrain in the other. An acute sense of
lrParticipantsusethistermfrequently. Thefullnessofthesharedbiogeneticsubstanceiscontrastedwith,andpreferred
over, partial biogenetic substance shared between "part" siblings. The capacity of biogenetic substance to be "full" or
"part" constitutes a domain of shared substance which builds on Schneider's three aspects of "distance" in American
kinship (Schnei der 1 968: 7 2-73\.
ra

See Hierarchy of Ceneticism 1 in Chapter Two.
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closeness is juxtaposed with an sharp awareness of a social gulf.t5 ln Penny's words:
I just wanted to hold him, to cradle him like a baby ... it's not easy to describe how I
felt towards him then, but it was a feeling of being so close, so attracted, as if I really
knew him, and yet he's really a stranger... it's natural to feel that way, seeing as he's
part of me, he's from me.16

lntricate interplays of familiarity and strangeness further intensify and complicate senses of

identity. Close resemblance and shared mannerisms disrupt existing vectors of separation from
and attachment to others. Thus for Cathy, meeting her biological sister Trudy for the first time,

the point that Trudy "used to do it too" introduced spheres of uncertainty to an already
disaggregated identity. Similarly for Trudy, according to Cathy, since Trudy was accustomed to

the uniqueness of a mannerism shared only by her and Alan suddenly being shared also by

Cathy.

Senses

of

degrees and qualities

of attachment are deeply problematised by

such

experiences, at the same time as the agents concerned are enchanted and often overwhelmed
by the emotional and existential force of the encounter.

The presence of a sense of the strange and unfamiliar together with a sense of intense
familiarity, closeness and intimacy is frequently referred to by agents across the entire field of
adoption as "weird", " incredible" , " amazing"; in terms of the juxtaposition, but in another way

also. This

co-presence of the distant and the close, this cohabitation

of awkwardness

comfort that is fuelled by resemblance at the site of the body, also serves

and

to render such

meetings extraordinary, with weighty implications. The implications centre on the notion of

"coincidence". Accounts of searching and re-unions abound with details of "uncanny' (1996)

coincidences. Articulations of coincidence were commonly paired with interpretations of
destiny or fate being involved in the eventual re-union of the people concerned.

Matthews' autobiographical account

of his

search and reunion includes an array of

coincidences depicted by him as "uncanny". His autobiography also includes his reflection
upon ambiguities of his identity soon after meeting his biological parents:
... I felt myself clinging to my established identity before it disintegrated forever. The

fact that I had now met my natural parents compelled me to redefine myself
completely. ln a way I felt as if l'd been shaped anew. Something had changed within
me. I was a different person now (Matthews 1996:147).

For Cordon Matthews, the extraordinary quality of the entire processes of searching and
reunion was intensified by the uncertainty and ambiguity that unfolded at the same time as his
r5

Penny's narration aligns with Kristeva's point that "uncanny strangeness allows for many variations: they all repeat the

difficulty I have in situating myself with respect to the other ..." (1991: 1871.
16

Penny's emphasis is reminiscent of , but adds weight to, Schneider's observation that "a parent, particularly a mother,
may speak of a child as 'a part of me' " (Schneider 1968:251.
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search and reunion proceeded. For this adoptee, and many others, the fragmentation and
reappraisal
"

of identity were infused by a

range

of experiences which are characterised

as

uncanny" or "weird",

ln the previous chapter the configuration of the habitus in the field of adoption was seen to
include as well as explain the profusion of the uncanny. Yet how is it that agents adhere to
certain beliefs surrounding the uncanny? The "spookiness" of any given instance is fuelled,
rather than diminished by any agent's skepticism concerning "destiny". As Favret-Saada found,

it is not only possible but

necessary "both

notto believe in it at all and totally believe in it...

and yetfor all your sciences, you believe in

it"

(Favret-Saada

198O:49,53, original emphasis).

ln so explaining, Favret-Saada employs Van Cennep's notion of "the world as if", or

but still" 17 (Favret-Saada

"l know

...

198O: 229, original emphasis).

Uncanny coincidences cover a multitude of circumstances and contexts. Some striking
examples are: discovering that the sought relative has lived "around the corner" for years;

finding that the friend in the Under'15 netball team with whom a special affinity had been felt
from first meeting is in fact your biological sister who had been adopted out at birth; having
significant dates such as birthdays or wedding anniversaries which are coincidental; having
identical or very similar names, such as a biological mother secretly naming a baby Ellie and

the adoptive parents naming her Shelley; finding tastes, talents, skills or predilections

in

common or finding those concerned were doing similar things at similar times or in the same
place at similar times.

Synchronicityls

in

particular serves

to

heavily underline the extraordinary tone

of

the

coincidence and the naturalnessre of the re-union occurring. The presence of fate is an element

of the articulation of naturalness and time, such that despite society taking away that which
would otherwise have obtained by "nature", time and nature may return, with the return being
anticipated by coincidence or the uncanny. This social dynamic constitutes an inversion of
Favret-Saada's

point that "... the statement 'it's not natural' unquestionably means

that

witchcraft is involved", for here one might say the statement "it's natural" unquestionably

r7

This notion is explored further in Chapter Six.
r8 ln the manner ofJung's
"acausal connecting principle" and "meaningful coincidence" (Jung

1

985: l 4; also Jung 1 953:

306).
re lt was common for participants

to comment on a t¡me period of nine months figuring somewhere in the searching

process - the parallel with gestation period being obvious to many, thus further pointing to the

'weird" flavour of the

enterprise.
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means fate is involved (Favret-Saada 1980: 44, original emphasis). The significance of temporal

dimensions of adoption is explored in Chapter Five.
A sense of the uncanny is also strongly evident in the experiences of relinquishing mothers from
another point of

view. Many women, often meeting their offspring

face to face literally for the

first time,2o refer to the difficulty in finding words to express the profound contradiction
between the baby they wanted to cuddle and cradle and the body of this stranger, especially

when the body is that of a large male in early adulthood, as one relinquishing mother
articulated:

it went from a feeling and a connection through the womb and through birth to

a

photo of a 6 foot 2 strapping 21 year old and it was like a shock, you know ...

The quality and the intensity of this experience are all but beyond speech for many women, not

through inarticulateness, but because of the extraordinary character of the juxtaposition and the
desire. The description "really weird", however inadequate it

is to convey

what is experienced,

often must suffice. At the same time, the quality and the intensity of the experience impel and
demand its articulation. The example oÍ

a"6 foot 2 strapping 21 year old (male)" presents

extreme instance, but not an altogether uncommon

one. The extremity lies in the

an

contrast

between the body of the tiny baby longed for and the large body which is present. But the
force of the contrast embraces gender as well as proportion. By being confronted with a large

male body, the example encapsulates difference in a most extreme and contrasting form.
Mothers being re-united with their daughters are not presented with the same quality and
duality of contrast. Chodorow's thesis that infant daughters are ipso facto less "separate" from
their mothers2l than infant sons is pertinent. The
sense of oneness and continuity with her infant ... is stronger, and lasts longer, vis a vis
daughters ... Primary identification ... is more likely ... to be based on experiencing a
daughter as an extension or double of a mother herself ... (Chodorow 1978:109; also
Ruddick 1997; Kittay 1997; Kaplan 1992).

20

Repofts of women being prevented from seeing the baby at birth are common in first hand accounts and in much

adoption literature. One practice which many women described to me as having been intensely disturbing is often
referred to as "holding the sheet up", preventing any visual apprehension

ofthe baby at birth.

2r

Woodward notes that "women's" magazines not only enable women to share an imagined 'women's world', but that
the magazines also 'give motherhood a high profile", with considerable attention to the "mother-daughter relationship"
(1997:28'll. Similarly, Lutz and Collins note that in the magazine Nationa/ Ceographic "there is no more romantic set
of photographs in the Geographic than those depicting the mothers of the world with their children ... they often ...
evoke the Mothers' Day message: this relationship between mother and child, they say, is a timeless and sacred one,
essentially and intensely loving regardless of social and historical context ...' (1997:2971. Rosenzweig points to an
alternative dimension of Western mother-daughter relationships, but a dimension which nonetheless highlights the
particularity and potency of ¡t: "For many late twent¡eth century feminist writers, the mother-daughter relationship has
symbolized not a source of support and comfort, but a morass of bitterness and resentment" (1993: 1).
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Relinquishing mothers who meet their biological daughters and who describe the experience

as

"just like looking in the mirror, but 20 years ago" directly parallel Chodorow's observation.22

Re-unions are highly significant events

for adoptees as well as relinquishing mothers

and

searches yield widely varying results. Occasionally the adoptee finds not only their biological

mother, but that she had married and was still married to their biological father and had "full"23

siblings. ln these circumstances the physical resemblance within the entire family accentuates
the immediacy and veracity of "belonging", and yet the intrusion of a stranger who is "really"

the eldest child obviously destabilises and disaggregates the sense of established sequence,
unity and order within that family unit. This is especially profound when the adopted child

is

generally deemed to resemble one of the parents more than the other children.
Face

to face meetings in adoption re-unions constitute a contradiction of the kind of gradual

build up of familiarity in social contexts on one hand and the immediate familiarity

that

accompanies biogenetic connectedness on the other hand. With re-unions, there is immediacy

(of resemblance, actual or anticipated/imagined), but without the shared history, but there

is

also the gradual build up of familiarity typical of more generalised social encounters, including

friendship (Allan 1979). ln such re-unions, what is most shared is genetic substance. What
least shared is the coincidence of time and place;

is

history. Notions of Western kinship implicitly

depict both kinship and the identities of elemental units as founded not only on shared genes

but simultaneously on a shared history. Friends, on the other hand, and especially "good"
friends

or "best" friends often have a

shared history

but no shared genetic substance.

lndividuals attaining re-unions therefore present something

of an anomaly in terms of

the

foundation for their connectedness, contradicting the usual configuration of shared time

as

common history and genetic connectedness. The configuration of parts of the body and

its

(patterned) animation are key factors

in both the resolution of this

contradiction and

its

reproduction. The "natural" shared biogenetic substance comes to stand for the absence of the
social, shared history. ln so doing, the natural becomes social-ised.

22

Not all adoptees who meet their biological mother perceive such a marked degree of resemblance in the other. For
example, in Matthews' autob¡ography, the author (an adoptee) notes of meeting his biological parents "my first
impression was of how dissimilar we looked. lt was not until much later that I could begin to see myself in either of

them. lt occurred to me that if I bumped into Colette unwittingly, never in

a

million years would I have imagined that

this woman was in fact my birth mother" (1996: 146). The absence of remarkable physical similarity here contrasts with
the uncanny coincidences included elsewhere in Matthews' account/

as

well as signalling the importance of temporality
Temporal realmsareexploredin

increatingtheconditionsof possibilityofperceivingresemblanceinsomeinstances.
the next chapter.
23

Both the term and the cultural notion it conveys are constructed on the possibility of complete (whole) or partial

sharing of biogenetic substance.
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STRANGE, ... FAMILIAR TOO: DIMENSIONS OF IDENTITY lN ALLOCATIONS

As adoption re-unions feature a crucial moment of apprehending the other, so the allocation of

a child to a couple also involves a vital perceptive and transformative moment. ln adoption
allocations, the moment of apprehension occurs in a different way, but with some strikingly
parallel patterns that, like re-unions, pivot on aspects of the body.

Local adoptions involve the adoptive parents meeting the child, literally, "face to face".
lntercountry adoptions involve the adoptive parents receiving written reports and a photograph

of the child from the country of origin, via a mediating organisation, F.A.C.S. At times, both
forms of adoption feature instances of an " incredible" resemblance between the child or baby

and either one of the adoptive parents or one of their consanguines. The examples cited

concern intercountry adoptions, since the accentuated physiognomic contrasts between
adoptive parents and child render the presence of resemblance especially acute.
For agents who adopt a child, the moment of apprehension of either seeing their baby (local

adoption), seeing the photograph emerge from the envelope (intercountry adoption) and
meeting the child "face to face" are intense, as is that first moment of an adoption re-union.

Familiarity is immediate, prospectively. With allocations, there is immediacy (of imminent
shared history), but typically without resemblance being anticipated or imagined. ln meetings

during adoption allocations and placements, what is shared least is genetic material. What

is

most shared is the coincidence of time and place; history anticipated, history prospectively
imagined. The experience of adoption allocation involves an inverse configuration of identical
elements from those pertaining in re-unions. The social, prospective shared history, comes to

stand for the absence of the natural, shared biogenetic substance. ln so doing, the social
becomes natural-ised (Modell 1994).

The point of allocation often marks, in experiential terms, a moment of transformation and
passage from prospective parent

immediately prior

to mother and father. Many couples described the period

to allocation in terms of feeling, in one woman's words, "almost like a

parent, but with a faceless

child."

Some couples

will

have selected a name for their child prior

to or during this period; indeed, some had selected names long ago, retaining their preferences

when their Quest turned to adoption. Other couples, especially those engaged in local
adoptions, "keep" the name chosen by the biological mother2a (Morris 1995:41). During this
2a

lntercountry adoptive parents often retain the child's given name, names (or even family name, such as "Kim" with

Korean adoptees) as a middle name. ln these instances, the "Thai" name is in effect sandwiched by given and family
names; "origins" and 'Thai-ness", for example, are nominally contained by the particularity or uniqueness of a first

nameandthecollectivityofafamilyname. Theretentionofan"ethnic"name,albeitbackgrounded,isconsideredby
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period the couple is "approved" through various bureaucratic and professionalised means

as

(fit) adoptive parents, but they are yet to be allocated; an experience which might

be

characterised as liminal (Turner

1969). Yet upon allocation, a number of

agents felt

transformed into the realms of parenthood, loving, wanting and feeling strangely connected to
the photograph of a child or baby who was to become their permanent parental responsibility.

ln many

allocations resemblance infuses important social dynamics. Jenny and Patrick's

experience is a case in point. Patrick, an auto-electrician and Jenny, who "helps" by working in

the office part-time, adopted their son from Thailand. David was placed with them at age five

months. Sitting with them one Saturday afternoon in their lounge room overlooking the sea in
the western suburbs of Adelaide, Jenny and Patrick told me about first seeing a photograph of
their adoptive son, taken when he was six weeks old:
Patrick:

I bonded to him when I saw the photo: l'd said beforehand 'l'm not going to take any
notice of the photo, l'd seen others with baby photos and thought 'l'm not going to be
like that', but when you get your own ...

At this point Patrick's voice trailed off. His eyes filled with tears and he shook his head. He
just looked at me, shrugging his shoulders. I inferred that Patrick considered that as an adoptive

father, lwould "understand" what was beyond words for him, either because he was
"overwhelmed by emotion",25

or

because words

could not convey the quality

of his

experience. His body expressed what words could not. The way in which Patrick's body
"spoke" within an intersubjective valency beyond speech or language is a reminder of not only

the body's capacity to "speak", but also of the necessity for it to do so in experiential realms
which are themselves beyond words.
The cultural force of the photograph, which allows for such powerful sentiments, constitutes an
example of Barthes' point that
a specific photograph, in effect, is never distinguished from its referent ... it is as if the
photograph always carries its referent with itself ... the referent adheres ... (and) ... the
photograph is literally an emanation of the referent26 (so that) ... each photograph is
read as the private appearance of its referent (Barthes 1981: 5-6, 80, 98).

some parents to provide a "bridge" to the child's origins; an act which signals their commitment to the child's original
identity. Children who are adopted from overseas as "older children" often retain their "original" name, or use a
Western given name and their original name according to context. This is consistent with the observation that "some
argue the older a child is when placed for adoption, the more hesitant one should be about changing the child's

forename. They suggest that as soon as a child recognises a name as somehow being'theirs' it is unwise, insensitive or
unloving to deprive them of it" (Morris 1995: 41\.
2s
The capacity of emotion to "overwhelm" is examined in Chapter Six.
26
Rozin & Nemeroff note that according "to the descriptions and analyses ofTylor, Frazer and Mauss, the law of
similarity holds that the image equals the object ... perhaps as a result of the dominance of the visual sense in humans,
similarity is almost always evaluated in terms of visual resemblance" (199O:224).
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Patrick's experience of first glimpsing the photo of their adoptive son constitutes a powerful
moment of transition. Prior to seeing the photo the child, Patrick's paternal status and Jenny's
maternal status were anticipated and therefore imagined. At the point of visual confrontation

with the photo, the child becomes "real",

father-ness and mother-ness become

"real", the

connections between parents and child become "real" and a connection between the couple

real-ised. The photo and its referent thus become "mine" and "ours".2T The
embedded

is

processes

in and around a motherly and a fatherly gaze are pivotal in transforming

the

couple's28 identity in several respects; from wife to wife-and-mother, from husband to husbandand-father, and from couple to parents. The baby boy is not simply "allocated", he belonss.
Jenny emphasises this very point:

I recognised" him by the two dimples he's got just here (indicating centre of forehead,
above eyebrows): he'd changed heaps since the photo, but he was
kid ... it was just
mind-blowing when I saw him ... you can look at a baby, any baby, and not feel
anything, but not when they're yours ... meeting David was the biggest moment of our

qI

life...

Later that afternoon Jenny told me about the "other family similarities". lt was Jenny's mother

who had first commented on the resemblance between their adopted son David and "the
Carters", Jenny's natal family.
Jenny:

... it's weird, that seems p funny, with h¡m being Thai and looking so different ... my
maiden name is Carter, and my mother would say'he's just like the Carters, isn't he?'

Jenny showed me photos in an album of her mother bottle-feeding David.
Seethe high cheekbones and the small eyes, you can see it, can'tyou/ see how they've
both got a sort of square face ... ldon't know how they do their matching,3o but
they've got something that's way beyond us ... as David is getting older, the
resemblance to Mum is staying there, eveÀ though they are worlds and timezones apart

27

This example ¡llustrates Lutz' point that "the photograph has a narrative structure ... it necessarily represents history"

(1

995: 1 4B).

28

ln experiential sensel, given that legal parenthood will notensue until months laterwith an appearance in court.

2e

The cultural authority of the photograph is a powerful force in this setting; as Cunning notes, the photograph is
"scientific ... free from the unreliability of human discourse" (1995: 42).

30

Jenny's manner of comment is not uncommon among intercountry adoptive parents. Such comments attribute an
"uncanny" ability of the social workers in the country of origin to 'know' exactly which child is best suited to which
couple in Australia. Sometimes such comments are accompanied by humorous asides such as "l don't know what they
know that we don't know, but ¡t's incredible stuff!" The point that 'they" have something that's "beyond us" is a further
indicationoftheincidenceoftheuncanny,particularlyinfeminineform. Atthesametime,social workers,counsellors
and voluntary support group coordinators throughout the field reinforce the legitimacy of perceptions ofthe uncanny,
occasionally quipping comments such as "you're not the only one to have noticed".
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Jenny's account is reminiscent of Barthes' work:
... more penetrating than likeness: the Photograph sometimes makes appear what we
never see in a real face ... a genetic feature, the fragment of oneself or of a relative ... in
a certain photograph, I have my sister's 'look' ... but this truth is not that of the
individual, who remains irreducible; it is the truth of lineage (Barthes 1981 : 103).

Jenny and Patrick had "bonded" with their adopted son through a photograph of

him. This

enabled Jenny to "recognise" him instantly upon first meeting, despite the point that he had
"changed heaps" since the photograph was taken. The strangeness of being introduced to their

adopted son was assuaged by the familiarity that had grown around an image in which the

terrain of the face was crucial (Strathern 1997a; Ekman 1977). Jenny's son had "changed
heaps" since the photo was taken, yet the changes which she articulated centre very firmly on

the face. Moreover, the uncanny resemblance3lbetween David and Jenny's natal family

is

constituted purely on facial configuration. ln this situation the terrain of the face is pivotal in

the constitution of three phenomena; the capacity of the mother to "recognise" her son, the
unique configuration of facial features (such as dimples) in an individual and the potential for
the face to simultaneously indicate resemblance and uniqueness in an individual human. The

centrality of the face in all three phenomena is not within agents'consciousness. The face

is

"naturally" the locus of individuality, but individualiÇ depends on relationality for its emphasis.

Yet photos are sometimes sent by intercountry adoptive parents as well as being received.
Some couples adopting older children from overseas send an album32 containing photographs

of themselves, their home and their

pets33 so that

the child can become "Íamiliar" with them

before actually meeting her or his adoptive parents. Some adoptive parents were moved to
tears by overseas adoption agency staff accounts of the child being inseparable from their
album in the weeks or months before the parents' arrival. As one couple were told of their 4
year old son and his album "... he slept with it, he ate with it and he took it to the bathroom

with him. He wouldn't let it go for fear you wouldn't ever come".
The transformation of the imagined to the "real" which was noted above for adoptive parents is

encountered here for the adoptive child, from the perspective of the adoptive parents and social
workers.3a Knowing that the four year old "wouldn't let it go for fear you wouldn't ever come"
31

The uncanniness was further fuelled by some "similarities" in personality between David and a "favourite uncle,

Uncle Edgar" of Jenny's, now deceased. One of David's middle names was "Edgar", afterJenny's "special" uncle. The
sharing of a name with her uncle was an important factor for.lenny in David's identity (Morris 1995 41).
32

lnvariably instigated, selected and arranged bythewoman, usually in consultation with her husband. lf the couple

have children, they

will usually

be consulted by their mother in the same manner as she consults her husband.

33

Strathern discusses the historical association for the English belween pets and children (Strathern 1992b: 12).

3a

Social workers in South Australia and in pertinent overseas locations encourage the sending of such photo albums so

that the child can begin to "adjust' in advance.
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and the affirming manner in which the story was circulated among adoptive parents served to
underline the power of the photograph to transform the imagined to the real, the anonymous to
the specific, the dream to the experience.

This transformation from imagined to "real" is facilitated by "denotative" and "connotative"
codes embedded in the meaning encompassing the photo (Hall 1972). Denotatively, Jenny and

Patrick's photo was of an "Asian"

baby.

Connotatively, the same image contained "other,

additional, implied meanings" (Hall 1972: 64, original emphasis). Connotatively, the image

indicated their son, her maternity, his paternity and concomitant kin-based relationships
affecting a myriad of individuals on both "sides" of the family.
For adoptive parents, relatedness follows the completeness that occurs following an allocation,

both in attachment to the photo and to the child in bodily form. For Jenny particularly, the
physical resemblance between David, of Thai descent, and her mother, of lrish descent, was

"incredible". This served to validate and provide "evidence of fate" that determined their
selection as adoptive parents

for David. An utter contradiction in one realm of

nature,

physiognomic and "racial" contrast, becomes transformed and encompassed by another realm

of nature, fate. The discourses and narratives of belonging that ensue following an allocation
provide a conjunction between these two realms of nature. The uncanny quality of the entire
situation pivots on physiognomic configuration and distinctiveness: a distinctiveness that can
not only be arrested in a photograph, butwhich, as lexplore below, is durable and enduring.

THE BODY SENSES ... VISUALLY

Civen that shared biogenetic substance is closely associated with identity and relatedness, how

is such shared biogenetic substance actually detectable? The examples cited have entailed
visual apprehension of similarity, but is this the only aesthetic vehicle for locating

and

experienci ng relatedness?

ln this section lexamine how the body "senses", how the senses of the body are deployed in

the detection and transmission of resemblance between individuals. Here I follow Victor
Turner's application of Dewey's point that "the experience of a living creature is capable of
aestlretic quality... the aesthetic has its genesis in sensible human experience" (Turner 1986:
3B-39, original emphasis). This raises issues in connection with the body acting as an agent of
experience and through this as an agent of relatedness. How the body exerts (or avoids) agency

is a topic widely emphasised in recent research on the body, especially as a counterpoint to
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Foucault's inattentiveness3s to this point (Lash 1991; Berthelot 1991; B. S. Turner 1992; Lyon &

Barbalet

1994). Baldwin

explores the metaphysical implications

of

association between

perception, objectivity and bodily agency, but the anthropological literature concerning the
body, agency36 and perception is sparse (Baldwin 1995: 107\.

This section initially explores the ways in which visual capacity to interpret relatedness

is

exploited through the realm of the photograph in a specific cultural milieu.37 Despite the

technological advances of the home video camera and its acquisition by many families
encountered in fieldwork, it supplements rather than replaces the camera.38 ln this field home

video camera use and the discourse and narration3e that accompany the viewing of videos tend

to pivot on

events such as weddings, wedding anniversary celebrations, especially with

"extended family", and birthdays, particularly "milestone" birthdays such as "the fortieth".

Video recording thus is thought to capture and reflect "gatherings" or "occasions", in which
people are implicated, but as an instrumental rather than a central locus of attention. The
photograph, pivoting on

@|jgq

remains the sine qua non of recording and reflecting visual

aspects of relatedness in this field.

ln this field, photos are important in participants' lives in a variety of ways. The ways in which
photos are cherished, displayed, hidden or longed for are often central in the experiences of
agents connected with adoption. Some

of my data concerning photos aligns with

previous

research. Other aspects suggest there is more to photographs vis a vis adoption, identity and
kinship than might meet the eye. The double meaning is intentional.
One way in which this study extends previous research concerns the possession of (or hunt for)

photographs

of a

sought

or

longed

for relative. Examples include relinquishing

mothers

receiving photos of their "adopted-out" biological child and the adoptee whose search leads to

the shattering information that her biological mother is dead, minimally assuaged by

the

availability of a photograph via another relative. ln such instances, the photograph not only
speaks

for itself, it must speak for itself, as with

diagnosis by simply regarding

Favret-Saada's healers

who could make

a photograph, without having met the person, without

a

any

narration (1980). While narration intensifies the significance of photos and while agents tend to
35

Okely refers to Foucault's "somewhat arrogant indifference to gender differentiation and gendering of the body"
(1996:14]'.

36

Hastrup's position concerning the body as "a locus of action" signals the importance of agency, without questioning

how agency is effected (Hastrup 1995b: B7).
37

Taking the social and cultural processes by which this occurs as worthy of inquiry, in contrast to research which

privileges the "scientific" cast of genetics and heritability
biological inheritance' (Richards 1996: 249).

as

finding mere expression in "family resemblances (and)

38

This differentiation aligns with Barthes'contrast between photography and the cinema (Barthes 1981: 3).

3s

See Simpson (1997b1 and Eheart

& Power

(

l 995).
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narrate without being conscious of so doing, the photo's capacity to transmit finely scaled,

crucial information challenges Beloff's claim that "... there is not always that much information
contained in the pictures..." (Beloff 'l985: 227). Sonlag's maxim that "no photograph can ever
... speak" is cast in a more problematic and subtle light (Sontag 1977:108). For Sanders, "the

image is meaningless without the intervention

of the narrator" (Sanders 1980: 5,

original

emphasis). Jenny's certitude over the resemblance between her own mother and her adoptedson-to-be, a position not uncommon among participants, challenges the simplicity of Sanders

and Beloff. Jenny's belief provides an opportunity to re-consider Sontag's point

that

"photographs, which cannot themselves explain anything, are inexhaustible invitations to
deduction, speculation and fantasy" in a richer context (Sontag 1977:23). Thoreau, indicating
the primacy of the visual, stated that "you can't say more than you can see" (Sontag 1977: 93).
Clearly in this context,

as

Jenny and others might explain, you can

S

more than you can say.

An example featuring very different circumstances but exhibiting the cultural and

personal

potency of a photo is to be found in an adoptee, Len. Relinquished at birth and now in his late
forties, Len had "actively searched"ao for his biological mother for eight years. He had "longed

to be held by her" for as long as he could remember. Learning that she had died the
beforehand, he sought written contact

year

with some of her cousins in the eastern states of

Australia. Eventually a photo was sent to Len by his biological mother's cousin, who thought
that the photo mieht be of Len's mother when she was aged about twenty-three. The image
shows the

full body of a woman dressed in

slacks and a jumper against a garden backdrop,

standing next to a partly obscured vehicle, with the first two letters of a numberplate visible.
Protracted efforts to confirm the identity of the woman in the photo with a variety of other
relatives proved fruitless, as did efforts centring on potential leads such as the vehicle. Len

is

convinced that the woman is indeed his birth mother, but his resoluteness is not based merely
on desire for it to be so. On the contrary, Len abhors the idea of misplaced faith in the identity

of the woman, for this would leave his search "unfinished" and him incomplete.

Len's

conviction that he was looking at his mother in the photo was based on two factors; the close
physical resemblance between the face of the woman in the photo and his daughter'sar and
certain aura about the woman and her "look" (Len's term and Barthes' 1981), an aura that

a

Len

found difficult to put into words, but an aura with such force that it was not only compelling
but conclusive. Len's experience parallels Barthes'description of seeing a particular photo of
his own mother:
ao

ln contrast to the "longing" which Len had felt all his life.
ar Len had a daughter aged sixteen and a son aged fourteen
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I discover her: a sudden awakening, outside of 'likeness'... The air (l use this word ...
for the expression of truth) ... the being I love ... is not separated from itself: at last it
coincides. And, mysteriously, this coincidence is a kind of metamorphosis (Barthes
1

981 :'109).

For Len, not only did a photo necessarily stand in place of meeting his biological mother, the

photo spoke for itself of a bodily-based resemblance that confirmed the pinnacle of his Quest.
He had not met his mother, but he had embraced and been embraced by resemblance. For
Len, this intensely important resemblance hinges on one very specific part of the woman's
body, the face. The face of the woman in the photo is not merely a part of a body. The face

is

boththesiteof andtheapparatusofthe"look".a2 Herethefaceisrevealedasdoublyculturally
potent; as a site for the arrangement of particular features and "parts"a3 and also as the
physiognomic vehicle for the beyond-physical, the

"look". This duality

contributes

to

the

cultural potency of Barthes' Punctum, a "detail" which not only attracts but demands attention

in a photograph; "... often the Punctum is a 'detail', i.e. a partial object" (Barthes 1981: 43).
The capacity of the partial to command attention and constitute various forms of relatedness is a

phenomenon that saturates not only photographs, but a range of other cultural representationsaa
and constructions of the body throughout this field.

The intense attachment to photos experienced by Len and Jenny is not the only sentiment
expressed

in relation to photos by those connected with adoption. ln some

circumstances,

participants felt a distinct dis-ease. This is particularly so for those adoptees who learned of

their adoption later in life, who could then "understand" why they had "always felt the odd one
out in family photos", without being able to "logically" explain this feeling, since their adoptive
status had been kept from

them. Two women who were both adoptees and close friends told

me before a support group meeting how the feeling of being "the odd one out" was "bizarre ...

youcouldn'texplainitbutitwouldn'tgoaway...". Bothdescribedhow,aschildren,theyhad
been convinced that anyone viewing the photo would see instantly how they stood out as being

different.as One of the women felt this dis-similarity was so obvious "as far as l'm concerned it

was as

if a circle had

been drawn around me on every

photo".

Such dis-ease invokes the

uncanny. The later revelation of the "fact" of their adoption rendered explicable the "weird"

a2
a3

The "look in our eyes" mentioned by Rosalie at the beginning of the chapter is another case in point.
as the body's borders waver, its

The partiality of the face here is reminiscent of Martin's observation that "even

internal parts become invested with agency ..." (1997 5561.
aa

See Simpson (1997b1.

a5

The phenomenon is occasionally reported in media reports concerning adoption. For example, the Sunday Mail
article describing a magistrate's discovery of his adoptive status includes a quote from the fifty-six year old man: "at least

now I understand why I was so different from everyone else in my family" (14 September 1997).

1s0

feeling that had always accompanied family photos. What was uncanny was not only that they

were "right", but that they had "known" all along. By a "post facto deduction", the entire
situation now "made sense" (Favret-Saada 1980: 144).
For these two adoptees and others like them, the paradox is that the family photo would, in a

(biogenetic) sense, have been complete without

them. The "unity and continuity" noted

by

Sanders as crucial in family photos in these instances become inverted, for unity and continuity

stand for the exclusion of the adoptees concerned, from their point of view (Sanders 1980: 3).

The importance of "the selectivity of ... inclusions and omissions" in annotated family photo
albums, noted in relation to events or applies also to people in this field (Peace 1991: 5).

"lnclusion" features in a different way for many adoptive families whose children were born
overseas. Many such adoptive families construct a form of photo album termed "Life Story
Books", or, more popularly, "Photo Books" to capture, record and make visible a chronological
account of the child's history (Harper 1996). ln those instances where "your child joined you

past babyhood", the Life Story Book is taken as an aid

in the social and

relational

contextualisation of the child's memory as well as being aided in its construction by the child's
memory (Chennells & Morrison 1995:41-43; also Triseliotis et a/ 1997\.

Life Storya6 Books are annotated photo albums, sometimes spanning several
containing photos of the child. Copies of documents such

as

volumes,

allocation reports and cards (such

as birthday cards) may also be included. Adoptive parent support groups, social workers,
psychologists and adoption education groups all encourage adoptive parents to create a Life

Story Book for their

child.

Life Story Books are considered by these groups to be reference

points of and for identity; repositories of the child's past and the child's origins. ldeally, the
child should be able to "look through" her Life Story Book whenever the need or interest arises,
so that the child can be well adjusted (Ryan & Walker 1985). lnvariably Life Story Books are

organised, maintained constructed by the adoptive mother; as Bourdieu notes in relation to the
dynamics of sharing family photographs, "exchange of gifts" and so on
(t)his work falls more particularly to the women, who are responsible for maintaining
relationships (not only with their own family but very often with their spouse's) through
visits, correspondence (especially the ritual exchange of good wishes) and, as an
American study has shown, telephone calls (Bourdieu 1998: 68).

Mothering thus entails nurturing and representing the past in order to inculcate adjustment in
the present and the future (Simpson 1997b).

a6

"Life Story Books" are sometimes used by social workers and psychologists to undertake "Life Story Work" with
.l996).
adopted children (see Harper
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This microcosmic embodiment of biographical experience constitutes the culmination of the

child'sQuestforcompletenessthrough"findingafamily".

LifeStoryBooksarepotentformsof

biographical inscription, not only for adopted children, but throughout Western societies with
children who are fostered and placed in other temporary accommodationaT (see Smith 1984).
Social workers and psychologists place immense store by them from the perspective of "the

child's security and sense of who they are".aB ln this way, the practices and concepts of social
workers and psychologists concerning a sense

of identity in the adopted or disrupted child

hinge upon a range of taken for granted, culturally powerful perceptions of the photograph and
its capacity to capture, represent, consolidate and actually inculcate a stable sense of identity in

the face of events in the child's life which are devastating in the extreme. An example is
document handed out to couples participating in a pre-allocation education group

in

a

May

1994. The "guidelines", titled "Help: l'm Making A Life Story Book!" include the point that
"writing a child's life story book not only gives us the chance to start replacing imagined truths

with reality but to help rebuild the child's self image". Life Story Books contain many of the
elements of family photo albumsas noted elsewhere and more (Bourdieu 1998:69; Peace 1991;

Beloff 1985; Sanders 1980). lssues such as to whom the books are shown, by whom and with
what kinds of elaboration correspond with family albums on a general level, but other
enter the milieu since Life Story Books pivot on the individual rather than the

factorsso

"iamily".

Life

Story Books are, literally, personal constructions of identity.

Life Story Books make plain an attribute that they share with the societally more prolific family

albums; the preservation and sedimentation of experiences of relatedness in a visual form,
arranged not just chronologically (Peace 1991), but seriallv. The seriality of the photographic

record is important in a variety of ways.sl Seriality is connected with the way in which the
agent is conceptualised as an emerging social and cultural entity.s2 Seriality parallels the chain

a7

For a guide to building Life Story Books, see Ryan & Walker (1985).

aB

The words of a social worker active in fostering

as

well as adoption, who

is

very experienced at constructing and

interpreting Life Story Books with children. She also conducts training courses for foster parents in how to maintain Life
Story Books and bring them into the children's lives.
ae

That family photo albums are intensely socially valued artefacts is underlined by media reports of suburban house

fires or bushfires ¡n the Australian summer in which the family photos were "saved". For example, on 3 December

1997, the Adelaide Advertiser reported on fires in and around Sydney. With the headline 'Street of Devastation:
Neighbours share the misery of their loss", the article reports that a Mr Watson and his family had 'lost everything in the
inferno. His wife, Maureen, had not had time even to save the family photographs".
s0

lncluding the age of the child, the intersubjective proximity of the visitor and the degree of comfort felt by the child in
sharingthisaspectoftheirpersonhood. ThispatternfollowsthatnotedbyBourdieuinwhich"itisconsideredindecent
or ostentatious to show pictures of members of the family to just anyone" (Bourdieu 199Oc: 24).

s1

Here seriality is homologous with the 'chain" of coincidence noted in Chapter Three.

s2

This phenomenon also relates to patterns described by Simpson et a/, whereby divorced fathers are "shocked" when
they see their child in person or in a photo, at how they have "changed' (1995: 60).
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of coincidence outlined in the previous chapter. As lexplore in the next chapter, seriality
provides a key to the close parallels that exist between certain temporal realms of adoption and

kinship and the cultural construction of the individual as the elementary unit upon which
Western conceptions of kinship are constructed. The serial arrangement of photos in a Life

Story Book provides a sequence, a flow to the unfolding of a unitarvs3 biography which

is

inevitably marked by fracture, ambiguity and questioning.
The viewing of Life Story Books also hinges on this seriality of elemental arrangement, so that

"looking through" one's Life Story Book often involves "going back to the beginning" or to

"your origins" so that a linear, sedimentary sense of accumulating identity is reflected and
encouraged. The layering and accumulation of identity parallel the layering and accumulation

of experience; a vivid cultural elaboration of Cohen & Rapport's point that "narrative ... is

a

lasting if selective chronicle of the temporal course of experience, fixed in memory" (1995: B).
Various elaborations, stories and narratives which typically accompany a (young) child looking
through the books also reflect an accumulative cast to experience.

Narrative

in such

instances constitutes

a

cultural and intersubjective space for

" re-

presentations" and re-affirmations, not only of identity for the child, but also for the adoptive
mother or father and possibly siblings as well, especially concerning "the breach they seek to

repair" (Simpson 1997b:56). Yet Life Story Books are sometimes consulted in ways other than
referring immediately to the beginning. One boy, wanting to see what his father looked like

with a beard, went almost automatically to the section of his Life Story Book where his first day
at school was featured, with photos of him and his adoptive parents.

The significant point here is that the recording of corporeal detail in serial form is visual. As

I

explore below, the transience of experience associated with other bodily senses contrasts with

the enduring capacity of the visual when captured in a photograph. This enduring capacity
enables the offering or the exchange of images of the body that is not available via other senses.

Such a privileging of the visual does not preclude other senses of the body, but

it

raises

questions about their deployment in the light of the primacy of the visual (Foucault 1980;

Stoller 1989; Hastrup 1995b). The ways in which the other senses of the body are employed

53Theunitaryflavourofthebiographyiscritical toasenseofwholenessintheadopteeandthefamily. Thesignificance
of love in the inscriptions found in Life Story Books is illustrated in the words which conclude the L.S.B. guidelines
handed out to couples participating in a pre-allocation education group:
"Thu Lin has been in our family now for two years. Thu Lin and her forever family have been through some difficult
times together and many times of joy and laughter. Sometimes Thu Lin was sad and angry, sometimes it was hard to

understandhowshefeltbecauseshefoundithardtotell us. AttimeshermumanddadgotupsetaboutThuLin'ssilent
pain or her rages, but they always tried to help her, to understand her and to let her know that they love her and will
always be there with her through good times and bad, her family forever".
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are addressed in the next section.

The capacity of a photograph to preserve and make visible aspects of experience enables the
photo to act as a foil to strangeness. This attribute is commonly encountered across a range of
adoption-oriented circumstances in various ways. One way in which the photo acts as a foil to
strangeness

is through Life Story Books, particularly in those instances where there is no

information available about the adopted child prior to theír arrival at the adoption agency in the

country of origin. ln such circumstances the strangeness of the child emanates from the
complete absence of biographical knowledge; no name, date of birth, or details of "origins".
Such a child constitutes an example
quintessential

of the incompleteness

discussed

in Chapter Two in

form. ln these cases, the construction of an especially important biography

is

embodied in a Life Story Book; "origins" begin at the point of contact with the adoption agency
in the country of origin. The strangeness of an inaccessible past is offset by the familiarity of the
Life Story Book; familiarity not only in content, but in seriality. The constitutions of the Life

Story Book and the biography which

it embodies and

reflects are mutually founded upon

seriality. ln turn, the significance of the child's biography and the Life Story Book help to
constitute seriality as formative

in the "development" of the child. These dynamics

are

particularly vivid in the child's pre-school years.
Photos also act as a

foil to

strangeness

for agents such as Len, whose circumstances were

described above. For Len, the strangeness of longin g Íor a mother whom he wou ld never meet
was counterbalanced by the familiarity apparent to him in a photo of a woman who is both
stranger and his most intimate connection

with life. The familiarity experienced by Len

is

reminiscent of Barthes' reference to Proust:

... whose living reality lwas experiencing for the first time, in an involuntary and

complete memory (Barthes '1981: 70).

This juxtaposition of familiarity and strangeness underpins the mechanisms by which photos
can act as a foil to strangeness. With both Life Story Books and family albums, the seriality of
photos that are glued in order both exhibits and is informed by juxtapositions of familiarity and
strangeness. Changes in the body over time are noticeable and gain coherence through this

juxtaposition. Familiarity grows from each encounter with the relative strangeness of a photo of
a body that has changed, conceptualised and referred to in popular discourse as "getting to be a

real little person", "growing up", "maturi ng" or "growing old", depending on age. Strangeness

comes from the confrontation with that which had been expected

to be familiar, but

had

changed; or from that which had expected to change, but was all too familiar. Here the body
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and the visual medium of experience exhibit agency in a very particular

way. The body and the

visual enable the management and temporary resolution of familiarity and strangeness in fields

of intensest emotional connection and confrontation, the calibrations of relatedness and kinship

that reflect upon identity. The body and its visual representation are agents not only of
relationality, but of chanqine relationality. Familiarity and strangeness are the vehicles for this
changing relationality

to be

repeatedly confronted and reconfigured. This juxtaposition of

familiarity and strangeness is predicated on the primacy of the visual, routinely taken for
granted not only by participants, but also in numerous other sources which note the general
importance of photos in adoption, but takes their significance as read or simply unremarkable
(see Gilman 1984; Smith 1984; Powell 1995).

Yet photos are not the only artefact displayed in agents'homes which summon and refract
familiarity and strangeness through a visual medium (Tagg 1982). The homes of families with
intercountry adoptees are,

to

greater

or

lesser degrees, replete

with momentos,

souvenirs,

ornaments and pictorial representations from the child's country of origin. The predilection to
accumulate such artefacts and incorporate their significance into discourse between parents and

children exemplifies Rose's point that
memory of one's biography is not a simple psychological capacity, but is organised
through rituals of storytelling, supported by artefacts, such as photograph albums and
so forth (1996:143).

While variations occur according to whether children in the family are adopted from more than
one country, the items often on display signal the ethnic origins of the adoptee.sa Examples
included statuettes, framed artwork, calligraphy, ceramics and wood carvings. The strategic
placement of these highly symbolic representat¡ons of ethnic origins was explained by agents in
terms such as "we like to have them visible because they're a part of who Toby (adoptee from
Korea) is and who we are as a multicultural adoptive

family". Some families had compact

discs

or cassette tapes of "Thai music" or " Korean folk tunes" which might be played on special
occasions, depending on the age of the child.ss Photos of the child(ren) in national costume
may also be part of the visual presentationsu (see Eicher 1995). ln addition to the more or

less

sa

Such origins were also celebrated and enacted on ceftain occasions, through organisations such as A.K.F.C. and
A.A.C. Parent Support Croup arranging "Children's Day" (Korean holiday) or a "Sri Lankan night". Some of these events
included the children dressing in "national costume", invariably being photographed and videoed by parents and

grandparents, especially fathers and grandfathers.
The usual pattern was that young children would eagerly listen and dance to music from their country of origin, with
adolescents less amenable to such auditory engagement, although in instances of the latter the parents may enjoy doing

55

so!
s6

Lutz'work on the intentionality of photographs of "non-Westernêrs"

is pertinent here (1995).
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"public" display of various items within parts of the house such as passageway, lounge or living
room and hallway, the parent's bedroom often contained "special" momentoes of childhood,
such as lockets

of

hair,sT "baby teeth"

or a mother's diary. One woman showed me the

detailed, intimately reflective diary she had kept in the lead up to and during travelling to lndia
to adopt a girl, now her thirteen year old daughter. The diary was to be given to the girl upon
her eighteenth birthday. lnvariably, such biographically intimate collections were initiated and
maintained by the adoptive mother. Apart from their personal emotional value, some adoptive
mothers also intimated that they kept such testaments to infancy and childhood in case of future

contact with the birth mother(s). ln some instances, the adoptive father was unaware of the
adoptive mother's actions. As one adoptive mother of a boy born in Taiwan noted " it's not the
sort of thing a father would think

of".

The effect of these collections of testaments to an ethnic

past and a developing biography was to counterpose senses and interpretations of familiarity

and strangeness in a myriad of ways so as to effect a climate of emerging identity, with the
foundation of the child's origins referentially available at key times.

ln some more public situations, however, the contrast in physiognomy between intercountry
adoptees and their adoptive parents sometimes leads to ambiguity. For example, one teenage

girl, Melanie, born in Thailand and adopted as a young child, was in a rather crowded
delicatessen one day with her (quite blonde) adoptive father. The shop assistant, not realising

they were "together", looked at Melanie and said quite slowly "can-l-help-you?"s8 Melanie and

her adoptive father were slightly amused at the assistant's expression when Melanie replied,

with a distinctly nasal inflection, "two pies and a can of Coke, thanks". Melanie also observed

that "you get used to that sort of thing". For Melanie, her adoptive family and other
intercountry adoptive families, the contrast in physiognomy between "child" and "parents" can
lead to occasional embarrassment, although often such incidents are clearly a foundation for

humour, at times bitter-sweet. lntercountry adoptees are sometimes characterised in social
science research on adoption as facing "problems

of identity" (for example Selman & Wells

1996: 194). Selman & Wells, citing research by Dalen & Saetersdal, point to "(intercountry)
adopted children feeling they had a'Norwegian soul in a Vietnamese body' ... feeling out of

place in both countries"se (Selman & Wells 1996: 194). While the interplays between
s7
Rozin & Nemeroff, extending F¡azer's "laws of sympathetic magic', note that "contagion" works around the
transmission of "essence": 'essence seems to pervade the source ... one lock of hair seems to contain the essential
nature of the person from which it comes ... this illustrates the metonymic principle that the part can stand for the

whole" (1990: 2l0).
The example ¡llustrates R. Jenkins' po¡nt that "whether the ethnic identification ¡s 'correct' or not - in your eyes - may
make no difference. ldentity is often in the eye of the beholder' ('1996:. 2l,.
5e
Occasionally media repons about intercountry adoptees pivot on sim¡lar patterns. For example, in an article
sB
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familiarity and strangeness which are at work in this field encompass such binary typifications

of identity "problems", they also indicate a richer, but more problematic set of juxtapositions
and conjunctions.60
Some adoptees employ creative strategies in the face of ambiguity. One seven year old, seated

in class one day, was questioned by a "relieÍ" teacher who was checking the

roll of attendance.

The teacher looked at Simon (originally from Sri Lanka) and asked "and where are you from,

Simon?" Simon replied "do you mean where do I live or which country was I born in?" The
teacher, apparently somewhat taken aback by the reply, elected the latter. Simon's sense of

"ethnicity or ethnic identity" was "positive", according to his adoptive parents. ln so asserting,

his parents seemed to follow the kind of interpretation framed by De Vos, "ethnicity ...
determined by what

a

person feels about himself, not how he

is observed to

is

behave"

(Takezawa 1995:15, citing De Vos 1975).

For Simon's parents, his sense of his Sri Lankan roots was due in no small measure to his
detailed Life Story Book.

The enduring quality of photos enables their deployment in modes other than solely their
inclusion in photo albums. ln my research

it

was very common to find family photps

distributed around the home in obvious but no doubt strategic locations (Peace 1991). Factors
such as the varying size

of photos, whether they are professionally produced or taken

by

"Dad",located on mantelpiece, bedside table or in pride of place above the fireplace in the
lounge room (the conspicuous display of Sontag's "idealized image") are by no means
accidental or random variations (Sontag 1977: 85l,. Yet what enables such strategic placements

to occur at all is the endurance of the visual and its primacy in the sensory arsenal of the body.

This point is overlooked in research that consigns "family snaps" to "a realm of nostalgia"
(Sanders 1980:

5). The significance of photos may include nostalgic

aspects, but it exceeds it.

headlined "America Connection: an adoptee returns to her homeland to help hard+o-place orphans, as someone once
did for her", Time Magazine quotes Joy Degenhardt, who was adopted in the U.S.A. at age four; "straddling two
cultures exacts an emotional price. 'l don't know where l'm supposed to be right now ... I cannot say l'm Vietnamese or
I'm Amerìcan. What am l? I don't have a place where I belong"' flune 19 1995).
60
Some intercountry adoptive families had "studio" photos on display in prominent, visible places within their homes.
ln such (often large) photos, while physical differences are often plain, the photos represent unity or cohesiveness in
spite of the obvious physical differences; perhaps unity transcends difference in this context. Such photos are analogous
with the notion of the " jigsaw", in which different pieces fit together to form a coherent, meaningful whole. "Jigsaw", as
noted in previous chapters, is both a powerful metaphor in adoption for filling the gap, filling in the missing pieces to
become whole and so on, as well as being the name of an actual organisation. I suggest that with fam¡ly photos similar

cultural dynamics apply; different elements are seen to combine so as to form a meaningful, coherent, unifying entity.
ln addition, family photos serve to emblazon not only positions of relatedness within a family, or certain kin clusterings,
but also to mark indelibly the potency of relatedness itself.
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As Sontag notes, "all such talismanic uses of photographs express a feeling both sentimental

and implicitly magical: they are attempts to contact or lay claim to another reality" (Sontag
1977:16l,.
ln the previous chapter different kinds of agency for men and women were indicated, given the
peculiarities of the

field. A variety of practices surrounding photographs now enable

a further

exploration of how the different kinds of agency are apparent. The point that most family
photos are taken by "Dad" has been noted previously (Sanders 1980; Peace 1991), but this

proclivity involves more than other research indicates. While Sanders notes that the father's
typical location behind the camera necessarily leads to a photo that is "incomplete" through his
absence, his regular absence indicates social dynamics of considerably more consequence than

incomplete photographs (Sanders 1980:4). While "Dad" is typicallythe operator of the video
camera as well as the still camera/ the use of the video in relation to events points to a different

but parallel form of discretionary

presence

for the father in the captured image.

The

discretionary, voluntaristic cast of male agency which was discussed in Chapter Three appears

in altered guise and context.
Mother and child are indeed the central focus in family snaps by "Dad", but what does this
pattern indicate about taken for granted knowledge of relatedness, its locus of inhabitation and
its visual entrapment? This indicates that mother and child are the very centre

of

relatedness.

Father is supplementary, his contribution limited to facilitating a process centred on the mother

and

child.

The parallel with our understanding of the biology of reproduction is plain.

However central to the creative moment of the photo, the male's centrality is concluded in

a

moment. The observation that it is women who overwhelmingly create, maintain and annotate
family photo albums generally and Life Story Books specifically emphasises the parallel further.
Mothers and other women6l not only construct such photographic biographies, they are first
and foremost the people approached by children who want to look through their "Photo Book"

or who seek elaboration on its contents. ln the absence of the male from many "family snaps",

the male's presence in the photo is not only a matter of discretion,62 male as supplementary to
female, but the supremacy of the visual sense in the field of identity work and relatedness
through adoption and kinship is also underlined. The co-presence of these two phenomena in

6r

Women other than mothers occasionally play an analogous part. One example concerns an adoptee's adoptive
maternal aunt, who not only helped her nephew find his biological father in the U.S.A., but who "put all the photos in

an album and filled in the blanks" for him at the end of the trip to the USA they undertook together.
62
Woodward makes the point that S/re magazine in Britain represents motherhood ìn particular ways, including in
photographs. While photographs of women as mothers are common in She, 'the absence of a man in the photograph
implies that the father may not be essential to the needs of the successful mother with her child ...' (1997: 267l,.
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a single act renders this social action very powerful, however natural and unremarkable it is to
participants.

THE BODY SENSES ... VICARIOUSLY

With such primacy of the visual, are other body
apparatuses

a

senses significant?

homogeneous conglomeration,63

lf so, are other

or are differentiation and

aesthetic

hierarchisation

apparent in some ways?

The cultural significance of the auditory realm is accessible through certain practices

adoptions. ln the previous chapter the use of intermediaries in adoption re-unions

in

was

outlined.
lntermediaries negotiate possible contact between the parties so as to not "frighten the person

off" by hearing the voice of their relative. Far better to hear of the approach from a stranger.
This tendency is underpinned by an understanding of the human voice not only as particular,

but as unique. The voice of those familiar to us is recognisable, but biogenetic relatives often
share the same inflections of voice or "sound the same". One woman described hearing her

biological brother on the phone in an adjacent room one day some months after their father
had

died.

She described thinking for a moment that it was her father speaking because "he

sounded just like

Dad". But rather than "thinking",

she dwelled for an instant in the experience

of hearing her father speak. Here the strangeness

emanated from

the impossibility of

the

familiarity. The attentiveness paid to the voice occurred in the absence of visual contact
between the woman and her brother. The uniqueness of an individual voice is contradicted by

the potential for biogenetic relatives, especially close ones, to "sound the same". According to
this pattern, shared substance is corporeally expressed and detected in numerous ways, which

are themselves culturally constituted. Here Sahlins' pronouncement concerning "material
forces in production" can equally apply to the cultural construction of shared biogenetic
substance:

... the material forces in production (or shared biogenetic substance) contain no
cultural order, but merely a set of physical possibilities and constraints selectively
organised by the cultural system and interpreted as to their effects by the same logic
that gave them cause (Sahlins 1976:2O7).

ln this field uniqueness and the identical stand as logically impossible but compulsory partners.

The spoken word and the voice that utters it constitute a domain beyond the passing of
These questions address areas often neglected in research on the body, such as Hastrup's position concerning "the
lived body as a path of access" to the social world, which does not pose the manner of such access as problematic or
potentially rich ground for exploration (Hastrup 1995b: 95, see also Casey 1998).
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information. While for Favret-Saada "the act, in witchcraft, is the word", the act, in adoption
re-unions, is the voice (Favret-Saada 1980: 9).

How are other senses of the body implicated, deployed and culturally constituted in the
detection, transmission and communication

of

identity, together with the concomitant

interplays of familiarity, strangeness and relatedness?
Taste is an important factor for many inter-country adoptive families via food associated with

the child's country of origin. As the photo or the video might capture the visual and the
audiocassette

or compact disc capture the vocal and music, taste also captures a

sensual

characteristic that is constitutive of relatedness. The tasting of certain foods is often linked to
special occasions such as lodging the application to adopt a child from a selected country, so

that the couple's relatives might all go out to a Korean restaurant, for example, to celebrate.
Special occasions6a also include birthdays or the anniversary of the child's allocation, arrival or

legal adoption, especially with young

children.

These are often occasions

for the tactile

celebration of ethnic identity. The important aspect of the process of consumption is the tasting

ofthefood,theexperienceofthedifferentbutfamiliarthroughtaste(Stoller19B9).
strangeness

of the child's

physiognomic contrast

manageable through specific "ethnic"

and other family members

is

Therelative

rendered corporeally accessible and

food. Very often the eating of such food by the adoptee

will involve "trying something different". This is particularly evident

during the early times of the couple pursuing and effecting an inter-country adoption, when
visiting the appropriate restaurant means "tasting the culture". Eating such food may occur by
visiting

a Thai or Sri Lankan restaurant,

or by the preparation of such food at home.6s Over time

the tasting of (or, at home, the preparation of) different dishes constitutes a kind of seriality and
sedimentation of sensory experience in parallel ways to the Life Story Book, so that a tactile
arsenal

of

ingesting the country

of origin accumulates over time. Sometimes this means

a

family member may "get braver" with the dishes they will try over time, illustrating both
fluency in ethnic culinary matters and devotion to an essentialised, but heterogeneous domain
of ethnic awareness and daring to

try. ln all circumstances

the practices surrounding food from

the child's country of origin involves an important act; the tasting and ingestion of particular
cultural products by the "whole family". The typically marked physiognomic contrast between
6a
ln addition, events or occasions in the child's country of origin might be celebrated collectively, being organised by
the A.K.F.C. or A.A.C. Parent Support Group. For example, at Ch'usok (typically translated as Korean harvest festival)
celebrations, Korean food would be prepared, sold and eagerly consumed, often in substantial quantities.
65

A guide for adoptive parents, Talking About Adoption To Your Adopted Child, published by British Agencies for
Adoption and Fostering, recommends a variety of strategies for intercountry adoptive parents to "build up your child's
ethnic identity" (Chennells & Morrison 1995: 53). One of the recommended strategies is "learn to cook local foods and
go to ethnic restaurants if you get the chance" (Chennells & Morrison 1995: 54).
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adoptive parents and child is temporarily subsumed by the act of consuming food from his or
her country of

origin. Taste and consumption particularise and equalise at the same time. Yet

simultaneously, the remarkable physiognomic contrast between adoptive parents and child

not merely subsumed, its implicit hierarchy is inverted. The child, the odd one

is

out

physiognomically, is positioned as "close to" the food in view of her origins. The adoptive
parents, while mediating access to the food, (especiallythe mother) are also distanced from the

culinary array through their physiognomic disjuncture with what the food comes to signify. On

such occasions the emphasis is invariably not on quantity of consumption, but on the
experience of taste. Family members, including other children, are encouraged to "have

a

taste" even if consuming little, so that the entire enterprise has a unifying sense of collective

orientation. While aroma may augment the experience, the food must be tasted, not merely
experienced by smell. The sense of smell, which is discussed below, is supportive in this
context but not primary (see Classen '|992Ì,.
These social dynamics emphasise the axioms that "taste" is actually "pre-taste" until one has

learned "how

to interpret it" (Mennell 1996:2ì,. That "every eating experience is a learning

experience" further accentuates the sedimentation of experience and knowledge accumulated
over time (Capaldi 1996:

6). The particularity, the distinctiveness of the food that

is a focus for

knowledge, lies in its taste. lt is this particularity that temporarily obscures and inverts the cast

of the "usual" physiognomic contrast between child and parents, not by "she" being
"them", but by "them" being like

"her".

like

The tendency for women to assume primary

responsibility for culinary processes generally as well as for special celebrations within many
households makes the experience of "tasting" the child's country of origin subtly but firmly
linked to the feminine. Here taste is the immediate culinary and experiential focus. This focus
suggests a domain

of feminine agency vis a vis food that exists beyond "the familiar tension

between eating for health and eating for pleasure" (Murcott

1993:315). The position

is

reminiscent of Backett's study of parenthood, in which "parenting tasks" might be shared by the
male "helping",but it is quite clear that the responsibility for the entire matter is firmly within

the woman's domain (Backett 1982; also Simpson et al '1995; cÍ Moore & Vaughan 1994).
Tasting then becomes a consequence of feminine influence and agency. The complicity of

women in the experience of taste as embodying inclusiveness and contrast simultaneously
includes, but surpasses the "production of consumption" by women, revealing a child-centred

feminine influence that is not examined in other research (Mclntosh and Zey 1989: 327; also

Mennell et al 1992). ln this way femininity is subtly but critically paired not only with the

child's history or biography, but the child's oriqins. Matricentricity thus resonates with
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beginnings, the sources of expressions and understandings of identity. However subtle or taken

for granted this dynamic is for agents, the feminine is absolutely central in various physical
experiences of the child's origins.

Tactile and olfactory senses are connected with realms

of identity and

relatedness through

adoption and kinship, but in ways that contrast with the visual, auditory/vocal, or taste. The

tactile and olfactory are important in the kinds of desire and longing that infuse biological
motherhood, fractured in time. Rosalie, whose experience introduced this chapter:
... it'd be easier if we were like animals then it would only matter what we smelled like

... I suspect that's probably true though, what we smell like's important too! ... it's
important to me, I'm aware... what my family smells like, and I was very much aware
of Simon (son) in a physical sense, that it was all acceptable, it wasn't alien, it just
smelt familiar ... all of them have a particular smel166 ... Alan, Connie and Carol, with
Mike (all siblings) there's been much less physical association and there is a less
identifiable familiar smell- it's interesting, one of the things l've always been conscious
of is that Rob (partner) has been familiar in that sort of sense, he reminds me of my
mother, and so there's some sort of smell link there! ... nieces and nephews, they'd
smell familiar6T and also I've noticed that lthink if we acknowledged it with young
children, we spend a lot of time in that close physical proxlmity, so when we hug them
and that we're sort of smelling them, that is particularlv so for babies, and that's been
an interesting part of my grief as I've worked through this grief, this lonqine to smell my
baby... and having this new baby in the family (niece), it was sort of a double edged
thing, on one hand I just wanted to hold her and snuggle into her and smell her, but
she wasn't the one I wanted, you know, I wanted it with my own ... it changes, but it's
always there ...

The power of the sense of touch is emphasised, not only in a general emotive sense, but also in
its imagined capacity to lessen the pain. Like "the man from Quelain" in the Bocage, following

the touch of the redeemer,

"it

works, the pain recedes" (Favrefsaada 198O: 49, original

emphasis). The significance of touch here is reminiscent of Rozin & Nemeroff's point that
"contagion"

as an instance

of sympathetic magic, works through "essence (which) pervades the

source ... is passed on by physical contact... very small amounts of essence seem capable of
passing the full effect to the recipient" (1990: 210-211). A hierarchical cultural ordering of the

body's senses is apparent. This hierachisation is reminiscent of Nietzche's depiction of the
body as a "political structure" within which parts of the body "strLlggle" (Lash 1991:271). ln
this sense, the field of adoption, itself a field of struggles as explored in Chapter One, parallels
Nietzsche's struggle between "parts" at the site of the body.

Yet in this field, the senses are not only distinctly ordered and ranked,uu the senses

are

Whereas Classen's research on the olfactory is primarily directed towards imbuing "otherness", in this context the
olfactory is heavily paired with connectedness (1992)'

66

Rozin & Nemeroff note that if "one simply adduces to odors the possibility of carrying personal characteristics and
intentions, then odor becomes a special case of essence" (1990:212).
68
Here the detail concerning a cultural ordering ofthe senses follows Lock's observation that "(e)thnographic accounts
67
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understood as functionally different for men and women. The visual and auditory apply with

equal force

to men and women and are expressed in similar ways.

Taste is experienced

through social activities that emphasise domestic unity and so contradict or invert the usual
orientations to physiognomic contrasts, which are important in various ways at other times. But

such social activities are predicated upon the competence and the responsibility of the
feminine. ln contrastto the visual and the auditory, the experience of taste in these instances
subtly dependent upon the linchpin of a pervasively feminised

is

field. The association between

touch and smell on the one hand and relatedness on the other hand is embodied in women,

as

Rosalie's experience makes plain.

The cultural ordering that informs these adoption-centred social processes concerns the body
and proximity. The visual and the auditory occur and sometimes depend upon spatial distance

between agents. Bodies are a-proximate when the visual (first glance of the other) and the
auditory (often by telephone) are accentuated. Smell and touch constitute the inverse, being
inextricably associated with proximate bodies. But these sensory experiences that rely on close

bodies are firmly paired with women. This arrangement aligns the totality
experience

of

with women, but also with feminised social processes. Beyond

consciousness, the patterning throughout the entire field melds femininity with

sensory

reflective

proximity. The

hierarchical arrangement of the various potencies of sensory realms parallel but extend FavretSaada's dictum that

... direct physical contact (through touching) must be avoided at all costs, whereas
indirect contact through speaking or looking, if it cannot be avoided, must be

withstood (Favret-Saada '1980: 116, original emphasis).

These cultural and social inclinations provide ethnographic evidence of the primacy of the
visual, Sontag's "heroism of vision" (Sontag 1977:89). But these inclinations indicate that there

is much more to sensory deployment vis a vis relatedness than merely acknowledging the
primacy of the visual in a Western setting.

There is another dimension of the taken for granted ordering of bodily senses that critically
implicates women in adoption-centred relatedness. The visual and the auditory are readily
captured

in particular technological forms such as the camera, video camera and

cassette

recorder. While food may "capture" the taste (or smell) of a country of origin of an adoptee,
the smell and the touch of a baby transcend mechanical recording. The tactile and olfactory are

commanded by the body in its physical presence. A nexus emerges between the feminine,

in which olfaction, taste, sound and touch take center stage have opened up new horizons, with great potential for
politics of aesthetics grounded in felt experience'

(1

a

993a: 1 39).
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proximate bodies and that which

is

beyond technological capture. This association

considerably extends and problematises that identified between "... the pol¡ticizat¡on of the
body and the feminisation of life ... (and) human embodiment", but it expands the terrain of the

link beyond mere consumerism (8. S. Turner 1992: 46). The desire articulated by many
relinquishing mothers such as Rosalie amplifies the distance implicit in that which is beyond
capture.

The superimposition of the feminine, the proximity of bodies and that which is beyond our
capture, beyond any technological grasp indicates significance for a realm of which dwells
beyond bodily senses. lt is to this realm that attention is directed in the next section.

BEYOND THE SENSES, BEYOND THE BODY

ln this section adoption

re-unions

will be explored further, together with

processes which centre on young children in the years following their

social dynamics that employ the senses, pivot

on

certain social

adoption. Both entail

physiognomic idiosyncrasies, yet

simultaneously transcend the physical.

The experience of being re-united in adoption is often accompanied by intense emotions
(Moran 1994; Sachdev'1992; Silverman

etal 1994). The feelings accompanying

re-unions are

at times of such intensity that they can lead to a phenomenon termed Cenetic Sexual Attraction.

Creenberg and Littlewood define this phenomenon as "powerful erotic feelings developing
between reunited relatives"

(1

995:

35). Heterosexual and homosexual relationships can ensue

across all permutations of biogenetic relatives. lnter-disciplinary conferences on adoption, such
as the national adoption conference held in Sydney

in 1994 (mentioned in Chapter One) often

include Cenetic Sexual Attraction as a topic (Fitsell 1994). The research on Genetic Sexual

Attraction (CSA) is largely confined

to

discussing modes

of

therapeutic intervention for

counsellors and psychotherapists. The phenomenon is therefore framed as pathological, even if

"understandable" because of the intensity of the feelings involved. This pathological cast
combined with greater attention being directed

to

is

intergenerational GSA rather than sexual

relationships between siblings or other instances of consenting adults who are biologically

related. A pronounced feature of research is its focus on pathology rather than

researchers

exploring the socio-logic6e of the phenomenon itself.

During fieldwork the topic of CSA was raised occasionally in support groups in connection
6e

As Wolfram reminds us, "in England intercourse between affinal relations was for many centuries on a footing with
and as much incest as intercourse between close blood relations" (1987: 43],.
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with individuals embarking on a search for relatives. Experienced support group leaders or
counsellors would at times caution novices, since CSA was a possible outcome, however
unimaginable it may be. Such cautions were expressed in a serious tone:
Actually, you might not believe this, but what can happen, and what has happened to
people we know is that they get so carried away that they end up becoming lost in a
sexual relationship with the other person. I know that sounds weird, but I can assure
you it can happen. l'm telling you this so you can be on the lookout; forewarned is
forearmed ...

The danger inherent in undertaking a Quest for completeness is emphasised, not only
obvious peril, but also as hidden

peril. ln the

as

process of issuing such cautions, not only is the

experience, sagacity and agency of the support group worker accentuated, but the agency of the
agent embarking on the search is heavily problematised. Upon such a perilous pursuit, the
agent ponders, how would I cope with feelings which are so strong? Do I wish to risk that kind

of experience? For what kinds of possible outcome?

ln the context of discourse around CSA in adoption organisations the possibility of
signalled both the promise

of

CSA

intense familiarity and intimacy and its perilous inverse, the

jeopardy of intimacy mis-managed. The joyous and the horrific assume equally potential
proportions in the imagination. Such warnings

to

agents

do not tend to deter them from

searching. While lending a sobering tone to the enterprise, the warning also introduces a

fascination. This fascination is reflected not only in individual searches, but also in the
attentiveness to GSA as a topic at adoption conferences. Creenberg

& Littlewood point to "a

continuing Western antipathy to parent-child incest (and a fascination with i0 ..." (1995:34)
also McKinnon 1995). Similarly, Roscoe, citing Cory & Masters (1963) notes "the incestuous

union both attracts and repels" (1994: 51).
While the topic of Cenetic Sexual Attraction entails the interplay of emotions in a pivotal way,

which is explored in Chapter Six, the immediate relevance of CSA lies in the absolutely critical
position that the body and its partialisation assume in detecting and constituting resemblance.
Once detected, this often uncanny resemblance provides a foundation for extremes of emotion,
experienced as an intense form of not simply attraction, but of closeness. The term here signals

multiple dimensions; closeness in the senses of emotional, shared biogenetic substance,
intersubjectivity, experiential and analytical. Closeness, grounded in shared physiognomy,

is

not a goal of the intimacy that ensues, it is a condition of it (cf Greenberg & Littlewood 1995).
This closeness is predicated on shared biogenetic substance. The multiple alignments between
shared biogenetic substance and closeness noted in previous chapters emerge as significant in

this context also. The shared quality of the biogenetic substance is a condition of both the
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magnet¡sm of the attraction and its prohibition.T0

The factors which constitute the "problem" highlight the exigencies of agency; the capacity to
engage with, manage but simultaneously resist the naturalised but unnatural forces and feelings

which permeate such intense, almost-beyond-words encounters. Here Cohen's authorial
potency is constituted as much by the failure to pursue certain courses of action as

it is by

deliberate activity (1994). This phenomenon is experienced and articulated in a spatialised

way. The "closer" the individuals are in the concentration of biogenetic substance, the greater

the social infraction. But the "closer" the two individuals are, the more uncanny

the

resemblance and the mannerisms in common. The intersubjective forces that impel them to
intimacy are precisely the same forces that would arrest or limit intimacy. CSA is indicative of

how "natural" attraction and closeness are/ but GSA also points to how extremely "un-natural"
such attraction can become. The social can give way to nature, but the social must contain
n

atu re.

Civen the pervasive, very powerful associations between the feminine and adoption-centred
relatedness, how does CSA stand in relation to this? The primacy of women in adoption and

kinship has been outlined in previous chapters, extending other research (Stivens 1985; Ernst

1990; Backett 1982; Wearing 1984; Modell 1994; Williams 1981; Barham 19BB; Mahoney

1995). Especially in view of the proclivity for women to be positioned as the instigators

in

adoption re-unions, either overtly or covertly, a strong alignment forms between a heavily
feminised field in which women as the embodiment of the uncanny assume and are assigned

responsibilityon one hand and highlydangerous social (and possiblysexual) terrain in GSA on

the other hand. This predicament is homologous with McKinnon's research concerning the
dynamics of incest in America; "(r)egardless of how the daughter is viewed, the major blame for
the father's incestuous acts is reserved for the mother" (1995a: 32).

Cenetic Sexual Attraction is also linked with another factor in a central way, the significance of

which has been outlined above; the visual. ln view of the primacy and the immediacy of the
visual in apprehending corporeal expressions of shared biogenetic substance and in view of the
intersubjective potency imbuing such commonality, the visual is implicated in the joy of the

attraction and closeness of CSA and in the fear and shame which can follow (Fitsell 1994).

CSA also signals another crucial quality concurring shared biogenetic substance and the
enchantment
70

of the field. Following Rozin &

Nemeroff's perspectives

on the laws of

Edwards notes concerns over people who might meet and marry, yet share biogenetic substance through the

processes associated with the New Reproductive Technologies and to a generalised concern over incest in Western

locations as well as the disruptive effect of incest upon ideal notions of connectedness and kinship; problems arising
from "like attracts like" (1993:4647; also Parkin 1997a).
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sympathetic magic, particularly contagion, the sharing
instance

of biogenetic

substance becomes an

of contagion: "the definition of kinship centers around a continuity of

substance,

whether or not this continuity is perceptible" (199O: 221). This position helps explain why
resemblance in the other is often experienced as "uncanny".
There is a web of intricately connected elements in this phenomenon, but they exist at the level

of the taken-for-granted. The link between the feminine, shared biogenetic substance, parts of
the body and the visual are critical in configuring the contradictions of GSA, but such linkages

are either invisible, opaque or taken for granted, not only by participants, but by other
researchers as well.
As the media stories discussed in the previous chapter are pre-occupied with a domain of

that

which-is-almost-beyond-expression, beyond-words, so GSA occupies a domain that is almost
beyond articulation. One encounters nothing less than "the bounds of the unstatable" (FavretSaada 1980:21). The contradiction between the quintessential naturalness of closeness and the

equally quintessential abhorrence at its potential course,

if left to nature, provide cultural

boundaries which go to the core of the social construction of identity and relatedness in this
field.

The power of knowledge and the knowledge of power present, for agents in the field of
adoption, the best chance of undertaking the peril-ridden Quest for completeness by re-union,

avoiding but confronting the jeopardy that can accompany the quest (Foucault 1987).
Knowledge is thus preparatory for and preventive of the consequences that can spring from an
encounter, the dire outcomes of which are bound to be predicated on visually apprehended
resemblance and concomitant closeness. As with Favret-Saada's agents, "the more one knows,

themoreoneisathreat"(Favret-Saada1980:11). Thevisual isfirmlyimplicatedinafieldthat
is as potentially dangerous as it is feminised. The potential danger is more important than mere

danger, because it articulates with the imagined. Therefore the body is both the domicile of
potential jeopardy and the agent of its detection. The association between the visual apparatus

of the body, danger and feminised social processes is also notable in a second area of inquiry,
which focuses on certain aspects of children in the years following their adoption, up to the

age

of six years.

OPEN ADOPTION AND A VISUALISED IEOPARDY

Contemporary local adoptions are termed "open", in contrast to the dominance of "closed"
adoptions in previous decades in Australia and other Western settings (Arton & Clark 1996;

F.
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Harris 1996; Murch et a/ 1993). Notwithstanding the huge range of meanings, implications
and practices gathered under the rubric of the term "open" in discourse as well as adoption
research, current "open" adoptions

in

South Australia are described

counsellors and researchers as an "exchange"

of information

by social

workers,

(Hughes 1995; Siegel 1993;

Ryburn 1994, 1995a, 1995b; Alty & Cameron 1995; Berry 1991; Borgman 1982; Corcoran
1991;Feast & Smith 1995). ln South Australia the Family lnformation ServiceTlacts "as a kind

of post oÍfice".72 However, this organisation acts as a mediating point for the predominantly
one-way flow of information, from adoptive family to biological mother.73 Regular reports and
photographs/ every four months in some cases and every twelve months in others, are provided

to inform the biological
arrangement. lt

mother of the child's progress.Ta Photographs are crucial

is the adoptive mother

a

this

who invariably arranges, annotates and sends the photos

to the biological mother, who often arranges the photos in a
information and

in

visual representation

special album.

of the child are transmitted via a

ln

effect,

mediating

organisation, staffed mainly by women. These details constitute further manifestations of the
pervasiveness of matricentricity within the feminised field.

The provision of such information is a bitter-sweet arrangement for relinquishing mothers.
While every snippet of information and photo

is cherished,

it is also an incisive reminder of

loss

and closure. As one relinquishing mother stated "they just open the door a fraction to give you
a glimpse then they slam it in your face again, every

usually framed

in

progressive, positive terms,

arrangement that carries particular cultural

time!" While knowledge about the child

it

is the position of photographs in

is

this

weight. ln a way, the photograph itself constitutes a

manifestation of spatial and intersubjective distance. As with Favret-Saada's informants, while

"working from a photograph" is possible, direct physical contact is not only preferable, it

is

more powerful (Favret-Saada 1980: 184).
Each new photograph of the child is another reminder of the absence of proxim¡ty in multiple

ways, from the relinquishing mother's perspective. The absence of proximity is not merely
geographical

or intersubjective. lt is also temporal. Each photo reminds the relinquishing

mother of her separation from the child, the Þrocess of seeing her child grow up and the
7t Part of the State Covernment Department For Family and Community Services and the site of "handing out the brown

envelopes" which contain identifying information, discussed in Chapter Three.
72

The words of a social worker employed at F.l.S.

73

And in some cases other biogenetic relatives such as grandparents.

7a

ln some instances, intercountry adoptive families (read primarily the mother) parallel this practice, although it is not
compulsory, by sending photographs and repons once or twice per year to the adoption agency in the country of origin.
ln some contexts such material is directed to the foster mother of the adopted child, but a major purpose is also to
record (serially, sedimentally) on file a chronicled visual account of the child's life in case the biological mother should
ever inquire atthe agency in future; a refraction of a Life Story Book in waiting.
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complete absence of her agency in this process. Not seeing and helping her child "grow up"
means not seeing and helping the child become an

adult. The pain of such loss is closely

linked to Badinter's quintessential expressions of motherhood, noted in Chapter Three, whereby
a mother completes her work

by transforming the embryo into a complete individual ... Carrying this view to its
logical extreme, the maternal function might only be seen as achieving its end when
the mother at long last delivers into the world a completely developed adult. (Badinter
1

981: xx).

But the cultural significance of photographs of children extends beyond relinquishing and
adoptive mothers. Bourdieu notes that the proliferation of taking photos of children rather than

adults or family groupings is a cultural and historical peculiarity (Bourdieu "l99Oc:

22).

Yet

what has not been noted in other research is that photographs of childrenT5 tend to frame the
shoulders, head and face76

in particular. While

Ekman's research points

to the cultural

significance of various "facial movements" across a range of settings (Ekman 1977:39) and to

the importance of "facial expression" (Ekman 1996), here the cultural significance of the face
lies in its capacity to help constitute and affirm the identity of the agent and simultaneously reify

the individual as a unique human entity. At the same time, as the examples in this chapter
indicate, the cultural significance of the face also includes the ability of the face to signal
d

ifferent valencies of resemblance.

This dual capacity of the face to certify uniqueness and identity on one hand and embody
relatedness on the other hand helps explain the cultural preference

for a frontal "head and

shoulders" perspective in photographs of children.tT This pattern is significant, for it is the face

that is understood to be the locus of development, growth and individual particularity in

children. This tendency extends the work of Fernandez on the body's critical position in
constituting the "child" (1995). Further, the tendency to focus on the face is reflected in the
photos that are sent to relinquishing mothers and the attention paid to them by relinquishing

mothers. Subtle changes as well as major ones signal not merely physical growth, but also an
emerging maturity of identity, which is especially evident in the expression of the face, here

paralleling Barthes"'look" (1981:103). Familiarity and strangeness are juxtaposed in

7s

lncluding those taken by professional organisations in cooperation with schools, commonly purchased by parents

as

supplementary to the "snaps by Dad".
76

Ekman

77

Such a framing is also common in the professionally produced "school photos" taken in primary and secondary

d

iscusses the cu ltural sign ificance of various "facial movements" across a range of settings (Ekman 1977: 39l.

schools. The disposition toward "head and shoulders" framing is also common in suburban shopping mall professional
"quick snaps", which are increasingly popularwith parents whose children are pre-school age.
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interpretations and readings of such photos of children, as in the seriality that features in Life
Story Books or family photos albums. The seriality is accentuated for relinquishing mothers, for

the intervals between photos are not marked by ongoing contact as they are in adoptive and
other families. For relinquishing mothers, an element of familiarity is crucial in perceiving

a

photo of her child. lt would be unthinkable for a degree of recognition not to occur, but this

is

counterposed by the changes, fuelled by the passage of time beyond her control, that must be
perceived by her in order for "growth" to be taking place. Strangeness introduces newnessf
constrained to manageable boundaries by the presence of familiarity.

Foucault's (1987) nexus between knowledge and power is detectable

in this domain.

Knowledge as "information" is collated, sent via an intermediary and received. Each step in the
process entails particular arrangements and understandings of power, yet each step is mediated

by specific cultural constructions and deployments of the body. The body, knowledge and
power form a triumvirate that imbues a variety of realms of open adoption. Here the sensuous
body of Nietzsche meets the body-power-knowledge nexus of Foucault (Lash 1991; B. S. Turner

1991). The body inscribes and is inscribed by knowledge and power, but it is through the
senses

of the human body that the possibility of this interplay exists. As indicated in

the

previous chapter, the positioning of the body-power-knowledge nexus within a firmly feminised

field is critically linked to the proliferation of the uncanny, which itself pivots on the feminine.
Open adoptions have very definite limits as far as the mediating agency is concerned. The
agency that acts as the "post office" terminates its role when the child reaches approximately
six years or

... about the time they reach school, this is when they become recognisable as an
individual, this is when they're recognisable from a photograph ... it would be possible
to have a photo of a child and recognise them coming out the school gate...7B
(adoption social worker).

The concern that underpins the worker's explanation pivots upon a rendering of the anonymous

relinquishing mother as potentially dangerous and unpredictable. This depiction follows the
pattern of association between women and peril in certain circumstances which was discussed

in

previous chapters. The emerging configuration

of the face is the key to

individual

recognisability. The ways in which the parts of the face are configured determine and enable
recognisability. Yetthe way in which this configuration occurs is indescribable by participants;

"it just happens" (adoption social worker). Thus the body of the child may be "changing", but

78

The implication

thus representing

is

that the 'natural' attraction or tendency of the biological mother may, like CSA, "get out of hand",

dan ger.

"t70

it nonetheless signals "childhood" (Fernandez 1995).

The belief that reaching school age involves a child's body becoming recognisable from

a

photograph entails a refractory moment in the juxtaposition of familiarity and strangeness. Up

to this point, familiarity and

strangeness were counterposed so that

the familiar offset the

strangeness of the newness in the developing child and the developing face in particular. From

this point on, the juxtaposition is inverted, so that strangeness comes to offset the enduring
familiarity that necessarily accompanies the achievement of recognisability. The body is thus

a

changing body, but one that does not undergo change homogeneously. The static elements of

the body that are visually captured and represented in photographs constitute parts of

a

serialised whole, understood as a biography. The relationship between these parts and the

whole hinges on particular interplays between familiarity and strangeness. The body-centred
constitution

of parts and wholes and the relationship

between them, both literally and

metaphorically, are themes that inform the next section.

BODIES, PARTS AND WHOLES

Considerable attention has been paid in this chapter to the ways in which "parts" feature in the
use, construction and apprehension of the body in adoption-related contexts. This not only
raises questions about the significance of "wholes" but also about the nature of the connections

between parts and wholes in various ethnographic contexts. ln this section attention is directed
to such questions.
The ways in which wholeness can constitute an outcome and a goal of a quest in the field of

adoption specifically and the field of kinship more generally have been indicated in previous
chapters. But the significance of wholeness does not end there. Being corporeally whole is, for
some participants, a condition of adoption as well as a consequence of

it.

This is evident in

two respects. ln local adoptions (and fostering, although this is of less immediate relevance
here), children with physical

or intellectual "impairment" have their adoptions administered

differently from children who are "whole". The manner of the administration is not important
here, but the administrative classification and the attention to difference are.

Corporeal wholeness is also a crucial factor in the adoption of children from overseas, for any

physical or intellectual impairment that is likely to prevent the child from becoming a fully
functioning, contributing citizen to Australian society precludes the issue of a Residence Permit
by the federal department which administers immigration matters (Brennan 1993). Adoptive
parents, also, must produce medical certification concerning their health. Some countries set
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weight limitsTe for adoptive parents.
This insistence on being physically whole is linked to conflict between prospective adoptive
parents and the state in various

ways. ln several

instances during fieldwork, the struggle to

bring a particular child to be adopted by a particular couple became a quest for fairness, a quest

for "that which was meant to be", in its own right. A quest within a Quest. This conundrum

was made possible by the particular procedures for allocating and assessing the health of
children which prevailed at the time of fieldwork. Procedures may have been revised since.

During fieldwork, the sequence of pursuing adoptions from some countries meant that
Australian couples were allocated a child, with reports and photographs, which was followed
by checks on health, "normality" of development, and "fitness" to enter Australia permanently.
These procedures meant that it was possible to be allocated a child and for the child

to

be

subsequently refused an entry permit on health grounds. The detection of "problems" in the

child after allocation and its concomitant attachment, joy and imagining of the future was
difficult enough for those couples whose adoption was merely delayed by the bureaucratic
intricacies of the entire process.so Those couples whose adoption of an allocated child was
prevented altogether

by the ordering of

events described

the experience as

personally

devastating. Some adopted other children in time. Some could not face the ordeal further. For
these agents, the peril of the quest for completeness was to be enacted in stark and acute detail.

Enduring incompleteness was the bitter outcome that, for these people, often presented the
extremely difficult task of coming to terms with how such an outcome could possibly have been
"

meant to be"

.

The struggles of prospective adoptive parents to adopt an allegedly "impaired" child from
overseas were depicted by the electronic and print media from time to

time. During fieldwork,

three such instances were encountered. ln each case, frequent, detailed media coverage
occurred,sl highlighting the incompetence or coldness of bureaucracy, much to the satisfaction
of the couples concerned and the support groups to which they belonged. The importance of

the child being whole can be appreciated by reference to the three sets of circumstances and
their media attention.

ie

A newspaper report in Adelaide featured a British instance of a couple being "told they are too fat to adopt ... Gillian
... has had no luck with in-vitro fertilisation ... 'Mother Nature has been cruel to us and now this" (The Adelaide
Advertiser 5 November 1996).
80

Fees were payable at each stage. This factor marked out the tediousness, the experience of slowness and the

constra¡nts on agency at the same time as "shelling out hard earned wages" to meet the compulsory fees (adoptive

mother of two children from the Philippines).
81

The extensive media coverage of these three instances consistently but subtly presented the wife-mother
prime bearer of responsibility, the prime victim of the delays, or both.

as

either the
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ln one case, a child aged two with no hands or feet was brought to Adelaide from Cambodia for
extensive cranio-facial surgery and orthopaedic shoes. The foster familys2 with whom he was
placed sought to adopt

him. Media

enthusiasm for his courage was vigorous. After a battle

against bureaucracy, the couple "won".

Another case involved the allocation

of a Thai girl aged almost two. Upon medical

examinations for immigration purposes, doubts were raised about her intellectual capacity. The
measurement

of her cranial capacity, uncertainty whether it was "within normal limits"

varying baselines

of "normal" measurements in

different countries were central

in

and

the

"struggle" which ensued. Eventuallythe necessary approval was gained and the girl was placed

with the couple.
The third instance involved a Romanian girl aged approximately

nine. A couple who

were

working in a Romanian orphanage grew attached to her and sought to adopt her under South
Australian law, having adopted her under Romanian

law. An entry visa was initially

refused

due to the girl having been born with both arms and one leg "abnormally" short

and

intellectual disability attributed to years spent in an orphanage with minimal stimulation and
negligible human interaction. Permission was eventually obtained.
These three instances were well celebrated

ended in a moral

in adoptive parents'circles since each

"vicloty". Yet perhaps more crucially,

instance

as these three examples illustrate, a

deficiency in one or more "parts" of the body of the prospective adoptee necessarily means
deficient

"whole". Whether the deficient whole

a

is an incomplete aggregation of parts or an

aggregation of incomplete parts, the result is still less than whole.
The wholeness of any given part of the body is therefore a necessary condition of the wholeness

of the entire body, but it is not a sufficient condition in itself. The relationship between the
parts and the entire body must be "whole" also.

This points to a particular relationship between corporeal parts and whole in this aspect of the

field of adoption, but the connection between these notions extends beyond necessity

and

sufficiency. ln order to explore the nature of the connection between parts and whole in this
field, it is necessary to return to the concept described earlier in this chapter, "distinctiveness",
which includes hexis.
The concept of distinctiveness is derived from Bourdieu's "distinction" and incorporates
bodily hexis, a basic dimension of the sense of social orientation, ... a practical way of
experiencing and expressing one's sense of social value. One's relationship to the

s2Thecouplealreadyhadseveral adoptedchildren. Thewillingnessofthemotherinparticulartodevotemuchtime
and love to the boy provided fertile ground for the media (and other adoptive families within various networks)
depicting her as something of a 'saint" (see Badinter 1981: 238).
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social world and to one's proper place in it is never more clearly expressed than in the
space and time one feels entitled to take from others; more precisely, in the space one
claims with one's body in physical space, through a bearing and gestures that are self
assured or reserved, expansive or constricted ... (Bourdieu 1984:474).

While "distinctiveness" incorporates Bourdieu's concepts "distinction" and "hexis", it is not
merely an example of these concepts, for distinctiveness is constituted through particular
dynamic interplays of familiarity and strangeness, with and through the body's senses. As
Casey points out, "habitus... (or) habitudes (unlike mere routines) are open

to innovation:

as

Dewey, Merleau-Ponty, and Bourdieu all insist" (1998:214). lndeed, Bourdieu states
... I wanted to emphasize that this 'creative', active, inventive capacity was not that of
transcendental subject in the idealist tradition, but that of an acting agent (1990b: 13).

a

ln this way distinctiveness draws not only upon Bourdieu, but also upon Cohen's creative social
agent as well as Cohen and Strathern's emphases on the uniqueness of the individual in Euro

American contexts (Strathern "199'la; "1992a; 1992b; Cohen 1994). The social potency of
distinctiveness in this thesis is an instance of Bourdieu's observation that habitus is embodied,

but in this field it is not class that is the fulcrum for distinction, it is a site of interface between
identity and relatedness. Habitus embodied in this field is the embodiment of the relational,
centring on the body as an animated whole and as an aggregation of distinguishable parts.
Distinctiveness embraces both difference and similarity, which are equally relational opposites,

or, in Strathern's words "difference ... is a connection from another angle" (Strathern 1992b:

73, original emphasis). Yet this physiognomic distinctiveness

speaks

to a very

particularly

constituted field. The significance of any given instance of distinctiveness, such as "the Baxters'

nose", is likely to be available only to another Baxter. Here the specificity of the perceptual
audience vis a vis distinctiveness parallels the spells encountered by Favret-Saada, "spells, by

definition, are strictly private matters" (Favret-Saada 1980: 40).

The social potency of distinctiveness also explains how Strathern's individual is not only
culturally viable or possible, but necessary (1992a; also Cohen 1994). The uniqueness of
identity for any individual and the specific kinds of connections between that individual and

"kin" actually depend upon an apparent physiognomic contradiction; the unique physiognomy
of the individualss and physiognomic resemblance between biogenetic relatives. The notion of

an analytical mechanism that both creates and resolves

this

contradiction. ln this way the embodiment of Bourdieu's habitus meets Strathern's

late

distinctiveness provides

twentieth century individual.

03

Except for identical twins.
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ln the previous chapter the habitus was shown to be intricately linked in the field of adoptioncentred relatedness to the uncanny. This link is particularly notable since the uncanny was
linked to women and feminised social processes. Yetthis association can now be re-assessed in

thelightofthischapter;womeninthisfieldaredepictedastheembodimentofthesens-ual.

As

a consequence women are portrayed as able to sense or detect distinctiveness especially
acutely. This constitutes a domain of feminine agency that is not examined in other research.
Embedded within this phenomenon is a broader, richer dynamic than merely believing that

women notice resemblance. Women, as detectors of distinctiveness, are therefore culturally
positioned in this field so as to construct very particular and very powerful relationships
between parts and wholes, in metaphorical senses as well as literal ones. The part-whole
metaphor gains and contributes potency in this field through the proliferation

of literal or

corporeal part-whole patterns. By embodying the capacity to detect, enact and construct the
association between parts and wholes, women

in this field

simultaneously embody the

dynamics of identity calibration and the relational. The capacity and obligation of women to
associate parts and wholes

in a myriad of ways constitutes an affirmation of both feminine

difference and feminine centrality in those realms

of identity which inhabit Australian

kin-

centred relatedness. This aspect of the constitution of women in connection with adoption
specifically and kinship matters more generally adds substantially to the order of magnitude

drawn elsewhere between women and a plethora of social identities and relationships,
including under the umbrella of "kinship" in Australia and other Western settings (Wearing
1984; Stivens 1985; Ernst 1990; Backett 1982;D. Bell 1987).
The significance of parts-whole metaphors and relationships and the centrality of women in the

constitution of these relationships are visible in this field in a variety of ways (Martin 1987;
Spelman 1997). Parts of an individual body coalesce in a particular way so as to form

an

individual and a unique body. At the same time, each individual is but a part of a body
corporate of relatives. The cultural force underpinning the connections in collectivities of kin

is

Bourdieu's "cult of unity" (Bourdieu 1990c). As Bourdieu explains,
the extraordinary and solemn exchanges of family occasions, often sanctioned and
memorialised by photographs consecrating the integration of the assembled family ...
(1998: 68).

But the cult of unity does not only apply to a family, as Bourdieu employs the concept. ln this

field the cult of unity parallels the predilection for wholeness or completeness in various ways.
According to the configurations of forces within this field, a cult of unity or completeness can
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be manifested in an individual, a couple, a family or a body.sa ln each of these sites of
completeness, femininity occupies and constitutes paramount space.

The fact that the body corporate of relatives is unseen and unknown does not contradict
membership. This pattern is applicable to Western notions of kinship, but in the context of the

field of adoption-centred relatedness, the pattern is amplified. Adoptees are part of a body
corporate

of social and legal

relatives (Schneider

1968). But according to the cultural

constitution of notions of identity and relatedness within the field, adoptees are also part of

a

body corporate of biogenetic relatives, irrespective of the passage of time, individual knowledge

or individual disposition towards the politics of adoption. Each individual adoptee is part of
two "whole" sets of relatives,s5 notwithstanding that the biogenetic set might be unknown and
unimagined. Strathern tells us that an individual is
... composed of parts and a part of other entities beyond him or her ... (and that)
conglomerates constitute mixes of partss6 from different domains, such that one kind of
relationship coexists in conjunction with another of a different kind (Strathern 1992b:
83).

On the one hand the centrality of women in this field adds an asymmetrically

gendered

dimension to an ethnographic application of Strathern's argument. On the other hand,
Strathern's signalling of the multiplicity of domains of conglomeration suggests that the cultural

force of centring women and feminised articulations of agency in the part-whole constitution
process should not be underestimated. Simultaneous domains of conglomeration that centre on

women also suggest the uncanny.
The third implication of Strathern's point is, in a sense, a combination of the other

two.

lt

concerns Strathern's "merographic"sT connections, in which "... orìe thing differs from another

in so far as it belongs to or is part of something else" (Strathern 1992b:73). The agent who

adopted is the exemplar
simultaneously a part

of a

merographic connection,

for, by definition, he or she

of his or her social body corporate and his or her bioeenetic

is
is

body

corporate. ln adoption, membership of one necessarily implies membership of the other and
therein lies not only the difference or contrast between the two, but the "merographic"
connection between them. ln this way it is the very notion of the individual that mediates and
8a

Also detectable in the common concern among new or prospective parents, 'so long as it's healthy, it has all its toes
and all its fingers" (Modell 1994:75).

Supporting Strathern's point that 'Euro-American bilateral systems of kinship join together disparate reasons for
(1 996b: 53 1 ).
66
Rozin & Nemeroff also point out that through the metonymic principle "the part can stand for the whole' (1 990: 210).
8s

relatedness"

87

Cohen makes the point that there is potential for the 'self" to be understood "as the agent of his or her own
'merography"' (1994: 153). ln the context of this thesis and this field, Cohen's recommendation might be echoed, but
in altered form, for in this field, one might explore the "self' as the merographer of his or her own agency.
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connects the social and the biogenetic. The individual, then, is not only the confluence of the
social and the biogenetic, the individual is a condition of their possibility, being constituted out
of their juxtaposition and mutuality.
The social and the biogenetic comprise a Wagnerian dialectic, in which each element contrasts

with its opposite, creating conjunctive realms in the

process (Wagner 1981:

52). A

range of

exigencies of identity construction ensues from this process of juxtaposition, comparison and

contrast. Adoption once again provides a conceptual and ethnographic window through which

it

is possible to explore the intricacies of cultural patterns and dispositions that extend far

beyond adoption's own boundaries.
The centrality of the individual in the constitution of the relationships between parts and wholes
raises questions about another aspect of the cultural notion of the individual that was discussed

in Chapter Two. This concerns the tension that is inherent in the Western individual between
separateness and attachment. Tensions between separateness and attachment are detectable in

the part-whole connections outlined above.

The linking of parts of an individual human body to the whole body of which they are but

a

part is constituted by tension and ambiguity as much as by coherence. The selectivities
inherent in Rosalie's description at the beginning of this chapter are examples. While gender
affects the ways in which this tension is played out within the field, a mechanical distinction

between males and separateness and females and attachment underestimates the problematic
aspects of the tension's articulation in various contexts (cf Kaplan 1992). Similarly, the linking

of an individual to a larger body corporate of relatives is underpinned by tension, for all

its

compulsion. ln adoption, this applies both to the social body corporate of relatives and the
biogenetic body corporate of relatives. More broadly, this applies to individuals and sets of

relatives. This line of inquiry provides a different perspective on both Schneider's
Strathern's arguments concerning the degree of discretion and choice open

and

to individuals

in

inclusion in American kinship (Schneider 1968; Strathern 1992b,1993a; also Franklin 1993).
Separation and attachment are therefore inter-connected

themselves connected

in a

with parts and wholes, which

are

variety of ways, including literally and through metaphor.

lrrespective of whichever instance of partwhole connection is focussed upon, it is the body that

is the mediating, dynamic element in the tension-ridden nexus between separation

and

attachment. lndeed, it is the body that makes this tension possible at the site of the individual.
This particular capacity of the body helps explain the cultural potency of the uncanny, for the

dominion of the uncanny in this field hinges on the currency of "resemblance" between
individuals as a form of co-incidence. The notion of resemblance is important etymologically;
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re-semble has a common root with as-semble. A re-semblance is "to be like ... to have features

in common w¡th" (Concise Oxford Dictionary). lndividuals who re-semble each other have
sembled features (parts) re-configured so as
simultaneously difference.

to

as-

make possible not only re-semblance but

lt is in this way that the body constitutes a site of familiarity and

strangeness. This dynamic also explains the extreme cultural importance which is placed in this

field on "looking like somebody else"; an imperative which was noted early in Chapter Two

as

explaining the phenomenon "that teenage girls who are adopted are much more likely to get
pregnant than others, because there's no-one else in the world they know who they look like,
so they go about creating someone else who's of their flesh and

distress

blood". The personal pain and

of adoptees not knowing anyone else in the world who they looked like was also

discussed in Chapter Two (Modell 1994).

lt is now possible to see that

adoptees expressing

such sentiments were experiencing only one element of the double faces of each of several
phenomena: individuality, identity and kinship. Adoptees in this predicament experience the
distinctiveness of the "separate" aspect of individuality, but have no point of articulation for the

opposite face

of

identity centred

in

individualism, attachment experienced through

physiognomic resemblance. Civen the processual emphasis of this dynamic, it is not surprising

that participants experiencing reunions find it difficult to convey in mere words the personal,
emotional and existential force of the experience of perceiving resemblance in the other for the
first time. Signalling the presence of the uncanny must stand where words cannot.
Yet the uncanny is firmly linked to juxtapositions of familiarity and strangeness in a variety of

combinations. Kristeva reminds us of Freud's concepts oÍ heimlich and unheimlich (see also
Cunning 1995). According to Kristeva, Freud believed
everything is unheimlich that ought to have remained secret and hidden but has come
to light ... (and) that which is strangely uncanny would be that which was ... (familiar)
and ... emerges (Kristeva 1991: 183).

ln this thesis, the intricacy and the potency of the interplay between familiarity and strangeness
via the uncanny incorporates but extends beyond the domain indicated by Kristeva, not only in
the desree of intricacy of operation, but also in the relational, feminised contexts in which the
dynamic repeatedly occurs.
The feminised quality of this field assumes additional significance in the light of this chapter's

investigation

into how agents experience

relatedness and discern distinctiveness. Such

experience and discernment, through the agency of the senses of the body, depict women and

feminised social processes in certain cultural ways. ln particular, feminised social processes,
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women and women's bodies are all cast as perceptive,ss as receptive to sensory experience.
Yet this receptivity must not be taken as an absence of agency. On the contrary, the sens-ual

acuity of women and "the feminine" subtly but consistently positions women as the detectors,
verifiers and therefore the prime agents, the prime movers of relatedness and the mainstays of

identity throughout the entire field. The significance and pervasiveness of this constellation of
social processes and dynamics would be difficult to overemphasise. The feminine and the
relational in this context are mutually implicated in the cultural and social construction of the

other. Stivens' depiction of women

as the "custodians"

in and of Australian kinship is clearly

one aspect of a much broader but incisive array of social forces and dispositions (Stivens 1985).

The data in this thesis also provides a context for connecting disparate pieces of research. A
range of research which points to distinctive responsibilities, cultural constructions and social

orientations of women vis

a vis relatedness in Australian society can be more

interconnected through the contextualisation

of

rigorously

disparate elements which have informed

previous research without itself being a specific object of inquiry (Stivens 1985; Ernst 1990;
Wearing 1984; Williams 1981; Barham 1988; also Backett 1982).

WHOLENESS: SERIALITY AND OBIECTIFICATION

The acuity of the senses is critically linked to feminine receptivity and sensitivity. ln this way

within this field, the feminine embodies sens-ual capacity. lf the feminine in this field

is

culturally tinted as receptive and the masculine has been appraised as being typified by
discretionary, contingent agency and involvement

in a

range

of

kin-oriented activity and

responsibility, where does this position the masculine vis a vis the sens-ual? To explore the
discretionary, contextual,se contributory framings of masculine agency and engagement further,

it is necessary to return to the manner of the production of visual images which, as this chapter
has demonstrated, are critical

in producing and reproducing cultural

understandings

of

the

body, its articulation with identity, the individual and relatedness. lt is primarily men who
operate the video camera and who take the "snaps" which feature in family photo albums
generally and Life Story Books specifically. Apart from the transience of the act of "producing"
the visual image, to be then managed, explained and maintained by women, such a disposition

88

Here I follow Csordas'definition of "perception" as "the cultural uses and conditioning ofthe five external senses plus
proprioception (our sense of being in a body and oriented in space) as well as what Kant (1978 tl8001) called the inner

sense of intuition or sensibility" (1994: 5).
8e

This pattern is consistent with Simpson's point that "fatherhood is enacted and embodied differently according to

situation and circumstance"

(1

994: 836).
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of

agents also signals an important association between "objectification" and masculinity

(Connell 1995). CertainelementsofthisassociationareexploredinChapterSix. Atthispoint,

the significance of objectification lies in its association with mechanical capturing of visual
images and representations.

As Barthes notes "the mechanical is here a guarantee

of

objectivity" (Barthes'1977:44). This is linked to Sontag's dictums that "between photographer
and subject, there has to be distance" and that the photographer has been popularly perceived

in Western settings as "an acute but non-interfering observer" (Sontag 1977:13, 88). Male, the
transient, discretionary contributor, is distanced from and therefore not a part of the subject of
the photograph. Petchesky observes that, paradoxically,
sight, in contrast to the other senses, has as its peculiar property the capacity for
detachment, for objectifying the thing visualized by creating distance between knower
and known ... the elevation of the visual in a hierarchy of senses actually has the effect
of debasing sensory experience, and relatedness, as modes of knowing ... (1997: 140).

Yet while the photographic process necessarily involves objectification and distance, there is

a

further paradox present also. Sontag tells us of Benjamin's recording of the "ever-growing
compulsion to reproduce the object photographically, in close-up" (Sontag 1977:191). Closer
is better in photos, as well as between "related" bodies; visual apprehensions of proximity are

homologous

with

intersubjective

affinity. The marked tendency to photograph children

in

"close-up" noted above simultaneously emphasises the attempt to diminish d¡stance and
highlight crucial aspects of facial terrain.

ln family photos, the distancinge0 and objectifying structure of the moment of capturing

the

of

the

photograph assume extra meaning in this context through the gender and position

photographer (Barthes' "indifferent mediator") and the "subject", mother and child (Barthes

1981: 110). This line of inquiry also extends Baldwin's metaphysical exploration of the link
between perception, objectivity and agency into

a contemporary

anthropological arena

(Baldwin 1995). While Baldwin's research embarks from the initial point that "only an agent
can perceive", my research indicates that considerable anthropological significance lies in the

point that an acute and astute "perceiver" exerts very particular and very powerful kinds of
agency (Baldwin 1995: 1O7).

Men have been noted as the primary operators of camera and video equipment in this field.
Yet video cameras and still cameras are deployed in quite particular ways in the field of

e0

Strathern notes that for late tvventieth century Westerners, "portraits" focus on features so as to make visible their
"individuality" (Strathern 1997a:99). This immediately requires a balance between obtaining sufficient 'distance' so
to include the entire group in the photo and staying close enough to maintain the detail of individual features in the

as

photograph.
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adoption. The manner of inclination of agents towards the use and usefulness of camera and

video camera constitutes an example of Bourdieu's disposition (Bourdieu 1990a, 1990b,

1990c). During fieldwork,

agents frequently discussed certain events

of

momentous

significance in their lives. Some of these events, especially those centring on children, were
considered appropriate for capturing on video. ln this way, the video camera was deployed in

the manner of Bourdieu's "festive use of photography" (Bourdieu 1990c). With the video
camera, the primary focus is on the evênt. lndividuals and webs of relatedness between them

help constitute the event. With the camera, the primary focus is on the individuals and the
relationsh ips between them.

The commonalities of kin-oriented identity are counterbalanced by the diversity that is

a

condition of late twentieth century Euro American locales (Strathern 1992b). Events help
constitute individuals, couples, families and their relationships. Such individuals and
relationships become re-presented through their arrangement in a particular way in a family

photo album or Life Story Book. Through particular strategies of the social management of
photographs, relationships as well as photographs and individuals become parts of a whole
biography.

The moving images and audio of the video sequence make for a parts-whole nexus in an
altogether different valency. The video is not especially suited to the dynamics of serialitv that
is vital for the construction of a biography, for seriality pivots as much on the spaces between

each photographic element or "part" as it does on the photographic elements themselves. Such

photographic elements are Sontag's "pieces of evidence in an ongoing biography" (Sontag

1977:166). The event does not hinge on a seriality constituted by spaces or intervals as well

as

elements. The event hinges on continuity, rather than interval.

This seriality which characterises the arrangement, presentation and preservation

of

in Life Story Books and family albums is much more than mere aggregation

as

photographs

suggested by Sontag (1977). Seriality is also more than a mere "sequence" (Barthes 1977:24).

Seriality encompasses, but exceeds Bourdieu's depiction
"logical order of social memory" (Bourdieu 1990c:

of photographic collections as a

3.1).

Seriality is constituted out of a sequential but accumulative ordering of photos that become
parts of wholes, whole identities in particular. This is much more than chronology or order.
The exact manner in which the parts accumulate and thus come to form the whole is the locus

of the serial. Seriality is the cultural mechanism that actually enables the parts to form
coherent and meaning-rich

a

whole. The formation of a coherent whole is implicated in the

cultural constitution of seriality. lt is this parts-whole-seriality nexus and context which are
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absent from other research on the cultural potency of photographic compilations within milieux

of identity, kinship or relatedness. The unitary quality of identity and a biography is predicated
on the serial arrangement of the parts which form it, especially for those adoptees who have
gaps in what is known about them prior to a certain age.

The point that seriality is substantially more than mere sequence is supported by noting

a

contradiction within the seriality. This contradiction concerns the changing human body
through the course of what is commonly understood among agentssl as "development". Over
time, the body changes

as growth occurs.

Such changes can be subtle or marked, yet change is crucial to a developing

identiÇ.

The

contradictory dynamic within seriality is constituted by a thread of "sameness", which enables
recognisability, and difference, that enables the detection of change at the site of the body. This

dynamic must include the capacity for enduring distinctiveness. This contradictory dynamic
strongly linked to the cultural particularity of relatedness within this

field. ln a variety

is

of

circumstances, agents would make comments such as "he looks more like me as he gets older"

or "you can see her mother in her more and more as she gets older". The individual stays the
same, but changes. Seriality is thus fundamentally implicated in the constitution of identity, the

individual and relatedness.
Clearly, exploring how the individual changes over time yet stays the same and the concomitant

notion of seriality raise a series of questions about temporal domains and their articulation with
identity and relatedness. What kinds of notions, beliefs and assumptions about temporality are
implicated in the cultural expressions of seriality which have been encountered here? Are
notions about temporality significant vis a vis the entire field of adoption-centred relatedness?
These questions in turn raise a series of questions concerning the significance of the temporal

not only in relation to adoption, but also in relation to broader notions and dynamics of identity
and kinship - and, equally, about the significance of kinship in relation to the temporal. lt is to

the significance of the temporal in the context of relatedness that attention is directed in the
next chapter.

er

The same notion underpins numerous "models" of "normal" human development across a range of disciplines within

the social sciences. As such, the notion

is taken

for granted as a compulsory aspect ofthe human condition and
(forexampleAstin8toneta/l9BB).

thereforenotregardedasproblematicbyotherdisciplines
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CHAPTER 5
TEMPORALITY AND BEYOND

Moirae were the Fates, personification of the inescapable destiny of man. The Moirae assigned

to every person his or her share in the scheme of things. The three Moirae were Clotho,
Atropos, and Lachesis. They were ... aged and formidable women, often lame to indicate the

slow march of fate. Clotho spun the thread at the beginning of one's life, Atropos wove the
thread into the fabric of one's actions, and Lachesis snipped the thread at the conclusion of
one's life. The process was absolutely unalterable, and gods as well as men and women had to

submitto it (R. E. Bell 1982:310).

The phenomenon of time in relation to studies of adoption, identity and kinship has tended to
be positioned as a requisite but essentially non-problematic variable. This tendency means that

not only is there a disincentive to apply theoretical perspectives on time to
ethnographic settings, but also that there is a danger of assuming time is

specific

a unitary and

a

homogeneous phenomenon. Yet previous chapters have included ethnographic data which
signals that

"time" might not only be implicated in the field in specific contexts, but also that

temporal realms of agents'experiences feature in their lives in pivotal ways, both in Quests and

in more general

articulations

of

agency within the

field. The particular chronological

configurations of seriality in the previous chapter are one example.
From a theoretical point of view there are a number of lacunae in anthropology's understanding

of time within the domain of studying sites of identity constitution and contestation, especially
in relation to identities which are embedded in "kinship".
There are further compelling reasons for devoting sceptical attention to time that arise from the
ethnographic material that informs this study; from both theoretical and ethnographic points of

view, time warrants inquiryl. Despite the broad range of activities and circulmstances which
characterised fieldwork, experiences, understandings and critical turning points in agents'lives
t A subsidiary item that is connected to these lacunae

ls

the absence of any attention to "time" as a significant factor

¡n

adoption research across the social sciences (Alty & Cameron 1995; Haimes & Timms 1985; Bausch & Serpe 1997;
Hibbs 1991; Berry er al 1996). Anthropology can bring additional, differenttheoretical and methodological
perspectives to bear on an area that is infused with taken for granted notions and phenomena across other disciplines
because of its familiarity, thus preventing a theoretical approach to lt with an aura of strangeness. The presence of such
taken for granted notions and unquestioning familiarity hampers the extent of understanding and inquiry, not only in
other social sciences, but within anthropology itself.
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tended to cluster around two themes; the breaking,

j1!ry,

of the biogenetic link in some way

(the acts and processes constituting "relinquishment"), or the creation, in time of a social
version of an (absent) biogenetic link (the acts and processes constituting "adoption").

TEMPORAL PRIVILECE: CYCLICITY AND CHRONOLOCY

Fortes'(1958) research on the "Developmental Cycle Of Domestic Croups" depicts cyclic time
as significant in the maintenance

of structural aspects of kinship. Complementary research

exists byJack Coody (1958; '1969;1976) and Firth (1963). These bodies of work point to the
presence of "temporal phenomena" that are required in order to account for "maintenance and

replacement" in the "cycle" of domestic groups (Fortes 1958:

1).

The "cycle" involves

a

succession of individuals passing through three stages of the cycle - expansion, dispersion and

replacement. Time figures in this process in as much as

it is necessary in order for the

individual to pass through various stages of growth and maturity2 which are implicated in
critical ways forthe constitution of a range of collective identities and for societyto maintain

its

"social capital" (Fortes 1958). Fortes'model of social maintenance and replacement rests on

two biological parallelisms - the life span of the individual, especially in terms of reproductive
capacity, and the replacement of generations, in terms of the stage of life when reproduction

is

possible.

The explanatory potency of the "cycle" is restricted to explaining maintenance, continuity,l
endurance and, above all else, stability and harmony. lt is significant that Fortes and others used
the term "cycle" (Fortes 1958; Turnbull 1985; Firth 1963;E Coody 1973)

described as

. Why is this model

a "cycle" when there is no "cycle" per se evident? Further, why

has the

employment of this term persisted when Fortes is aware of this point (Fortes 1958: see also

Ostor 1993l. 74)? Why then does the use of the term not only persist but remain simply
accepted and depicted as unproblematic?

One answer may lie in the cultural potency of the concept oÍ "cycle". ln this chapter the
notion of "cycle" is explored through a range of agents'experiences throughout the field.
Given that in Western locales, notions of identity and kinship have been intricately connected

in agents' lives (even if separated for theoretical or analytical purposes in anthropology), what

2

Ostor notes that a similar frailty is present in Evans-Pritchard's analysis of Nuer understandings of time - "the Nuer

'concept of time' becomes illusory because it is the segmentary social structure that is immutable, through which
proceed an endless succession of indivìduals" (Ostor 1993: 42).
3

An emphasis not only on continuity, but continuity as a taken for granted factor, can also be detected in more recent

research on the family and kinship (for example Drake 1994).
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significant indicators appear from the literature concerning the temporal realms of their nexus?

More recent studies of kinship have tended to approach time in ways that are suggestive of

enabling and facilitating harmonious states rather than regarding time as potentially
problematic. For Schneider, time assumes a theoretical position which although a necessarv
ingredient for kinship remains

a rather taken for

granted constant, an evenly flowing and

therefore predictable, non-complicating phenomenon, unilinear and predictable in its unfolding
and its structure.
Strathern's accounts of Euro-American kinship include some attention to time as a pertinent
factor, yet her depiction of time tends to position time as unilinear, accumulative, irreversible

and containing an emphasis on continuity (1992a; 1992b; 1993a); "generations flow
'downward' in the same way the self forever projects itself 'forward"' (1995e: 82). Similarly,
Strathern mentions the life cycle in connection both with ageing and with the implications of

biologism for time, yet this stance

in turn positions time as a unitary, homogeneous

phenomenon - as of one kind only, thus paralleling Schneider's acknowledgment of time as an

ultimately familiar and thus unproblematic aspect of kinship, thereby raising a series of
q

uestions.

How is the heavy purchase which notions of the cyclic have had in anthropology vis a vis
kinship to be understood in the light of Schneider's ('1968) and Strathern's positions (1992a;

1992b;1993a;1995e)? How might questions of agency in a range of contexts be addressed in
view of Schneider and Strathern's work? Do the significance, influence and expression of time
feature in particular ways in the identities and experiences of agents in this field? Are elements

of repetition, sequencing or reproduction important in the constitution of this field? ln other
words, are cycles important in this field? What, precisely, is meant by "cycle"; does the
literature reflect one phenomenon or more, with what kinds of implications?

"Cyclic" time is neither a precise term nor concept in the anthropological literature. Among
others, its meaning has been considered as "reversibletime" or "undulatingtime" (Barnes 1971

:

541, in relation to Levi Strauss), "non-durational time" (Bloch "1977:284, in relation to Geertz

1973), "circularity or recurrence" (Wagner 1986: 86), "integrated ... non-measured, nonautonomous, non-linear" (Ostor 1993: 3), tied to the "seasonala rhythms of the countryside ...
(or) ... the needs of industrial production" (Thompson 1967:

92)

- and, in sociology, as that

a

Drawing on work by Durkheim and Mauss, Lash and Urry point out that "what becomes emptied out in
modernization are the categories through which people classify the world ... they trace, for example, a route of temporal

modernization through the particularistic marking of time via seasonal rhythms in tribal societies, to its marking via
animal symbols in the Chinese horoscope, to modern calculable time" (l994: 14). Delamont makes the point that
"seasons ... have their own foods, which mark out the rhythm of the year" (1995: 2B).
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which introduces "periodicity into social life" (Zerubavel 1979: 5). The tendency to designate
cyclic time as a unitary category through its definition by default, in the shadow of (unitary)
linear time, has also been noted (Ostor 1993: 90-91). Cyclic time thus emerges as either one

ambiguous, malleable concept, or as an aggregation of more specific concepts in particular
cultural contextsundertherubricof "cycle". lfthereisanycommonalityinthemannerofthe
term's use, perhaps it is in its juxtaposition with, and definition in contrastto, lineartime. This
contrast is especially pronounced in the context of ethnographies of time conception in cultural
locations that constitute the Other, most particularly vis a vis either "natural" agrarian cycles or
instances of ritual performance.

The implication of this tendency is that "linear" time, which is so readily acknowledged (or
simply accepted)

as characterising Western society, is somehow non-cyclical

in its constitution,

or at least that cyclic time assumes a subordinate or derivative position (Adam 1995:38-41;
Donaldson 1996).

A taken for granted position in a

naturalised association between

chronological time and Western locales also fails to problematise not simply cyclic time or
chronological time as isolated phenomena,

it also neglects to question the specific ways in

which temporal realms may infuse and orient agents' lives, identities and experiences, in turn
being reproduced in the process. The ethnographic data around adoption which informs this
thesis provides a window not only on such dynamic confluences and ambiguities, but

a

window on the cultural and social constitution of temporality and the predicament of agency
beyond a linear-cyclic dualism (Battaglia 1997).

ln order to

position these lacunae

in

relation

to time within anthropology in a

more

contemporary context, aspects of Cell's (1992) discussion of time are pertinent. Cell explains

how (following McTaggart) "A Series" time is differentiated from "B Series" time (see

also

Mclnerney 1991). A Series time centres on immediate subjective human experience of the

world, on the interaction of pastness/presentness/futurity, in which events are fluid and the
possibility of change in event ordering is ever present. This contrasts with B Series time,
"objective" time, which is defined by temporal ordering of events and in which events are fixed
immutably in time. Gell devotes considerable attention to weighing the validity or primacy of
A Series time versus B Series time. Of more immediate relevance here is his description of how

A Series time and B Series time actually encounter each other in the immediacy of everyday

life. Cell's argument shows how we make "internal time maps" of B Series time, also described
as "cognitive maps"

(1992:236). These internal time maps enable humans to navigate between

the remote yet powerful orbit of B Series time and the subjectivity of A Series time.

Such
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internal time maps, such cognitive maps/ then, hold the key not only to how A Series time and

B Series time relate or connect through human activity, but also to how temporality itself

is

constituted.

Cell's perspective raises a difficulty over the question of cyclic time. Given not only the profile
of the concept of cycle in previous anthropological research, a positioning of cycles or cyclic

time within his model might have been anticipated. However, Cell's attention to cycle
restricted

to an explanation of how

Neisser's "perceptual

cycle" relates to

is

intra-psychic

temporal cognition (a perception - memory - anticipation triumvirate). ls this is all there is to
cyclic time, not so much in an intra-psychic sense as pursued by Cell, but in connection with
notions and practices constituting the field of adoption?

Of particular importance in the context of this thesis is Cell's' depiction of cognitive maps, the
"internal time maps", since they mediate the relationship between A Series time and B Series

time. Of some note

is the epithet "cognitive" in connection with these internal maps. ln so

defining these maps, which both interpret objective time and mediate the relationship between

objective time and immediate subjectivity, Gell's perspective consigns human experience of
temporality and the exigencies of human agency in temporal realms purely and exclusively to

the cognitive. His repeated emphasis on the primacy of "opportunity costs" in individuals
making conscious choices between alternatives, so as

weight

to his

emphasis

to maximise

personal returns, adds

on the cognitive realm. Does this mean that human temporal

experience exists solely or primarily within the bounds of intellectual or cognitive functioning?

What degree of ethnographic or theoretical attention then remains for agent's experience
(Turner 1986); for the affective, intuitive or otherwise defined orbits of human temporal
experience, not only in a theoretical sense, but in the context of agent's identities, Quests, the
experiences

of peril and completeness and an array of problematic understandings of how

agency is exercised and constituted in a specific cultural context?

lnitially in this chapter lexplore some of the instances of temporality which emerged from the
ethnography, which raise a series of questions concerning time as a spatialised form, as
repository for an expression of distance, in which time is typically projected as

a

a

unitary,

divisible phenomenon. This is followed by an analysis of the constitution of temporality and
temporal patterns in relation to adoption, both in its own right and as an instance of broader
notions of identity, relatedness and kinship; and in particular whether any temporal elements in
the ethnography are superordinate and how they articulate with each other.
The final sections of the chapter consider phenomena that are experienced as extra-temporal or

as sites for extra-human influence.

A

range

of

questions around these themes provide
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opportunit¡es for analysing facets of the quality and limits of agency throughout the temporal in
this field.

MANIFESTATIONS OF CHRONOLOCICAL TIME: TIME LOST

Many of those involved in adoption explain that their lives have been dramatically affected
because of "time

lost".

For many adoptees and relinquishing mothers, time lost centred on

time lost with each other during the child growing up. Time lost constituted an intensely
powerful collection of emotions for many agents, including immense senses of loss and grief,
anger/ fear, depression and anxiety. For adoptive parents, experiences around time lost were

often characterised by Quests, includings trying

to

have children, protracted infertility

treatment, followed by a lengthy approval and placement process in a Quest for parenthood.
Thus many adoptive parents perceive that they experience parenthood later than other parents

do. Additionally,

sometimes the sense of time lost for adoptive parents pivots on the death or

ill-health of their own parent(s), so that the opportunity to "give" their parents the experience of
grandparenthood is not just missed but

"lost". Thus the loss of time for

adoptive parents

typically involves an implicit recognition of the significance of certain stages in "the life cycle"
and the production of the next generation during those stages. Time emerges as important not

only in terms of time passing or duration, but timine.6
Timing was often critical in Quests and associated preoccupations within the

field.

The

dramatic handing out of the brown envelopes by the social worker who, literally, gave each
group member their "identity", encapsulated as "identifying information" is an apt example of

timing in this field. As the social worker's deliberate, almost ponderous passage around the
group emphasised the drama of the occasion as well as the timing of her "performance", so the
receipt of the brown envelopes by the adoptees and (occasionally) relinquishing mothers in the

room was an unassailable act of timing on their part (Turner 1987). As I was frequently
reminded by a number of agents in the field, the decision of when

to search rather than

whether to search is the pivotal issue; one must and will search when the time is right.
s

As encapsulated in the Hierarchy of Ceneticism in Chapter Two.

6

Matthews' autobiographical account of his search as an adoptee includes the po¡nt that "Colette (biological mother)

told me that the timing of my call (to the U.S.A. from Melbourne) had been uncanny. She's been psychosomatically ill
the week before and still wasn't well. She and Vivian (husband and biological father) returned less than two weeks ago

fromatriptoEurope. Travellinginltaly,Colettehadpurposelyselectedoneparticulartourbecausesheknewitwould
include people from Melbourne. She even carried photos of the three (non-adopted) children to show people on the off
chance that someone might say ah ... I know someone who looks like that!" (1996: 128). That it was the author's
biological mother rather than biological father who sensed the uncanny nature of the timing supports the proliferation of
associations between women (especially biological mothers) and the uncanny in adoption.
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For adoptive parents, the agent of the loss of time is "nature", the body (through imperfection
manifest as infertility) or perhaps either chance, or/ more typically for adoptive parents, fate.
The sense of time lost by many adoptees and relinquishing mothers involves a different agent,

the state (Baldock 1994;Howe & Swain 1993; van Krieken 1991; Wilkinson 1986). Here the
sense of time lost is underpinned very powerfully by the cultural primacy, power, depth and

immutability of the "natural" bond between mother and child.T The natural bond between
biological mother and child is an exemplary illustration of the durability of shared biogenetic
substance. Some of the ways in which this naturalised affinity is experienced and articulated in

this field have been discussed in previous chapters. The losses which occur here are losses of
shared experience, in time, during growing

up. However, the subjective experience of this loss

is not actually lived out as a loss of a homogeneous slice of chronological

relinquishing mother (and often for the adoptee, but only

in

time.

Rather, for the

retrospect), the

time lost

is

characterised by and actually known þy the passing of key marker points in time, including

certain milestones of human development (Winkler & van Keppel 1984). The relinquishing
mother misses out on developmental milestoness during infant development including "firsts"
such as walking, talking and other animations of the body, which typify the consolidation of

identity and a polymorphous purchase by the agent on personhood (C. Harris 1989). Later

milestones include commencing school, the transition

to secondary

school and, most

importantly, attaining 18 years, at which point the relinquishing mother or the adoptee could
begin to search. These milestones mark emotionally intense, troubling reminders of that which
has been and that which might have been. The experience of time lost is predicated on the
certainty of linear time occurring and unfolding at a set rate, but the unilinear flow of time does

not mean that it is experienced uniformly or evenly. On the contrary, the knowledge, the
experience and the emotional constitution of the passing of time and therefore its loss are
created by the punctuation, in linear time, not only of milestones such as commencing school

and attaining 18 years, but also recurrent, emotionally sharp events such as Christmas Day,
Mothers' Daye and the child's birthday (Roles 1989; Modell 1994).
The sharpness of the experience of time lost is especially acute in those instances where the
7

From a relinquishing mother's perspective, the prominence in the temporal landscape of birth and (sometimes) re-

union is marked, so much that in educational and other supportive activities for relinquishing mothers, the process

is

actuallymappedoutunderthreeheadings:'AtBinh',"lnterveningYears"and"Re-union".
I Although many of the women who discussed their experiences with me were painfully aware of "missing out", there
was a tendency to either imagine or wonder about the milestones at the (estimated) time, or deliberately block out such

imagining in orderto attemptto lessen the pain, even if this did mean "numbing out', as a relinquishing mother's
experience demonstrates later in this section.
e

Christmas and Mothers' Day are also often emotionally trying times for "infertile' couples, including those who are

seeking or considering adoption, or those who are recovering from pregnancy loss (Layne

1

996: 1 39).
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Quest leads to a re-union between biogenetic relatives. ln one way the face to face meetings
and other aspects of adoption re-union constitute a contradiction of the kind of gradual build up

of familiarity in social contexts on one hand and the immediate familiariÇ which accompanies
biogenetic connectedness on the other

hand. With re-unions, there is often a

disarming

immediacy of resemblance, but without a shared history, but from the point of actually meeting

onwards there is also the gradual build up of familiarity typical of more generalised social

encounters. ln such re-unions, what is most shared is biogenetic substance. What is least
shared is the coincidence of time and place, history. lndividuals separated by adoption who
seek and attain re-unions therefore present something of a temporal anomaly in terms of the

foundation for their connectedness, contradicting the usual configuration of shared time

common history and biogenetic connectedness. Two dualities are

as

at work here.

Retrospectivity and prospectivity are accompanied by familiarity and strangeness. With non-

adoptive sociality and identities, the past is typically associated with the familiar, Western
kinship being construed as implicitly founded on the simultaneity of shared genes and shared

history. A shared history renders the (shared) past both familiar and accessible. The future,
w¡th all its strangeness in view of it being distant, yet to be encountered, is at least imaginable

and manageable on the basis of past familiarity. Strangeness perhaps, but founded on and
reinforced by familiarity grounded in biogeneticrsm.

ln adoption however, any familiarity of the past has no such biogenetic grounding. ln relation

to the biogenetic, the past is characterised by a sense of strangeness and inaccessibility, by
sense

of the unknown and, in some

instances,

a

the unknowable. The future, then, is

characterised by a strangeness, but a sense of the altogether unfamiliar, founded on no sense of

familiarity. lronically, the double measure of unfamiliarity actually serves to shape the future

as

more familiar and less strange in its strangeness. These dynamic qualities of familiarity and
strangeness complement those distinctive articulations of familiarity and strangeness that pivot

on physiognomic features or idiosyncratic mannerisms, as outlined in the previous chapter.
Here the interplays between familiarity and strangeness occupy and help constitute temporal
realms.

Rayleneisa40yearoldwomanwhorelinquishedababyboywhenshewasagedlS. Raylene
is a teacher and lives with her partner of 14 years at Clenside. She described the disjunction
between the baby she longed

10

to hold and the colossal bodylo of the 22 year old man with

This example provides further evidence of the patterns centring on physiognomy which were described in the

previous chapter.
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whom she had been re-united. Her son lives in Perth and he has made several visits to
Adelaide with her financial assistance to see her:
... after he's been here, when he leaves, if I know when he's coming back, it's ok, but
not knowing when he's coming back, it feels like l've lost him every time he goes ...
then lstart numbing off, which is what ldid to survive in the first instance... it's very
much like my baby died and it's like dealing with a death,rrand I live in this sort of
strange present and past world - you know, here's this adult person with a history that's
been 22 years where I haven't been part of it, but on the other hand I have been part of
it, like neither of us forgot each other... l'm still working through the grief so I can
claim the relationship - we don't see grief as a process, we see it as something that's
allowed so much time. lf you're lucky, you're allowed 6 months! - and you're
supposed to be OVER it - you're mentally unbalanced if you're not over it ...

For relinquishing mothers who take part in re-unions,

it is not uncommon for them to

experience the bitter-sweet12 opportunity to look through their "child's" photo album. Civen

the cultural value of photographs in this field as discussed in Chapter Four, it is not surprising

that many women describe this being "wonderful" because it enables them to see
development of their child which they missed out

on.

the

Simultaneously, anger and despair are

felt, because the photographs crystallise and symbolise everything that has been lost to them
through the reign of chronological time. Here the seriality of the construction of an annotated

biography that was outlined in the previous chapter presents in an altered context. As the
seriality of presentation of photographic elements was crucial to Life Story Books and family
photo albums, for the relinquishing mother the cultural force of the serialised identity formation
is experienced as powerful, but along different axes from the adoptive

family. An emotionally

vivid contradiction is involved in a mother viewing photographs spanning the child's
development, milestones, birthdays and achievement; a contradiction of time's immutability

and invincibility. On one hand, looking through photo albums is a wonderful experience
because

it enables the mother to feel as if she is "travelling back in time", particularly if her

perusal of the photos with her (now adult)child is accompanied by a narration of events (Eheart

&Power1995). Avisitingofthepastismadepossiblebytheextraordinarilypainful,protracted
nature

of the experience. On the other hand, it is extraordinarily painful

because the

photographs are simultaneously a reminder and a demonstration that time has passed and that
rr Kristeva reminds us of the associations which can emerge in Freud's work and in psychoanalysis between death and
"uncanny strangeness", sometimes also including "the feminine" (1991: 185).
r2

Matthews'autobiography includes a description of the author's biological parents looking through a selection of
photos representing stages and key experiences of his childhood and adolescence. Although both the biological father
and mother viewed the photos, "as we progressed through them, Colette grasped Vivian's hand and sobbed silently as

myformativeyearswiththefamilythathadraisedmeunfoldedinsteadysuccessionbeforeher"(1 996:149). Notonly
was Colette, the biological mother, the parent for whom the experience was especially bitter-sweet, but, as later sections

in this chapter explain, the seriality and sequencing that are implicit in the "unfolding steady succession" are critical in
such confrontations of retrospectivity.
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childhood is irretrievable.
Yet the irretrievable quality of the acknowledgment that time has indeed passed is matched by a

further paradox; that the photographs and the "lost" nature of the childhood provide

a

foundation for a relationship constructed on the sense of shared loss and irretrievability. Agents

describe how this adds

a

poignancy and acuity

to the

relationship which transcends

description. A dislocation and an obstacle in and from the past act on the present to give form

and potential in the future. A quintessential absence or denial of agency fixed in the past
becomes

a foundation for exercising forms and avenues of agency once dreamed

of.

As

Williams notes, the "idea of agency is itself formed by aspirations shared by morality, to escape
as far as possible from

contingency" (1995:246).

MANIFESTATIONS OF CHRONOLOCICAL TIME: TIME WAITINC

Many experiences during fieldwork in diverse points of the field pointed to the profile of
another category of time experienced, discussed and constructed by agents connected with
adoption in some way; "waiting". Various experiences of waiting can and do touch adoptees,l3

adoptive parents, relinquishing parents and

a

large number

of others who are

intimately

implicated in their lives. Experiences of waiting invariably implicate routine, mundane, at times

dull tasks, including the completion of forms, participation in interviews and assessments, or
undertaking preliminary searches of public records. Yet some stages of the waiting process
involve doing nothing more than waiting; for the passage of chronological time, for a form to be
sent back from a bureaucratic agent, for a date on the calendar. Some adoptees experience

waiting as they approach their 18th birthday, since the attainment of age 18 entitles them to
gain access to their identifying information. lt is not just the act of applying for or obtaining
identifying information that is significant, but the possibilitv of so doing which is important; yet
the possibility cannot be entertained until one has waited for the eighteenth birthday to arrive.

The possibilitv then paves the way for the critical element of timing in the enactment and
performance of the search itself (Turner 1987).

Similarly, relinquishing mothersla often wait until the child turns 1B so that the idea of contact
might be entertained, or at least dreamed
13

of.

Relinquishing mothers tend to wait, not until the

McKinnon's autobiographical account of "an adoptee's search for his heritage' includes some pertinent examples of

the frustration of waiting, especially in relation to bureaucratic processes (1992); see also Matthews'autobiography
(1

e96).

1a

Adoptive parents also "wait" during this time, sometimes with trepidatiori, sometimes with anticipat¡on mixed with

fear, not only to see what their "child' will do, but what, if anything, the relinquishing mother will do - and how the

"child" will cope and react.
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child turns 18, but either for the child to initiate contact with them, or for them to "just know",
"instinctively", when the idea and initiation of contactwill be right; occasionally, "uncannily",

at precisely the same time as the other party, with the effect that, literally, letters inviting or
suggesting contact sometimes cross

in the mail. Relinquishing mothers typically

describe

waiting for the entire childhood and adolescence of their offspring for either contact or at least
the possibility of some information. However, as explored in previous chapters, this does not
mean that contact necessarily occurs or is sought very soon after the adoptee's lBth birthday,
the commencement of the search often being triggered by or coinciding with a range of rites de
passage. Relinquishing mothers know they could search then, and adoptees can obtain their

identifying information once the eighteenth birthday has passed, but relinquishing mothers
frequently wait until the "child" contacts them so as not to intrude into what they hope is an
established family

life.

Such concern is often experienced as compulsoryls rather than

volitional by relinquishing mothers. The degree of force in this dynamic is reminiscent of
Castaneda's Don Juan

/@j¡gr6 to believe"

(Castaneda 1974). Relinquishing mothers typically

havetT to wait. The entity which exercises dominion over relinquishing

mothers'waiting is not

human, for the constraint upon the mother, first and foremost, is the passing of chronological

time; her offspring cannot search until identifying information has been secured at age eighteen.
Questions of agency for the relinquishing mother are underwritten by the indefatigability of
ch

ronological time's passage.

Adoptees, rather than automatically searching when they turn 18, typically wait until "the time
is

right". A numberof adopteeswhom lcameto knowwere non-committal about if and when

they might search. The timing of search initiation is therefore much more subtle than simply

actingaccordingtothelegalfreedomaccompanyinganlSthbirthday.

Rather,itistiedtoother

rites de passage encountered in the life cycle in very particular ways, not by conscious intent,

but by "natural" association. Many agents will signal this association, but not spontaneously
reflect upon

it.

Comments or asides from adoptees such as

"it was after Mum died that I felt

like lwanted to search" were not uncommon. Marlene's experience, discussed early

in

Chapter Two, is pertinent; "I was really interested in who I was after having children, although

it took years to do anything". What becomes linked to this association is a sense of timing,

that timing seems intuitively

"right".

Rites

de

passage trigger

rs Here the sense of compulsion noted by relinquishing mothers contrasts

so

not only Quests for new

with the volitional domains of fatherhood and

masculine agency vis a vis relatedness noted in earlier chapters.
r6

Franklin's account of women in Euro-American societies experiencing IVF is pertinent, particularly the potency of

"having to try" and "having to choose'
r7

(1

997).

Such "necessity" signals the cultural force ofthe biogenetic mother-child link, albeit (or perhaps because of being)

"broken" in chronological time.
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elaborations of identity in adoptees, they also prompt or clear the way for adoptees and others

to assume powerful valencies and expressions of agency.

Adoptive parents

or

prospective adoptive parents also describe "waiting"

vividly

and

spontaneously. lnfertility and the repetitive failure of technologically assisted reproduction
often lead to inquiries about adoption, as outlined in the naturalised progression through
series

of

hierarchised steps

in

Chapter

Two.

For many couples coming

to adoption

a

then,

pressures of time have already been felt acutely, since procreative options for the woman in

particular are considered to be heavily constrained by the "biological

clock". ln some ways,

women's acute personal awareness of the "biological clock" ticking awaytu was but a part of

a

more acute aggregation of concerns about the passing of time for the woman within a couple

waiting to adopt. As Strathern notes, "more weight is often put on women than on men to
manifest natural process" (1993d:4). While men would often encourage and "support" their

wives through the process of waiting, often the mode of encouragement provided was to point

to the likelihood of optimistic outcomes, to the achievement of the Quest. Such a pattern

is

indicative of a skewing of A Series time to women and B Series time to men in this context,

within the couple as a cultural unit. This orientation might be supported by the observation
that some women felt that they "worried more" than their husbands. Similarly, a tendency for
men to be more immediately occupied with the linearity of the entire approval and allocation
process contrasts

with a tendency by women in this context to focus upon certain matters of

detail, doubt, comparison, or relationality of parts of the process.

While these points of contrast are evidenced as proclivities rather than crude, obvious or
mechanical differences, the pattern is reminiscent

of Bob's comment to me, cited early

in

Chapter Four, that adoption is "really important for the woman ... it's different for them than it

is for us ...

."

These gendered casts to various experiences of prospective adoptive couples

under the rubric of "waiting" are also indicated by the tendency for some wives to "notice"

additional things, "missed" by husbands, or for wives to "think of things" that "would not occur
to him",

as one prospective adoptive mother

Having arrived at the prospect

of

put it.

adoption, most couples then encounter

a

series of

18

As Strathern notes, "a woman's reproductive clock can be taken in one of two ways - it may make her 'more' of a
woman, that is, augment her capacity to experience motherhood for a longer period in her life; or it may make her
'more' like a man, that is, bring the comparison closer, for men can in any case conceive a child till well into old age"
(1996a:50).
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bureaucratic stages

of

approval, education and allocation,re each

of which in itself is

characterised by waiting, and which in serial arrangement involve incessant

"waiting".

These

in

many

dimensions of waiting for prospective adoptive parents are emotionally intensified

instances because, as one couple commented "the clock's ticking all the time, we're not getting

any younger and there

4

limits for adoption". One of the most striking aspects of waiting for

adoptive parents which I experienced during fieldwork was that there was a marked correlation
between the approach of the point in time in which they would actually have a child placed

with them and the intensity of emotion experienced; in the words of one adoptive mother "the
closer it gets the harder

it is". The proximal

imagery is very

plain. As lexplore below,

in

addition to being important in its own right, this proximal imagery is resonant with other
domains of adoption and the anticipation of altered or enhanced identities. The "closer it gets,
the harder it is" was particularly intensely experienced by couples becoming parents for the first

time. lt is important to note that as the "placement2o day" approaches, the emotion
experienced intensifies,
approaches,

with at

least

two significant results. As the "magic

moment"

joy, eager anticipation, excitement and exhilaration soar. Equally powerfully,

anxiety, awe, tension and incredulity gain a hold.

An identical pattern was noted in instances of re-union between biological relatives, so that
individuals or couples approach, in time, the point at which they

will

as

meet their adopted child-

to-be or their biological relative, both the presence of an emotional response and its intensity

follow a strikingly similar pattern, both in lived experience and associated naturalising
discourse in adoption-oriented organisations.
The same pattern was also detectable in a contrasting way for other agents in the

field.

Some

adoptees, adoptive parents and relinquishing mothers, particularly those favouring privacy and

secrecy surrounding adoption, described the terror, worry, fear, anger and sense of
bewilderment that they felt as certain times approached; an approaching'l8th birthday, or
another Mothers' Day with the knowledge that identifying information, secret up until now, will

be suddenly available. While in these instances the fear and worry were not matched by
excitement and pleasant anticipation, the same pattern of time is detectable, with a particular

re

Allocation is one stage of the waiting process that depends heavily upon social workers and others in the child's

countryoforigin(seeRileyl997). ABentsoftenfeel quitehelplesswhentheir"filehasgone"tothecountryinquestion
for allocation, having simply to hope and "wait for news".
20

For both local and intercountry adoption. Those couples adopting from overseas who travel to the country in
question to complete the necessary procedures and "see" the country of origin of their adoptive child have a myriad of
issues to contend with, pertaining to adoption, identity, the foreign and the sheer emotional force of experiencing
culmination of their Quest.

a
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po¡nt in time approaching, and emotions2l generated by the approach of this critical event not

only arising but intensifying in a geometrical progression with the measured passing of time.

For some adoptive families, such dread is intensified by certain legislative changes that
occurred in 198B.22 These changes in laws surrounding adoption involved a variety of

issues,

but the principal area concerning some adoptive families was the "opening" of adoptions,
making

it legally possible to

retrieve or obtain identifying information once the adoptee had

attained eighteen years. Some adoptive parents understood that the change applied only to
adoptions post 1988. Upon discovering that the legislative changes were retrospective, some

couples' stirrings of dread and foreboding were compounded by an acute sense of betrayal by

the state. These circumstances and emotions are understood to have been critical in the
formation of the A.P.P.C. These dynamics served to intensify the feelings of vulnerability
accompanying waiting and the very experiential quality of waiting in itself on the one hand and
underline the politicised, contentious, fragile nature of the field of adoption on the other hand.

The politicised cast of the field exacerbated the waiting and the waiting tended to throw into
stark relief the politicised, ambiguous features of the field.

Yet a great deal of the experience of waiting, especially in relation to the emotionally draining,
frustrating quality of it, pivots on routine, mundane tasks and processes. The next form is to be
submitted, the next search of public records to be mounted, another interview with the social

worker in two weeks time and so

on.

Here the tedium associated with the day

to day

orientation contrasts with the anticipation of the eventual outcome. The juxtaposition tends to
sharpen the polarity of the process of waiting and, often, to render the frustration of not being

able to "speed things up" acute. At times agents' frustration was a point of ambiguity or tension

for counsellors and others who perform key tasks in bureaucratic structures. While key agents

such as psychologists, social workers and administrative staff "understood" the difficulties,
hopes and frustrations of individuals and couples who were waiting, key agents also found that

"clients" were/ as one worker mentioned to her colleague, "a bit over the top" with the
persistence of phone calls to inquire as to the progress of their case.

"Waiting"

as explained by Crapanzano, is

infused with desire.
2r

ln its positive modality, it is directed towards something that is

A range of contexts and cultural mechanisms surrounding "managing" emotions and other valencies of emotion and

agency are explored in the next chapter.
Yet these adoptive families present but one of many experiences and perspectives in a complex, conflictual field. The
data informing this thesis is drawn from significantly greater milieux than Modell's relatively homogeneous group of
22

adoptiveparents. ThebreadthanddepthoffieldworkdistinguishesthisresearchfromModell'swork,whichwasbased
on twenty seven adoptive families, all but two of whom adopted children during the 1980's. (1994).
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desired: lt is longing. ln its negative modality, it is directed towards something that
not desired: lt is dread (Crapanzano 1985:46).

is

Waiting, like the Quest itself, is a perilous endeavour. "Waiting" thus continues and extends
the two edged face of hope and foreboding which is embodied in Pandora, as discussed in the

context of agents undertaking Quests for completeness out of states of incompleteness in
previous chapters. Unfortunately Crapanzano does not extend his treatise on waiting to include
questions of the interface, if any, between waiting and loss.

Underpinning each and all of these expressions of time lost and time waiting are conceptions

and understandings of time which arraign time not only as fundamentally divisible

and

quantifiable but also as a spatialised distance. Addressing the spatialisation of time straddles
both the concept of time and the measurement of time (Ostor 1993: 6; see also Came (1995)

concerning Bergson on spatialised time; Lash
spatialised,

it

& Urry)." Because time is conceptually

is thought of as being able to be cut up into "chunks", divided into fractions

(Pinxten 1995:249). As Miller notes in his discussion of Husserl on temporality, it is
a part of our experience of events that they are experienced by us as retaining,
throughout our experience, a fixed location in time. lt is quite clear that what we
experience as changing is not the temporal location of events (its location in the, so
called B-series), but, rather, the amount of pastness of that event relative to the present
moment (1984: 145, original emphasis; also Cell 1992).

The collaboration and resonance between time and geographical space is further heightened
because adoption, by definition, involves the physical separation

of individuals connected by

blood.2a lndividuals separated spatially and socially are not only also separated temporally, but

the temporal separation can be calibrated, measured and conceptualised against

other

relationships and individuals, spatially, emotionally and temporally. The temporal is resonant

with the biogenetic; both are assumed to be unitary, both are conceptualised as fractionable2s
or divisible into chunks which represent lesser doses of the original unit in its pure form. This

very close parallel between conceptualisations of temporal distance and biogenetic distance
enables temporality and biogeneticism to form mutually affirming postures through notions of

23

A tendency towards the spatialisation of time has been noted by Taylor (l 955: 599). This is associated with, yet
distinct from, Ostor's question, "is time being homogenised in the world today?" (Ostor 1993: 7). This issue of
homogenisation needs to be distinguished from time being conceptualised as unitary and divisible, although they are
connected, yet it is the latter which is more pertinent here.
2a

The correlation between these factors is accentuated by geographical separation of intercountry adoptions and the

fact that when adoptions were most common, not only in this State, but throughout Australia ¡n the 1950's,

relinquishing mothers would often give birth interstate so as to pursue anonymity, with the result that contemporary reunions involve traversing geographical space as well as traversing the temporal.
2s

A counterpoint with social parenting would be Strathern's consideration of how "litigants in custody" claim that one
parent has been "more" of a parent than the other 1996a: 49i 1991 a: 27; also Simpson 1994, 1 997 a\.
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relatedness and

kinship. The phenomenon that pivots on this point of relation

between

temporality and biogeneticism is the duality of distance/proximity. This position reflects
Wagner's point that "our grand symbols of temporality... are spatial ones" (1986:

83).

As

individuals related through kinship are either "close"26 or "distant" (Wolfram 1987: 13), so
events are also constructed temporally as either "close"

or distant". This calibration of

temporality and biogeneticism has another very important attribute, which involves

a

contradiction. While both time and biogenetic substance are rendered unitary, divisible,
measurable

and thus manageable, they are equally and simultaneously depicted

as

extraordinary and beyond measurement. An example of this dynamic exists in re-unions, in

which the potency of the re-union, of the actual meeting, surpasses and renders irrelevant any
measurement of time which has passed since the last

"face-to-face" meetings, the proximity

"union". ln reunions, often described

of the bodies in question is a fundamental

Corporeal proximity can, on such occasions, eclipse the passing of chronological

as

factor.

time.

The

intensity of the occasion is often concentrated by, or based on, the presence of some shared
biogenetic substance; the fact of some shared substance overshadows any question of relative
concentration of shared substance.
Frequently, the prolonged quality of waiting ends not gradually, but suddenly. Waiting for an

allocation ends with the moment of a phone call. Waiting to see what your adoptive child from
overseas

will look like ends with the moment of opening an envelope and seeing the

photograph. Waiting to find out

as an adoptee

who you "originally were" ends when you open

the sealed brown envelope containing your identifying information. The contrast between the
instant of awareness and the eons spent waiting is shocking. The suddenness of the end of

waiting has a paradoxical cast; in many instances, despite the protracted efforts to bring about
the sought result by the creative trajectories and channels of agency devised by both single
agents and couples, the end of waiting often pivots on action of another. A passive twist in a

culmination.

A

sudden ending

to waiting is often the end of such protracted waiting, but not always.

Occasionally, the placement and legal adoption processes for intercountry adoptive parents

would entail an obstruction of some kind; on rare occasions a string of events would ensue
as

so

to make it impossible for that couple to adopt that specific child. Examples of such a turn of

events were included in Chapter Four. An inordinately taxing process of "coming to terms"

26

"Closeness" is not only a broader social and cultural phenomenon than the category "kinship' might indicate, it

is

also a common (and often taken for granted) phenomenon in social science research (for example Burnett & Demnar
1

996).
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with such outcomes followed for the couple(s) concerned, the pain lessened little, sometimes,
by a tinge of resignation that "it27 just wasn't meant to be". For some relinquishing mothers
also, an end to waiting in the form of a reunion was a temporary

reunion would be followed by an active relationship, only

end. ln some

instances, a

to break down later.

Jan's

experience is a case in point. Jan, reunited with her son Adam, had experienced a "close"
relationship with him, involving contact every few days, until, "suddenly", the relationship

"broke down". Jan described how all she felt she could do was "give Adam the time he
needed" and hope that one day they could "start again". ForJan, and Adam perhaps, waiting
had begun all over again.

Another aspect of time that was encountered in fieldwork was "time waiting" which had been
subjected to a retrospective re-appraisal to become "time justified". This relates particularly to

adoptive parents; the difficult, emotionally trying, frustratingly tedious waiting time
subsequently judged to have been "worth

it".

is

Adoptive parents do not so much refer to the

process (including the financial cost) having been "worth

it", but the time being "worth it".

Time creates the very conditions within which it is evaluated and assigned social and cultural
weight.
Time justified is also critical in the kinds of retrospective evaluation and consideration entered

into by couples and individuals. Some agents, well past the point of completion of the

Quest,zB

look back upon the hardships, frustration, uncertainty and sheer time which they invested and
gambled in the entire undertaking with a sense of roundedness, completion and satisfaction.
Yet such reflection is often also accompanied by an awareness that the experiences of the Quest

have rendered them rather special. While I explore this pattern further in the next chapter, the
temporal conditions that permit re-consideration, re-evaluation2e and reflexivity focusing on the
past are important in so far as the contrasts between "then" and

"now" often feature identities

which are not only enhanced through the passage of chronological time, but also enable certain
agents

to

perceive themselves, their experiences and, as one adoptive father put

"stickability",

as special and

it,

their

distinctive in relation to other members of society whose lives may

not have presented such drama, peril, excitement and fulfilment. Such re-evaluations

are

homologous in certain respects with Layne's work on irony in the ways couples recovering
2T"lt"signifiedthatspecificadoptionoccurringbythatspecificcouple. Theimportanceofspecificityorparticularityin
precisely how such chains ofevents are understood to be "not meantto be" is explored in later sections ofthis chapter.
28

Other agents, who never atta¡n completeness, are also faced with the task of coming to terms with their loss and their
lot, respect¡vely. Such agents, both individually and as couples, are in comparable positions to couples attempt¡ng to
wrest some kind of meaning from unexpected pregnancy loss; "many bereaved parents are able to reconcile the gap
between their expectations and reality, thus making their loss a meaningful one" (Layne 1996: 133).
2e
See Williams on "moral luck" and "retrospective justification" (1995:245).
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from pregnancy loss come to understand their experiences

(1

996). As Layne notes, in citing

Sontag "there are no free-standing arbitrary events ... every crucifixion must be topped by

a

resurrection. Every disaster or calamity must be seen ... as leading to a greater good" (1996:
143, citing Sontag 1966: 137).

Time waiting and time lost are clearly highly significant instances of both the experience of time
and the construction of time for agents whose lives are affected by adoption in some

way. Time

waiting and time lost, as categories discernible from ethnographic data, provide substantial
examples of certain aspects of Cell's work on

time. ln particular,

as cultural categories, time

waiting and time lost parallel Cell's internal time maps, which explain how we experience

time.

But time waiting and time lost signal more than the mere validity or cogency of Cell's

model (19921. Time waiting and time lost also alert us to a variety of questions concerning
agency, precisely because, as primary experiential nodes of temporality for agents in this field,

time waiting and time lost are characterised by marked absences, constraints or negations of
agency. lndeed, in experiencing and emphasising time waiting and time lost, agents point to
not only their subjectivity, but also the passivity of their subjectivity. Time waiting and time lost
are powerful indicators of the incapacity, the impotence of humans to influence, alter or do any

more than engage with this orbit of temporal power in an experientially passive mode.
This "experience-minus-agency" quality of time waiting and time lost also suggests an important
difference between Cell's model and the work of Bourdieu. Cell's outline of a model of time

characterised

by B

Series (objective) time,

A

Series (subjective)

is

time and the mediating

internalised structures at the site of the individual (internal time maps). On one hand, this

model parallels Bourdieu's habitus, structured by engagement with the practical world and
structuring,toapoint,aspectsoftheworldinreturn(Bourdieu1990a).

Asan"acquiredsystem

of generative schemes", the habitus is implicated as much in internalised predispositions as it
"produces more history" (Bourdieu 1990a: 55,

54). Cell's model

appears

to follow

the

structural "logic" of Bourdieu's. But on the other hand, Gell's model differs from Bourdieu in
at least one very important respect. Cell's model, by definition, involves a one way influential

or

structuring

flow from objective to subjective, through an internal time map. While

subjectivity (A Series time) does indeed beein to flow the other way, it stops short at the internal

time map. No internalised temporality then acts back through individual action on

the

objective social world so as to constitute

structuring

structures

principles which generate and organise practices and

representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing
a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to attain
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them (Bourdieu 1990a: 53)

Cell's model is ultimately a model of experiencing and internalising the temporal. Bourdieu's
position, by contrast, depends upon the medial position and the medial action of the human
agent in temporal contexts of the field as well as in other practices by agents, which in turn help

to

constitute the

field.

"Structures" structure experience, but experience incorporated

as

disposition surely structures the structures in return.

This difference between Cell and Bourdieu is also indicated by the absence or negation of
agency in articulations of time waiting and time

lost. Yet, equally, the point of difference

between Gell and Bourdieu itself serves to underline the absence of agency in relation to time

waiting and time lost. For the agents concerned, as couples or sole agents, time waiting and

time lost are experienced as taxing and trying; at their worst as experiences of impotence,
dimmed hope and fear to hope yet again. The significance of the absence of agency here merits
emphasis, for the absence of agency in time waiting and time lost accentuates, if nothing else,

the capacity for human action in and on the world. Paradoxically, it is the non-presence of
agency in time waiting and time lost which denotes and makes visible the limitations of that

very capacity, the capacity for and extent of human action and influence. This pattern

is

reminiscent of Battaglia's "invisible foregrounding... a site of agency, asserted as an absence,
thereby attracted attention" (1997 : 507, original emphasis).

Time waiting and time lost make visible three constituting characteristics of these cultural
limitations of human action. The first characteristic made visible is that of constraint or
limitation,3o a domain beyond human influence; a domain which is reminiscent of Luhrmann's

point, that "all people have but a limited purchase upon the world" (Luhrmann 1994:376).
The second characteristic emphasises the inverse of the first, as the effect is to make visible
capacity or agency; the invigorated domain of human influence. As these two characteristics

become visible, so the boundary between them3l also becomes visible as the third
characteristic. Time waiting and time lost are underpinned by nothing less than a Wagnerian

dialectic of constraint and capacity,

"a

relationship

of simultaneous interdependence

and

contradiction" (Wagner 1981: 52). The mediating characteristic, as boundary, intensifies this
relationship all the

more. Human agency is thus crucial not only to each element in the

dialectical relationship, but to reproducing or transforming the boundary between the two
30

This characteristic signals the separation of the individual from the world at large; the separation becomes apparent

through this underlined constra¡nt. This position is of course culturally specific and stands ¡n contrast to Bourdieu's

work on the Kabyle (1963).
rr Paralleling pattern in which the "general Creek emphasis on the exterior constraints laid on human beings swung
between satire, reconciliation with fate, and ideal ... " (Burridge 1979:54).
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domains. Bourdieu's agency is thus critically implicated in the constitution and reproduction of
a Wagnerian dialectic; a dialectic which infuses the dynamics of identity in this

field.

This

mediated dialectic presents a number of questions concerning its position in other aspects of
the ethnographic data. I return to this line of inquiry in a later section of this chapter.
Yet time waiting and time lost are by no means the sole aspects of temporal experience which
feature in the lives of agents in this field. Previous chapters have outlined ranges of experiences

for agents, including some remarkable moments when the culmination of the Quest is either
realised or imminent. ls there temporal significance in the experience of such longed-for events

and processes?

EXTRAORDINARY MOMENTS

The Quests of agents whose lives are connected with adoption may feature moments of
extraordinary experience. Examples of these moments of encounter include occasions such

as

the moment of instant recognition between mother and biological child (now in adult body) at

their re-union, the moment of an adoptive parent taking into their arms the baby who is to be
their adopted child, or the moment of awareness of shared traits, mannerisms or idiosyncrasies

with a biogenetic sibling whom you're meeting for the first time, such as described by Cathy in
the previous chapter. Cathy had just met her "full" biological sister. When Cathy and Trudy
found that they and their brother Alan all "uncannily" shared precisely the same unusual and
idiosyncratic lifelong mannerism, Cathy was literally stunned:
(when I discovered that) the three of us all had these habits - it was a very hot day, but
when I heard that I just went cold all over, instantly...

Other agents describe the experiential quality of such extraordinary moments as "weird",
"incredible" and "really strange". Yet it is not simply the strangeness of the experience which
is remarkable, it is the temporal quality of the moment. References to time having "stood still"

or "Írozen"32 were common. The key quality of relevance here is the consistent notation across

the adoption spectrum that these extraordinary moments were outsicle normal time somehow,
or unforgettable; "burned into my memory"

as one agent described the moment of first catching

sight of his biological mother. These extraordinary moments are experientially and sensorally

32

ln a differentexperiential sensefrom Strathern's discussion of "freezingtime'in practices around frozen embryos
995e: B 1), but perhaps reflecting Wagner's distinction between the "passage" of time and the "presence" of time
(1986: 84). Hufford's experiential account of "supernatural assault traditions" in Newfoundland includes intense
(1

experiences which are often accompanied by agents' discourse featuring

'how slowly time

seems to pass during such

unpleasant experiences, which may be part of their explanation' (1982: 218).
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rich and powerful, such that the experience itself and the memory of it are packed with layered
domains of detail, in which all senses are not only heightened but incomparably acute.

The intensity of such experiences contrasts with the mundanity of much of the Quest itself.
Tedium, frustration and the sheer energy required for coping with the myriad of mundane,
pedestrian tasks necessitated

in many

Quests contrast

with the absolute force of the

extra-

ordinary experience. Similarly, the drawn-out weariness of the mundane aspects of the Quest
stands at one experiential pole, with the profoundly concentrated moment

of its realisation

at

the other. Temporal polarities infuse this contrast as much as emotional polarities.
This juxtaposition parallels the contrast between mundane time33 and extra-ordinary time which

is noted by Bloch in his analysis and appraisal of Ceertz's work on Balinese time notions.
Bloch draws a distinction between "mundane" time and "ritual contexts" of time, arguing that

in

mundane contexts Balinese categories and concepts

of time are

"based

on

cognitive

universals" (Bloch 1977:285). Bloch's description of mundane time seems to align with Cell's

depiction of B Series time. Civen this alignment, what might this mean for A Series time in the
context of this particular field and the range of agents which helps constitute

it?

lf the thrust of Gell's argument is considered closely, it is possible to see that B Series time

is

associated with the mundane,3a everyday world, the passing of time according to the clock and

the calendar, the unfolding of chronological, sequential

time. ln the context of this research

material, B Series time is allied to mundane time, to the everyday, the unremarkable and the
usual, including the sense of mundanity which pervades many stages of Quests. ln contrast, A
Series time can be seen

to relate to non-mundane time, to time associated with unusual, intense

encounters and experiences. But intense experiences and encounters such as re-union,
allocation and meeting one's adoptive child are not only temporally significant, they carry
enormous weight

for the constitution of identities; identities which are almost

invariably

associated with biogenetic links, with biogenetic connectedness and disconnectedness.

An ethnography of adoption includes agents' confrontation of the biogenetic link at key instants
or moments in a very stark way. ln such confrontations, the hierarchical superiority of B Series
time over A Series time via internal time maps (which mediate the relationship between them)
undergoes an inversion. The hierarchical temporal arrangements are depicted in the following

diagrams in both the usual, or mundane, configuration and the non-usual, or extraordinary
configuration:

33

See also Mclnerney (1 991 ).

3a

ln the sense articulated by Natanson (197Oa)
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THE MUNDANE
SUPERIOR

Cognition,
intellect
INTERNALTMEMAPS

superior to

MEDIATE THE RELATIONSHIP

emotion, intuition

INFERIOR

(After Gell 1992)
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The extraordinãTy- the biogenetic

link

SUPERIOR

emotion, intuition
INTERNAL TIME MAPS
MEDIATE THE RELATIONSHIP

superior to

cognition, intellect

INFERIOR

(After Gell 1992)
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The result of the inversion of this hierarchical configuration is that A Series time assumes

a

dominant position, such that the experience of subjective time during these intensely rich
encounters transcends and renders B Series time subsidiary. However, the inversion does not
end there. lmplicit in Cell's argument is a hierarchy within the internal time maps that mediate

the relationship between the two time series. The internal time maps contain a hierarchy in

which cognition and intellect form a dominant alliance over emotion and intuition. The
empirical and the rational thus eclipse the subjective and the non-rational in both the overall
realm of time series and in the very body which mediates the relationship between them,
according to Gell's model of

time. As the dominance of B Series time over A

Series time

undergoes an inversion at moments of encounter with the biogenetic link, so the hierarchy
contained within the internal time maps itself undergoes an inversion. This means that emotion
and intuition render cognition and intellect subordinate.
These temporal inversions frequently align with various rites de passage for a variety of agents

in a range of contexts and circumstances. The mostcommon rites de passage here are marriage
(or the decision to marry), (impending) birth of child, especially the first child and the death of
one or both adoptive parents.3s The correlation of rites de passage with critical points in Quests
generates questions concerning the topic which introduced this chapter; notions of cyclic time

specifically and of cyclicity more generally. Civen the kinds of significance of temporality in
agents'lives which preceding sections have elaborated, how else is the "cyclic" manifested,
articulated or construed in the

field? ln particular, is cyclicity linked in important ways to

completeness and incompleteness? Civen the questions that opened this chapter, are any kinds

of articulation, contrast or juxtaposition detectable between cyclicity and chronology?

CYCLICITY, CHRONOLOGY AND THE ANNIVERSARY

Ostor suggests that cycles, along with duration and interval should receive attention according

to cultural context so as to generate an "interpretive, dialectical understanding of temporality"
(Ostor 1993: B9). Cyclic time is contrasted with "dominant linear clock time" such that it might

be part of a "more abstract, universal, human time (seasons, production cycles, aging, ritual,

and celebration)" (Ostor 1993: 89)

- "the puzzle of what we

are faced with

if we

cannot

measure it by clock time, remains ... unresolved" (Ostor 1993: 90).

lf the key to many of these extra-ordinary occasions in which a temporal inversion occurs is
directly linked to rites de passage and if rites de passage are directly linked to cyclic time, then
3s

Which may, as previous chapters have illustrated, include the revelation or discovery of the agent's adoptive status.
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the key to cyclic time exists in the notion of the anniversary. ln addition to anniversaries which

have broad social application such as Mothers'Day and Christmas Day, there are recurrent
events that are tied to time

to particular agents in this field. Together with "times of

year"

which constitute generalised anniversaries such as Christmas and Mothers Day (which
themselves often have ambiguous, conflictual

or difficult

associations

personal anniversaries form very powerful relational points

in

for many agents),

adoption.36 Most typically,

anniversaries include birthdays, the day the child was relinquished, allocation day, the day the

child was met by the adoptive parents, the day the child was received by the adoptive parents,

the day the child arrived in Australia or "home" in instances of intercountry adoption and
"court day". Certain aspects of both generalised and personal anniversaries are experienced
and interpreted by agents in diverse ways. An examination of the dynamic processes and
relational configurations which characterise the anniversary not only contributes
understanding
constitution,

a

of agents' experiences and identities, in the process of

to an

elaborating

its

window on a cyclic and chronological temporal interface is also presented.

Anniversaries are often anticipated, depicted, discussed, lived and enacted as emotionally vivid

times.

Sometimes the emotional brilliance of these times takes the form of celebration. For

example, couples who had adopted a child
anniversaries connected

in

recent years tend

to celebratetz a range of

with the child's "arrival". For adoptees, the birthday can be

an

occasion for wonder, doubt or speculation concerning their relinquishment or "origins". Such

wondering, often in private, may ultimately serve as a form of existential or intra-psychic
foundation for mounting a " search" , when the time is " right"

.

Relinquishing mothers, however,

characteristically experience pain and anguish on various anniversaries, including the child's
birthday,3B Mothers' Day, Christmas and possibly several other anniversaries associated with

relinquishment or conception, suffering alone if significant others in their life are unaware of
the relinquishment (Bright 1996). The secrecy of the anniversary intensifies the emotion arising
from it yet nullifies the woman's ability to express or explore the significance or meaning of the

original event or the anniversary with any other human being. The potency, variability and
consistency

in patterns involving the anniversary are all but unrecognised in

research on

36

And in other spheres of social life associated with procreation or kinship. Cilding, for example, notes that "Margaret
Brooks (is) the mother of the first frozenembryo baby ... every year at exactly 8.15 pm on August 16 the Brooks family
(including two elder sisters) watch together the video of the biftl1' (1997bt 246).

37

Either with "extended family" or involving the adoptive parents and the child(ren).
The painful nature of certain anniversaries for relinquishing mothers is sometimes reported in "women's magazines".
For example, the article "The Trauma Of Civing Up Baby", cited in Chapter Three, includes the point that the birthday

38

of a relinquished child is "a time of special pain for these women'; not merely pain, but special pain (Woman's Day 27

May 1985).
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adoption. While some research notes a degree of significance for Mothers' Day and Christmas
for those whose lives are affected by adoption, the broader importance of temporality as a site
of experience and identity work is all but unrecognised (Bright 1996; Modell 199a; Roles 1989;

Terrell & Modell 1994; Winkler & van Keppel 1984; Wegar 1995; Walby & Symons 1990).

Anniversaries are intensely personalised events. Whether the anniversary is one such

as

Christmas which has broad social applicability, or a secret anniversary of relinquishment, the

experience of the anniversary for any particular agent is highly personalised and therefore
unique.3e However, while anniversaries are loca¡ec[ in chronological or linear time, it is through

cyclicity or repetition that they gain cultural force.
The anniversary constitutes the confluence of chronological time and cyclic or recurrent time.
Each anniversary that arrives is a new event

In itself and a re-visiting of that which has been

encountered before. The re-visiting is familiar, the newness is flavoured

by

strangeness.

lnstead of chronological time and cyclic time existing as discrete entities in the ongoing flow of

social life, they become visible and are constituted through the site of their confluence. The
original event is not only marked or acknowledged but re-visited - and not only is the orisinal
event re-visited, but each anniversarv of the original event is re-visited as well.a0 Therefore the
anniversary emphasises and highlights the passing of chronological time, but

in a way that

points to the repetition, the re-visiting, the cyclicity of time in the course of its passage. lt is not

chronological time per se that often marks the passing of time, but chronological time

as

punctuatedal and emphasised by anniversaries. At the same time the full force of the original

occasion is not only preserved, but intensified through the accumulation

of

successive re-

visitings of the event itself. Anniversary is but one form of coincidence.42 The original occasion

and each anniversary experienced co-incide in cyclic time, but are separated, equally and
symmetrically "divided" (Ostor 1993; O. Harris 1991), and therefore joined, by the passage of
chronological time. This configuration of co-incidence is matched by alternative, but equally
potent, forms of co-incidence within the field of adoption, as I explore below.

3s

The importance of quite personal anniversaries for adoptive and other couples further supports the po¡nt that couples

are positioned in this setting as a distinct cultural entity. As such, they are "unique", as are individuals (Strathern 1992a:

to\
40

This pattern is cons¡stent w¡th, but extends, Mclnerney's argument concerning "retention" and "personal identity",

especially concerning the serial nature of 'earlier phases"

(1 991: 250).
ar Here the pattern is consistent with Spencer's observation concern ing 'ageing" and the passage of time: "the

perception of time in regard to ageing goes in steps ratherthan a smooth flow, for it is embedded in the chequered
development of social relationships" (1990: 18).
a2

Here seriality is homologous with the "chain" of coincidence noted in Chapter Three as well

as

the "seriality" noted

as central to (and constitutive o0 Life Story Books in Chapter Four.
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Two striking parallels are apparent here. The first concerns homologies between the
constitutive patterns of the anniversary and the constitutive patterns of the seriality which
characterises and infuses the Life Story Book and the family photo album, as discussed in

Chapter

Four. The second parallel

concerns both the anniversary and seriality being

homologous in certain respects with work by Strathern (1992a,1992b,1993a,1993c, 1993d).
Addressing the cultural peculiarities of English kinship in the late twentieth century, Strathern

points to the specificity of our understanding of biological "reproduction" (as distinct from
"procreation", Straihern 1993a: 166-167). Each person born is a new individual - yet there

is

is one of a chain or a line, in never
being an exact copy, the child also signals the way variety and diversity is brought into
existence. Hence a reproduction always shows its relationship to the original: the old
entity is present in new form (Strathern 1993a: 166).

continuity, the individual

As each individual is a unique entity in a coherent series, so each anniversary is a unique
episode in a coherent series and so each entry in a Life Story Book or family photo álbum is

a

unique aspect of a coherent sequence. The individual, physically constituted out of her or his
parents' genetic material which is "passed

on"

represents

the sine qua non oi familiarity,

continuity and recurrence, yet simultaneously the (unique) individual is an embodiment of
strangeness, newness and

conceptions

originality. This duality of constitution which underpins

of new, unique yet

our

related individuals exists over linear time; temporality in

Western settings features "increase (as each day passes, more has happened in the world ..."
(Strathern 1996c:46). But the juxtaposition of familiarity and strangeness (in the sense of being

unknown, new) is expressed, lived out and formalised not by linear time, but by the confluence

of lineartimewith cyclictimethrough the anniversary. The anniversary, then, is a reflection,

a

microcosm in time of the pattern of constitution of the individual itself.

The anniversary is also relational. This is detectable in a number of respects. Anniversary

is

relational in terms of the agent and the event, such that an event exists not only in the memory
but is actually re-experienced in a different form in the present. This experience is by definition
different because of the dynamic ways in which the agent's sense of identity unfolds and
discovered over chronological

time.

is

Each anniversary is thus experienced by the same person

but by someone anew. Because of the chronological quality of individual growth or maturity
and the accumulative nature of age and life experience, each anniversary is an encounter for

a

new person, by the same person.
Anniversary is also relational in terms of the agent and others. As a recurrent acknowledgment

of an original event, its meaning is constructed around and in

consequence

of a relation
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between various agents. This relation is no less fictive, no less real, if the agents concerned
have never

met. While the anniversary occasions a celebration of sentiments, identities

relationships that are valued and prized,

it also

occasions a confrontation

with

and

relationships

which are characterised by dissent, conflict, grief and ambiguity. These relationships include
relationships between persons who are known, but also includes the relation between the

individual and the other which is unknown except as a category, as a shadow, as a missing
form.

The relational nature of the anniversary is further apparent through juxtapositions

and

conjunctions of past and present. The notion and practice of the anniversary enables agents to

visit the past, to experience more than a memory, to re-create the social and experiential
relevance of the original event. Simultaneously, via the anniversary the past gains a presence in

the present. ln the present, the past is rendered less distant, less inaccessible, less detached
from the present day. The familiarity of the anniversary-as-past assuages the strangeness of the
anniversary-as-future

or

anniversary-as-present. This signals

the fourth expression of

relationality of the anniversary.
Anniversary also provides access points from the present to the future and from the past to the

future. The future is anticipated, whether

eagerly

or with dread and foreboding, and

this

anticipation is given form and process by the past itself. The ways in which the future
approaches and is approached is directly influenced by the past, either in terms of similarity
and parallel, or in terms of contrast, difference and disparity. The certainty of the past counterbalances the uncertainty of the future, mediated by the experience of the present.a3 Above all

else, the anniversary is relational in terms of chronological and cyclic time, for as the
anniversary exists

in both, so both are necessary but by no

means solely sufficient for an

anniversary to occur and have force. As each type of time alone can be seen as a contradiction

of the other, so the apparent contradiction serves to enlighten the uniqueness and the interdependence of

each. Cyclic time gains a sharpness of definition by virtue of its contrast

to

linear, chronological time. The linearity of chronological time is accentuated by the recurrence

and rhythm of cyclic time. This juxtaposition, connection and mutual interdependence of
chronological time and cyclic time also provide the cultural mechanism by which time waiting
becomes transformed into time

lost. The irretrievable quality of chronological time renders all

time so spent "lost" unless it becomes time "justified", having been "worth

it".

ln either

case,

reminders of the effect of the relevant temporal experience are provided and demanded by the

43

A pattern which is homologous with Cohen and Rapport's point regarding consciousness; 'what it anticipates passes
through what it attends into what it remembers ... " (1995: 8).
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cultural mechanisms surrounding the anniversary. As each of chronological time and cyclic

time gains clarity in relation to the other, each type of time and the mutually constitutive
relationship between them is rendered manageable within the context of ongoing sociality and
relatedness.aa Socially potent notions such as continuity and discontinuity are charged and
boosted by this crucial articulation of cyclic time with chronological time, through the notion
and the practice of the anniversary.

THE UNCANNINESS OF COINCIDENCE AND COINCIDENCES OF THE UNCANNY

A further dimension of anniversaries was birthdays. One way in which these

anniversaries

were often discussed is in terms of notional groupings of people who were connected
consanguineally or affinally, irrespective of household composition. During fieldwork it was

very common to encounter clusters of dates which people, primarily women, thought were
"uncanny", so that several people shared the same birthday or other anniversary, or six or
seven birthdays might fall within a period of six weeks. An example of this clustering

is

available through Shirley, an adoptee in her mid thirties. Shirley and I sat in her kitchen one

afternoon discussing progress on her search for and possible reunion with her birth mother,

who lives in Horsham, Victoria. Shirley explained:
... you know how some people reckon women have a breeding time, well check these
birthdays; mine is on 4 June, Betty's (birth mother) is on 28 June, my elder son's is 2
June, my other son is 2 June - they were both Caesarians and both late - Alan's
(husband) is 10 June and Pat's (husband's mother) is 13 June.

Some thought this kind of clustering was unremarkable and yet "natural" - "that's just how our

family is, January's always been the birthday month". Other examples of co-incidence in time

of

anniversaries included adoptive parents being allocated

a child on their wedding

anniversary, or an adoptee discovering her biological mother's birthday or wedding anniversary
coincides with either her own birthday, wedding anniversary or, more "uncannily", also with

one of her own children's birthdays. These examples of co-incidence constitute and hinge
upon a particular form of temporal co-incidence, in which certain events are fixed at the same

point in chronological time. Simultaneity in the form of "date" is fundamental. ln this
configuration of "co-incidence", there is no temporal dynamic of separation and conjunction

as

with anniversaries. Further, this configuration of "co-incidence" actually depends upon the
aa

The data presented in this chapter addresses questions posed by Wagner: "are there different kinds of time, or merely

differentwaysofcountingtime? Doestimehaveastructure,asaclockdoes,ordoesitmerelyseemtohaveastructure,
because a clock has one?" (1986: 82, original

emphasis).
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absence of temporal or chronological separators. The absence of temporal separation is the key

to not only the simultaneity but also the uncanniness.

The peculiarity of clusters of dates within families is featured in the media at times. On
Christmas Eve 1997 , The Adelaide Advertiser described the following case from London:

The doctor called it a lucky omen and bookmakers said the timing of Emily Beard's
arrival was a million-to-one phenomenon. The little girl was born on the 12th day of
the 12th month, at 12 minutes past noon.
And when the birth statistics of other family members of her family are taken into
account, the coincidence becomes truly astonishing. Her father, David Beard, 33, was
born on the fourth of the fourth at 4.40pm.

Her mother Helen was born on the tenth of the tenth, while Emily's brother Harry,
now three, arrived on the sixth of the sixth, and her maternal grandmother Sylvia on
the eleventh of the eleventh. ... At the family home in nearby Gosport, Helen Beard,
32, said the family was now planning to use a combination of the birthday numbers on
the lottery.

Uncanny temporal co-incidences also feature in adoptions. An extract of a discussion one
afternoon with a couple who had adopted a girl from the Philippines is illustrative. Andrea
described how she and Ray waited for information, were informed of their allocation of a baby

girl, met their adoptive daughter:
... time was our biggest problem, we were getting older and we desperately wanted to
be parents... we waited for weeks for our file to go... Cod looked after us! - once the
file hit the Philippines, things moved quickly - I got the message on my pager!, they'd
been ringing and ringing, the message I got I remember very clearly, 'ring Sue Priest
within 2 minutes re allocation of girl 3 years 9 months'... lcan FEEL it now, lcan FEEL
it rather than describe it, it was sheer relief, relief and joy that this has happened ...
was going through a bad stage in my business, working terribly long hours and making
a fair bit of money, and lwas querying why it was happening - so that's all the
information we got at first - then on 22nd September, MY 40TH BIRTHDAY, we got
the photo and the report ... in between finding out we'd been allocated and gett¡ng the
photo and the report was 4 weeks and that was incredibly hard.. ldidn't feel like a
mother in that in between time, I don't know what I felt likeas ... in Manila the nuns
picked us up, did allthe paperwork, that took FOREVER, the closer it gets the harder it
is, as the time gets closer we were there and yet we still WEREN'T there, she wasn't
WITH us ... (husband Ray chipped in ) ... as we approached the orphanage, there are
security guards everywhere, and l've got the video rolling the whole time, and in the
entrance there's this big blackboard with a welcome written to us in big letters
WELCOME MR AND MRS STOREY, and even lstarted to feel emotional then, I started
I

to cry, so we walked down this corridor with this nun and then there was this
doorway, there was this little girl, she was so SMALL, I just kept on filminga6 ... (Andrea
took over) ... and then the sister saicl 'where's mummy?'and Jessica came over to me
and just put her arms around my neck and held on tight... we met her Christmas Eve
morning and within 30 minutes she was on my lap laughing and after t hour she didn't
even look at Sister Brooks ... the BEST PART was when I heard 1 of them say 'they can
take Jessica tonight'- I would have hated to leave her ... so there we were, the 3 of us,
as

Andrea's comments are reminiscent of the observation made in the previous chapter concerning the liminal quality of

the period between approval and allocation for adoptive parents, particularly the adoptive mother.
a6

Ray's meeting

with his adoptive-daughter-to-be was thus mediated by a video camera; an apt illustration of the

dynamics and discretions of masculine engâgement, objectification and agency vis a vis relatedness, as discussed in
Chapter Four.
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in the hotel room, you could see her eyes open as wide as this, just LOOKINC at
everything - for the child it's like being reborn ...
As this example illustrates, centrally important occasions in adoption such as allocation,
placement or reunion often provide the agent with a new beginning, founded in a new identity.

New beginnings are reminiscent of the cultural significance of the anniversary and

its

constitutive quality for linear and cyclic time as their point of confluence. ln addition to

its

other characteristics, such as revisiting the original event plus each anniversary, (visiting the
retrospective), anniversary also embodies

an inverse quality; prospectivity.

lt is precisely

because each anniversary is a new visiting of the past that the anniversary is also intricately

connected to and a herald of new beginnings, or at least their possibility.

New beginnings are not restricted to adoption placements, but rather new beginnings are found
in other instances of cyclicity

as

well. Temporal co-incidences were frequently remarked upon,

discussed, and generally afforded a great deal

of

intense interest, attentiveness, weight and

indicativeness, across a wide variety of individuals, groups, circumstances and occasions. Of

particular note was the association between co-incidence in time of some sort and "fate",47

as

certain examples in previous chapters have indicated. Examples of events or processes,
apparently unconnected, co-inciding

in time and

therefore constituting

an uncanny co-

incidence abounded, Andrea's remarks being but one example. The presence and cultural

weight of the uncanny for agents has been signalled, not only in this chapter, but also in
preceding ones. The pervasiveness of the uncanny in the field of adoption raises a series of

questions. Why does co-incidence, either temporal, corporeal or both, exhibit such

a

propensity to be uncanny? What types of predispositions would be associated with the cultural

and social force of the uncanny, especially throughout such a diverse, conflictual

and

politicised field?

An example of how uncanny co-incidence features in the lives of some agents is provided by

Cwen. Cwen, an adoptive mother in her mid sixties, had always hoped her adopted daughter
would meet her birth mother one day:
when Mandy was 18, I couldn't wait, I still thought she badly needed to meet her birth
mother... there was no veto, and on lst June 1992, she met her. Mandy was 20, Kathy,
the birth mother was 40 and I was 60 - 20, 40, 60 - so I was 60 and felt like the
grandmother of them all! ... I told Mandy, when you have your first child, this will all
fall into place for you ... I met Karen, the birth mother, purely by chance, it was exactly
12 months after Mandy and Karen had met. Mandy said to me before Mothers Day,
'l'll take you out for Mothers Day, lcan't afford much, let's go to Fasta Pasta'and we
did and we were sitting there eating and Mandy looked over at the queue and said 'My
a7

Abelmann's research on how South Korean women make sense of "fate" through narrations of "social origins" and
"destinations" is pertinent, yet the cultural context for her work p¡vots more on "idioms of personality" (1997:786-78h.
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Cod, there's Karen, Mum, what'll we do?' and I said 'do you want to move?' and
Mandy said 'we have to face it' - so we met, on Mothers Day, in Fasta Pasta,
surrounded by all these other mothers - Karen's husband was there, but she'd only told
him that she'd had a baby she hadn't told him they'd met, so Karen went back to her
booth where her husband and all her relations were - it was pretty hot stuff for a few
minutes - Mandy made sure she had a good look at her sisters, she's not met them ...
we went up the road to the Piccadilly (cinema) after that and we both just collapsed, it
was exhausting ... we often talk about that day ... over the years l'd often thought about
her birth mother, particularly at Christmas time, on Mothers Day and on her birthday,
of course, I just natural/y thought about her ... the thing about Karen and Mandy
meeting each other was that it had to be put off once, everything had been arranged
and then Karen's sister was killed in a car accident - Karen said 'l couldn't cope with
meeting my daughter and my sister's funeral on the one day ...

Clearly, overlapping dates or other temporal coincidence often signalled to agents that their
experience of coincidence involved much more than mere chance. This tendency among
agents is reminiscent of Jung's work on synchronicity; an "acausal connecting principle" (Jung

1985). Luhrmann notes the central position of synchronicity in Jung's work and the importance
of simultaneity in her participants' lives, but she does not pursue detailed aspects of Jung's work

in the context of precisely how

practitioners

of ritual magic come to

establish "causal

connections" between apparently disparate events (Luhrmann 1994: 181).
ForJung, synchronicity is much more than synchrontsm,
synchronicity (is) a coincidence in time of two or more causally unrelated events which
have the same or similar meaning, in contrast to 'synchronism' which simply means
the simultaneous occurrence of two events (Jung 1985: 36).

Several of Jung's observations are pertinent. Jung emphasises that synchronicity is not just

coincidence, but "meaningful coincidence" (Jung 1985:
experienced as randomly distributed

14).

But acausal links are not

in human life, acausal connections can be anticipated,

according to Jung, "where a causal connection would be inconceivable" flung 1985: 11).
Similarly, Jackson quotes Dewey as observing that "our magical safeguard against that uncertain
character of the world is to deny the existence of chance ..." (1996:5, citing Dewey 1958: 44).

Synchronicity not only matches causality conceptually, synchronicity is "equal

in rank to

causality" flung 1985:27). Jung leaves us in no doubt as to the significance of meaningful
coincidence:
meaningful coincidences are thinkable as pure chance. But the more they multiply and
the greater and more exact the correspondence is, the more their probability sinks and
their unthinkability increases, until they can no longer be regarded as pure chance ...
their inexplicability is not due to the fact that the cause is unknown, but to the fact that
a cause is not even thinkable in intellectual terms (Jung '1985: 143).

Jung's attention was clearly focussed on psychic phenomena, intra-individual processes and
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qualities. Although his patients admitted a general reluctance to discuss the profile of
synchronicity in their lives for "fear oÍ ridicule", Jung recorded that
against (synchronicity)" 0ung 1985:

coincidence" often

6).

Not only did

in agents' lives, but

I

"I

have often come up

come up against "meaningful

experienced agents also were

well aware

that

coincidence was commonly encountered.as
As one support group coordinator intimated "you find it all the time."ae Here we move from

the individual, Jung's unit of attention, to the field. The observation that "you find it all the
time" is a testament to the pervasiveness

as

well

as the experiential

weight of the phenomenon.

ln Chapter Three it was noted that while an aggregation of coincidences around a particular
individual serves

to

render circumstances "weitd" and " uncanny", an aggregation of

coincidences across many individuals is constitutive of the natural. The fact that "you find it all

the time" also signals the presence of a type of cyclicity for agents. This is consistent with
Jung's typification

of synchronicity as standing in juxtaposition, but not subordination,

to

causality, lineality or seriality.
Since coincidence and the frequency with which it is encountered constitute a form of cyclicity

for the people concerned, a resonance is detectable between coincidence and anniversary.
Coincidence and anniversary overlap as contrasting but complementary ramifications of

cyclicity.

Each gains potency through a degree

of refraction of the other. This dynamic

also

encompasses those instances of cyclicity in which agents discern a new beginning. Reunions,

allocations and placements are obvious examples, but not the only ones. The net effect of this

inclusion is that coincidence, anniversary and new beginnings all pivot on cyclicity and exhibit
mutual resonances through their common foundation in cyclicity.

Yet the significance of synchronicity extends well beyond positioning Jung's work

as

corroboration of ethnographic detail or vice versa. On the contrary, Jung directs our attent¡on

to the importance of synchronicity and its announcement of

a8

realms beyond the thinkable.

Occasionally co-incidence of some kind would serve as an "incorrect" sign of connectedness. One adoptee, Nancy,

spoke of receiving an ¡ncorrect birth certificate: "so many coincidences pointed to my cousin being my real mother -

especially that her name is Elizabeth Jones - also her age was right, but it had my year of birth as 1958, not 1956, so
something was wrong ..." Nancy was tempted by the co-incidences, but "rationally' she knew the "facts" were mixed
up.
ae

The observation that "you find ¡t all the time' is also encountered in the media. On the l8 August 1997 in mid

afternoon, Adelaide talkback radio 5AN's host, Philip Satchell, interviewed Ken Anderson, author of 'three books on
synchronicity and coincidence". Anderson explained that, once alerted to coincidence, "it's everywhere". The session
included the host, other callers and the author responding to the prolific and "unexplainable" examples provided by
callers in terms such as "yes, it's incredible ...", "how amazing",... "that's completely beyond what you'd expect from
mathematical probability". While no overt "explanation" was given - or sought - the "explanation" constltuted the
apparently common understanding that "it's unexplainable'. The author's closing comment about coincidence was 'it's
just everywhere".
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Realms beyond the thinkable are intricately connected

to dreams of completeness and the

attainment of completeness. As discussed in Chapter Three, realms beyond the thinkable not

only feature in quests for completeness but in media accounts

as

well- of adoption, but also

in

relation to a wide range of phenomena implicated in identity, kinship or relatedness. Certain
questions arise from noting the parallels between Jung's work and the ethnography. Upon

close examination, Jung's work suggests that synchronicity pivots on a certain relationality.

While for Jung this relation was between "a certain psychic state with one or more external
events which appear as meaningful parallels

to the momentary subjective state", here

relation is between the temporal indices of coincidence, between two points in time

the

(Jung

1985:36).
Jung's degree of interest in synchronicity is mirrored here, but with an altered focus. What

is

particularly in need of unpacking is the quality of the relational character that is at the heart of
synchronicity or meaningful coincidence. Paradoxically, synchronicity pivots on relationality.
But what kind of relationality? The relational quality is infused by proximity. The relational

is

characterised by an absence of temporal distance. But, as Jung's words above indicate, this

proximity is graduated. While some agents' accounts featured "weird" coincidence through
important dates being "close" or "vety close", the most weight was attributed to those
experiences and examples in which the coincidence was exact. There is a crucial parallel here

between shared biogenetic substance and synchronicity. Both articulate upon a graduated

plane of proximity. Both typify and are typified by increasing intensity with increasing

closeness. While shared biogenetic substance expresses this spectrum through varying
concentrations
expresses

of biogenetic substance, such as "full" siblings or "half sister", synchroniciÇ

a parallel

pattern through Jung's increasing degrees

of "unthinkability".

The

apotheosis of shared biogenetic substance, as Schneider explains, is the production of a child

by a couple through conjugal love. Biogenetic substance could not be shared more "fully".
The apotheosis of synchronicity is "exact" coincidence.

Synchronicity

or

exact coincidence is also homologous with "similarity", the "law of

sympathetic magic" noted by Tylor, Frazer and Mauss. While similarity is often taken to be
read visually, given the prominence of the visual in Western locales, in the context of temporal
realms of this field, coincidence can be read as similarity-in-temporality. ln other words,

"if two

entities resemble one another on certain attributes, they also have a deep resemblance" (Rozin

&

Nemeroff 1990:

225). Temporal similarity thus provides a vehicle for the attribution

of

connections grounded in atypical commonality.
The proclivity to regard exact coincidence as remarkable is also detectable in media accounts of
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co¡ncidence and anniversary which note not simply

a general coincidence but an

event

occurring exactly at the same time as another, or a reunion occurring x years "to the very day"

afterthe original event, introducing closure in the process. The closeness or similarity between
the two points in time or events has a dual effect. On one hand their shared similarity almost
obscures their individual character. The two almost blur into one, containing both but being

neither. On the other hand, the brink of obfuscation has precisely the inverse effect;
separation and connection between

two distinct entities is simultaneously underlined

brought into starkest relief. This mode

of

patterning

vis a vis co-incidence has

the
and

been

encountered before in this thesis. ln the previous chapter and others the uncanny quality for
agents

of encounters with manifestly shared biogenetic substance was noted. ln part,

the

exÞerience of such uncanniness was infused by an apparent contradiction; the correlation of

close resemblance and individual uniqueness (Strathern 1992a, "1992b). This contradiction
took several forms. ln reunions, siblings encountered each other and were often struck by the
uncanny quality of appearance, body parts, movements or mannerisms. With intergenerational

reunions, the visual confrontation with either a representation of oneself across time ("like

looking in the mirror, but twenty years ago"), or, for a relinquishing mother, the child's
biologicalfather ("itwas incredible, itcould have been him") is often shocking.

Of equal emotional and cognitive impact is the perception of close resemblance in a

baby

placed for adoption, especially when the baby is adopted from overseas.s0 All these instances

of corporeal resemblance feature agents' experiences of co-incidence which are resonant with
another pattern of co-incidence in a temporal realm.

Temporal co-incidence of the form addressed here is characterised by separated elements

which are joined in the underlining of their separation. The two distinct entities are starkly
differentiated and simultaneously (and irrevocably) brought into such proximal conjunction

as

to almost merge. The parallels and resonance between the physiognomic and temporal realms
are profound, both in effect and structure.

This pattern is reminiscent of two other constructs which have been discussed above;
Wagnerian dialectic and Euro-American understandings
(Strathern 1993c:

of the biology of

a

reproduction

166). A variation on a Wagnerian dialectic, since the two events

almost

merge or meld into one, with the effectcontaining both but being neither (Wagner 1981). Our
s0

Adoptive parents would not be likely to share such perceptions and their implications with others to whom they were

not "close". As one adoptive father mentioned "peoplethat didn't understand would think you were crazy". This
tendency for a form of secrecy parallels that noted by both FavrerSaada (1 980, 1 989, 1 990) and Luhrmann (1 994).

fhe

preparedness of some agents to discuss such resemblance and coincidence was supported by a degree oftrust which

was in turn linked to my experience as an adoptive parent and the expectation that I would probably understand - or at
least would not subject them to ridicule or think lhem'crazy".
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understanding of the biology of reproduction and marriage is paralleled in the meeting of two

individual entities so as at times

to

become indistinguishable, producing an effectst that

contains both but is neither; and is both, but is neither.

FROM UNCANNY TO CANNY
Yet the significance of co-incidence in time is not restricted to overlapping dates. Also potent in

many respects was the co-incidence of certain blocks or periods of

time.

Blocks or "chunks" of

time featured in agents' lives in two ways. The first involves a certain symmetry

and

coincidence in relation to the age of a child at the point of placement with the adoptive parents.
This symmetry and coincidence was explained one morning at a support group meeting for
intercountry adoptive parents and prospective adoptive parents. Some of the women present

were discussing difficulties associated with adopting an "older child" (Ward 1981). As the
hierarchies of options in Chapter Two explain, older child adoptions were often available to

"older" couples because of the maximum age gap between child and parent at time of
placement of 40 years. Couples who might have preferred to adopt a baby were faced with

a

choice between adopting an older child, or simply not adopting. For most couples facing such
a choice, a decision not to adopt means a decision not to parent; a final relinquishment of
strategy directed towards the "completing" experience and identity
husband's age often presented the "problem"

of parenthood.

a

The

in relation to adopting a baby, in contrast

to

earlier stages in the quest for completeness in which the woman's acute awareness of and
anxiety over her "biological clock ticking away" assumed a central position. What the male
and female's experiences shared was a feeling of utter helplessness in the face of the steady
advancement of chronological time. ln one support group meeting one woman, who had been
allocated a young child but who was still preparing for placement, asked the group how long it

would probably be before the child had completely "fitted

in".

The coordinator of the group,

supported by several experienced intercountry adoptive motherss2 explained; "however old

your child is at placement, you need that long aqain until the settling in is complete". This
comment sent a murmur through the room. Amidst general agreement, there were comments
noting that the "way it works is weird, but it makes sense when you think about

it".

of placement provided a temporal fulcrum as well as the boundary between

pre-placement

The point

srThis is consistentwith Strathern's "procreation" ratherthan'reproduction" (Strathern 1993c: I66).
s2

Discussion throughout the meeting, morning tea and lunch breaks served to certify in a number of ways that

experienced intercountry adoptive mothers had established this "fact" by "first hand experience" and "trial and error".
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socialisat¡on and socialisation through placementwith the adoptive family. This factor not only
emphasises how adoption is framed as a new beginning par excellence for the child concerned,

but also depicts a temporal shadowing of the biogenetic by the social, framed by an overall
dynamic which " natural ises".
The very process of the intercountry adoptee "settling in" or "adjustment" is predicated upon

the child being older than "a baby". This is allied to another pattern concerning age of
¡ntercountry adoptee at placement and identity. The pattern is encapsulated in an example.

One evening lwas discussing "adjustment" with the adoptive parents of a seven year old child
who had arrived from Thailand aged three years six months. The adoptive father, lan, asked me

"how old were your kids when they arrived?" lreplied "seven months and six months, just
babies". lan said "oh, they're Australian then". lan's child, on the other hand, was considered

"fhai" aswell as"Australian". Thecritical factorforlanandhiswife,aswell asmanyothersin
this field, was the age of the child at placement. Whereas "older children" seemed to be
considered to retain their ethnicity, intercountry adoptees who arrived as "babies" were often
cast as "Australian". The cultural artifacts mentioned in Chapter Four as often being associated

with intercountry

adoptees might

be notionally distinguishable into those associated with

"older children" (the necessity of remembrance for ethnic identity) and those who arrived

as

"babies" (the imperat¡ve to create a foundation for remembrance and ethnic identity).

The second way in which blocks or periods of time figured in relation to coincidence
concerned a period of nine months. lt was common for agents to comment on a time period of
nine months figuring somewhere in the searching process, the approval process or allocation or

placement process

- the parallel with gestation period being obvious to many, thus

further

pointing to the "weird" flavour of the enterprise.
This pattern was detectable in relation to a young couple who were adopting their second child

from overseas after protracted, frustratingly unsuccessful "IVF attempts".
The woman arrived at a coffee morning in an excited, almost overwrought state. Clutching

a

colour photo of a baby to her face and chest, alternately sobbing and laughing, she explained to
thc group of, by now, emotional participants that she had just come from "the agency - we've
been allocated, we've got the photo and the report!" The excitement suddenly moved into

a

higher gear when she declared "you won't believe this, but it's nine months nearly to the day
since our file

went". While some of those present

reacted with

"wow" and "you're kidding!",

others simply looked at each other, smiled, or nodded slowly. Another example of how, as one

member explained

to me later, "you find it all the time". The aura of

strangeness and

inexplicability rendered this instance of coincidence (and others like it) incredible, but not
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incomprehensible. The incredible was actually comprehensíble because of one other factor,
fate.

For many agents, fate is directly linked with coincidence,s3 either through the incidence of
coincidence (for a particular individual or throughout their social network) or the intensity of
coincidence.
But coincidence, as Jung emphasises, needs to be meanineful coincidence in order to constitute

synchronicity. For agents in this field, meaningful coincidence was typically experienced and
expressed as

"weird" or "uncanny". A coincidence which is not interpreted and experienced

as meaningful remains a coincidence. A coincidence which is meaningful indicates, throueh

the meaning attributed, an association between or around the events concerned beyond mere

chance. The "uncanny" reverberates with two experiential effects here. On the one hand the
uncanny is linked etymologically to the "malicious ... not safe to deal with ... of a mysterious or

weird nature" (Onions 1966:957). Here the uncanny is reminiscent of the peril, danger and
unpredictability implicated in experience, the feminine and quests for completeness by agents

that were elaborated upon in previous chapters. On the other hand, because some coincidence is meaningful, and because meaningful co-incidence is uncanny, one might

ask

precisely what the effect of "meaningful" is for the agent(s) concerned. One effect, ironically,

to render, through meaning, the agent as canny,

is

taken here eÇmologically as "sagacious,

cautious, clever, cunning" (Onions 1966:141). The effect of perceiving the uncanny therefore

implicates itself and its inverse, in a reflexive fashion. Here familiarity and strangeness reappear, as it were, in the partial guise or form of the uncanny and the canny; the uncanny

is

paired with or suggestive of the strange/ a sense of strangeness, while the canny is associated

with sagacity, cleverness and cunning, which engender familiarity. The canny is worldly wise,
familiar with the guile and strategies required for survival-oriented engagement with the world.
lf an uncanny association points to a domain beyond chance, what is it exactly that lies beyond
mere chance?

It is at this point that fate is announced. Many agents pointed to fate as an irresistible, if
selectively experienced, force in the

world. At this point

fate's embrace and containment of

chance become visible. Fate in its remoteness often appears haphazard, unpredictable through

chance. Like co-incidence, chance, if not rendered meaningful, remains chance (after Jung

s3

ln this way the line of inquiry in relation to "fate" pursued here contrasts with Kirk's often cited perspective in social

science research on adoption (1984). Kirk's work is titled Shared Fate "because this title suggests mutual needs and
mutual aid" (1984: 173). While the perspective employed in this thesis recognises the mutuality which is
acknowledged by Kirk, it extends the problematic cast of "fate" by questioning the cultural context within which notions
of "fare" might be articulated, understood and confronted.
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198s).

However,

it

is through "destiny" that an uncanny linking of events in chronological time

ensues. As these events become associated with destiny, they are subject to dynamics which
indicate "meaningful coincidence", but outside synchronicity. For example, Andrea and Ray's

experience, cited above, embraced

a belief in fate. Andrea

encapsulated this belief

in a

comment on another occasion that adoption for them as a couple was "just meant to be".
Similarly, Cwen believed

"it

(reunion) would happen... one

day". What is characteristic of

Andrea and Ray's account, Cwen's narrative and a host of other instances encountered in
fieldwork is not only fate's existence, but its generalised quality.
The examples in this chapter which tend to invoke fate also tend to be associated with social
dynamics and processes which were discussed in previous chapters in the context of Quests by
agents

to move from states of

incompleteness

to completeness. As explored in

chapters, some agents remain incomplete,sa either becoming resigned

previous

to such a state, or

maintaining a protracted struggle. Enduring incompleteness was the bitter outcome that, for
these people, often presented the daunting yet mandatory task of coming to terms with how
such an outcome could have been "meant to

be". Often, for

these agents, references to fate in

their lives would be tinged not by closure, but by the poignancy of a question: "could this be
what fate has had in store for me/us?"
Yet some other agents do achieve completeness. Such states of completeness have outcomes
and experiential domains that can be addressed in a framework of social health or therapeutic

effect. Civen this similarity, a consistency is apparent between this field and work by

Favret-

Saada and Luhrmann in certain respects. Favret-Saada explains how witchcraft in the Bocage is

a "symbolic device" that leads to "specific therapeutic effects" (Favret-Saada

'l

989:41).

Favret-

Saada's incorporation of dreams and fantasy into the therapeutic dynamics adds to the similarity

with

agents

in this field

therapeutic effects

(see Chapter

of ritual magic for

Three). Luhrmann's discussion of the multitude of
participants adds

to the parallels between the extra-

human, therapeutic effect, fantasy and completeness (Luhrmann 1994: 13, 306).
Agents tended

to refer lo "Íate" under circumstances that were typified by their generality and

the remoteness of fate as an extra-human force. Thus coincidence, both in temporal and other
forms,ss was experienceds6 as uncanny and taken as indicative
5a

There are parallels to be drawn between the lot of such agents and Layne's research on pregnancy loss, in which

996: 1 3 1 ).
lncluding coincidence expressed and experienced through shared physical characteristics as outlined in the previous

"things did not turn out
ss

of fate. Fate is generalised

as

expected"

(1

chapter.
s6

Thus reinforcing the general tone of Luhrmann's detailed consideration of precisely how "experience is prior to
belief" (Luhrmann 1 994: 346, 355-3561.
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divine force. Fate, for agents, was cited as a force acting upon humans and humanity, but
remote from humans in the forms of its coherence and its influence. This detached executive

quality of fate applied equally to fate manifest

as

joy or celebration as to fate manifest as horror

or dread.57
These polarised emotional effects of fate could be experienced by the one

individual.

For

example, a relinquishing mother might assign the idea of "relinquishment" to fate-as-dread
(evidenced as incompleteness), but construe the idea of "reunion" as fate-as-joy (evidenced

as

completeness).

An example of how agents utilised and drew significance from the notion of fate is Jill,

an

adopted woman now in her late twenties. I had met Jill at an adoption support group and our
conversations extended over some months, both in the support group meetings and in one to

one conversations. Jill had experienced a reunion with her birth mother, birth father and
siblings in the past year. During one of our conversations she was explaining the kinds of
circumstance that,

in her experience, prompt

people

to begin

searching

for relatives.

Jill

described how her searching process was triggered:
... I had moved across town to Edwardstown, I caught the wrong bus, got off at the
library to change buses and saw this notice and phone number, it was sort of by
chance I found out about the group, but I realise now it was meant to be, that's how it
all started...

ForJill, an apparently chance misadventure had uncannily led her to a life-changing course of

choices. Jill's certitude over the "mistakes" which had led her to a point where she could
contemplate, get "closer

to" and commence a

search when "the time was right" was

unmistakable.

But agents did not only speak ol "fate". They also spoke of "destiny". A persistent pattern was

detectableinthedeploymentoftheterms"fate"and"destiny".

Fatetendedtobementionedin

contexts of generalised, extra-human or divine force. Fate encompassed the force in its totality.

"Destiny" on the other hand was deployed differently (cf Trigger 1993). As Herzfeld notes, the
"ideaof even partiallymanagingfatemayseem logicallyperverse" (1996:151). Whileattimes
this difference was a subtle one, it was nevertheless persistent throughout the field. Whilc
agents tended
57

to invoke fate as seneralised force,

The cultural force of "fate" vis

a

destiny tended

to be invoked as an

vis adoption gains impetus from the amounl and manner of attention it receives in the

media. Throughout the s¡xteen months of fieldwork, daily scrutiny of the South Australian daily The Advertiser, the
as well as radio and television led to numerous

weekly South Australian Sunday Mail and the national The Australian

examples of and references to "fate". These tended to occupy two topical spaces; fate as disaster, extreme misfoftune or
dreadful occurrence and fate as miraculous, joyous events, exemplified by adoption+elated and other reunions, as
discussed in Chapter Three. The polarisation of fate sets up a mutual resonance, not between the content of the poles,
but between the (unpredictable) dramatic effects of fate upon human beings.
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individualisedlocusoffatefulforce. Destinyisfateactingatthesiteoftheindividual.ss

lnpart,

this tendency was detectable through agents'discursive patterns. Whereas "fate" was not
paired with a personal possessive pronoun, "destiny" tended to be paired with "my", or "ot)r"
in the case of adoptive couples. Fate is generalised force, destiny is particularised force.se Here

the particularising quality of destiny parallels aspects of Evans-Pritchard's Azande witchcraft
accounts. With the Zande, witchcraft was cited not

as explaining

or being responsible for such

matters as adultery or crop failure, but as explaining the particularity of such misfortune to
specific cultural unit at a precise

time. Particularity

characterised the occurrence of witchcraft

in the human world in that cultural locale (Evans Pritchard 1968). ln the field of adoption it
destiny which hinges upon particularity.

ln this

a

sense, because

is

the individual is unique

(Strathern 1992b), destiny is also unique. Destiny contains the identity which fate has held in
store.60 Those instances in which destiny attaches to a couple rather than a single agent provide

further evidence for the individualisation and unique character of couples which were
discussed in Chapter

Two. Destiny tended to be framed by agents

as particular, personal and

directional. While such personal insights and connections were eagerly shared with those to
whom they were "close", such personal knowledge would not be generally socially available.

Through its particular and personal quality, destiny became, in some social and familial
contexts, cloaked

in secrecy. Here agents were implicated in realms similar to

Luhrmann's

ritual magicians where "becoming a magician has much to do with privacy ... (and) rich
solitude" (Luhrmann 1994:344). The mode of the detection of destiny in one's life is also
evident in the point that the agent of detection is usually oneself - with one exception. While
some men would articulate a sense of their destiny leading in a certain direction and while
many women would so wonder and discuss, on some occasions women would so wonder in
relation to their male significant other, usually their partner. Very occasionally this would be an
inter-generational dynamic. ln most instances, however, the detection of destiny is an intensely
subject-ive matter. One notices the incidence of coincidence in one's own

"discovers" her

or his own destiny, although fate is signalled in

life. The individual

discourse

in

adoption

organisations, social encounters and media representations as a generalised force in the world.

It is as an in-dividual, a single
58

unique cultural entity that destiny emerges, because of the

This line of ethnographic analysis is consistent with, but extends, Strathern's discussion of "genetic destiny" ín the

context of New Reproductive Technologies
se

(1

992a:

1

7B).

Steen's research on "DNA and destiny", while immediately concerned with developments in molecular biology,

po¡nts to a cultural resonance between shared biogenetic substance (between animals such as racehorses

as

well

as

between humans) and destiny (1996).
60

The significance of destiny in this field exceeds Adam's observation that'we take an attitude to our origin and

destiny" (1995:23).
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interface or confrontation between the individual and the extra-human. This confrontation,

typically hinging upon the incidence of co-incidence of and with certain events, is relational.
This relationality is dually constituted; event in relation to event and human in relation to force.
But destiny is not solely a focusing of fateful force at the site of the individual or couple, for

while fate acts on humans collectively, destiny not only acts upon an individual or couple, but
is in a sense enacted with that individual also. This is a fine point and a paradoxical one, yet it

addresses Herzfeld's caution that,

in

ethnographic interpretations

of fate, one must not

"overlook the social uses to which actors put the idea of an irrevocable destiny" (1996:151).

Similarly, Steen observes that while "DNA6I may decree destiny, the destiny it decrees

is

apparently not a fixed and immutable one" (1996:1). ln other words, both Herzfeld and Steen
are directing attention to the problematic quality of human agency in relation to the dominion

of fate. While fate at the site of the individual or couple is a necessary condition of destiny, it
insufficient in itself. Destiny ensues when fate is enjoined by human agency in some

way. lt is

through the conjunction of fate and human action that destiny emerges. The tendency for
presence

is

a

of the uncanny in aggregations of events rendered meaningful to simultaneously

promote a sense of the canny in agents adds weight to the agency inherent in destiny. Destiny

therefore exceeds the passive reception

of fate by an individual. To this extent,

constitutes a realm in which the individual can act

notq

destiny

fate, but with fate. This attribute of

destiny is quintessentially expressed by the choice of one couple to allocate Destiny as their
adopted child's middle name. While fate therefore acts to change humans'lives, it is destiny

which shapes, destabilises and re-orients senses of identitv. The necessary presence of agency
within destiny forges a space for identities to emerge and change in a myriad of ways.
Lyn, an adoptee in her early thirties, is a graphic artist. She lives with her two year old daughter

and husband in a western suburb. One afternoon, Lyn and ldiscussed the contact that

she

hoped would ensue with her birth mother, who lives in Sydney. Lyn's middle name from her
adoptive parents is Joyce:
... I learned her (birth mother) name is Joyce and þ mother's name was Joyce ... Joyce
was a generational name in my family too - the fact that she (birth mother) named me
Joyce seems to me to be a kind of a message that she might want contact, that she
knew we'd meet, that it's meant to be, I don't know, that's just the way it seems to me

These characteristics of destiny are reminiscent of certain aspects of Favret-Saada's work in the

Bocage. Favret-Saada points to cultural mechanisms provided by witchcraft through which the
participants could make past events cohere into a meaningful whole, which both embrace and
6t Duster's "prism of heritability" is also pertinent (1996:

1

19).
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depend upon extra-human force. The opportunity for participants to re-appraise past events,
patterns and connections is encompassed in that disarming, yet chilling question "does anyone,

by chance, wish you ill?" (Favret-Saada 1989:43). This pattern of retrospective aggregation of
elements into a cohesive and mutually evidentiary whole is closely replicated

work.

Luhrmann notes that her participants come

associated through particular forms

of

to

in

Luhrmann's

appreciate how disparate events are

understanding so the whole picture

"fits together"

(Luhrmann 1994: 174). Consequently her participants sense "the patterned interconnections
between events" (Luhrmann 1994:1S2). A similar pattern is enacted by agents in the field of

adoption through the cultural phenomena fate and destiny.

lt

is the presence of agency in

destiny, as distinct from fate, which enables retrospective evaluations to occur and for agents to
re-interpret and re-contextualise precisely how fate has come to intervene rather bluntly in their
lives in very specific ways, but ways which were not always apparent at the time.

A pattern is discernible here which spans and infuses not only temporal and physiognomic
realms but the social dynamics of attaining forms of completeness as

well. The pattern

involves

the fitt¡ng together of key elements so as to form "the whole picture" or a "meaningful whole".

With agents seeking and attaining completeness in one form or another, the metaphor of
finding and "putting in place" the final piece of the jigsaw62 puzzle was evident in discourse,
experience and the emotional significance of "completing the
agents tended

to link

events in chronological time

puzzle". ln temporal

in a chain or

realms,

sequence, so that, taken

together, the entire chain constituted a meaningful (but not necessarily linear) whole which
emerged from the past, oriented the present and continued into an anticipated

if

uncertain

future. With physiognomy and the potency of resemblance, links between elements operated
in a parallel but almost inverse way, as outlined in Chapter Four. Shared biogenetic substance,
manifested as particular body parts such as chin or ears; or idiosyncratic mannerisms constitute

"parts" which adhere across the elemental cultural unit of the individual to form a "whole",

which is articulated in relatedness and connection. The configuration of body parts

and

animation at the site of the individual help certify the uniqueness of the individual (Strathern
1992a, 1992b). The configuration of body parts and animation across individuals help certify

not only the connectedness of the individual, but also the implication of the individual in the
existence of other individuals and the fundamentally relational quality of the individual.

Destiny constitutes a cultural mechanism for not only the meeting of the extra-human (fate) and

The "jigsaw" metaphor was enacted not only in the voluntary organ¡sat¡on "Adoption Jigsaw, S.A.', but in other
Australian states and other countries (such as New Zealand) as well, all allocating prime position to the ep¡thet and
62

therefore metaphor

"l

igsaw".
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the human, but a stark confrontation between them. This articulation of fate and destiny
addresses both ethnographically and theoretically a question posed by Ostor; how time could

be "outside our will" and yet within the orbit of individual human action and influence (Ostor
1993:18, citing Marx). The position developed here describes a culturally viable model for this
apparent paradox to be enacted, partially resolved and recreated.

This explanation is further supported by the importance of completeness (either actual or
imagined) in agents'lives, as outlined in ChapterThree. Destiny is often the actual mechanism

by which

completeness comes about

completeness

is

for some

the mechanism by which

agents and

undone (or might become undone)

for

others,

or

through which

incompleteness remains a state of incompleteness. Once again we encounter the boundary

between human action or capacity and a domain beyond human influence. This is the very
point that was reached earlier in this chapter after a consideration of agents'experiences of time
waiting and time lost. Certain patterns were detectable in relation to time waiting, time lost and
the cultural limitation of human action. Human constraint or limitation was juxtaposed with
human capacity or agency, with the mediating boundary between these domains constituting

a

vivid and visible reminder of what is beyond human capacity as such as what is within

its

grasp. An identical pattern is discernible here. Fate constitutes a domain beyond human
influence. lts correlate is human action in the world.
These two constitute a Wagnerian dialectic,

"a relationship of simultaneous interdependence

and contradiction" (Wagner 1981:52). The mediating characteristic, as boundary, intensifies

this relationship all the more. The boundary between fate and human action is constitutive of
and constituted by destiny. Destiny is the precise point, one might say, at which human beings

and the Moirae, three "aged and formidable women" meet (Bell

1982:310). Destiny is the

cultural mechanism by which fate becomes humanised and by which humans become feted.
Through the constitution of destiny, the power of fate, the power of the individual and the
power of agency become visible.

Thefulcrum forthis mechanism is provided by Bourdieu's agency, enacted byCohen's "self" at
the site of that elemental Strathernian notion of the unique63 ¡ndiv¡dual. As destiny constitutes

a

cultural space for the humanisation of fate, and as the elemental unit in this (Western) field

is

the individual encultured through agency/ so the social dynamics of destiny make visible
certain qualities of the individual. This cultural mechanism not only enables the relational
quality of the individual to be perceived, it demands that the relational quality of the individual
be afforded at least equitable weight with the individual's autonomy. To be individual, in this
63

As well as the unique couple, in this thesis.
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context/ is to be relational. The act of relationality throws both the human and the extra-human

into stark relief. The process of juxtaposition serves to simultaneously contrast and bring into
conjunctive focus the human individual and realms in an upper "regisÌer", realms beyond the
individual (Favret-Saada

1

989).

This cultural distinction between and interdependence of fate and destiny is also detectable
etymologically, but with an additional feature. The remoteness of fate is detectable in fate's
derivation from "moirae (which) cause to express the impersonal power by which events are
predetermined" (Onions 1966:347, emphasis added). One derivation of fate is from
moirae ... orig. 'lot', 'portion', also signals the partiality of fate; partiality in terms of
bias or tendency and partiality in terms of divisibility; hence parts-parts and parts-whole
relational patterns. The Latin Term fari also connoted speech and a sentence or doom
(Onions 1966:347).

Finality was archetypical, human agency does not figure in any sense.
Destiny, by contrast, derives from
destinare appoint beforehand, as by a supernatural power ... make fast or firm ... set
one's mind on ... settle, fix ... fix the price of beforehand ... the current concrete sense
is short for 'place of destination' ... that which is destined, overrulinq necessity, fate
(Onions 1966: 260, emphasis added).

A sense of human action or agency is not only implicit in the etymology of "destiny", for the
term's origins reveal an instance, paradoxically, in which fate is "overruled". The significance

of "place of destination" lies in the proclivity for social processes, dynamics and descriptions
throughout the field of adoption to include or pivot on spatialisation and proximity in discourse

and metaphor. "Destination" is a spatial awareness/ a trajectory and a representation of
temporal, existential intricacies. These etymological contrasts between fate and destiny signal
subtle yet consistently powerful differences between two closely related phenomena within

a

particu lar ethnograph ic sett¡ng.

,WAITINC" REVISITED
Earlier in this chapter the significance of time waiting for agents was explored. The analysis of

certain aspects of the data since that point now enable a revisiting of "time waiting" from
another perspective. Crapanzano notes the cultural and social importance of particular forms of

"waiting" by participants in South Africa. While Crapanzano signals the importance of waiting
both ethnographically and to a lesser extent in theoretical terms, the exploration of data in this
thesis suggests there is considerably more at work and at stake with the phenomenon waiting in
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some settings than Crapanzano indicates. Certainly the flavour of waiting communicated by

Crapanzano is consistent with experiences
experience of waiting
(Crapanzano 1985:

of

agents

in this field.

Crapanzano found the

to include "... a metaphysical dimension, a melodramatic tension

44). He explains how

..."

descriptions of waiting by participants such

as

"dread" and "angst" "elevate the experience" (Crapanzano 1985:44). We are confronted
again with the duality of hope and foreboding that pervade agents'Quests. As Crapanzano
notes, hope "is the field of desire in waiting" (Crapanzano 1985:

46). Crapanzano's account of

waiting hinges upon "helplessness", "powerlessness" and "vulnerability". Crapanzano's
depiction of such epithets as "infantile feelings" provides a position that is corroborated by this
data on the one hand but which is insufficient on the other hand. The quality of waiting for
agents in the field of adoption engages with realms much richer - and much more problematic -

than solely "infantile feelings" (Crapanzano 1985: 44, 45).
Crapanzano provides an opportunity for waiting

to be located within an abundant array of

temporal phenomena. But, paradoxically, this is provided this not by confronting temporality
per se, but by considering related yet distinct aspects of human existence:

From Kierkegaard, Freud and Heidegger we have learned to distinguish fear from
anxiety. Like waiting, they both have intentional structures. The object of fear is
specific. We are afraid of snakes, war, that man over there. We are afraid that there
will be a depression, a communist takeover, a failure in the electrical system. 'The
man who is afraid, the nervous man', Heidegger observes, 'is always bound by the
thing he is afraid of or by the state in which he finds himself'. He is'uncertain' in his
relations to other things. The object of anxiety, angst, is always uncertain. For Freud it
is hidden, repressed, not immediately available to consciousness. For Heidegger
anxiety reveals Nothingness. 'The fact that when we are caught in the uncanniness of
dread [angst] we often try to break the empty silence by words spoken at random only
proves the presence of Nothing.' We feel something uncanny. We are struck dumb.
We are in a'retreat from something, though it is not so much a flight as a spell-bound
lbebanntl peace.' For Freud anxiety is an undesirable state; for Heidegger, at least in its
'authentic'form, it is desirable insofar as it reveals the human situation. Civen the
intentional structure of anxiety, we are predisposed to give anxiety a specific object - to
transform it into fear. Through such symbolic projections we alleviate our anxiety but
not without cost. We risk entering a world in which 'reality' has been sacrificed to
'psychic need' (Crapanzano 1985: 47).

Crapanzano's elucidation

of a particular pattern here is especially potent when

considered

within this ethnographic context. Crapanzano explains a relational pattern and a process

in

which anxiety and fear are centrally implicated. The general to the particular, anxiety to fear.

An immediate parallel is apparent between anxiety and its transformation to fear on the one
hand and fate and its transformation to destiny on the other

hand. But this transformative

process both requires and suggests more than Crapanzano's summary indicates. Crapanzano
addresses neither

two vital dimensions of human agency in the process nor the relational
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significance of the pattern itself.
As generalised phenomena, Anxiety and Fate are relationally construed against the particularity

of Fear and Destiny; and vice versa. lt is the relational contrast, the juxtaposition that connects,

which is distinctive within either of the general-particular pairs, Anxiety-Fear or Fate-Destiny.
But the particularity of Fear or Destiny is not solely a contrastive element for the constitution of

the general. At the same time, there is a further constitutive aspect of Fear (and Destiny) which
Crapanzano does not confront. The act of beine particular which is common to Fear or Destiny

introduces a crucial processual element, for in the step of becoming particular or specific, in the

act of creating the "particular" or "specific" category, human agency is implicated. ln the
particular (Fear and Destiny) there is a qualitatively different form of relationality from that

which imbues the general. The process of becoming particular involves General->Human-

) Particular, in that order; therefore the agency exerted is relational, but doubly
) Human, Human-)Particular. ln the process, human is medial and mediatory.

so; Ceneral-

lronically, this analytical path leads back to Crapanzano's emphasis on helplessness. As

is

made visible from both Crapanzano's account and this exploration of waiting as an aggregation

of temporal, cultural and existential phenomena, to be human is to be helpless in

certain

respects. ln the face of Anxiety, in the face of Fate, we are helpless, except for our capacity to
create a category and an experience that particularises; fear or destiny. ln this ethnographic

context, agents often perceive themselves to be helpless in the face of fate, except for their
capacity to create and live out their destiny.

The process of the Ceneral becoming the Particular in this context also helps explain the
cultural weight of "waiting". This is a point not addressed by Crapanzano. Because "time lost"
is a consequence of both time waiting and the peculiarities of the constitution of time in this

cultural setting, time lost becomes potential terrain for transformation to time "justified".
"Loss", beyond human control, contrasts with "justified", transformed by both the meaning
attached

to it

(as with Jung's synchronicity) and the human agency intrinsic

to

such

transformation. The exertion, quality and limits of human agency are central qualities in these
experiences and cultural processes. The kinds of association, overlap and relational pattern

explored and contextualised here are broadly consistent with, but extend substantially,
Crapanzano's position.
Earlier in this thesis, articulations of agency in the field of adoption were found to operate in

very specific ways. ln particular, agency was exercised in a predominantly feminised field. A
number of questions therefore arise concerning the feminised quality of the field and the reign

of fate. Civen that both men and women are susceptible to fate, does the feminised quality of
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the field feature in relation to fate? The feminised quality of the field becomes not only
apparent but also highly significant once the focus of attention moves from fate to destiny. At

the site of the individual, the feminised6a quality of the field assumes primacy and becomes

visible. Civen the array and the weight of feminine influence, responsibility, interest,
competence and capacity outlined in previous chapters, an alignment of women and feminised

social processes with destiny6s might be anticipated. The fact that it was Cwen and Andrea

(and others) rather than their husbands who, earlier in this chapter, addressed and were
sensitive to the vicissitudes of fate is no coincidence.

As women are positioned as the "custodians of kinship" (Stivens 1985: 31) and much more

as

well, so women are often the embodiment of fate, the arbiters of destiny in this field. Given the
feminised quality of the field and the tendencies

to

associate women

with both peril

and

redemption, hope and foreboding (as with Pandora), the detection and assemblage of destiny

as

a feminised process and domain can be regarded as homologous with other facets

of

experience and agency within the

field.

The tendency to associate the feminine with destiny is

a proclivity, rather than a crude mechanical pattern. As a persistent and a persuasive tendency,

the pairing of the feminine and destiny is another attribute and manifestation of the habitus.
Pairing women with fate and tending
reinforces the vicarious depictions

to

position them as the very agents

of women as either saintly or

of fate

malevolent66

further

which were

addressed in earlier chapters (Badinter 1981).

Such a feminised cast

to a

pervasive agency is akin

to

aspects

of

Favret-Saada's

work on

unbewitching as therapy in the Bocage. Noting that the husband typically occupies

an

especially powerful position as "head" of the family, Favret-Saada explains that as the
unbewitching proceeds, the effect on the husband is throueh his wife. She
represents, in the eyes of her husband, the living model of therapeutic success ... she
ends up ... drawing him in to the behaviour required by the unbewitcher (Favret-Saada
1989:50).

The meeting point between Favret-Saada's informants and the field of adoption in Adelaide is

a

6a

Creenwood's research on witchcraft and feminism in Britain in the late 1970's points to certain patterns of
connectedness in which the "feministwitchcraftethic is bolstered by magical philosophy, which works on the principle
that the microcosm is a reflection of the macrocosm and that everything within the macrocosm is interconnected by
energies and forces"

(1

996: 1 31).

6s

The association is somewhat reminiscent of Okely's observation that "the Cypsy woman is credited with strangef
supernatural powers ... her ability to foresee the future ..." (1983: 203).

66

Sobo's research on pregnancy loss in rural Jamaica includes avarietyof associations between misfortune, carelessness
and women; misfortune results from tensions in which women forfeit "Cod's protection" (1996b: 47). See also
Winkvist ('l 996), where women are considered to be the sources of misfortune for not having worked hard enough

during pregnancy.
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tripartite conjunction or overlay comprising the feminine, the effect of extra-human force at

a

distance and "therapeutic success", taken here as broadly paralleling completeness.

The confluence of several ethnographic strands here signals another association. Through
association

with fate and destiny, the feminine becomes linked to the boundary of

capacity in the

world. This link, in turn,

its

human

means that women and the feminine align with each

of several domains; the limitation of human action and therefore the patent restrictions on the
possible, the capacity

for human action and therefore quintessential constitution of

human

influence and the boundary between these two domains. A conjunctive framework for Cohen's
self-consciousness and the exigencies

strands

of

association tend

to

of temporality in one cultural setting (1994).

These

reinforce, validate and extend not only previous research

(Badinter 1981), but also the perspectives developed in the previous chapter.

But these realms of association also raise a series of questions. What is the effect of these
shared associations? lf women and the feminine are closely aligned with the possible and that

which lies beyond the possible, beyond Jung's "unthinkable", what cultural mechanisms

are

detectable to support such a configuration? How would these associations position women and

men in relation to other domains of life apart from temporal realms? One way of beginning to
approach such questions is provided by Favret-Saada. Favret-Saada notes that it is necessary for
her participants to "keep guessing" about witchcraft. The effect of this convention is "to ensure

a regular flow between the everyday drudgery of their lives and its simultaneous transposition
into the epic register of witchcraft" (Favret-Saada 1989:47). Not only is this pattern consonant

with the way Cell's work has been incorporated and elaborated upon in this chapter,
Saada's "model" sets up a pattern

Favret-

of movement between a"lower" register and an upper or

"epic" register. The denotation of the "upper" register, the realm of the extraordinary,

as

"epic", parallels and provides an additional context for a variety of intense experiences for
agents undertaking epic quests for completeness/ as Chapters Two and Three indicate. The

pattern set

by

Favret-Saada

is

consistent

with various juxtapositions of mundane

and

extraordinary, of human and extra-human, of complete and incomplete, not only in this chapter
and preceding ones, but also the chapter that follows. Further, the pattern is also detectable in

Luhrmann's work, albeit with a different emphasis; "God's influence descends through the

world, so man's (sic) can ascend" (Luhrmann 1994:301). This pattern was also evident
Crapanzano's characterisation of waiting and the ways

in which certain terms "elevate

in

the

experience" (Crapanzano 1985:. 44). The metaphor of an upper register, the epic and lower
register, the mundane, is not only reminiscent of Bloch's (19771 position, it also signals how
fate is superordinate to chronological time. References to both destiny and fate invoked a sense
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of that which was quite beyond the unfolding of linear time. ln this sense, the inescapable
presence of fate through destiny signalled that which was super-natural, the natural surpassed,

but the natural exemplified and transcended. Fate and destiny actually connect the triumvirate
past, present, future in such a way that through the catalysts fate and destiny, any one of the

triumvirate mediates the relationship between the other two.
The construction, influence, articulation and polyphony of significance of temporality in the
context of the field of adoption are not matters to be taken for granted. On the contrary, the
temporal dimensions of identity and relatedness, made accessible through the access point of

adoption practices, are highly problematic, but far from inaccessible. This chapter

has

elaborated in some detail Strathern's observation that "temporality makes a difference in the
conceptualization of relations between persons" (1995e: 81). Also, the chapter has emphasised

the importance of agents'experience generally (V. Turner 1986) and of very particular sorts of
experience as well (Luhrmann 1994). Yet many of the experiences described and focussed on

by agents are especially vivid, extraordinary and intense. Such experience is

invariably

accompanied by and articulated through immediate or restrained emotion. lndeed, emotion
has been a recurrent theme in agents' accounts and discourse throughout the chapters so

far. A

variety of questions and problems are presented through and by emotion. As well as providing

an experiential vehicle for imparting various experiences and notions around adoption, what
precise place does emotion occupy or constitute within this politicised, contested field? What

kinds

of

interest are implicated

in emotion being present in social encounters? Did

agents

reflect upon emotion and its significance? More specifically, what kinds of patterns are
detectable in the construction of emotion in various contexts? And how might such themes in
and of emotion compare with patterns that have emerged from the ethnography in the chapters

to this point? lt is to the terrain of emotion and intuition that attention is turned in the final
chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

NONE TOO EMOTIONAL

Persephone... (engaged in an) eternally recurring return to the land of the living... Persephone
became associated with the underworld ... she was doomed to spend part of every year in the

lower regions... (through) this cycle of resurrection ... the theme of death, resurrection and

fertility became interfused... Persephone... probably had a meaning similar to "deathbringing" ... she became queen of the lowerworld (R.

E. Bell

1982:358-359).

Agents throughout the field of adoption experience a myriad of emotions in a wide range of

contexts. As previous chapters have indicated, certain processes and moments prompt
particularly intense emotions, including elation or intense joy, deep depression, rapture, fear

and anger. Yet emotion is not simply "experienced" in the sense of passive subjectivity,
emotion is also engendered and engaged with in a variety of problematic ways. The number of
agents whose experiences have coloured and informed earlier chapters points

to intensities of

emotion which transcend description; experiences for which there are no words, but for which

words must often suffice. Frequently, emotion and emotional experiences were deemed by
agents to be "overwhelming". The "overwhelming" was invoked by agents amidst a myriad of

circumstances in this field; from the sheer magnitude of an experience of reunion, allocation,
estrangement or crisis to the immediacy of the implications of the experience for matters of

identity and relatedness. ln particular, "overwhelming" experiences in this field are often
hinged upon relationships, relatedness and relationality that infuse Euro-American notions of

identity and kinship. These factors indicate a number of questions about emotion,
experience by agents and its position within the

field.

Such questions are pursued

in

its

this

chapter. ln particular, the various points of engagement by agents with emotion in this field
raise a series of concerns regarding the precise links that exist between agency and emotion.l
The possibility of a problematic nexus between agency and emotion in this fielcl is explored in
this chapter in the light of anthropological and other research on emotion.

Kapferer states that "l explore the passions of sorcery as relating to the fundamental urgency of human beings for
sociality and social agency" (1997:226).
1
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WHOLENESS AN D HINDSICHT

One of the ways in which agency is discernible in this field concerns those agents whose Quest

eventuated

in a form of

completeness, such as the successfully reunited adoptee

with

her

biological mother, or the couple whose perilous Quest culminated in the adoption of children.
Often such agents come to engage in retrospective evaluations of a major part of their life,
considering at some length not only the trials of the Quest, but also the senses of harmony,
worthwhileness and strength of character which are often associated with having achieved

a

state of completeness. Retrospectivity here is rather more broad-scaled and less inquisitive than

that outlined in Chapter Five, in which apparently unconnected events or phenomena come to
"make sense" in hindsight.
Various agents, often in their forties or fifties, would muse upon the irony inherent in the point

that such arduous circumstances could have led, in the long term, to a particular sense of
roundedness. Glen and Elizabeth are such a couple. Aged in their late forties, Glen and
Elizabeth have an adopted son, Kevin, who is sixteen. Kevin was born

in

Korea and was

adopted as a baby. Clen is a primary school teacher and Elizabeth works part time in the office

of a car rental company. Clen and Elizabeth look back on the years of "trying to

have

children" and waiting for an adoption with some pride in their perseverance.2 Clen
Elizabeth were never certain that they would be allocated a

and

child. They regard themselves as

"lucky", since Kevin is by their estimation "a wonderful kid". Yet they also regard themselves
as rather "special"

- rather like one of Hirsch's couples in England, observing in relation to the

New Reproductive Technologies; "it took a special sort of person (especially on the part of the

'father'or'mother') to be able to bring a child into the world in this way" (1993:83). lndeed,
as Elizabeth pointed out to me one day, "anyone can pop out a baby, not everyone can do

what we've done and come out the other end in one piece".r For this couple, musing upon
their Quest involves sense of warmth, love and as Glen puts it "the power of the human spirit".
But their interesta

in looking back also marks them out ¡n the¡r own

eyes as "special", not

merely for having survived, but having survived intact, both as persons and as a couple. A
sense

of roundedness is infused with a sense of the power of determination ancl hope in the

Couples such as Clen and Elizabeth often look back upon their experiences of adoption with altered views on the
weight which "genetics" or "the environment" carry in the development of the individual person. A number of
2

couples whom I came to know had revised their views of twenty years ago, when they had favoured the moulding

capacityofsociality. lnhindsight,theynowbelievethatgenescarryfarmoreimpetusfortheeventual characterofthe
mature person than they had once thought. This tendency aligns with Howe's research in Britain on adoptive families
(1

996: 1 35).

Paralleling Roseneil's research , finding that "women ... came to perceive themselves as powerful" (1996: 101).
a ln both senses of the word.
3
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face of peril, uncertainty and unremitting disappointment.

Yet adoptive parents are not the only agents to look back upon large parts of their lives with an

affirming sense of roundedness. Michael is an adoptee in his early fifties. A graphic artist,
Michael was divorced ten years

ago. He has no children. He

attributes his divorce to the

pressures and preoccupations demanded by his Quest for completeness. Citing a search for his

mother over several years as "a dreadful part of my life", Michael is nevertheless "glad things
happened the way they

did".

Michael met his biological mother once. She still lives in the

Victorian country town in which she was born. Meeting in Melbourne with the assistance of
Adelaide-based and Melbourne-based adoption support groups, Michael and his biological
mother spent three hours together one Saturday afternoon; three hours which for Michael were

"emotionally and spiritually healing". The meeting occurred on the understanding that no
further meetings would be possible, due to his biological mother not wishing to divulge his
existence to her husband, other children or grandchildren. For Michael, meeting his mother
"

laid to rest f ifty years of wondering about who I really am and where I came f rom"

.

M ichael's

sense of wholeness, looking back upon hardship, uncertainty and discord centres on what he

has learned about himself through his Quest. Explaining that he has "grown" enormously
through the demands and experiences of the Quest and his divorce, Michael now considers
himself to be a "very strong person". This awareness provides him with a sense of "inner
peace" and "enormous satisfaction". Like Clen and Elizabeth, Michael too considers himself
"special ... it's been incredibly hard - | wouldn't like to have to do it all again, but I can say that

l'm glad it's happened, every bit of

it".

To a large extent, Michael attributes his determination

to his biological mother; "I think, having met her, that's where I get my stubborn streak from".
Yet neither Clen and Elizabeth, Michael nor other agents who regard themselves as special give
any indication of regardingthemselves as heroic. The acts of heroism might be contrasted here

with a sense of the special but hard won, the warmth of completeness augmented by a sense of

victory gained one day at a

time.

Depictions

homologous with the feminised cast of the

of being special rather than heroic

fielcl. Heroism is, after all, a predominantly

are

male

preserve in many Western locales.s

Atthe same time

as Glen and Elizabeth,

Michael and others might perceive their special-ness in

hindsight, they also indicate an awareness of human agency in certain respects

- not only the

potential of determination, love and hope to bring about longed-for outcomes, but also for

s
Wilson, for example, notes in a comparison of "single mothers" and "single fathers" in Australia that "men rearing
their children alone are often seen as heroic and deserving of sympathy" (1 990: 1 37).
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agents

to actually bring about for themselves positive, sustaining emotions, to engender

and

engineer their sense of wholeness. The predicament of agents such as Clen, Elizabeth and

Michael is homologous with Bourdieu's invocation of "ressentiment":
ressentiment is ... the sentiment of the person who transforms a sociologically
mutilated being ... I am a woman, I am powerless - into a model of human excellence,
an elective accomplishment of freedom ... an oughtto-be... built upon an unconscious
fascination with the dominant ... (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992:212).

Feeling "sIrong", "peaceful", "sererìe" and "deeply happy" are states that are not attributed
solely to providence or fortune, as the previous chapter indicated to some extent. Rather, for

Clen and Elizabeth, Michael and others, such feelings are associated with their action in the
world in very direct but nonetheless problematic ways. Hindsight and reflection over twenty or
more years may engender serenity, contentment and roundedness, and such feelings might be
attributed to the sustained personal efforts of individuals and couples, but this is not the only

way in which agents exercise agency vis a vis emotion. ls the nexus between agency and
emotion in this field always apparently direct? ln what kinds of contexts are issues of agency in
relation to emotion visible? How might experiences of being "overwhelmed" be understood in
terms of emotion's cultural constitution in this cultural setting and the domains of agency which
are exerted

in relation to emotion? Do different contexts require different kinds of

agency?

Civen the feminised cast of the entire field, is agency constituted, enacted or understood
differently according to gender? ln particular, how do agency and emotion articulate with each
other, given the privilege commonly accorded to rationality in Western settings?

RATIONAL VERSUS EMOTIONAL

Dualisms involving rational¡ty and emotion are understood and presented

in

research

concerning "emotion" in a variety of ways. The intellectual history in the West of the split
between rationality and emotion is emphasised by many, including Shweder (1984), Lynch
(1990), Parkin (1985), Crawford et a/ (1992), Seidler (1989), James (1997) and Lyon (1995),

who notes that the rationality-emotion dualism is paralleled by other oppositions6 in "AngloWestern thought" such as "culture and biology" (Lyon 1995: 25O; also Kapferer 1997:. 222).
Some researchers point to a relatively recent interest in the study of emotion, preceded by an
assumption that the emotions "occupy the more natural and biological provinces

of

human

experience" (Lutz & White 1986: 405, also Lutz 199O:721. Other researchers highlight the
following Boon, considers how "cultural institutions ... in continuing antithet¡cal relationship with the
elements of their own negation" enter into "dialectical relationship with each other" (1997b: 90, citing Boon 1982)

6 Rapport,
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powerful effect which psychoanalysis has had on approaches

to "emotion" through its

emphasis on the "irrational, unconscious, struggling, repressive character

of the emotional

experience" (Denzin 1980:261). This line of argumentfinds support in recentwork byCaffin,

who notes that emotion is not only opposed to rational in common sense terms, but that
emotion is heavily linked to ideas about "mental stab¡lity" and "morality" (Caffin 1996:2OO).
Positions outlined

by Harre and Lutz tend to align through a critique of the tendency

research on emotion in Western settings

in

to regard emotion as a tangible, unchanging ''it"'

(Harre 1986:4),"thing"7 (M. Rosaldo 1984:141) or "essence"B (Lutz 1986b). Harre and Lutz
both indicate the validity of examining assumptions that might be taken for granted in research

on "emotion". Similarly, much social science research on adoption notes how the topic of
adoption is an emotional minefield, but fails to problematise the area experientially (Modell
1986, 1994; Eheart & Power 1988). ln particular, previous research has tended not to explore

the depth and intensity of emotion for agents and the articulation of such experience with
domains of relatedness and kinship or matters of identity.
The quests, struggles, epic journeys and intensee experiences of agents in this field enable and
demand an ethnographic exploration of the effect and constitution of emotion in agents' lives.

This exploration includes both the practices of agents and discourse around emotion in

a

variety of contexts. Such an exploration is founded in part on a paradox. ln discourse about
intense experiences throughout the field, agents were quick to point out to each other as well

as me that many profoundly emotional experiencesro were "beyond words", yet

much

discourse still ensued; "the point at which language is unequal to the task of representing the

felt intensity of emotion,... experience exceeds the capacityto represent it" (Stewart 1997:878;
also Kapferer 1995:148). The analysis which proceeds from this paradox enables general
questions to be posed into the ways in which "emotion" is placed, articulated and understood

within a Western setting in which

issues

of identity and

relatedness are repeatedly (often

problematically) to the fore. Such questions not only encompass discursive realms of emotion,

they also confront the ethnographic significance of realms beyond discourse. This approach
thuls embraces AbLr-Lughod

7

& I utz's emphasis on emotion

as discourse,

but it casts a broader

Abu-Lughod and Lutz frame such approaches as "essentialist" and therefore analytically leading to "unfortunate

consequences"

I Solomon

(1

is also

990: 2-3).

critical of such a position in his ethnographic exploration of emotion in

a

Tahitian context (1984).

Cenerally akin to Roberts'aim, to understand the social conditions and social relations underwhich an agent might
be overcome with emotion of such intensity that she or he could commit "acts of rage or whatever ..." (Roberts 1994:

e

3231.
ro

A. Strathern also notes that "... the strength of ... emotions may be shown only at times of crisis or transition ..."
(1988: 187). Kapferer po¡nts out that "the emotionality of experience is always more than the cognitive of language
categories of its construction' (1997:259ì|.
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ethnographic net by problematising elements and moments of agents'practicerlwhich

are

beyond language or speech (1990). This follows Bourdieu's position that "linguistic utterances
and expressions are forms of practice" (Thompson

1991:17). As illustrated in Chapter Four

in

which the body "speaks" in certain contexts where words cannot, practice encompasses but
exceeds linguistic spheres.

Preceding chapters have indicated that "emotional" experiences feature heavily in the lives of
those associated with adoption, yet "emotion" both effected and was affected by social forces

and dynamics that require elaboration. One such domain concerns various strategies and
views of the world pivoting on a contingent imperative for emotion to be either "managed"'2 or
"

controlled"

.

Various focal points throughout the field provided

a

locus

for forms of

bureaucratisedrs

"policing" of agents, including a variety of support group activities, compulsory pre-allocation

and post-allocation education groups and the rather ceremonious awarding of identifying
information (Donzelot 1979). During such activities it was common for the co-ordinator or
facilitator to enact "policing" or regulation concerning emotion in some way. Occasionally
support group worker might advise someone not

a

to "get emotional", but more often the

regulatory actions of such workers was more subtle (Nader 1996). lndividuals were commonly
advised (transmitted in the form of permission) to "go outside"ra if they "needed to" , or if they

"felt too emotional". One example of such regulatory practice by a counsellor took place
during a post-assessment education group for prospective intercountry adoptive parents. Before
introducing the group

of ten couples to an exercise involving them imagining the

losses

intercountry adopted children experience, the counsellor warned agents that
such exercises often arouse strong emotions ... listen to me carefully, if it gets too much
for anyone, just leave the room and have a coffee; or if anyone needs to talk to me
afterwards, please do so.

The alternatives indicated by her were restricted to the person extracting themselves from the
1r

Medick and Sabean adopt a position which is not inconslstent with Bourdieu's, in relation to historians' investigation
of emotion: "... emotions ... are not only the expression of experience but also the determìnants of experience and
practice" (1988:3)
12

Wikan's research on "managing" emotlon in Balinese contexts is a reminder that "managing" is neither
homogeneous nor universal, nor does it automatically entail "control" in a repressive sense (1989). Francis' research
on "support groups for divorce or bereavement" and the importance of strategies of emotion management also
indicates a contextualisation of emotion management (1997: 153\.
r3 Here the

term relates to the posit¡on and form of agency within the field, rather than any ascribed status by agents
themselves. Bureaucratised discourse was engaged in as much by voluntary support Sroup workers, experienced
voluntary counsellors and the like, as by social workers or psychologists who might be perceived by agents to belong to
"

l-rureaucracy".

ra

As advised by the social worker "handing out the brown envelopes" at the Family lnformation Service to agents

receiving their identifying information.
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group or accept¡ng the invitation for professional advice or support in relation to managing the
emotion which had "arisen"; both alternatives highlighting the problematic eruption of emotion

in that context. Yet at an earlier point in the evening's session, the counsellor had encouraged

the group members to "get in touch" with their emotions, in view of the importance of
adoption generally and the evening's subject matter specifically.

A similar pattern is detectable in the actions of a Review Panel member. During the public
hearing conducted in the evening of the third of August 1994 the Review Panelrs received
verbal submissions, as described in previous chapters. During the three and a half hours of the
meeting, a variety of statements and pleas were made, including from organisations, support

groups and individuals. While some had been prepared

in advance, others

spoke

spontaneously. The atmosphere in the inner city church hall became increasingly emotionally
charged as the evening progressed. The atmosphere was fuelled by both the personal, at times

poignant proclamations from speakers and the tension or conflict over "rights" which was
evident in submission content and the positions of different "camps" strategically located in the
audience.

Approximately half way through the evening a man in his early forties addressed the panel from
the microphone at the front of the room:
... l'm an adopted person, this is the lnternational Year of the Family; l've got two, one
I know where they are, the other, I have no idea, bureaucracy has hidden it ... my
mother was taken from me when I was 6 or 7 months old ... l've never been able to
grieve that loss ... somebody took her and buried her in paperwork ... I found out she
died 7 years ago ... she's buried interstate, I don't know where ... I demand the right
the find my brother and sister who may not know I exist .. (voice begins to break)
we're agreeing about protecting privacv, but what we won't have a bar of is secrecv
(applause) ... we want to protect privacy - someone invaded ours though! (applause).

There was silence in the hall for some seconds. By this point a good part of the audiencel6

was, to varying degrees, in tears. A woman of perhaps fifty stood and approached the
microphone:
I came unprepared ... (wiping her eyes) that last fellow's got me going... I have great
sympathy with everyone, but we're dealing with two issues; adoption of the past and
what's going to happen in the future ... I had three adopted children ... people were
begging us to take the children ... we didn't take the children, the first child we took ...

At this point the male member of the Review Panel interrupted:

r5 As
r6

outlined in Chapter One.

Approximately two thirds of the audience were women.
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It's not very helpful to allow the discussion to become too emotional!17
The woman appeared taken aback,l8 but continued:
but it's an emotional issue ... well, I don't want to say anything too emotional
those of us who adopted these children have rights too ...1e

but

These scenarios raise a series of questions about the composition of emotion in this cultural
setting and its constituency within the

field. What kinds of factors, dispositions or social forces

would impel a representative of the state to declare "it's not very helpful to allow the discussion
to become too emotional"? What might be the consequences of becoming "too emotional"?
Exhortations, cautions and advice from counsellors, voluntary support groups workers and the

like to "control" emotion are quite common in this

field. The playing out of various

strategies

and trajectories of kinship in what are public, quasi-public or at least not private spheres
suggests that demands for emotion to be managed or curtailed might be expected. The fact that

professional and para-professional agents as

well as volunteer workers (who are groups

members as well as coordinators) engaged in "policing" pursuits is testament to the point that
valencies of relatedness and kinship were being played out, enacted and performed in this field

in a range of more or less public ways (Simpson 1997b:57). That some of the groups and
contexts in which emotion is expressed and "managed" dwell in an uncertain space between

the simplicity of "public" or "private"

suggests

the possibility of degrees of emotional

expression. The interjection of the Review Panel member indicates that emotional expression
in a "public" venue was especially problematic for a bureaucratised endeavour.

The actions of key agents such as counsellors and the Review Panel member contextualise,
situationalise and problematise the release or management

of emotion and

simultaneously

affirm the contingency of emotion within what Ariss terms "grids of power" (1993: 29). Ariss'

"grids of power" are reminiscent of Bourdieu's emphasis on how a field is always a"field of
struggles aimed at preserving or transforming the configuration

of these forces" (Bourdieu &

Wacquant 1992:101, original emphasis). As lexplore below, not only are the "grids of

r7

"lwould
linterviewedPanel memberslater. Thisparticularmembertoldme(oftheprocessoftakingsubmissions)
written and personal submissions and this was very powerful". He
did not elaborate upon the powerful quality of the submissions.
r8 I estimated at the time that at least one half of the audience, and women in particular, exchanged disapproving or
astounded looks. Some were open-mouthed in apparent dismay. Two or three shook their heads.
stress that there was raw emotional force in both

re ln subsequent conversations

with this woman she told me that she had been "stunned" by his interruption and
"l was the only one he interrupted or tried to silence or told not to get emotionall" She,
along with others I knew, considered it somewhat ironical that a panel that had sought to understand people's
adoption-associated experiences would place such an embargo on personal statements and revelations. While the
conflict over rights in this setting varies from that analysed by Peace, his identification of "the oral hearing as a theatre

"warning".

She was angry that

of control" is pertinent

(1

997).
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power¡/ in this field sendered grids of power/ but the social forces, stakes and struggles which
imbue "emotion" throughout this field are polymorphous and intricately inter-connected with a
variety of dynamics and contexts.

CONTROL EMOTION, MANACE EMOTION: ACENCY AS CONTINCENCY
The tendency to regard emotion as cultural terrain to be curtailed or "manag"d"'o was by no
means restricted to social workers and the

the entire

field.

unremarkable

like.

Rather, such a tendencywas discernible across

Beyond reflective consciousness, such tendencies were equally "natural" and

to key brokers such as social workers as well

as agents more generally. One

example of agents'tendency to "control" emotions was noted over a period of some weeks in

support group for adoptive parents and couples wishing
analysed

in

dynamics

some detail

in this

to adopt.

a

These tendencies are

section, as an extended case example

of the contextual

of "control" over emotion. The particular focus for this feature involved

the

prospective adoptive parents of a fourteen month old child who had been allocated to them in
Thailand, but whose passage to Australia became highly problematic in view of a proclamation

by Australian health

authorities that

the girl in question had "abnormal"

characteristics. The ensuing battle by the couple, augmented

physical

in a variety of ways by the

support group2l and others, drew attention from current affairs television, newspapers22 and

radio. Some of the social forces and interpretations by some agents involved in this example

were outlined briefly

in

Chapter Four,

in the context of the girl's physiognomic

"incompleteness". Of particular significance here is a pattern that was discernible over many
weeks among members of the support group,23 other adoptive parents and social workers. The

battle which occurred in order to secure provision for the girl to gain permanent entry to
Australia involved a variety of strategies involving petitioning the Australian Government and
range

of influential and/or expert others. ln considering and devising

a

strategies, what was

clearly anticipated by agents2a as "effective" was "being very clear-headed and rational about
An emphasis on "managing" emotion is also expressed (in unproblematised terms, albeit with altered emphasis)
under the rubric of "emotion work" (for example Eheart & Power 19BB; Small 1996; Hochschild 1983).
2r The group was keen to support not only the couple in question, but also "others who might follow" (support group
20

co-ordinator).
22

For example The Advertiser, S

April 1994.

During at least two meetings of the support group, another child whose adoptive parents had been embroiled in (and
won, with popular media support) a similar battle wandered in the circle formed by the seating arrangement of adults.
23

Through his physical disability (absence of hands or feet) and his "courageous" personality he provided a material
exanrple and an inspiration, via the positive outcome which might be hoped for and fought for. My fieldnotes recorded
that his presence "seemed to provide a manifestation of what the group wastalking about".
24
Apan from me, all but one in the group were women.
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it" (experienced support group member). As one of the members of the support group stated

at

a meeting soon after the "problem" became known

what we don't want or need is well-meaning, emotional statements from parents2s
stat¡ng'please let this child in', because they'll be useless! What we need are
objective, clear, statistically-based measurable reports, written in an unemotional way.
(original emphasis from fieldnotes).

The expression of emotion within this support group was not only countenanced but actively
encouraged as "safe". This contrasts with the imperative to contain and even obscure emotion

in public statements or appeals concerning the case in question. The persuasive weight of
"objective", "unemotional" reports concerning an intensely emotional topic is taken for
granted by a variety of agents. As outlined in Chapter Four, affective bonds between adoptive
parents and allocated child represented in a photograph appear quickly and have considerable

emotional purchase. As the extended case example of this support group illustrates, the need

to be (publicly) distinctly
between "parents" and

pronouncement

un-emotional is juxtaposed with emotionally laden attachments

child. The disposition of key

agents in the support group, as with the

of the Review Panel member outlined above,

parallels Ariss' research

concerning the place of emotion in "strategic responses to AIDS";
pleas by policy makers for'rational'responses renders emotion as a force which
obstructs appropriate action. Emotion is constructed in this dualism as dysfunctional,
within the realm of the irrational ... (Ariss 1993:27\.

Like Ariss' observation that AIDS is an "emotional issue", adoption too is cast as an "emotional

issue", both by agents throughout the field and in much adoption research (see Eheart & Power

198S). ltisbothironical andparadoxicalthatafieldthatisinpartcharacterisedbyitsagentsas

"emotional" should, at crucial moments, exhibit profound examples of the necessity to deny or
contradict "emotionality". As lexplore later in this chapter, paradox and contradiction are
critically implicated in the positioning of emotion in people's lives in a variety of ways.

One day in the support group which constitutes this particular extended case example,

I

lroticed a group of members paying close attention to a video recording of a current affairs
television program, featuring the prospective adoptive mother (Alison) and the head social
worker of the adoption agency. Alison joined the group watching the show. She was warmly

complimented following the program on how she has "coped", "stayed so calm" and
"managed to control (her) emotions". lt must be emphasised that this chain of practices and
lmplicit in the plea was, as I interpreted it, a conviction that such sentiments would arise naturally and
spontaneously. The audience was comprised almost exclus¡vely of women.

2s
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discourse around "emotion" and its strategic management was generated primarily by adoptive

parents rather than counsellors or the support group co-ordinator. Yet the patterning of
dispositions that is at work is homologous with that demonstrated by social workers, the
interrupting Review Panel member and education group facilitators.
This example raises several issues in relation to the ambiguous cultural purchase of "emotion"

in this setting, including the nature of the relationship between emotion and agency on one
hand and the kinds of connections that are apparent between emotion and "what is at stake"26
on the other hand. The nature of these two clusters of connections is regarded here as acutely

problematic, but potentially rich territory for inquiry. What is at stake here is considerable; at
least in part being an already established aggregation of keenly felt attachments by the parents

and their kin in turn, all centring on the

child.

These bonds are elaborated in discourse and

reflected in the ongoing preparation for the child's arrival, from painting the child's bedroom to
shopping for clothes and other requirements. As far as the couple are concerned, the child

is

not simply "allocated", she belongs; what is at stake includes identities as mother, father,
parents/ sister, brother and
nonetheless experienced as

"

a

series

of other connections which, while

imagined,

are

real" for the agents concerned.

Yet these orders of problems are not only overlooked in terms of their problematic quality by

the relevant literature, they are scarcely mentioned (see Crawford et a/ 1992; A.

Strathern

19SB). Lyon's discussion in this area is largely restricted to exploring how emotion "has

a

central role in bodily agency" (Lyon 1995l.256). Notwithstanding this lacuna in the literature,
the tendency for agents in Western settings to be predisposed to "manage" their emotions has
been widely reported (Gaffin 1996;LuTz 1990; Staske 1996; de Sousa 1987; Hochschild 1983;

Harre 1986), including through invoking the hydraulic metaphor (Solomon 1984; Lynch 1990;
Lutz & White 1986; Caffin 1996). Yet such attention has not always been accompanied by

a

theoretical or ethnographic curiosity in relation to the purported necessity or "naturalness" of
"managing" emotions (Parrott 1995; Parkin 1985; Jenkins & Valiente 1994; Eheart
1988,

&

Power

cf Denzin 19SO). On the contrary, there has been a distinct tendency to outline

the

tendency to "manage emotions" itself, or simply signal its pervasiveness in the West (Sartre

1975; Elias 1991; Seidler 1989; Small 1996). Research which questions the broader
implications of managing or controlling emotions in Western settings is rare27 (see Lutz 1986b,
26AtthispointthephraseisusedinBourdieu'ssense(Bourdieu&Wacquantl992).
senses of the phrase are

probed. Paying ethnographic attention to "what

Laterinthischapteralternative
follows Bourdieu, it is

is at stake" not only

with Kleinman & Kleinman's point that "a central orienting question in ethnography should be to
interpret what is at stake for particular partic¡pants in particular situations" (1996:171).
27
Just's research with the Dou Donggo, by contrast, is pitched at a re-consideration of "emotional restra¡nt" and "self
also consistent

control", particularly in an lndonesian sett¡ng, where restraint is situated in explicitly social settings and comes coupled
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1990;Lutz&White1986). Bycontrast,suchscrutinyoftheplaceofemotioninotheraspects

of sociality and cultural life in non-western locales is much more common28 (Wikan

1989;

Roberts 1992; Lynch 1990; Trawick 1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Levy 1984; Whitehouse 1996;LuIz

1986a; Sobo 1996a; Rosaldo 1984; Macintyre 1995; Solomon 1984; DeVos 1985; Ceertz
1984).

This research indicates that such oversight is misplaced. On the basis of the data that informs

this thesis, the need to manage or control emotions which arise in public or quasi-public
settings seems

to be highly problematic and

generates

a series of questions in a variety of

ways,'e including in relation to context, field, relatedness and gender, rather than being taken

for granted or assumed to be a universal30 constant or a static "facl" of Western sociality. This
in turn suggests thatthe relationship between agency and "emotion" requires careful attention,
particularly in relation to this field, in which issues of identity and dimensions of kinship and
relatedness are repeatedly to the

fore. Under what

kinds of circumstances might connections

between agency and emotion become visible? How are they mutually implicated in agents'

experience? What kinds of social forces and dispositions are pertinent to their constitution,
connection or disj unction?
problematised, contextualised nexus between agency and emotion is connected with the

A

concept "what is at stake". ln each of the scenarios outlined to date the stakes have been
weighty, with identities, strands

of

relatedness and

kin connections all potentially being

at

stake. Yet what is also significant here is the means by which the stakes come to be "at stake"

at

all.

ln certain contexts in this field agents cast emotion as threatening, jeopardising or

somehow obfuscating "rational" processes. Rationality is positioned as not only in hierarchical

opposition to emotion, but also as potentially imperilled by its action or presence. Further,

a

focus on the structural features of the dualisms crowds out more dynamic perspectives on
rationality and emotion. By drawing upon the work of Bourdieu, practlce-oriented questions
around the dualism are presented. lnstead of a static (albeit asymmetrical) rational-emotion
hierarchy, a dynamic, multi-faceted "struggle" becomes a basis for questioning

a

range of

practices, social forces and logics of practice. This dynamism, founded in struggle, reveals
another mode in which the field is a field of struggles over and through power in a variety of
ways.
with extravagant emotional displays" (Just 1991:290).
28
Wikan, for example, distinguishes a Balinese concern to "manage to hide" emotion from a Western concern to
"manage to understand" emotion (Wikan 1 989: 302).
2e
This line follows, in general terms, the line pursued by Harre, "How is " ...'anger' ... actually used in this or that
cultural milieu and type of episode?" (Harre 1986:5).
30

See Spiro

(1

990).
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The dynamic cast of the struggle, implicating the rational and the emotional in diverse ways,

is

most vividly presented in the pronounced tendency for agents to refer to emotion, emotions or

"emotional situations" as "overwhelming". This tendency was consistently evident in a vast
range of agents, circumstances and connections with adoption throughout the field and applied

to "positive" emotions such

as

the profoundly joyous moments of an adoption reunion as well

as "negative" emotions3l such as the despair of unfulfilment in a variety of ways associated with

adoption. While the term "overwhelming" was often linked with intense experiences such

as

relinquishment, allocations and reunions that have been described in other chapters, it was
invoked in a plethora of other instances

as

well.

An extract from an interview with a female member of the Review Panel is illustrative of the
dynamics that were discernible:
... with face to face submissions we got a few couples coming along together, but
mostly it was one of them as representing the couple; a few adoptive fathers came
along in that capacity - I remember one father came along and said his wife was very
emotional about the topic and felt she'd be overwhelmed if she came along by
emotion - he was a little bit wobbly round the edges and some issues were obviously
very powerful and emotional for them ....

On other occasions, a "situation" was considered overwhelming and at other times a feeling,
sense

or urge was overwhelming. What was unspoken was the entity which

effected the

"overwhelming". Yet it seems that what was overwhelmed was rationality. Rationality being
overwhelmed by emotion was spontaneous, involuntary, often impossible to anticipate and
therefore, by implication, immensely powerful. This dynamic has two significant aspects to it.
First, the propensity for emotion to overwhelm rationality is not matched by a propensity for

rationality

to

references

to a

suddenly overwhelm emotion. The apparent symmetry often implicit in
rationality-emotion dualism is thus rendered problematic (see for example

Parkin 1985; Parrott 1995; de Sousa 1987). The second point refers to a problematised cast of

agencythat is inherent in the rational being overwhelmed by emotion.3' Here the rational, like
temporality in the last chapter, comes up against the bounds of its capacity to exert influence,

for emotion, like time, is somehow "outside our will"33 and yet within the orbit of individual
3t

While such a division of "emotion" into "positive" and "negative" emotion is not w¡thout difficulty, "good" and
"unpleasant" emotions were so categorised by agents themselves. This data broadly parallels Nuckolls'work on the
complementary emotional orientations of tatmul. Whereas in latmul society men and women's "... emotional
orientations ... are opposed as well as complementary to each other", in this field it could be said that positive and
negative emotional cìusterings are opposed as well as complementary to each other (Nuckolls 1995:371).
32

This dynamic matches Simpson's observation that "the membrane which separates emotion and sentiment from
rationality and economic calculation proves to be rather more permeable than is often suggested" (1997a:735\.
r3ApointnotedinpassingbyParkin,citingToennies(1985: 138). Lutznotesthatwhilethoughts"cometous
unbidden ... emotions predominantly happen to... and therefore are not fully intentional" (Lutz 1986b: 292, original
emphasis).
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humanaction(Ostor1993:lB,citingMarx). Lutz&Whiteassertthat"individualsandsocieties
are primarily seen as "coping with emotion's given material¡ty" (Lutz & White 1986: 4071.
Lynch notes cursorily that
... in Western common sense, emotions are passive: they are 'things'that happen to us,
we are 'overwhelmed' by them, they 'explode' in us, they 'paralyse' us, we are hurt by
them, and they 'threaten to get out of control' (Lynch 1990: 5).

Yet Lynch's attention to this domain is brief and it is not widely addressed in the literature.
Lutz notes that emotion "is conceptualised as something wild and uncontrollable3a, something

whose occurrence is involuntaÍy,..." yet this quality of emotion is assessed in terms of
intentionality, but not agency or power (Lutz 1986b:292, also Lutz 1990).
The potential for the rational to be "overwhelmed" by emotion was not always problematic.
Being "overwhelmed"

in relative privacy at times of allocation, reunion and the like was

regarded as natural and permitting the "healthy" expression and "release" of emotion. On the

other hand, with more public-ness (or at least less ambiguous privacy), the imperative for
emotional management, control and rational orientation increased accordingly. Matters of
kinship, identity and relatedness seemed to "naturally" evoke emotion but require strategic
management in more public contexts.
The capacity of and the tendency for emotion to overwhelm was also noticeable in other ways,

which are in part linked to the hydraulic metaphor. The prevalence, purposes, and

needs

around "support groups" pivoted upon the interconnected notions that a support group
provided a venue for the "release" of emotion,3s a venue for the "airing" of "emotional

issues

and subjects" and, perhaps most importantly, a safe venue for such "airing".36 The point that

participation in support groups can be "draining" underlines the hydraulic metaphor further.
The preference for agents to have supportive networks in addition to access to support Sroups
also underlines the value placed on "support" in this field, particularly in relation to being able
to discuss concerns and share emotions safely. The need for support is often emphasised when

individuals

or

couples experience difficulty

in waiting or coping with the tedium

of

bureaucratic processes, as discussed in previous chapters. The mundane as well as the most
perilous moments of the Quest require "supportive" relationships and contexts. These qualities
were evinced across the entire political and circumstantial spectrum of support groups involved

3a

Sartre refers to a generalised acceptance of the idea that "emotion ... is usually held to be a lawless disorder" (Sartre

1975:93).
15

See Harre (1986:

h.

Caffin, in researching an American forensic psychiatric hospital, including the use of therapeutic groups, refers to
emot¡on being "vented" or "held in" (1996:2111.
36
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in the

field.

But such attributes of support groups also point to another domain associated with

emotion in this field, the "inner" nature of emotion and the revelatory yet contingent quality of
emotional "sharing".

LOCATING EMOTION: THE CULTURAL DYNAMICS OF ACENCY
Whether emotions should properly be regarded as residing in and emanating from some notion

of the "self" or the "person", oÍ in and from social relations or social contexts has been
variously debated (M. Jackson 1996:28; Lutz 1986a; Harre 1986; Rosaldo 1984; Lyon 1995;

Hinton 1993). The myriad of dynamics and issues surrounding the "inner"37 quality of
emotions in any given cultural setting is also intricately enmeshed in the corporeal domain

within which emotional expression, discourse and experience is so often constituted in
"Western" locales (Reddy 1997;Elias 1991;Jenkins & Valiente 1994; Lynch 1990; Lyon 1995;

Migliore 1994). As Lutz points out, "... these metaphors (emotion as wild and uncontrollable)
are consistent with the view of emotions as biological imperatives" (1986b:

292). Or,

in

Sartre's terms, emotion "invades us in spite of ourselves" (Sartre 1975:49).

The debate concerning the "location" and locus of generation of emotion rather seems to have
missed a critical point (Lyon 1995). Rather than ascribing residence to either "person", "self",

social relationships, kin networks or even "grids of power", emotion seems to be precisely the

kind of phenomenon which demands particular reaches of agency (Ariss 1993:29). As well

as

"location", what is at ethnographic issue here are the cultural dynamics of agency. An agent
mediates, is subject to and helps constitute, precisely the kinds of enmeshment in social forces

on the one hand but subjectivity and embodiment on the other hand, which debates in the
literature concerning emotion demand. The point that emotion is experienced in this field

stemming from and residing

as

within "inneÍ",38 typically triggered by external events or

processes, yet intensely in-dividual and personal, underlines the aptness of the "agent" even

more. lt is acutely paradoxical that the concept "agent" should be suited to a domain in which
agency is possible only

in highly

problematic ways, including requirements for agents to

exercise control over or "manage" their emotions in certain contexts. lnvariably, such contexts

are relatively or ambiguously public as well as pivoting on themes associated with kinship in

various ways. Yet in this field, emotion, like time, is incontrovertibly experienced and

r7 Sololnon traces the
38

"theory ... that an emotion is an 'inner experience"' to James (Solomon 1984: 238).

Notwithstanding differences in "personhood" between this setting and Trawick's, her comments on "containment"

and emotion are pertinent (1990a).
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conceptualised by agents as beyond conscious control, beyond individual will.3e This paradox
suggests a polyvalent, contingent nexus between agency and emotion in this cultural setting.
Precisely how else is agency exercised? Might this ethnographic setting make visible the limits

of agency over emotion?

The point that in Western settings emotion is beyond individual

will

has a variety of

implications/ some of which have been recognised in the literature and some of which emerged
especially powerfully during fieldwork. Ariss notes that the increasing tendency among social
theorists to "re-position" emotion in social contexts is allied to the consideration that emotion

often "serves individual and collective objectives" (Ariss 1993:27). Lutz and others highlight
the association between the failure of individuals to "control" emotions and "weakness" (Lutz
1986b: 293; also Caffin 1996) or "illness"ao in Westernal settings (Jenkins'1991; Small 1996).
The point that emotion is beyond conscious or rational control is but one face of a duality, for

the spontaneity, suddenness and rush of emotion is conceptualised by both agents and some
theorists as a wonder and a blessing as well as a source of difficulty; de Sousa, for example
notes that "common sense holds that emotions are typically both subjective and irrational. This

belief has tended to have either of two opposite but equally deplorable effects" (de Sousa 1987:

142; also see Lutz 1986b; Johnson 1985). Lutz argues for a perspective on emotion that
recognises how emotion actively works "against estrangemenl"

.42

While the immediacy of emotion in the experiential vitality of life in Euro-American contexts
accentuated, research concerning the cultural dynamics

is

of emotion in contexts of identity,

kinship and relatedness in Western settings is less common (Lutz 1986b:288). Such lacunae
are notable in view of the strands of affectivity which permeate and indeed characterise Euro-

American kinship; kin relationships in this field are predicated on factors which entail much
more than simply working against estrangement. Kin relationships in this field are geared
towards attachment and often defined in terms of such orientation. At the same time, the

tension inherent in the separateness and attachment dialectic is critical in constituting the
indiviclual, as previous chapters have outlined.
re Levy points out that

"cognition" is not the only "system of control" over emotion in cultural locales (Levy I 984:

228).
a0

Conrad's discussion of "wellness

as

virtue" approaches the area from a different perspective, but pursues a similar

line (Conrad 1994).
ar Wikan's research concerning emotion and well-being in a Balinese context points to the cultural contextual nature of
such lines of analysis

(1

989).

a2

ln a latcr section of this chapter I explore the implications of emotion working "against estrangement" for the
separateness orattached nature ofthe individual, an ethnographic and theoretical problem which has been addressed

in previous chapters.
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The tendency for Westerners to regard emotion as an "inner" quality and experience

is

crucially linked to another characteristic of emotion in Western settings, the capacity or
predilection of emotions to be aroused,a3 stirred up,aa agitated or to "erupt" (Ariss'l 993:29;
Sartre

1975). While Western ethnographies tend to regard the "stirring up" of emotion as

occurring within some variant of the Euro-American person/ in other settings emotions can be

"stirred" in "personal relations" (Levy 1984:219). While this attribute of emotion is not
without some attention in the literature, the attention is but cursory and assumes a descriptive,
somewhat taken for granted posture rather than a critical or inquisitorial cast (for example
Eheart & Power 1988).

Yet the agents in this field whose emotions were often "aroused" are far from homogeneous.

What are the implications of the feminised cast of the field for how "emotion" is experienced,
conceptualised and valued by agents? What kinds of connections are discernible between

"emotion" and the feminised quality of the field?
It is not merely incidental that the examples provided in this chapter involve women exhibiting
concern over either being instructed to "control" their emotions or anticipating devaluing or
dismissal

of political lobbying through being "emotional". Women and girls were often

portrayed and assumed by agents to be more emotional, more easily provoked emotionally,

more easily "moved" to tears, more "in touch with" their emotions and more prone to
influence through their emotions (see Lynch 1990: 16, Lutz 1990). ln part, such a proclivity

consonant

with the general conviction throughout the field that women desire or

is

need

"support" more than men, and that they can utilise such support more fluidly and productively.

An increasing amount of popular selÊhelp literature which is directed to men
need

to provide support for women and to be open to

addresses the

receiving support from others (Dye

1998; Wilson 1990; Biddulph 1994; Kewley & Lewis 1993).

Depictions

or

readings

of women as prone to emotion were visible in various

Sometimes, when a woman or women would cry when speaking of her own

ways.

or listening

to

another's account of struggles during a Quest for completeness, or of commensurate success in

a3

Such attributes are linked with, but distinct from the frequently "hidden" attribute of Western emot¡on (see Trawick

1992).
aa

Similar metaphors appear in media stories which feature emotion. For example, a full page report in the Appeal
section (directed primarily towards a female audience) oÍ The Advertiser described how "the prospect of becoming a
dad can stir many emotions such as the fear of ... being a good father, even worrying about being present at the birth"
(30 August 1994). The stirr¡ng of emotions was compounded, according to the article, by the point that "men are more

reluctant than women to admit they are anxious or need help". Similarly, in a section of the lift-out magazine of Íre
Weekend Australian devoted to fatherhood and its "profound" impact upon men: "and while most men grow - if

reluctantly in some cases - in an emotional and psychological sense when they become fathers, many find the
responsibilities of fatherhood terrifying." (The Weekend Ausval¡an Magazine 27-28 Au1usr 1994).
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her Quest, she or others would seek to excuse the crying or apologise for it, especially (but not
necessarily directly) to the men present. On some occasions the apology for the emotional
behaviour was accompanied by a reference to the behaviour being "silly", especially in larger
rather than smaller groups and particularly when the group comprised both men and women.

But this tendency was not restricted to individual women. On the contrary, women would
often make plain their own and each others proclivity to "be emotional". One example of this
was during a support group meetingos in which an adopted woman was passing around photos

of her sister, with whom she'd been corresponding and whom she hoped to meet. When one
of the women received the photos, she commented "Oh, God, she's beautiful, she looks so
much like you

...".

As her voice trailed off, her eyes filled with tears. Several other women

immediately quipped "don't you start, or you'll have me going" and "yes, me too, I get going at

the drop of a

hat". While

discourse around such dispositions was certainly not restricted to

support group meetings,a6 such meetings provided an especially pronounced instance of many

women's perceptions of the fragility of women's "control" over, susceptibility to and finesse in
emotional expression. This disposition has not received wide attention in the literature

(see

Lutz1986b). lnotherwords,thepairingofwomenandemotional labilityiseitherpassedover
or taken as a conclusive, "natural" association rather than a problem requiring ethnographic
and theoretical scepticism.

Of course these feminised patterns do not mean that men did not display emotion or speak of
experiencing emotion during fieldwork. They

did, in very particular ways.

Men's

acknowledgment of emotion was often subsidiary to or consequential of women's emotionality.
For example, Alan, an adoptee, had travelled to New Zealand to meet his biological brother.

Alan told me of his reunion, which he described as "wonderful, just magic" and of telling

a

mixed group of friendsaT aboutthe reunion after his return. He said "... and there wasn't a dry
eye in the house - and that includes the men who were there as well as the women". lmplicit

in Alan's tone was an acceptance of a broad feminised proclivity to emotional sway, matched
by a diminished or secondary masculinised proclivity to emotional sway, either following the
women closely in time, or following the women in view of the sweep of the emotional wave.

Yet these cultural patterns are also indicative of a multiple paradox. While women's
as

Approximately twenty two people were present, with only four or five men attending.

a6

Other instances included children's birthday parties, compulsory education actlvities for couples wishing to adopt
and discussions in a range of social contexts outside of formal or structured occasions such as support group or other

meetings. Adoptivemothersdiscussingtheirpronenesstofeeling"guilTy"Íor"neverbeingagoodenoughmother",a
not uncommon occurrence, is also illustrative of this dynamic. For an example of this pattern passing unnoticed in
adoption research, see Eheart & Power (1 988).
a7
I understood there to have been eight to ten people present.
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vulnerability

to

emotionau was matched

by women looking to depend on men

being

"emotionally strong", men were also considered, by and large, to be less competent at either
recognisingae or "managing"s0 their feelings. Women's agency vis a vis emotion is thus often

valorised whilst men's agency vis a vis emotionsl is minimised. The paradox-ridden parameters

of agency thus parallel the contradictory, morally polarised depictions of women that have
been outlined

in previous chapters

(see Badinter 1981; Strathern

1996a:56). As lexplore

below, morally polarised depictions of women assume a range of postures within the field,
including aspects of the habitus of agents across the

field.

Yet the combination of closeness

and vulnerabilityto emotion in women in this field is connected with another realm of "inner"

femininitys2 which was repeatedly notable during fieldwork, that form

of awareness known

among agents as " intuition".s3

FROM INTUITION TO EMOTION ENGENDERED

"lntuition" was a topic for discourse by both men and women in a range of contexts throughout
the

field. Often such reference to intuition was made in relation to a Quest, the peril

associated

with a Quest or matters of identity and incompleteness. A variety of forms of sensing, knowing,
or gauging were regarded as predominantly feminine characteristics. lntuition was invariably
invoked in relation to either latent connections between individuals or events on the one hand
or anticipating future events, relationships or courses of activity on the other hand.

"lntuition" arose during my conversation one afternoon with Tania, an adoptive mother of

A commonly held view by many agents in this field categorised both women and children as being prone to being
overwhelmed by emotion. While this entailed tinges of weakness and vulnerab¡lity, it also depicted both women and

aB

chitdrenasbeing"intouchw¡ththeirfeelings"significantlymorethanmen.

Thisqualityinturnsignalledbothavirtue

and the potential for manipulation and mischief by women and children, in contrast to men's putative reluctance to
engage in such pursuits.

A possible exception here is anger, which men were considered by many agents to be prone to - but not necessarily
more than women. Some women confided that they considered women equally as prone to anger as men/ "just better
at seeing it coming and handling it". On the whole, agents demonstrated divergence on this topic.

ae

s0

Caffin's research ind¡cates strong links between "Western notions of masculine fortitude (and) the ability to'handle'

emotional rigors (sic)" (Caffin 1 996: 21 1 ).
5rThis dynamic provides an interesting parallel with Ernst's research concerning the intersubjectivity between men and
children in Australian families, with relationships often being mediated by women in particular ways (Ernst 1990).
Blackwell's(1 991)accountof men'semotional experiencesduring"TheWalktoEmmaus"inArizonaprovidesan
instance in which men's emotional immediacy is valued, but the setting is group and activity-specific rather than
general ised.
I encountered men who mentioned their own "intuition", or women who referred to "intuition" in men on rare
occasions. The term was, however, commonly deployed by women, about women as a "natural" product or ingredient
of fcmininity and motherhood in particular.
s3 The
term and the notion seem to fit broadly with Shweder's "non rational" cateSory, as dist¡nct from "rational" or

52

"irrational" (Shweder 1984, cÍ Lyon 1995).
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fourteen months old William from overseas. l'd met Tania and her husband Andrewsa several

times. At one point Tania mentioned "intuition". She paused and asked me if I wanted her to

continue. She provided several examples of how she understands "intuition" to have

a

presence and an influence in not only her life, but also that of her husband and adopted son:
something in your body, something inside, can tell you that something's wrong... one
time Andrew was about to back the car out of the driveway and I said 'watch out, the
brakes are about to go', ... it just came out. That afternoon, Andrew was driving was
down past Morphett Valess and he went across two lanes of traffic when he tried to
stop, luckily he didn't hit anyone - it was the brakes. l'm like it with William and other

people l'm close to, too, one time in the summer, William had been down for a half
hour or so. Suddenly, I said to my friend - we were outside -'l think l'd better listen to
the monitor' - and, sure enough, he was crying, not that that was unusual, but I felt
better check and lwalked in and l'd put a big pillowcase on the pillow and his head
was stuck in it. lt was just instinct that I knew. Once, this was the first week home, we
were sitting on the front lawn and I said 'l'm just going to check' - that's a mother's
knowings6 - and he was just so upset... Mum often had feelings like that too ... my
sister also gets these feelings, where she just knows ... perhaps it's just the closeness to
things ... that was the other thing, when we were applying for William I held the
envelope in my hand before I posted it and I turned to Katie, my friend and I said 'this
is going to be much quicker than we think'. I kissed the envelope and so did Katie.
Before we knew it, bingol We had Williaml
I

A woman in very different circumstances spoke of quite analogous experiences, processes and
leanings in her

life.

KaysT

was in her early forties. Having relinquished a girl at birth when she

was aged eighteen, she has had a "very successful reunion" with her daughter. Kay told me,
over the course of two afternoons, about her experiences with "intuition" and "knowing":
(having explained that she thought she and her daughter Elspeths8 were) very similar ...
I always felt close, I always felt she'd come back, and I knew she'd have a weight
problem and that it worried her ... I wouldn't put my name down (to initiate contact)
because if hers wasn't there l'd feel it was a rejection. I waited and I knew she'd find
me ... Elspeth told me how she was in bed one night and a woman appeared and
leaned over her and kissed her and said goodbye - this was before we'd made contact
... me and my grandchildren have these experiences - my daughterse had an accident
and I 'saw' it, the night before, this comes from my mother, it's coming down the
female line - Mum would say 'l'm going to the tram stop to meet Cran' and she was
always right, Cran would always be there ... the other coincidence was that Elspeth
had lived in this area, l've lived around here all my life,... we could have been in the
same children's shop - and she's worked in my mother's and brother's firm as a typist,
plus she'd met my sister where they worked together in North Adelaide60 - it's just
5a

The couple lived in a prosperous, quite new area in the north-eastern suburbs of Adelaide. Andrew works as an
account manager in the insurance industry. Tania "gave up" her work as a pharmacist at the time of placement.

ss

A suburb on the southern fringes of Adelaide.
Casting intuition as a form of knowledge is homologous with Riches' analysis of dreaming in certain respects;
"dreaming...¡saconceptinthediscourseof cross-realityexperience"(1995:103).
s7
Kay and I became acquainted through her vigorous work in an adoption support group.
s8
Kay also mentioned that, since her daughter had been named Elspeth and since Kay's middle name is Elizabeth, "the
parents had obviously somehow picked up on that" even though they had never met. Kay had put "no name on the
b¡rth certificate because it would have made her a person and they were going to name her anyway".
s6

se

Born some years after Elspeth and with a different biological father.

60

Suburb close to the centre of Adelaide on the same side of the city as Kay's residence.
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intuition!

Tania and Kay's examples illustrate different degrees of conscious awareness
being at

work. Yet both depict intuition as arising from within, "naturally"

of "intuition"

female,6r other-

oriented and beyond the bounds of the rational and explicable. A variety of homologies with

coincidence and the uncanny renders the influence and constitution

of "intuition"

both

powerful and super-natural at the site of the feminine. Yet the significance of "intuition" as a
feminised characteristic exceeds mere homology. A feminised capacity to detect, notice or
make sense

of "coincidence" or the presence of "the uncanny" helps reveal how

these

phenomena are, in this cultural context, taken as "external" to both the individual and to social

relationships. The co-location of the uncanny and the intuitive at feminised sites sharpens the
resonance of each attribute in relation to the

other. lntuition arises and

emerges from within

the woman. ln so far as women can and do experience and understand intuition, women and

intuition constitute a cultural space for the articulation of a very particular expression of agency.

lntuition is a product of femininity- and motherhood as a feminine imperative for intuition -

as

well as a condition of femininity at the same time as intuition is an instance of feminised
aSency.

These patterns were especially noticeable within couples whose Quest constantly prompted

them to seek signs of progress or development concerning their endeavours. This included
couples where one party was an adoptee or a relinquishing mother as well as couples seeking

to become parents through adoption. ln some instances the man would either disbelieve his
partner's intuitive insights and in others the man might simply refuse to comment on the matter
at

all.

Both such responses were frustrating for the women concerned, prompting them to seek

and obtain understanding from other women in their kin network or friends. Yet many men
were inclined to "believe" cautiously that their partner's intuitive judgements were not purely
imagined or delusional. Some men actively recognised or supported their partner's intuitive

readings. I encountered no men who themselves systematically experienced intuition of the
order described by Tania and Kay, especially in relation to the kinds of life-altering aspects of
identity and relatedness that permeated Quests for completeness. Further, intuition was rarely

aired in more public contexts. Women would occasionally refer to intuition or confide in
others of their experiences

in "safe", relatively private settings. The kinds of agency which

6r

An adoptee in high school once mentioned to me that her class (boys and girls) were undertaking self-defence classes
overthecourseofseveral weeks. Thegirlsweretoldduringseveral sessionsbythetwo(women) instructorsto"listen
forthe signs" and to "pay attention when you begin to sense something's not right" because "women 8et these
feelings, they can sense very early when something's wrong and it's important that you know not to ignore the signals
from within."
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provided access to "inner" realms also necessitated assessments and judgments concerning the
propriety

of broaching the topic of intuition; a repertoire of skills and perceptive

pivoting on intersubjective acuity and

nuances

a finesse for context.

Further, intuition is spontaneous. lts eruption in any given instance exceeds the bounds of

will.

Civen the general certitude that "a woman's intuition

is

never wrong"62 in this field, the spontaneous ascent of intuition to conscious awareness

is

indeed an "immaculate conception". lntuition is thus infused with a quality which

is

human deliberation or conscious

inexplicable by "rational" means and which suggests the uncanny with its adventitious, albeit
subtle

quallty.

capacity

Rather than the spontaneity

of intuition contradicting or negating agency, the

of women to not only cope w¡th but also thrive amidst the unpredictability

of

spontaneity underlines the presence of agency via women's fluency w¡th "inner" realms.

The suddenness of intuition parallels6s the suddenness of the eruption of emotion. lntuition

and emotion co-inhabit the realm of the unpredictable, therefore their "danger" becomes
evident in two respects. As quintessentially unpredictable, emotion and intuition are equally
uncontrollable, either by self or

other. Not only the capacity of women to cope with

unpredictability within themselves and others, but

relation

to

contexts which feature kinship

or

this

to actively thrive upon it (especially in

relatedness) further threatens

the stasis of

rationality.

While agents did not suggest that "intuition" was the same

as or coterminous

with "emotion",

a

myriad of factors served to meld the two into a "meaningful whole."6a Emotion and intuition

were generally referred to as "inner" realms, in terms of location and source; emotion and
intuition were generally regarded and invoked

as

feminine realms of experience, expertise and

predilection; emotion and intuition were both taken as arising spontaneously, beyond
conscious decision,

will or anticipation and both

are therefore taken as requiring control or

management, thus problematising the contextual or contingent "management" of their ascent;
the onset of emotion and intuition could be something for which an agent was eternally grateful
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Even if - or especially if - social pressure or masculinised social pressure "makes you doubt your own intuition", as

oneadoptivemothertoldme. Suchmasculinisedsocial pressuremighttaketheformof insistingupon"rational"
stances being paramount, such as discourse around the struggle to obtain entry status for the child from overseas earlier

inhischapter. Also,humourfrommeninsomesettingsmightcastdoubtoverthe"truth"ofwomen'sintuitivepower.
Some women commented to me or each other that they found such behaviour intimidating or discrediting of what they

"knew". The gist of

the adoptive mother's comment was also conveyed by numerous other women in a var¡ety of

contexts.
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The significance of such shared suddenness exceeds mere commonality. The instantaneous "understanding" is
homologous with "monothetic înterprctat¡on ... is understanding at a glance; the sudden rage,lear or horror at seeing
strange face peering through one's living room window" (Denzin 1980 252, citing Schutz and Sartre, oriS¡nal

a

emphasis).
6a

ln the manner of Luhrmann (1994).
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or the inverse; both men and women tended to pay contradictory, polarised attention to the
emergence of emotion or intuition, "taking it seriously" on one hand but sometimes dismissing

it

as

feminine haphazardness on the other hand; and emotion and intuition were both typically

referred

to via

metaphors65 such as "arising"

or "coming to the surface". Such

metaphors

constitute examples of "metaphors that serve to capture the elusiveness of deity or nature"
(Simpson 1997b:54). While the onset of intuition or emotion is beyond conscious individual
agency (in the sense of calling

it up

mechanically at

will), utilisine the effect of intuition or

emotion is not. Women were often able to deploy the "consequences" of intuition or emotion
as a form

of knowledge. This capacity served to compound parallels between emotion

and

intuition, the feminine mystique attributed to their pairing and contextual associations between
their pairing and power on one hand and the absence of power on the other hand.
ln this cultural milieu, it is thus taken by agents that emotion, as a particular form of "embodied

thought"66 and intuition/ as

a very peculiar form of what might be termed

"embodied

knowledge", primarily and "naturally" spring from within (Hinton 1993; Lutz 1986b; Lutz &

White 1986). This tendency has not been signalled as either culturally significant or
theoretically or ethnographically noteworthy elsewhere. Yet, in the context of this field, the

tendency is portentous. We are reminded

of

Persephone,

who periodically, cyclically,

intermittently "surfaced" from the underworld, onlyto return to it.67 Emotions and intuition,

as

distinctly feminised social and cultural phenomena in this field, emerge from "below" and

"within".

The positioning of emotion in a kind of "lower level" is consistent with Sartre's

discussion of anger and "Janet's distinction between superior behaviour and inferior or derived

behaviour... on this very low level our needs are fewer... we lower ourselves..." (Sartre 1975:

37). But such eruptions into

consciousness from the underworld are by no means necessarily

malevolent in process or effect, merely unpredictable and uncontrollable in their assumption of

forms and processes other than the rational6B. After all, some eruptions of emotion are
intensely joyous, elational experiences. Further,

in the process of "erupting" or "arising",

emotions broach the limits which otherwise effect their very containment, interiority and
inferiority, both spatially and evaluatively (after Trawick 1990a). This ethnographic position
encompasses but significantly extends and contextualises what has been noted elsewhere as the

ce" (1996:

65

As J ackson notes, " metaphors evoke and med iate con nection s with in experien

66

Denzin's preferred version includes "emotions... are thoughts about feelings" and "emotions are embodied

91.

experiences" (Denzin 1 980: 253. cf Lyon 1 995).
67

A return to "the below" as damnation or inevitability is homologous with Evens' interpretat¡on and analysis oÍ "Eve"
and "the feminine principle", in which "Adam proved unequal ... to temptat¡on (and) Eve ...is a critical instrument of
the Fall" in Cenesis (1997: 207; see also Welton 1998).
68

Unpredictability in terms of timing

as

well as outcome.
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power of emotion to "disrupt" (for example Crawford et al 1992, citing Solomon; Lutz 1986b).
Sartre's position also indicates the destabilising sway of emotion

"... it takes one by surprise"

and "emotion, which is usually held to be a lawless disorder" (Sartre

1975:42,93). But such,

an appeal to the "disrupting" capacity of emotion is a common sense judgement, not

an

analytical one. To frame emotion analytically as "disruptive" privileges a rationalist stance,
predisposition or " logic".
Considering emotion and intuition together in the context of metaphors concerning surfacing

from beneath6e and within provides a cultural framework within which to further explore the
problematic nature

of agency in this domain. Agency vis a vis emotion and intuition

is

simultaneously polarised and problematised. The polarisation of agency is apparent through

the emphasis by agents and researchers in Western

settingsT0

on not only the manasement of

emotions, but also the very capacity to manage emotions. Yet agency in relation to emotion

is

incontrovertibly limited and flawed, for emotion and intuition are not only beyond conscious
manipulation, they are also beyond total control. ln an array of contexts, we are exhorted to
"manage" what is inevitably beyond human determination and finality. We are presented and
confronted with a contradiction that we cannot resolve but strain to embrace. ln the process
what is made visible

is

the limit of human capacity (if not human endeavour) and the irresistible

power of emotion and intuition to disrupt the stasis of the rational. This pattern parallels the

temporal realms of the previous chapter. The cultural effect of the disruptive capacity

is

heightened through a feminised power that not only survives amidst the unpredictability of

emotion and intuition, but which actively articulates with a saturat¡on of the field to form
morally polarised ends. Badinter's moral opposites of motherhood become applicable to

an

array of instances of and cultural vehicles for femininity; "between the saint and the slut there
was an unbridgeable chasm" (1981: 238). Trawick's examination of Tamil contexts in which

"extreme attractiveness and extreme repulsiveness have the same dangerous emotional power
and are often treated as transformations of each other" is also pertinent

(1

990c: 190).

But the limits of agency constitute and are in turn constituted by the problematic, contingent
natLtre

of situation anci context vis a vis emotion and its surfacing. This contingency

is

exemplified by, but certainly not restricted to, those agents who often occupy key positions
(typically in quite public contexts) within the field, such as social workers, voluntary support
group co-ordinators, counsellors, psychologists and members of the Review Panel. Such agents
pursue practices which, in Donzelot's terms, constitute a "science of policing" (Donzelot 1979:

6e

ln both spatial and subordinate senses.

70

See Hochschild (1983).
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7). Here Donzelot's "policing"

encompasses constituting as well as limiting

force. Moreover,

the kinds of "policing" exercised and demanded by these agents reflect a broad trend within
the field, the need to constrain or limit emotions, however "natural" their eruption might be
taken as, given the association of all agents in the field with vexatious realms of kinship in one

way or another. lndeed, the "natural" tendency of emotion to "erupt" in relation to Euro-

American kinship intensifies and rationalises bureaucratised exhortation

Íor

emotional

"management" in more public settings. While the demand for agents to "manage" emotion
appears

to align with Hochschild's research, it is more intricate and subtle than Hochschild's

perspectivesuggests,aswell asbeingbeneathconsciousawareness(1 983). Theaggregationof
agency-oriented forces which are

at work is an alliance between Donzelot's "policing",

Hochschild's "management" and Lutz's application of R. Rosaldo's "rhetoric of control" (Lutz

1990). Emotion is not only restrained but also subjectto strategic, situationally-based decisions
concerning propriety.

The kinds of "management" required by agents of agents are not only homologous with
Foucault's analysis of Western discourses on sexualitytt (see Lutz 1990: 72), Ihey also align

with Foucault's "discipline":T2 "discipline'makes'individuals; it is the specific technique of a
power that regards individuals both as objects and instruments of its exercise" (Foucault 1991:

17O). Through discipline, rigorous containment and limitation are spatially and temporally
regimented

in concert with moral admonition, reflection and spiritual cleansing

(Foucault

1991). "Discipline" is therefore restraining and constituting, repressive and invigorating. This
is the dualistic quality of the emotion-oriented agency demanded of agents. The discipline of

emotional management is the discipline of moral agency. Such discipline includes the
maintenance

of limits associated with the "containment" of

emotion (Trawick 1990a).

Discipline is not only required of individuals, it is also required of couples, as is evident

in

discussions of couples'experiences of compulsory education groups in previous chapters. ln
this sense, discipline not only makes individuals, discipline also makes couples - and parents.
There are several dimensions to the particular axes of agency evident in the practices of this
aggregation of key agents. ln their practices they reveal that agency itself in relation to emotion

is neither homogeneous, static, nor straightforward. Rather, through its "discipline", agency

is

Certain parallels are suggested which indicate fruitful further research, including between the "failure" of
relinquishing mothers to have managed not only their own sexuality but also that of the child's biogenetic father and
being required to "manage" emotions in more complex ways or contexts
the cultural emphasis in this field on @
than men. Such indicators forfurther research are also immanent in research concerning relinquishing mothers,
71

including Winkler et al (19841; Verrier (1991, 1993); Condon (19B6); Pannor et al (1978],.
Overtones of retribution and educative punishment that are attached to the term "discipline" are pertinent to emotion

72

and its proper control by agents.
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subject

to and constitutive of an array of social

forces and dynamics. This problematised

quality and effect of agency closely parallels that noted by Battaglia (1997). Battaglia argues

that by "ambiguating" agency, analysis would be directed to territory in which "social
relationships - and more particularly here relations of power - may emerge in their mutability
and their displaceability" (Battaglia 1997:506, original emphasis). Battaglia's emphasis on how

agency in the Trobriands is "owned and disowned" underlines the parallel further (1997: 508).
Reddy's research indicates a similar line through his emphasis on the analytical potency of
situations of "intense ambivalence" in relation to emotion (Reddy 1997:333).

Contradictions between influence and contingency are predicated upon the social forces at
work at the site of genderT3 in this field. Contradiction also helps explain a pronounced pattern

evident in the field concerning symbolic capital, that form of power not perceived as such
(Brubaker 1985:756). This pattern is founded upon a specific contradiction and is implicated

in the constitution of a

certain

cyclicity. On one hand these key agents and

their

professionalised or quasi-professionalised expertise are revered and acknowledged as sources

of expert knowledge and education (Donzelo| 1979), Such valuing entails an accrual

of

symbolic capital, however contextual its assignment. Yet in some situations and contexts such
symbolic capital is subject to very prompt subtraction. This dynamic illustrates "the essential
instability of symbolic capital which ... can be destroyed by suspicion and criticism, and

is

particularly difficult to transmit and to objectify ..." (Bourdieu 1990a: 93). This problematic,

dynamic link between emotion and symbolic capital is indicated neither in other research
around emotion in various ethnographic settings nor in a range of commentaries on Bourdieu's
approach (for example Dreyfus & Rabinow 1993; LiPuma 1993; Brubaker 1985; 1993; Smart

1993). Further, the fragility and contingency of symbolic capital generates a cyclicza pattern of
swift accretion and depletion, entailing a kind of constant motion. As I explore in a later
section, such peripatetic patterns or constancies of motion are implicated in the constitution of
other critical qualities of emotion in this field.

The polarised indices of power and contradictions that are evident in the discipline and other
practices of agents such as counsellors also help explain how
agents can be absolutely convinced by

concerning

in one quite

pr.rblic situation

a key agent exhorting them not to "be emotional"

a campaign to secure immigration entry

status

for a prospective

intercountry

adoptee, yet in another more "closed" situation how urgings or instructions from the facilitator
73

Reddy's research on historical realms of emotion in French life indicates "the centrality of ideas about emotions in
corrceptions of gender identity" (Reddy 1 997: 339).
7a
Dreyfus and Rabinow discuss whether symbolic capital might be considered to be "circularly defined", but no other
research indicates the cyclicity emanating from this instance of symbolic capital and its nexus with emotion (1993:42).
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of a pre-assessment education course for prospective adoptive parents to "get in touch with
your emotions" during an exercise over the "losses" experienced by an adopted child can be
the subject of dismissal and scorn by group members during a coffee break. The valorising and
contempt that are vicariously aimed at certain agents'practice implicate a range of key agents
and contexts, highlighting both the profile of emotion's situational contingency in this field and

the problematic nature of elements of kinship being played out in a range of contexts, from the
quintessentially private to the blatantly public. Here Bourdieu's "logic of practice" sustains the
polarisations; a logic "which is not that of the logician" (Bourdieu 1990c: 86).
These cultural dynamics are visible in an example that emphasises the centrality of constraining

emotion and emotion's capacity to defy such constraint. Betty is an experienced voluntary
support group co-ordinator who has advised and assisted many people in adoption re-unions.
Betty's own re-union involved finally being contacted by her biological grand daughter after
searching for seven years. Betty's relinquished daughter had been killed in a car accident some

years beforehand. I was present when Betty told other support group members of receiving

"the" phone call concerning her granddaughter:
... all the rules I tell people to stick to just went out the window, I tell people to be all
cool, calm and collected about it, don't do this and don't do that, and don't get carried
away with how you're feeling, but all that just went out the window. I was floating on
cloud nine, I just didn't care about anything! [Betty was just laughing and crying as she
told the storyl.

Betty strongly advises those she is helping to remain firmly in control of their emotions, as well

as being susceptible to

"all that just going out the window".

Because women embody a

habitus of emotion at the extremes or the limits, women, as pivotal agents, enact and demand

the contingency of suppression or management of emotions as well as their irrepressible,
uncontrollable quality. This dynamic also helps explain why the interruptingTs stricture from

the male member of the Review Panel cited earlier in this chapter drew a disapproving
response from the (primarily female) audience.
Such dynamics raise questions concerning the dimensions and the significance of the habitus,

the "source of most practices" in this field (Bourdieu 1986a: 114). As lexplore in the next
section, certain patterns in the habitus of agents reflect repression

in

nurnerous modes,

including spatial metaphors. ln so doing, the habitus includes but extends beyond a static
"repression" to a generative "schema" which naturalises and conceals that which it constitutes

in patterned, contextualised ways (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992; Keller 1992).

7s

Krais notes that interruptions of women by men in academic arenas also constitutes symbolic violence (Krais

.1993:

173).
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HABITUS. METAPHORS AND REGISTERS

While intense emotional experiences have been described in previous chapters, questions
concerning the patterns and dispositions embedded in an aggregation of such experiences

remain. Can any regularities or contradictions that emerge clarify our understanding of
emotion, not solely in agents' lives, but also in the entire field and the (Western) cultural
milieux within which it is positioned and constituted? ln particular, what can be said of the
contextualised, situational variability of emotion's emergence in a variety of settings which
pivot on identity, relatedness and kinship in different ways?
The legitimacy of emotion's eruption or the requirement to "control" or "manage" emotion in
any given circumstance was variable. While an array of forces and dispositions exert vicarious

influence over agents'actions at any given moment, three complementary patterns are plain.
The first concerns social gatheringsT6 comprising only men. ln contexts involving only men,
across varying densities

interpret any display

of

of

understandable because

of

public-ness and private-ness there was

a

marked tendency to

emotion as " understandable". The emotion was invariably
momentous events such as allocation, impending re-union, the

impossibility of re-union or another life event of similar magnitude and cultural importance.
Men "showing their feelings" or "being a bit emotional" in such contexts tended to be neither
valorisedTT or denigrated, but simply

to have their behaviour construed as "understandable".

Rendering the emotion "understandable" both evaluated it in rationalistic terms and provided

a

vehicle for keeping any intersubjective focus on emotion brief. The eruption of emotion in
such contexts seemed to emphasise the force of the emotion rather than drawing attention to
any absence of control-oriented agency. As irresistible erupting force, emotion in such contexts

was naturalised. "Control" over emotion, or its absence in men in such monotypic contexts
was simply not a contentious issue.
The second pattern is analogous to the first but in a sense constitutes the first in inverted form.

ln situations where solely women were present the dynamics appeared more complex

and

subtle. ln relatively "safe" gatherings of women such as regularly attended support groups and
friendship networks, there was usually a tendency to regard the emergence or display of
76

lncluding clusters of men at social events, coffee breaks during prospective adoptive parent educat¡on activities,

barbecues, support groups or quasi-formal contexts involving agents in bureaucratic locations such as government

departments and the offices of births, marriages and deaths, but excluding gatherings in which key agents such as social
workers and support group co-ordinators were active in central or directive ways.
77

W¡th the exception of some men in some contexts where brief comment was made to the effect of it being "good" to

be "not afraid to show your feelings". Such comment was not common.
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emotion as unproblematic, but rarely via the epithet "understandable". Rather, the assurance

"it's ok" seemed to signal a permission or an absence of rebuke. The assurance seemed to
spring from a culturally legitimated yet socially noted failure by the woman to exert control or
agency at that moment. While a greater moral imperative seemed

to attach to women

to

exercise control,Ts especially in more public arenas or those that were ambiguous, however
subtly, this is not the primary issue. Rather, the issue of most significance which emerges from

this set of dynamics is that it signals a realm of moralised feminine agency vis a vis emotion

which is complex and sub rosa. Such a feminised agency extends beyond agency being
defined and bounded

in terms of

restraint

or containment. Typified masculinised

interpretations of "control" aÍe exemplified in, and reminiscent of, the Platonic image of the
soul wherein the charioteer (the rational) restrains, controls, seeks mastery over and ultimately
demands the obedience of the "two horses... the "spirited" and "appetitive" elements" (Morris

1994:36).
The third pattern involving the legitimacy of displaying emotion concerned "mixed" gatherings.

Here the first pattern, concerning men and the second type of pattern, concerning women,
were still detectable, yet their confluence involved the invocation of a hierarchy. Women are
thought to be more prone to emotion and "release" emotion more quickly, but require more
control over emotion

as

well.

Cendered contextualised agency and emotion signal

position in the
obstacles

field.

a paradox here concerning my

Paradoxically, the very factors which

I

own

suspected might constitute

or impediments to parts of the field, my gender, background as an adoptive parent

and (somewhat distant) training as a social worker, proved to enable me to secure access to

a

range of contexts. As outlined in Chapter One, my gender in particular had been signalled as

potentially problematic early in fieldwork. As events unfolded, my gender and adoptive parent
status actually positioned me as partiallv familiar with adoption, but in need of educating (see

Chapter

One). The partial¡ty of my position in the field was a key factor on my capacity to

learn "how

to observe"

(Strathern 1993c:

163). lronically, my gender had

proved

to

be

instrumental in being able to be positioned in contexts and milieux in which intense, varied
expressions and articulations of emotion could be observed, interpreted and experienced.
These three patterns provide a glimpse of certain masculinised and feminised cultural postures

towards agency and emotion. Masculine agency in relation to emotion implies a distance and

78

lmplying not only that such "control" is necessary but also that exhoftation or directive is required in order for the

control to eventuate. A thread of reluctance thus accompanies the moral caution.
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an air of objectificationTe of and from emotion, especially in contexts regarded as public or at
least minimally

private. ln this way the objectification evident in the context of this chapter

augments the discussion

reminiscent

of objectification and distancing in Chapter Four. The pattern

of McElhinny's work on masculinities and policing, where she

is

describes the

emergence of a masculinity in which physical force is less venerated than "an emphasis on

objectivity and rationality" (1994:162). Refractions of objectification and distancing in turn

can be seen to pivot on the kinds of discretionary, voluntaristic involvement by men in
myriad of contexts

of

relatedness outlined

in Chapter Three. Backett's (1982) attention

a

to

discretionary involvement by fathers and Simpson's (1994, 1997a) research on post-divorce
relationshipscan both thus be regarded as highlysignificantaswell as indicatinga much richer,
more complex array of forces and understandings of identities and social connections, at least

in this field. Because of the implicit distance, in many contexts of male kin relationships,
masculinised "control" can be learned.s0 Feminised agency, on the other hand, is predicated

on a naturalised, proximate awareness and a seamless movement within through and between
realms of emotion. Feminised agency demands an inter-subjective acuity and adroitness that
precludes a mechanical need for the repressive, uni-dimensional cast of masculinised agency
concerning emotion. This trilogy of gendered patterns concerning control, agency and emotion
paves the way for a more detailed consideration of feminine agency in this

field in the final

sections of this chapter.

A multifaceted feminised agency vis a vis emotion is homologous with multifaceted feminine
agency in relation to a critical range of connections, ambiguities and identities which centre

upon kinship and relatedness. This homology helps explain the rich but problematic links
between women as the "custodians of kinship" (Stivens 1985: 31), the dual qualities of fluency

and vulnerability within feminised agency vis a vis emotion, kinship as a deeply affective
domain and the exhortations to "control" emotion when realms of kinship are played out in
relatively public settings (Trawick 1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Schneider 1968).

Yet not all "emotions" are valued in the same way by agents. Here the peril, excitement,
rapture and devastation of the Quest make visible a myriad of postures and understandings by

agents. Agents tended to make arbitrary divisions between those emotions which are, by and
large, positively valued and those which are negatively valued. Joy, elation, intense happiness
and excitement were clustered as "positively" valued while despair, disappointment, rejection,
ie ln contrast, the "female, the subjective, and the natural define emotion in both its negative, unthoughtful sense and
its positive, involved sense" (Lutz

1

988: 58).

80

The popularity of therapeutic and educational groups for men in Western settings to learn to control their feelings
generally and their anger specifically pivots on such a capacity.
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depression and grief were clustered as "negatively" valued.sr The assignment of value to
angers2 was ambiguous and

contextual. On many occasions, anger was negatively valued,

while on certain other occasions the strengthB3 and energy of eruptive anger were positively
appraised. For example, agents would sometimes frame anger as instrumental in their ability to
confront or deal with a difficult situation or person. ln addition to anger's rather ambiguous
and polymorphous valuation,

it is an exemplar of the spontaneity, irresistibility and force of

emotion "erupting", particularly for many men.8a The example earlier in this chapter of the
need to remain calm and clear about a child's problematic entry to Australia is pertinent, for it

was anger and outrage, legitimately ventilated privately, which the coordinators of lobbying
efforts insisted must not cloud the required clarity of more public rationality necessary to secure
permanent

entry. The need for eruption to be "controlled" is not only an example of

the

prevalence of emotional "control" in Western settings, as other researchers have noted (Lutz

1990; Lyon 1995; Lynch 1990). ln addition to human (albeit gendered) control over emotion,

it is evidence for a deeply contextualised, situationally problematic form of human engaqement
with emotion. As those agents in key positionsss exemplify, control over emotion or "being in
touch" with emotion in this cultural location are subject not only to regulation but a contextual
discipline that articulates with a graduated spectrum of the private and the public.
Agents would speak of intense joy or elation as being "wonderful" or "fantastic". Profoundly
despairing experiences, including the devastation of grief-stricken relinquishment practices and

memories would be described as "horrible"

or "unimaginably painful". The prospect of

remaining forever incomplete would be appraised by many agents as the ultimate sentence to
enduring despair. ln addition to simply the intensitv of emotion experienced and discussed by
agents, a polarised pair of emotional categories is suggested. Such polarising often ensued

through verticallys6 spatial metaphors. This tendency was persistent, pronounced and beyond

the immediacy of consciousness of agents. As a part of the habitus, such a tendency was
81

"As Aristotle says, 'to adorn, borrow metaphor from things superior, to disparage, borrow from things inferior"'
(Fernandez 1986a:10).
The ambiguous position of "ange( in Western contexts further problematises White's point that researchers often
interpret anger as a "top candidate for universality' (199O:23l|.

82

83

See Lutz (1 986b, 1 988).
The proliferation of "anger management" groups for men, both therapeutic and educative, in many Western
locations, also signals the cultural potency of anger's assigned need for "management" or "control" as well as men's

8a

problematisedcapacitytoexeftthenecessary"control".

Thisservestotestifynotonlytotheforceof

angerasan

eruptive emotion, but also to the politicised, uncertain and fractious quality of the agency available to men in relation
to emotion generally and anger in particular (see Bilodeau 1992). Whereas emot¡on will often "erupt" in men, thus
breaking through a boundary, such a pattern was not usually depicted in relation to women.
Such as Review Panel member, counsellor, social worker or voluntary support group co-ordinator.
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The pattern is reminiscent of M. Jackson's discussion of "verticality schema" in which agents "speak of the ground
giving way beneath them, of being thrown, of losing their footing, and of falling" (1996: 9).
66
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expressed

in the behavioural repertoire of agents in different ways, the most prominent of

which was language;
... the schemes of perception and appreciation (are) available for use at the moment in
question, especially those that are deposited in language, are the product of previous
symbolic struggles and express the state of the symbolic power relations... (Lamaison
1985: 727 , also Bourdieu 1 991).

Agents often spoke of the most disappointing or hurtful emotional experiences around a theme

of feeling or being

"low".

For example, Mel is an adoptive mother of Cherie, aged

three.

She

described the intense frustration and depression which she often experienced during the years
of waiting, both within infertility programs and then as a prospective adoptive parent:
... the seventh of September was a bad day, the anniversaryut was coming up, I felt like
the adoption was going nowhere, lfelt l'd failed as a mother and l'd failed as a wife to
give my husband children, so I rang, and lcouldn't get MeredithsB and the next day
was the eighth and even worse, and when Mark (husband) came home he said 'you're
feeling so down, why don't you ring?'and I did and the person who answered the
phone snapped at me 'you don't have to ring all the time!'- she was so rude, I felt very
hurt by it, then the eighth was rock bottom ...

Ellie and Frank, on the other hand, are currently considering adoption, but are "taking their

time" to decide. Ellie had known since teenagerhood that it was "unlikely" that she would be
able to have children due to a congenital problem. The New Reproductive Technologies are
unsuitable for them. They explained the "pressure" they felt from "both sides of the family"

and how Ellie's family tended to be "more understanding" than Frank's. Ellie explained that
she "didn't get on" with Frank's parents and that

... they say'why not just do lVF, that works'- they don't understand the ups and the
downs of your emotional system, we tried to explain it as best we could ... it's also that
way with some friends, some understand the ups and downs, some don't ...

Ellie's disappointment at the paucity of love and support from Frank's parents was offset to
some extent by the sustaining effect of their love for each
Frank's approval

this!"

other. As Ellie commented, with

"if you don't really love each other, you just don't get through something like

For Ellie and Frank, love was sustaining in the face of adversity as much as it was "diffuse

enduring solidarity" (Schneider 196S). Ellie and Frank's predicament is a reminder of the point

that not only is success never guaranteed in the Quest, but also that significant connections,
identities and kin relationships enter and help constitute the struggle itself. ln this instance,
strained, ambiguous and often contradictory relationships, obligations and entitlements with kin

actually intensify the experience of incompleteness, simultaneously fuelling their determination
87
88

Of a miscarriage.
Social Worker involved with their application to adopt.
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to succeed if humanly possible.

The "ups" of emotional experience were vividly outlined by other agents on a variety of
occasions during

fieldwork. Maryanne, a thirtynine year old adoptee, was at a stalemate with

her biological mother, who lives in Melbourne, now aged seventyseven and infirm. They had
exchanged photographs, letters and occasional phone calls, but Maryanne "got the message
needed to tread

warily". After

I

describing the curious mixture of disappointment and hope

surrounding the current "stalemate", she spoke of the process
previous year; "during this time of course emotions run really

of locating her mother

high". While this

the

observation

reflects an agent's scaling of emotional intensity, it also conveys a temporary state of affairs in

which emotion, through its elevation, supersedes other (rational) realms of human functioning.
This temporary inversion of the hierarchy of the rational and the emotional parallels and
complements that of

A

Series time, the "subjective" and B Series time, the "objective",

as

outlined in the previous chapter. The capacity of emotion to overwhelm and the gendered,
power-oriented realms of agents' practice provide a richer, more dynamic cultural context in
which to position an analysis of such inversions. ln particular, the spatial, vertical configuration
of a rational-emotion hierarchy can be appraised as implicated in broader, more dynamic nodes

of social life than the structural pre-occupation of a dualistic hierarchy alone might

suggest.

The spatial juxtaposition and conjunction exhibited by a rational-emotion dualistic Àierarchy

but one aspect of a range of metonymic metaphors and registers, all of which pivot

is

on

movement in and constitution of vertical planes (Fernandez 1986a, 199'l; Quinn 1991;
Durham & Fernandez 1991).
Metaphors8e invoking vertically spatialised planes were prominent in discourse by agents. For

example, the Patersons have a three year old "locally" adopted son, Nicholas. Jane and Alex
spoke at length with me of their views and experiences late one afternoon:
(Alex) ... (the social worker) said 'here's this little boy' ...the emotion was incredible ...
this was before Christmas, the Friday before... we decided'yes, we'd take him'then

they said we could discuss it over the weekend, then we had to contact them early
Monday morning ... we went straight to Jane's parents' place and held out the photo
and said 'what do you think of your new grandson?' - they were over the moon, they
cried all day and we cried all day, then we went toJane's sister's place,eo she screamed
with del¡ght! ... flane) my father got so carried away he rang overseas to tell people ...
then Sunday night we hardly slept, we were so hyped up, plus we couldn't think of a
name ... we spent the day with pre-Christmas unwrapping, we got SO many presents,
we got presents from friends of friends, they were so generous, it was the biggest
8e

Whitehouse's research concerning metaphor and emotion in Melanesian initiation cults also points to dynamic,
process-oriented "multivocal" links between rites depassage, paradox, emotion and metaphor (1996). See also
Roberts (1992).

e0

ln thc light of the pronounced quality of the feminised field and the tendency for "relatedness" in a variety of forms
to gravitate "naturally" to women, including within married couples as outlined in previous chapters, visiting Jane's
parents and sister before Alex's "family" is perhaps not altogether surprising.
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Christmas gift of all, of course, and Christmas Day was very stressful, of course, well,
not stressful so much as we were just over the moon ... after eight days the emotional

strain was just too much, so Nicholas had two aunts and a grandmother clucking
around after him while we crashed, then on the first of January things calmed down (Alex) it wasn't stress, it was emotion, emotion ... flane) it brings tears to my eyes, it
was just a happy story, it brings tears to my eyes even now when I tell the story ...

ln addition to profound

senses

of

completeness

for Jane and Alex as individuals, their

experiences and transformations to parenthood rendered them complete as a couple. Yet the
ramifications of their adoption also deeply affected other kin, particularlyJane's father who "got
so carried away he rang overseas to tell people". Like the example of Ellie and Frank cited
above, Jane and Alex's love for each other and their imagined, anticipated child constituted a

sustainingforceinthefaceofdeepuncertainty. Forbothcouples,ithadall been"worthit".
lmages of "jumping Íor

joy" and similar

phrases were also commonly encountered

in other

agents' accounts. What is common to many such references is a theme of elevation, being

"hyped up", "t)ver the moon", and "floating" or "soaring", as with Betty's experiences above.

Often such imagery served to signal and be fuelled by notions of completeness, either via
attainment or pursuit, or by a sense of being on the brink, on the verge of completeness. The
importance of spatial¡sed domains of emotion also contains an element that is closely allied

with the dynamic processes of "intuition". An individual experiencing intuition will inevitably
understand

the process of "sensing", "knowing" (including Tania's phrase "a

mother's

knowing"), "surfacing" or "becoming aware" within a conceptual frame of intuition arising
from

"within". lntuitive

knowledge surfaces from the depths. The direction

of motion

consistent here, not merely from " inner" to "outer", but "inner"er emerging and ascending to

is
a

point of conscious awareness. "Ascent" is accentuated by dovetailed metaphors of upward and

outward motion. Yet "inner" is not a homogeneously constituted space for the origin of
emotions. Crapanzano's observation concerning psychoanalysis and anthropology is pertinent
here:

"... the predominant metaphor is'depth'. The'deeper'the meaning the'truer'the

meaning" (Crapanzano 1992:3O1). ln this context, the deeper the emotion, the "truer" the

emotion, but the more contingent the emergence. The superimposition of metaphorical
movement from "inner" to "outer" upon metaphorical movement from "beneath" to "above"
creates a cultural and experiential space for the elaboration of richly layered themes of motion.
The twin forms of the metaphor not only emphasise the inherent contrast in moving from inner

to outer and beneath to above, they also constitute a socio-logical framework within which

e1

(1

Abu-Lughod and Lutz cite "tropes of interiority and granted ultimatefacticity by being located in the natural body"
1 ). ln the next section the potency of tropes or metaphors in emotional realms and language is explored further.

990:
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"movement" itself can assume pivotal positions.
"surfacing" is by no means confined to "positive" emotions; the "negative" emotions discussed
above also surface from "beneath" and

"within". While

the direction of motion is constant, the

cultural arraignment of the outcome is variable. Emotions such as anger "erupI", "spill over"
and other encapsulations and verbalisations of the hydraulic metaphor (Solomon 1984; Lynch

199O;Lutz & White 1986; Caffin 1996). The "hydraulic metaphor" per se describes a cultural
construction of emotion and its place within human sociality, rather than explaining in any
problematised fashion the social mechanisms associated

with its culturally

contextualised

meaning. As emotions "affirm whatthey assert", so, it might be said the hydraulic metaphor
also affirms what it asserts (Lynch 1990: 14). The experience of "positive" emotions is often
associated with a passage to a higher level, a higher or epic "register" in Favret-Saada's words
(Favret-Saada

1989:47). The

pattern

of higher and lower

extremes is homologous with

Badinter's depiction of women, and mothers in particular, in morally polarised terms, "between

the saint and the slut there was an unbridgeable chasm" (Badinter 1981: 238; also ScheperHughes 1990; Kittay 19971.

The direction of movement in the operation of both "positive" and "negative" emotion
identical, upwards. Yet

in one

sense,

the experience of "negative" emotions and

is

the

experience of "positive" emotions involve inverse movements and a contradiction.e2 Emotion
must "surface",yelthe surfacing of emotion is problematic because of its contextual, situational

contingency

of legitimacy. The cultural

mechanism that

is most central to

emotion's

appearance, to the highest points of affectivity, is precisely the same cultural mechanism which
is most central to emotion assuming a threatening cast or requiring

cultural imagery of the heart

as the source and site of

"control". ln this

emotion and the

sense the

heade3 as the source and

site of cognition and the rational also provides a metaphorical framework for the "ascension"
from the (spatially lower) heart to the (spatially higher) head.ea As the rational domain, by some
accounts,es involves the domination of the "hearl" by the "head", so heart-as-emotion can and

does disrupt, overwhelm and swamp head-as-rational. ln the process

of "overwhelming",

emotion broaches the limits of containment otherwise suggested by the "inner", "lower"
e2

Contradiction and paradox which broadly parallel that outlined by Evens in relation to the expulsion of man (sic)
from the Garden of Eden: "... the ejection and fall from the garden describe also an inward and upward movement ... if
man becomes god-like and the figure of Cod epitomizes what is inclusive and on high, then in taking an outwardbound fall, man must have taken an inward and upward turn" (1997: 210-211).
e3

Parrott notes the significance of the "heart" (allied to the subjective) and the "head" (allied to the objective) but the
spatial relationality embedded in the metaphor is not explored (1995).
ea
Thc contradictory quality of this set of cultural dynamics is intensified by the point that Plato considered reason to be

not only the only immortal part of the soul, but also "the highest part" (Morris 1994: 37).
See for example Parrott (1995); Hochschild (1983); Small (1996); cf Wikan (1989).
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posit¡oning of emotion (Trawick 1990). ln so doing, the direction of motion, like Persephone's
temporary yet perpetual escape from the underworld, is always upward.

Yet the consistently upward direction of motion indicates more than

a

neutral spatial

configuration of the registers. The "logic of practice" also includes the dynamically repressive

quality of the rational over emotion (Bourdieu 1990a). Upward motion

in

metaphors

concerning emotion in this field is polyvalent and polysemic. While motion to a higher register

does invoke passage to a "higher", positively appraised realm, such motion also signals
potentially overwhelming, threatening, chaotic facets of emotion, especially in those more

public contexts in which agents such as counsellors exercise guidance and a discipline of

of
dynamic is consistent with Krais' use of

engagement. This pattern is entrenched in contradiction but fundamental to the complexity
emotion in this field. This analysis of a contradictory

,^

I

I

Bourdieu in her research on gender, emotion and repression, yet it extends and problematises
such a position by probing the structural configuration of the practices which spring from and

inturnconstitutetherepressivedynamicitself (Krais1993;alsoHays1996:165). Atthesame

time, the patterns of gender domination which are outlined by Krais (1993)

become

homologous with the patterns of emotional control and suppression in and by women which
are examined by Lutz (1990). The problematic quality of this homology is discussed in the

final section of this chapter.
The onset of "positive" emotion also involves us being transported to a higher level; we "come

to the emotion". Yet at the same t¡me/ all emotion is experienced in this cultural context
belonging and emanating from "inside" and

as

"below". What are most crucial in relation to this

paradox are not the spatial relationships between levels or "registers"e6 per se, but rather the
instantiated movement by human agents between registers and the patterns of such movements

within the habitus. ln this sense, the habitus contains elements of human experience involving
moving between and helpingto constitute an "upper register" of emotion that is akin to FavretSaada's

"epic register" of witchcraft, as well as moving between and helping to constitute a

"lower register" of emotion that is akin to the domain over which Persephone reigns, the
underworld (Favret-Saacla 1989: 47). A me<Jial, constitutive capacity of the human that

is

predicated upon the motion-al emphasises the extra-human quality of emotional connection or

origin attwo spatialised extremes. Emotion, in this cultural setting, brings agents into not only
conjunction but also pronounced confrontation with a dualistic form of the extra-human and
the quintessentially human. Emotion juxtaposes and connects a sine qua non of humanity and

e6
1

ln Favret-Saada's sense ratherthan lrvine's linguistically oriented use in relation to emot¡on (Favret-Saada 1989, lrvine

990).
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its inverse in dualistic, "registered" configuration.

The medial position of the human is reminiscent of a pattern that has been encountered before

in this thesis. The juxtaposition of rationality and emotion contains an oppositional pair, yet
not simply an oppositional pair. The rational and emotion also undergo conjunction by virtue

of the quality of their nexus. Rationality and emotion constitute a Wagnerian dialectic of
constraint and capacity, "a relationship of simultaneous interdependence and contradiction"
(Wagner 1981: 52). As with time waiting and time lost in the previous chapter, human agency
is crucial not only to each element in the dialectical relationship, but to both constitutins the

boundary between the two domains and moving through the boundary from one domain to

another. Again, Bourdieu's agency is complicit in the constitution and reproduction of

a

Wagnerian dialectic. Yet the rational-emotion pair entails another quality within the
juxtaposition, contrast and conjunction. The constant movement between opposites creates
accentuated Wagnerian form that highlights the paradoxical quality

an

of the simultaneity of

juxtaposition, contrast and conjunction. Here the simultaneity of paradox and dialectic

is

reminiscent of the latmul and Bateson, as outlined by Nuckolls (1995). The nature of the
connections between the rational and emotion in this field are multiple rather than unitary,
varied and dynamic rather than static. As "the latmul prefer the play of contradiction to the
pursuit of a single truth", agents in this field and the "ethos" which envelopes them are perhaps

more homologous with the tatmul described by Bateson than an initial impression might
suggest (Nuckolls 1995: 391).

Here the significance

of

metaphor

in emotion in this cultural setting becomes visible.

Metaphor provides the hierarchised, spatialised, polymorphous extremes that permeate
discourse and practice concerning emotion. Metaphors around lower and higher realms or
registers and upward motion, while prolific in this field, are not unique to the

field.

lndeed,

Fernandez' analysis of the Bwiti cult among the Fang of western Africa exhibits some striking

parallels. ln Fernandez'context, metaphors are both prolific and powerful, often pivoting
around movement away from "the powers of below" in view of the "inescapable attraction of

the evangelical God of the above"; "they stand on belowness, really, the better to launch
themselves to aboveness" (Fernandez 1986a: 18-1

9).

Fernandez recognises that the metaphors

"move the membership towards higher things - towards realms of the above" (Fernandez
1986a: 19). Fernandez indicates that this configuration is especially important in view of

its

establishment of "continua" along which metaphors move. The search for the "aboveness"

fuels a creative tension that connects as well as differentiates "aboveness" from "belowness"
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(Fernandez 1986a: 19; see also Evens 1997). A further parallel between this ethnography and

Fernandez'analysis is the valorisation of striving for "aboveness". While Fernandez'Bwiti
members "search for the above", agents

in this field often find

themselves "soaring" or

"floaring" , especially when strains of completeness are evident or imminent.
There is a certain moral impetus and esteem involved in an orientation to "aboveness" in both

cultural contexts, notwithstanding the contradictory, paradoxical cast of emotion's emergence

in this field. For example, in this field (and other Western settings, as other research has
indicated) not to experience emotion is to fall short of fulfilling one's capacity and "natural"

inclination as a human being.eT As Lutz notes:
the emotion experience can, by virtue of its force, create a feeling of strength rather
than weakness in the individual. Sartre points to this phenomenon when he
characterizes the emotions as 'magical transformations of the world' ... When emotion
is viewed as a source of life, it is also viewed as having the powers of life, as the source
of all personal energy. The disengaged of the alienated person, on the other hand, is
one who has lost the energising and interest-forming effect of emotion. ln losing this,
she or he has lost access to the fundamental source of movement, power and purpose
in the world (Lutz 1986b:294, original emphasis, see also Lutz 1988).

Metaphor is clearly a prominent element in the constitution of the habitus around emotion in
this

field.

But what is the nature and reach of metaphor within the habitus and within the field?

ls its effect confined to the reproduction of Fernandez' "continLIa" along which metaphors
move/ or are other cultural forces and patterns detectable (Fernandez 1986a)? ln this field, the
existence of "continua" and "registers" provide necessary but by no means sufficient conditions

for emotion's cultural articulation. ln order to explore the full contextual effect and significance

of "registers" and "continua", it is necessary to question the very movement between them; a
movement which connects them through human activity at the same time as it juxtaposes them
and makes their opposition most vivid.

MOTION, EMOTION AND THE DYNAMIC PREDICAMENTS OF AGENCY
Emotional realms in this field feature metaphor and movement in striking ways. As thematic

resonators, metaphor

and movement form mutually affirming postures in the

cultural

constitution of emotion. That metaphor and motion should parallel each other or be proximate
in some senses is supported by a particular etymological similarity. The etymological roots of

both "metaphor" and "emotion" lie in "motion". "(M)etaphor means "change in motion"
e7

This dynamic further intensifies the contradictions thât infuse emotion in this field
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(Fernandez 1986a: 37), whereas the etymology of "emotion" also indicates the centrality of
movemente8 or motion:

emotion ... agitation, tumult ... excite, move the feelings of ... after moLJvoir, motion.
Hence ... emotive ... causing movement ... of L. emovere ... (Onions 1966: 310,
.1993:
100).
original emphasis; see also Epstein

The pertinence of such etymological patterns is strengthened by an association between motion
and the Quests which have been prominentthroughoutthis thesis; "the limen of pilgrimage
characteristically, motion, the movement of travel

...'

is,

(V. Turner 1979:132, original emphasis).

The prominence of metaphor and motion in emotional realms sharply differentiates emotion

from the stasis of the rational. A number of sources indicate that in Western settings

a

"rational" stance towards the world is primary and immediate (Lynch 1990; Parkin 1985; Lutz
1986b). Yetthispositionisnotmerelycommonlyacknowledgedoraccepted,italsopassesin
some respects as unproblematic terrain. That is, "rational" is taken as not only superordinate to

emotion,

or

irrationality,ee

or the

"non-rational",r00

"the rational" is also taken as

static,

homogeneous and therefore reliable as a kind of reference point for the subordinate irrational

and non-rational. While this position has a number of difficulties associated with it, there

one corollary that is especially pertinent here. Whereas "the rational" is taken as
characterised by being static, emotion, by contrast is imbued with, and characterised

is

and

by,101

movement. This line of inquiry is supported by Kapferer; "emotions... are forms of the
expression of the fluid motion ...

of human beings in the world" (1997: 223). There is an

inherent difficulty, as Epstein's work on emotion and music indicates,

in exploring

the

emotional through " reason" :
How does one use reason, analysis, to grasp what is fundamentally not understood via
reason? ... motionl02 is found to be the clue ... (Epstein 1993: 101).

ln this section the analytical weight of the centrality of "motion" within emotional realms

explored. This line of inquiry reveals further problems over the kinds of agency which

is

are

extant vis a vis emotion. The section concludes with an appraisal of the intricacies of agency

within

a feminised

field for the habitus of emotion.

sB

The pervasive metaphor concerning "open" and "closed" which was elaborated in previous chapters was often
accompanied by and imbued with emotion. ln the context of this chapter, it is possible to see that the "movement"
between "open" and "closed" states across avariety of circumstances in the field of adoption, togetherwith the

emotional experiences involved, is also founded on "motion" as a centrally positioned const¡tuting feature.
ee
See Hollis (1 974).
roo

ln the sense of Shweder ('l 984).
rot Beneath agents' levels of conscious awateness.
102

An emphasis on motion is broadly resonant with You's research on "an anthropology of rhythm" (You 1994).
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The theme of "movement" was discernible in a variety of ways, from the overt to the fine-

drawn. lt was common for people to speak of being "moved" by occasions, other people or
circumstances. Similarly, external events or situations were often described in everyday life
(not only adoption-oriented occasions or circumstances) as "moving". Some agents would refer

to or imply movement in "moving" from one emotion to another. At times agents would
comment to each other "my feelings have moved from ... to

...".

Often this included a sense of

sequence, either by progression or regression. For many agents, the sudden onset of emotion

was encapsulated by the frequently employed term "overwhelmed/.r03 Apart from the
attributes

of this term and concept

discussed above,

to be "overwhelmed" is to

be

quintessentially "moved" from one state to another in an instant. This quality was especially

detectable in agents'practices and accounts to each other as well as to me of momentous
occasions, especially those rites

allocated child

de

passage such as allocation, re-union

or

meeting the

for the first time. During these extraordinarily emotionally

charged,

experientially "condensed" occasions, agents would undergo rapid "movement" from one
emotion to another. States of experiencing simultaneous emotions followed by numbness were
also encountered; from a maximal experience of emotion to its opposite. One woman told me

about her meeting with her nine month old adoptive son:
one minute lwas overcome with sheer joy, lwas laughing and crying and I felt so
heartbroken that this little baby was losing his heritage, his language ... next minute
just felt nothing, I just went numb all over ... .
I

It was also very common for agents across a wide range of circumstances and connections with

adoption

to

speak

of being "on an emotional roller coaster". This applied approximately

equally to adoptees, adoptive parents and relinquishing mothers. Being on an "emotional
roller coaster" is not only characterised by gut wrenching changes in emotion, it is typified by

a

of "ups" and "downs" of some regularity, but not to the degree that the rhythm

is

series

possible

to anticipate.

unpredictability

lndeed, central

of the motion, with

dramatised by movement sideways as

to the roller

coaster

is the

irregularity and

ascending and descending being augmented and

well. The "emotional roller coaster"

incorporates

a

peculiar mixture of fear, excitement, the unexpected with the altogether expected, the
"boundariesnlo4 of experiencing the phenomenon

itself. The prevalence of the "emotional

roller coaster" in this field also helps explain why agents would refer to emotion being "tiring".

103
Lutz describes various associations between emotion being cast as "wild and uncontrollable", the need to "control
emotion" and emotion as both "vulnerability" and "danger" (1986b: 292-2931.
roa
The spatial and vertical dimensions, plus the velocity involved, mirror the upper and lower registers of emotional

expeflence.
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It is not simply "emotion" per se which is tiring, it is the movement within emotion and
between emotion and other states which is regarded in this cultural setting as demanding
energy and as often being emotionally "draining".

The "ups and downs" of emotional experience, exemplified in the metaphor of the roller
coaster/ also point to the metaphorical (hierarchised) space which emotional experience moves

through and constitutes. The "up-ness" of the above and the "down-ness" of the below are
relationally emphasised and assigned cultural force through the medial position of the human

agent. Here the relational dynamics of the agent to the above and the agent to the below

are

critically associated with the centrality of "motion" in the emotional realms of the field.
Epstein's research

on psychoanalytic explorations in music reminds us that "the factor of

motion" is implicated "as the carrier of ... tensions and as the means through which tensions
are controlled (and) modulated ...

"

so that tension is an "essential factor, conveying the

sensation of movement, of motion, in the absence of true physical motion in space" (Epstein

1993:

99). An

analogous dynamic is discernible

here. The dynamic tension between

the

rational and emotion, their very struggle, becomes visible in the movement between them
through human agency. ln the process "the state of symbolic power relations" is also rendered
visible (Lamaison 1985: 727). Agents, as individuals or couples, not only embody the struggle,

theagentisaconditionofthepossibilityofthestruggle. Similarly,thetensionbetweenthetwo
elements is implicated in the very constitution of each of the elements. What exactly do
combinations of constant movement, juxtaposition and contradiction help constitute? One
answer lies in the parallel with another site of tension between two contradictory elements

which has been elaborated in previous chapters; the complicity of the individual in

the

dialectical tension between separation and attachment and between familiarity and strangeness.
As the individual mediates the tension between separation and attachment in this field, so the

tension between separation and attachment is crucial to the constitution of the individual in

a

social and cultural context. Similarly, the tension and movement between the rational and
emotionl0s helps constitute the individual; particularly the individual as strategising but not

overly cognitised agent. lt could be said that autonomous is to relational as rational is to
emotional. The predominantly "rational" individual becomes

as problematic in this

field

as the

predominantly "autonomous" individual. This perspective might be supported by James'
observation that "'the feeling of rationality and the feeling of familiarity are [therefore] one and

los

This position provides fertile ground for extending the explanatory potency of Lutz' assertion that emotion works
"againstestrangement"(1986b:288). WhiledatainthisthesissupportsLutz'position,italsosuggestsaricher,more
problematic form of the cultural effect stemming from emotion in the constitution of the individual.
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the same thing"' (Barbalet 1997:107, citing James 1897:77). A
therefore based on

a complex interplay

strategisingrO6 agent is

between, movement between and conjunctive

juxtaposition of the rational and the emotional. The constant movement between the rational
and emotion on the one hand and the inherent tension in the separation-attachment pair on the

other hand both mirror and enact the pervasiveness and cultural necessity for struggles. The
individual is thus a microcosm of the field within which she or he is located and a vehicle for
making the struggles visible.
The movement, tension and dialectical cast of the two pairs rationality-emotion and separationattachment provide both a conceptual and a metaphorical window on social forces which are
encapsulated by, but go far beyond, the limitations of a purely autonomous individual or

a

solely cognitively strategising agent. The agent in this field is a practising agent. A practising
agent is a multi-dimensionally strategising agent within a complex field of struggles; a field of
struggles which is frequently inordinately complicated by and bound up

with a myriad of

obligations, identities, loyaltìes, affections, cleavages and ambiguities around kinship.
Following Bourdieu, it could be said that the "logic of practice" explains these sites of tension
on one hand and is constituted by the sites of tension on the other hand. As Bourdieu reminds
us, "practical logic defies logical logic" (Bourdieu 1990c:

Epstein's work on music,
(Epstein 1993:

92). Like the "logic" which

it is motion "with its correlated

informs

affect, that makes ultimate sense"

101). Yet whereas Epstein's musical work emphasises a "structural" flavour

in

the affect and effect of motion, it is by considering Epstein's position within this field that the

full weight of the analogy becomes apparent (Epstein 1993: 101). The invocation of a struggle
at the site of the individual, allied with or in the context of a perpetual or rhythmic motionr0T is

reminiscent

of Persephone, whose struggle to emerge from the underworld succeeded only

temporarily, emerging and ascending only to be consigned below. Yet Perspehone's relevance

exceeds merely shared struggle and peripatetic disposition. Persephone's plight and her
response to it simultaneously alert us to the co-incidence and co-prominence of women or "the

feminine" and movement or motion in the experience and elaboration of emotion for agents in
this field.

The centrality of the idea of movement in one form or another in relation to emotion

is

recognised in previous research in limited ways. This lacuna is ironic in view of the frequency
Bourdieu highlights the frailties of solely rationalist approaches (exemplified by Weber), pointing out that actors
often have incomplete rather than complete knowledge of circumstances and forces, with the sc¡entist "alone who
106

is

able to calculate the system of objective chances to whlch perfectly informed action would have to be adjusted, Weber
slrows clearly thatthe pure model of rational action cannot be regarded as an anthropological description ofpractice"

(Bourdieu 1990c:63).
107

See You

(1

994).
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with which movement is hinted at in research on emotion. Rosaldo, for example, comments
that emotions "... are ... "movements" of our livers, minds, hearts, stomachs, skin (M. Rosaldo

1984: 143). Strathern, following Macfarlane's comparison of obligation and emotion "flowing"

from parent to child, refers to emotion as "flow" between kin which "evince ... proximity"
(Strathern 1992b:134, 15). Parkin writes of "a moving-together of reason, emotion and body"

(Parkin 1985:142). Blackwell refers to "emotional dynamics" (Blackwell 1991:433). Sartre
notes that

it

is a phenomenologically human characteristic "that he (sic) is capable of being

moved" (Sartre 1975:15). Sartre also recognises a "constant going and coming", which
situates

in the context of

contrast

to "too

great

emphasising the significance

he

of "unreflective-consciousness",

a tendency to believe that action is a constant

in

passing from the

unreflective to the reflective, from the world to ourself" (Sartre 1975:53).

Yet as previous chapters have outlined, the field of adoption is a notably feminised one. The
centrality of "motion" in the concept and experience of emotion also enables a richer appraisal

of the kinds of connections that exist between the feminine on the one hand and emotion on
the other hand. Lutz notes the co-presence of the feminine and emotion in a range of ways

in

Western cultural settings (Lutz 1986b, 1988, 1990). Yet while the conjunction of women and

emotion in this field is consistent with the kinds of associations suggested by Lutz, those
associations are also exceeded (1986b). So while pervasive femininity is indeed intricately

linked to the construction and experience of emotion, there are far more intricate processes

work than women being "more

emotional/¿r0B

at

than men, either by disposition or adroit

management (see Hochschild 1983; Small 1996; Eheart & Power 1988; Lutz 1988, 1990).

Problematising the link between the feminine cast of the field and practices around emotion
presents numerous ethnographic and analytical predicaments in relation to agency.ton This line

of inquiry is but narrowly reflected in the literature, which exhibits a marked tendency

to

position agency in relation to emotion in an unremarkable, unitary, homogeneous if not taken
for granted way by equating "agency'! with the control over or management of emotion. This
research indicates that the significance and complexity

of agency in relation to emotion

greater than indicated elsewhere (LL¡tz 1986b, 1988, 1990; Ariss 1993; Fheart

is

& Power 1988;

Just 1991; Lynch 1990; Parrott 1995). At the same time a problematised agencyrl0 has the
capacity to embrace but extend other research (Caffin 1996;Jenkins 1991 ,1996, Lutz & White

r08

Migliore's research provides a pertinent parallel here. Migliore's Sicilian-Canadian women, like Low's Cuatemalan

women, tended to invoke "nerves" to "report psychic distress", whereas "men tended to discuss their problem in terms
of somat¡c symptoms" (Migliore 1994:274, 292).
10e
As highlighted by Creenhalgh (1995) and Bradley
lro As sought by Carter

(1

(1

995)

995).
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1986; Lyon 1995; Reddy 1997; Solomon 1984; White 1990).

The predicaments of agency are vexatious and polymorphous. ln part, this predicament
associated

this

with the contextual metre that typifies the regulation and discipline of emotion

field. lt is context and situation

is

in

that set the tone for the control, emergence and

management of emotion. The tyranny of context creates a necessity of contingency and

it

is

contingency that both explains and further problematises Ariss'"grids of power" within which

emotion surfaces (1993:29). Recognising the contingent nature of emotion's rein in this field

yields further elaborations of agency, especially

in relation to

gender and

power.

The

contextualised quality of agency and the separateness-attachment dialectic of the individual are
conditions of each other's cultural possibility in this field.

Women's emotional fluency and fluidityltl go beyond mere "control", yet are complementary

to it. Such fluency and fluidity are based on motion in

a variety of ways; between the rational

and emotion, between the "ups" and "downs", between the highest and lowest registers and
between different emotions. Civen that agents' practice helps constitute, contrast and connect

diametrical registers, the fluency ascribed
quintessential expression

to women over emotion in this field signals

of human-ness. Such a capacity for motion is exhorted

a

and

simultaneously denigrated. The morally polarised typifications of women noted in this chapter
and preceding ones are encountered once more (Badinter 1981).

Yet this affinity for motion vis a vis emotion by women is also associated with an aura of
unpredictabil¡ty. This unpredictability is homologous with the positioning of women as more

proneto emotion, more "sensitive" and more "in touch with theirfeelings". Further, the nexus
between women and unpredictability that pivots on contingent emotional legitimacy points to
broader concerns regarding feminine agency.
This is a feminine agency which defies control but which also exercises consummate "control"

through the capacity to "move" through and between a myriad of realms and contexts which
include the rational, the emotional and the intuitive. This is a form of agency that exceeds the
boundaries of a dualistic hierarchy comprising rationality and emotion. Yet such agency not

only exceeds the boundaries, it also exhibits the kinds of ambiguity notecl by Battaglia

as

enabling an excavation of "relations of power" (Battaglia 1997: 506; see also Reddy 1997).
Such a feminine agency pivots on the dynamics of motion itself, rather than on the structure of

rr1

The broad cultural expectation that women are more attuned to the needs of others - and that they can and will
minister to such needs wherever possible - intensifies the "movement" by women generally and mothers in particular
Lretween persons¡ situations, needs and emotions. This position is consistent with Lutz' observation that "the female
emerges as the repository of some of the most important human values, including the value of commitment to others"

(Lutz 1 988: 58).
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the dualistic hierarchy. ln this sense, such feminine agency complements an unproblematised
agency of a binary, structure that is limited to rationality and emotion. The centrality of motion

provides

a critical but hitherto

unrecognised element

of agency. lf movement or

motion

completes agency, then agency completes habitus. The habitus that guides and is in turn
moulded by agents' practice is clearly infused by far more than merely or primarily the rational.

On the contrary, patterns in agents' emotional experience and engagement are critically
enmeshed in the struggles and their outcomes.
One way in which emotion is held to engage agents is its eruption and its immensity on those
occasions when its expression is beyond words, as outlined in Chapter Four. ln such instances,

the effects of symbolic power are discernible, since symbolic power works through agents'
"bodies and belief that is given by the collectively recognised capacity to act in various ways
on deep-rooted linguistic and muscular patterns of behaviour..." (Bourdieu 1990c: 69). While

the field involves instances of profound emotional expression, it also contains milieux and
circumstances in which emotion is not expressed, cannot be expressed or, as with the example
concerning the public hearing of the Review Panel earlier in this chapter, brings admonition for
its expression.

As the "control" of emotion by women is simultaneously a (privatised) virtue (being

"in touch

with one's feelings") and a (publicised) fault (emotion "clouds" the rational and objectivity)

so

an inverse duality is detectable in this field in relation to emotion and men.tt2 The capacity to

withhold or restrain emotion and its expression is valorised on one hand and an occasion of
insensitivity, remoteness or moral ineptitude on the other hand (see Gaffin 1996). At first
glance, such a pattern appears to indicate an inverse homology. Both dualities seem to inflect
women's and men's dispositions respectively.
Yet these aspects, while necessary, are by no means sufficient. The homology is limited by

virtue of the feminised tendency in this field to "move" between the rational and within and

between diverse emotional realms. This inclination

to

motion provides

a point of

differentiation between women's and men's habitus as well as creating a symbolic space"3 for

rr2ThispatternindicatesatendencycontrarytothatoutlinedbyBarham(1988). Barham'sanalysisof"myth"and
women's place in "Australian egalitarian thought" indicates a recurrent pattern in which thewoman remains at home
whilethemanventuresforthforvariousreasons/onlytoreturn. Barhamconcludesthatthewomanmustremaln"¡n
order for woman to maintaln her civilising role" (Barham 1988: 499). Man, on the other hand, must "continually move
off but return to the home" so as to avoid "the danger of encompassment within the household" (Barham 1 988: 499500). YetBarham'spositionalignswithandcomplementsthisthesisifthetendencyformeninheranalysistomove
cyclically is framed as an external predilection and if the tendency forwomen in this analysis to "move" in relation to
emotion is framed as an "inner" predilection.
1r3
The very point that emotion is, at times, not expressed becomes a site of engagement of the data and the analysis
rather than an unremarkable "facr" of human response to social existence (see for example Small 1996).
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the adoration of feminised processes generally, women specifically, and mothers in particular,
as

well

as the consignment of the feminine to the amorally disruptivella and the chaotic

in other

respects.

As the arbiters of knowledge, the embodiment of access to valued others, agents of re-union
and completeness and artifices of aggregation and disaggregation, women constitute a series of

focal points in matters of identity and relatedness. lt

is

women as agents in this field then, who

primarily tend to embody not only emotion, but also embody movement within, to and from
emotion.
Yet women are central agents in relation to motion and emotion in less dramatic ways as well

as the profoundly dramatic. As agents who frequently typify or embody completeness or
wholeness,

it

is women who are often critical social figures in movements out of states of

incompleteness to states of completeness, through various forms, degrees and contingencies of

agency. Couples such as Clen and Elizabeth and individuals such as Michael,

whose

experiences, Quests and retrospective contemplation introduced this chapter are prime
examples of agents for whom "movement" is central in life-changing ways. For these agents

who look back on their Quest and all that it has entailed with a sense of gratifying wholeness,
contemplating the movement from incompleteness

to

completeness means reflecting upon

more than just a "journey" through life (Natanson 197Oa). For Clen, Elizabeth, Michael and
others, such reflection also includes a sharp awareness of the contingency and potency of their

very capacity to "move" their identities out of one realm and into another (Cohen 1994).
Frequently, as this chapter and others have illustrated, such transformative movement and its
accompanying emotions pivot on women and feminised processes in critical ways, at critical
times.
By examining the ways in which emotion is experienced and constituted within the field, it has

been possible to analyse the social forces and dynamics that are involved in agents' struggles.
The tendency for emotional registers to be inhabited or frequented by the feminine is not only

reminiscent

of

Perspehone's plight, but also

of her response to it. Emotional realms are

vexatious realms. By virtue of their journeys to them and their occupation of them, women

embody the most sanctified and most condemned outcomes and processes of connectedness;
senses of connection

with others that are not only known but also verified by emotion. At the

same time a sense of separateness and distinctiveness from others is also verified by emotion.

rra As

exemplified in this field on occasions as the imagined, perceived or anticipated intrusion of a relinquishing
mother into the putative harmony and equilibrium of an adoptive family.
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ln the process, women also come to embody what is at stake, the curious tension between and

mutual interdependence of familiarity and strangeness, of separateness and attachment, of
incompleteness and completeness and the epic quests which can absorb those whose lives are
affected in various ways by adoption.
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CONCTUDING REMARKS:
IDENTITY AND AGENCY

This thesis has sought to identify and account for some of the critical notions and forces that impel

cultural elaborations of identity and agency. Rather than exploring this domain in solely theoretical

or abstract ways, the thesis studied adoption as a particular cultural space in which a variety of
forces and concepts related to kinship, connectedness and relatedness are struggled over and with,

being rendered both visible and ethnographically accessible in the process. ln this way, the study
has produced an ethnography of adoption in its own right as well as constructing a commentary

upon a number of critical issues concerning relatedness and kinship as fulcrums for diverse
contours of identity. With the approach of the millennium, contentious issues such as identity and
agency wield considerable currency, not only within the discipline of anthropology, but across the

social sciences generally. At the same time as demonstrating the potency of anthropological
methodologies and analytical perspectives

in relation to adoption specifically, this study

has

confirmed that social anthropology's theoretical bases can make a substantial and distinctive
contribution to domains of life which have received attention from other disciplines as

well.

The

intricacies of the dynamics that permeate identity, relatedness and kinship highlight the need to
resist the tendency to take cultural notions or social processes as unproblematic or unimportant.

This ethnographic study of adoption has pointed to identity as a fragile, enticing, emotion-laden
and potentially perilous aspect of social

life.

As a fundamentally social and dynamic phenomenon,

identity is critically implicated in both relatedness and contemporary notions of kinship, not

so

much in spite of "novel re-arrangements and reconstructions of what hitherto seemed certainties of
Euro-American kinship", but because of such factors (Simpson

1994:847\. Mutually influential

strands which weave between identity, kinship and relatedness have been identified at several
levels and across a range of relatively private and rather more public contexts involving adoption.

Cender has been demonstrated to be a central element in the kinds of purchase that agents might
exert

-

not only upon their own identity, but also upon the identity of others, especially when the

most is at stake in people's lives.

The thesis has also explored elements of theoretical compatibility between Schneider's shared
substance and more recent work by

M. Strathern, Simpson, Franklin and others who are active in

current research concerning kinship and relatedness in Euro-American settings. As well as having
highlighted the continued potency

of

Schneider's concept

of shared substance, the thesis

has
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signalled parallels, homologies and differences between the dynamics which infuse the field of
adoption on the one hand and research on the New Reproductive Technologies on the other hand.
The overview of the entire field of adoption that has been central to both methodology and analysis
has positioned the study so as to take up a number of themes indicated by Modell's anthropological

research on adoption, as

well as uncovering themes, continuities and disjunctures which do not

appear in other research on adoption (Modell 1986,'1994,1996; Terrell & Modell 1994).

At the core of struggles over and for identity have been dimensions of agency. ln the field of
adoption, agency has been contested, challenged, denied and constituted across a variety of
contexts involving a range of agents and circumstances. lndeed, context has been demonstrated

as

critical to the ways in which identity has been interactively productive, transformative, or resistant
in concert with other factors such as gender and notions of connectedness. The dynamic nature of
agency has been elaborated throughout the thesis, revealing a proliferation of dialectical forms,

with the individual

as a prime focus and a consistently medial entity

within the dialectical forms.

The emphasis on process in the study has also centrally implicated the individual. The uncertainty

and dynamism of the processes by which identity was sought, confirmed, undone, denied or
confirmed highlight the physical discreteness and boundedness of the individual at the same time
as they underline the embeddedness of the individual in webs

of relatedness. Yet the struggles

over identity do not solely implicate individuals. This thesis has also featured couples as a prime
social dyad, both in quests for completeness and identity and as a cultural anchor for and a focus of
relatedness and

emotion. The relational cast of both the individual and the marital couple

have

provided reflexive opportunities for the agents concerned, but have also repeatedly signalled the
enchanted quality of relatedness and kinship in this setting. Far from notions

of kinship being

either structurally determined or simply unremarkable, a variety of refractory moments

and

processes have signalled the mystical, extraordinary or enchanted quality of relatedness itself, often

in conjunction with transformations or uncertainties of personal identity.

This thesis has demonstrated that realms of relatedness do not spring solely from inclusiveness,
attachment or belonging, significant as these themes have been. Relatedness and identity have also
been deeply affected by and implicated

in

processes that are conflictual and ambiguous. That

contention, ambiguity and struggles might assume central positions

in an inquiry into

identity

within the field of adoption is not broadly anticipated in the social science literature on adoption.
ln part, this thesis demonstrates anthropology's capacity to influence contemporary debates across
the social sciences by bringing new perspectives and methods to bear. An emphasis on process
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that apportions as much analytical sensitivity to conflict as it does to inclusiveness is a prime
example.
The distinctly feminised cast of the field, combined with the force of matricentricity, highlights the
importance of attendingto social process itself. The profile of process in this research on adoption
parallels the significance of process in research on the New Reproductive Technologies (Franklin

1997; Strathern 1992b,1993a). At the same time, parallels between this research and Simpson's
research on divorce

in Britain have

repeatedly been

to the fore.

Emphases

on

processes that

destabilise or render identity uncertain within webs of kinship or relatedness permeate this study
and Simpson's research on divorce (1994, 1997a, 1997b). The creativity exhibited by agents not

only underlines the ambiguity surrounding many realms of identity in this field (Battaglia1997),iT
also illustrates the fundamental significance of agency in relation to both identity and relatedness.

Agency itself has been demonstrated to be a crucial force in the configuration of identity, albeit

a

fundamentally problematic one. The processes bywhich identity has been pursued, struggled over

and constituted are social processes which are hinged upon the complexity, contingency and
contextual ity of agency.

Yet the identities that have been central to this thesis display a paradox. While the identities go to

the core of existence in many cases, the identities are also either perilous in terms of pursuit,
attainment, or concealment, or potentially fragile in terms of the certainty that they promise. Of

particular significance in this study has been the extent to which identity has been embroiled in
what is at stake, not only for oneself, but also for a myriad of others who are implicated in webs of
relatedness (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992). What is at stake has invariably implicated other agents

within changing vortices of relatedness, affectivity, differentiation and attachment. The kinds of
identity that have occupied centre stage in this study emphasise and require diverse configurations

of agency at the same time as they repeatedly render the bounds of agency visible in relation to
identity across a range of social contexts.
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